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 Major Professor: Michael Zell, Professor of Art History 
 ABSTRACT 
 From about 1605 to 1613, the Dutch printmaker and draftsman Hendrick Goudt 
produced seven prints after paintings by Adam Elsheimer, the celebrated German artist 
active in Rome. Goudt’s prints are virtuosic works that introduced Elsheimer’s famously-
rare, much-admired paintings to a broader audience while showcasing Goudt’s unique 
talents as a printmaker.  
 Goudt also produced over three hundred drawings over the course of his career. 
Different from his prints, his sketches are often impulsive, unresolved works-in-progress 
that never supported final, or finished works of art in the conventional sense. While many 
are based on iconic examples, others suggest his spontaneous recording of scenes of 
everyday life.  
 Since his own time, Goudt has mainly been discussed as a subordinate figure to 
the more famous Elsheimer. His prints are generally considered to be technically-
accomplished but largely reproductive works, and his drawings understood as amateurish 
productions. This dissertation, in considering Goudt’s life and artworks as interdependent 
areas of study for the first time in art historical scholarship, has three primary goals: to 
establish more concretely the facts of Goudt’s life through a close reading of surviving 
archival documents; to provide a thorough understanding of his prints and drawings in 
 ix 
 
terms of his technique and influences based on an analysis of his works in European and 
American collections; and to consider Goudt within his artistic and social context.  
 This research draws on recent scholarly investigations of early modern print 
culture, integrating a more nuanced understanding of the reproductive print to elucidate 
Goudt’s works as virtuosic performances of his self-identification as an artist, a cultivated 
gentleman and art lover (liefhebber). His persona was shaped by notions of ideal behavior 
and etiquette promulgated in writings from the sixteenth century onward.  His sketches, 
which demonstrate his commitment to drawing as a pedagogical tool, also relate to the 
practice of draftsmanship as a noncommercial activity among gentlemen, and thus 
suggest an image of Goudt as a privileged aesthete. In this sense, Goudt’s works not only 
reflect his particular sense of self, but also embody the social values and ideals of the 
environment in which he and his artworks circulated. 
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Figure 1.1 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of Saint John, undated 
Image: © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.2 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608 
Image: © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.3 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, 1610 
Image: © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.4 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, 1612 
Image: © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.5 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.6 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape with Aurora, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.7 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Rest on the Flight into Egypt, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.8 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Virgil in the Basket, 1600, pen and ink on 
parchment. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, Rijksprentenkabinet, 
Inv. no. inv. no. RP-T 1964-37 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
 
283, 284 
Figure 1.9 
 
Lucas van Leyden, Virgil in the Basket, 1525, New Hollstein 
180 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum   
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Figure 1.9a 
 
Hendrick Goltzius, Young Man Wearing a Plumed Hat, 1614, 
pen and ink on parchment 
New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library,  inv. no. III, 145 
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Figure 1.9b 
 
Lucas van Leyden, Man Holding a Skull, ca. 1519, New 
Hollstein 174 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.10 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Two Women and a Man in 
Conversation, FKB inv. no. 5879  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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*Figure 1.11a 
 
Jacques de Gheyn, Studies of Men and Women for the Land-
Yacht  
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three 
Generations, Amsterdam, Boston, and London, 1983 
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*Figure 1.11b 
 
Jacques de Gheyn, Studies of Men and Women for the Land-
Yacht  
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three 
Generations, Amsterdam, Boston, and London, 1983 
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*Figure 1.12 
 
Jan van de Velde, folio 21 of Der Spieghel der Schrijf-Konst in 
den welcken ghesien worden veelderhande gheschrifften met 
hare fondementen ende onderrichtighe uytghegeven, published 
1605 
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Figure 1.13 
 
 
Hendrick Goudt’s will, Het Utrechts Archief, not. Wtenwael, 
U006B013, May 28, 1611 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.14a 
 
Document of the conferral of Goudt’s Roman title, Secret 
Vatican Archives, May 1611 
Image: Christian Tico Seifert, “Depicting Darkness: Hendrick 
Goudt, Printmaker in Rome and Utrecht,” in Ein Privilegiertes 
Medium und die Bildkulturen Europas: Deutsche, Französiche 
und Niederländische Kupferstecher und Graphikverlager in 
Rom von 1590 bis 1630, Akten des Internationalen 
Studientages der Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome, November 10-
11, 2008, edited by Eckhard Leuschner, published Munich, 
2012, pp. 177-197 
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Figure 1.14b Document of the conferral of Goudt’s Roman title, Secret 
Vatican Archives, May 1611 
Image: Christian Tico Seifert, “Depicting Darkness: Hendrick 
Goudt, Printmaker in Rome and Utrecht,” in Ein Privilegiertes 
Medium und die Bildkulturen Europas: Deutsche, Französiche 
und Niederländische Kupferstecher und Graphikverlager in 
Rom von 1590 bis 1630, Akten des Internationalen 
Studientages der Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome, November 10-
11, 2008, edited by Eckhard Leuschner, published Munich, 
2012, pp. 177-197 
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Figure 1.14c Document of the conferral of Goudt’s Roman title, Secret 
Vatican Archives, May 1611 
Image: Christian Tico Seifert, “Depicting Darkness: Hendrick 
Goudt, Printmaker in Rome and Utrecht,” in Ein Privilegiertes 
Medium und die Bildkulturen Europas: Deutsche, Französiche 
und Niederländische Kupferstecher und Graphikverlager in 
Rom von 1590 bis 1630, Akten des Internationalen 
Studientages der Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome, November 10-
11, 2008, edited by Eckhard Leuschner, published Munich, 
2012, pp. 177-197 
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Figure 1.15 List of Membership of  the Utrecht Guild of Saint Luke, 1611 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.15a List of Membership of  the Utrecht Guild of Saint Luke, 1611 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.16a 
 
Hendrick Goudt’s home at 18 Janskerkhof, Utrecht 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.16b Hendrick Goudt’s home at 18 Janskerkhof, Utrecht 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.16c Hendrick Goudt’s home at 18 Janskerkhof, Utrecht 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.1 Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of Saint John, undated 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
301, 308 
Figure 2.2 Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
302, 313 
Figure 2.3 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, 1610 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
303, 319 
Figure 2.4 Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, 1612 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
304, 330 
Figure 2.5 Hendrick Goudt, Landscape with Aurora, 1613  
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
305, 337 
Figure 2.6 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
306, 339 
Figure 2.7 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Flight into Egypt, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.1a 
 
Adam Elsheimer (?), The Decapitation of Saint John, private 
collection 
Image: Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam 
Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, 
Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
  
309 
Figure 2.1b Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of Saint John, undated, trial 
proof, Berlin, inv. no. 384-27  
Image: Ann Röver-Kann, Mit der schnellen Nadel gezeichnet: 
Experiment Radierung im Jahrhundert Dürers, (exh. cat.) 
Bremen, Kupferstichkabinett, Kunsthalle, 2 vols., 2008 
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Figure 2.1c Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of Saint John, undated, trial 
proof, Berlin, inv. no. 384-27 (detail) 
Image: Ann Röver-Kann, Mit der schnellen Nadel gezeichnet: 
Experiment Radierung im Jahrhundert Dürers, (exh. cat.) 
Bremen, Kupferstichkabinett, Kunsthalle, 2 vols., 2008 
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Figure 2.1d Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of Saint John, undated, 
detail of Goudt’s monogram 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.2a 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The “Little” Tobias 
Frankfurt Historisches Museum, inv. no. B789 
Image: © Frankfurt Historisches Museum 
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Figure 2.2b Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608, working proof, 
London, The British Museum, inv. no. S.4957 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.2c 
and detail 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608 (?), pen and ink on 
parchment, Paris, Petit Palais, inv. no. Dutuit 1116 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 2.2d 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The “Little” Tobias, undated, etching, 
Frankfurt, Städel Museum (no inventory number) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.2e Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure   2.3a  
 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, 1612, Milwaukee, Dr. 
Alfred and Isabel Bader Collection 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmann et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  
(exh. cat.), Städelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National 
Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 2.3b 
 
Anonymous copy after Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, 
Madrid, Museo del Prado inv. no.2181 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmann et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  
(exh. cat.), Städelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National 
Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 2.3c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, FKB, inv. no. 5891 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 2.3d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, FKB, inv. no. 5892 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 2.3e 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, Frankfurt, Städel 
Museum, (not in FKB), inv. no. 672 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figures 2.3f 
and g 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, details 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 2.3h 
and detail 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, undated, etching, 
Hamburg, Kunsthalle, Kupferstichkabinett (no inv. no) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
326, 327 
Figures 2.3i, 
j, k 
 
Details of The Mocking of Ceres, and “restored” inscription 
 
328, 329 
*Figure 2.4a Adam Elsheimer, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon 
and Baucis, Dresden, inv. no. 1977 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmann et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  
(exh.cat.), Städelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of 
Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, London, 2006 
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*Figure 2.4b Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis (detail), proof, Dresden, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. A7207a 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.4c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, FKB, inv. no. 5908 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 2.4d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, FKB, inv. no. 5887 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 2.4e 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, London, The British Museum, inv. no. 
1920, 1116.11 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.4f 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des 
Dessins, inv. no. 23006 
Image: © R.M.N. 
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*Figure 2.5a 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Landscape with Aurora, Braunschweig, Herzog 
Anton-Ulrich Museum, inv. no. 550 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmann et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  
(exh. cat.), Städelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of 
Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, London, 2006 
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*Figure 2.6a 
 
[after] Adam Elsheimer, The “Great” Tobias, Copenhagen, 
Statens Museum fur Kunst, inv. no. inv.no.207 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmann et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  
(exh. cat.), Städelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of 
Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, London, 2006 
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*Figure 2.6b 
 
Tobias and the Angel, 1613 (?), pen and ink on parchment, 
Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. I, 146a 
Image: Photo © Pierpont Morgan Library, New York 
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Figure 2.6c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.6d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.6e 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 2.7a 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The Flight into Egypt, Munich, Alte Pinakothek, 
inv. no. 216 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmann et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610, 
(exh. cat.), Städelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of 
Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, London, 2006 
346 
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*Figure 2.7b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Flight into Egypt, proof, detail of center 
section of the print, Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 7203 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.7c 
 
Detail of the proof showing the unshaded moon reflected in the 
water, compared with a detail of 2.7, the completed print 
showing additional shading in the moon and its reflection  
Image: Photos taken by the author 
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Figure 2.7d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Flight into Egypt, detail, Dresden, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 7203 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.8 
 
Caspar Netscher, The Lacemaker, 1662 
Image: © The Wallace Collection, London, inv. no. P 237 
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*Figure 2.9 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, posthumous impression (?), Brussels 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.10 
and detail 
 
Flemish, ca. 1620, Connoisseurs in a Cabinet of Rarities, 
London, The National Gallery, inv. no. 1287 
Image: © The National Gallery, London 
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*Figure 2.11 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, printed on silk, Paris, 
Fondation Custodia, Collection Frits Lugt, inv. no. 1979-P.10 
Image: photo taken by the author 
 
354-55 
*Figure 2.12 
 
Title page published by Gabriel Huquier (after a design by 
François Boucher the Younger) to accompany a series of prints 
by Goudt, undated 
Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett, no inventory number 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.13 
 
Pieter Codde, Visitors to a Studio, Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart, inv. 
no. 3249 
Image: © www.staatsgaleriestuttgart.de 
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Figure 3.1 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Two Men, with Goudt’s name and 
address in Utrecht on the verso, FKB, inv. no. 5904 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.1a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 3.1, Study of Two Men, with the 
inscription: “…ntfesten…Goudt woonende…Kerchoff tot 
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Utrecht,” FKB, inv. no.5904 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)         
 
Figure 3.2 
 
Sampling of works in the Frankfurt Klebeband 
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Figure 3.2a Sampling of works in the Frankfurt Klebeband 
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Figure 3.3a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Two Females, showing trimmed 
edges and remounting, inv. no. 5965 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.3b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 3.3a, Study of Two Females, 
showing trimmed edges and remounting, FKB, inv. no.  5965 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.3c  
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Figure on Horseback, showing the 
torn edges of the sheet which is now mounted down, FKB, inv. 
no.5932 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.4 
 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Adam and Eve, Tobias and 
the Angel, FKB, inv. no. 5974 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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*Figure 3.5 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no. G4 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 3.5a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 3.5, Study of a Man, showing 
Goudt’s address, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van 
Beuningen, inv. no. G4 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 3.6 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Standing Men, Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, 
inv. no. 5590 
Image: www.rkd.nl 
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*Figure 3.7 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Three Men, Rotterdam, Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G6 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 3.8 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G7 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 3.9 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G3 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 3.10 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G5 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 3.11 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G2 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 3.12 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G1 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.13 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Virgil in the Basket, 1600, pen and ink on 
parchment, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, Rijksprentenkabinet, 
inv. no. inv. no. RP-T 1964-37 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
 
374-75 
Figure 3.14 
 
Lucas Van Leyden, Virgil in the Basket, 1525, New Hollstein 
170 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum   
 
376 
Figure 3.15  
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5856 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
377 
Figure 3.15a  
 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of figure 3.15, with a sketch of a Man, 
Woman and Child, FKB, inv. no. 5856 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
  
378 
Figure 3.16  
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, British Museum, inv. no. 
Oo.10.135  
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
379 
Figure 3.16a  
 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of figure 3.16, showing a sketch in pen 
and brown ink, London, The British Museum, inv. no. 
Oo.10.135 
Photo: Trustees of the British Museum  
 
380 
*Figure 3.17 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, New York, The Pierpont Morgan 
Library, inv. no. III, 160 
Image: © Pierpont Morgan Library, New York 
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*Figure 3.18 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Female Nude 
The George and Maida Abrams Collection, Boston, 
Massachusetts  
Image: 
 
382 
*Figure 3.19 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Temptation of Jesus, The Maida and 
George Abrams Collection, Harvard University Art 
Museums/Fogg Art Museum, inv. no. 2008.257 
 
383 
*Figure 3.20 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Glass Design for Philip Mohr and his Wife 
Katherina Back, Düsselfdorf, Museum Kunst Palast, inv. no. 
KA (FP) 5473 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
384 
*Figure 3.21 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Fame (page from an album amicorum), 
Karlsruhe, Staatliche Kunsthalle, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 
VIII, fol. 57 v/I 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
385 
*Figure 3.22 
 
Adam Elsheimer, An Artist before Mercury, Braunschweig, 
Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. Z 
88  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
386 
*Figure 3.23 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Neptune and Triton, Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. C 
2310  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
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*Figure 3.24 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The Large Sketch Sheet, Staatliche Museen 
zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. 
no. KdZ 4636 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
388 
*Figure 3.25 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The Small Sketch Sheet, Staatliche Museen zu 
Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 
KdZ 5024  
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Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
*Figure 3.26 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The Artist in Despair, Munich, Staatliche 
Graphische Sammlung, inv. no. 1996: 28 Z 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
390 
*Figure 3.27 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Study of Heads, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, 
Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. RP-T- 1981-220 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
391 
*Figure 3.28 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Pietà, Braunschweig, Herzog Anton Ulrich-
Museum 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
392 
*Figure 3.28a 
 
Adam Elsheimer Pietà, Weimar, Goethe-Nationalmuseum 
(Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Schlossmuseum), inv. no. KK 
482 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
393 
*Figure 3.29 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Landscape (Study for Aurora), Staatliche 
Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. KdZ 2237 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
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*Figure 3.29a 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Landscape with Aurora, Brauschweig, 
Herzog Anton-Ulrich Museum, inv. no. 550 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmann et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  
2006, Städelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of 
Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, London, 
2006 
  
395 
*Figure 3.30 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Il Contento, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet 
des Dessins, inv. no. 33.953 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
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Sammlung, 2008 
  
*Figure 3.30a 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Il Contento, Edinburgh, National Gallery of 
Scotland, inv. no. RSA 298 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
397 
*Figure 3.30b 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Il Contento, Edinburgh, National Gallery of 
Scotland,  inv. no. NG 2312 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
398 
*Figure 3.30c 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Il Contento, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet 
des Dessins, inv. no. 18.657 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
399 
*Figure 3.31 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The Decapitation of Saint John, The Duke of 
Devonshire and the Chatsworth Settlement Trustees, 
Derbyshire, inv. no. 851C  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
400 
*Figure 3.32 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, Washington, D.C., 
The National Gallery of Art, Wolfgang Ratjen Collection, 
Purchased as the Gift  of Ladislaus Beatrix von Hoffmann, inv. 
no. 2007.111.9 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
401 
*Figure 3.33 
 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, Hamburg Kunsthalle, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 1927-105 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
402 
*Figure 3.34 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, Warsaw, Poland, Museum Narodowe, 
inv. no. 146603/17 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
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*Figure 3.35 
 
Adam Elsheimer, Bathsheba, Vienna, Graphisches Sammlung, 
Albertina, inv. no. 3345 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
404 
*Figure 3.36 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Group of Standing Men and Women 
Rennes, Musee des Beaux-Arts, no inv. no. 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
  
405-406 
*Figure 3.37 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel 
Leiden, Universiteitsbibliothek, inv. no. 2506 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
  
407-408 
*Figure 3.38 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608 (?), pen and ink on 
parchment 
Paris, Petit Palais, inv. no. P.P.-DUT. 1116 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
409 
*Figure 3.39 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, 1613 (?), pen and ink on 
parchment 
New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. I, 146a 
  
410 
Figure 3.40 
 
Lucas van Leyden, Man Holding a Skull, ca. 1519, New 
Hollstein 174 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
  
411 
Figure 3.41 
 
Hendrick Goltzius, Young Man Wearing a Plumed Hat, 1614, 
pen and ink on parchment 
New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. III, 145 
 
412 
*Figure 3.42 
 
Jacques de Gheyn II, Studies in Preparation for the Land-Yacht 
print 
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three 
Generations, The Hague, Boston, and London, 1983 
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*Figure 3.43 
 
Jacques de Gheyn II, Studies in Preparation for the Land-Yacht 
print 
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three 
Generations, The Hague, Boston, and London, 1983 
 
414 
*Figure 3.44 
 
Jacques de Gheyn II, Studies in Preparation for the Land-Yacht 
print 
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three 
Generations, The Hague, Boston, and London, 1983 
 
415 
Figure 3.45 Hendrick Goudt, Study of Two Women and a Man in 416 
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 Conversation, FKB inv. no. 5879 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
Figure 3.46 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Three Men in Conversation, FKB, 
inv. no.  5855 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
  
417 
*Figure 3.47 
and details 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Men on Horseback, Paris, École 
Nationale Superieure des Beaux Arts, inv. no. 12083 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
418-19 
Figure 3.48 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Men, Women and a Child, FKB, inv. 
no. 5833 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
420 
Figure 3.49 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Woman and a Child, FKB, 
inv. no. 5981  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
  
421 
Figure 3.50 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Verso of Study of a Man and Two Children, 
FKB, inv. no. 5925  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
422 
Figure 3.50a verso of figure 3.50, Study of a Man and Two Children, FKB, 
inv. no. 5925 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
 
423 
Figure 3.51 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Women in Conversation, Musée du Louvre, 
Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18654 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
424 
Figure 3.52 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Group of Men and Women, Musée du Louvre, 
Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18655.1 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
425 
Figure 3.53 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Group of Standing Men, Musée du Louvre, 
Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18655.2 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.54 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Men and Women with Children, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18655.3 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
427 
Figure 3.55 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Men and a Woman, Musée du Louvre, 
Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18656.3 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
428 
Figure 3.56 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Young Man Approaching a Seated Woman, 
Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18656.1 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
  
429 
Figure 3.57 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Men, Women and Children, Musée du Louvre, 
Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18655 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
  
430 
Figure 3.58 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Women seen from the rear, Paris, Musée 
du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18661 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
431 
*Figure 3.59 
 
Jacques de Gheyn, Study of a Seated Woman and a Child 
Image: I. Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three 
Generations, The Hague, Boston, and London, 1983 
 
432 
Figure 3.60 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Men, a Child and a Dog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, inv. no. 669 (not in FKB) 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
 
433-34 
Figure 3.60a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 3.60, Study of Men, a Child and a 
Dog, Frankfurt, Stadel Museum, inv. no. 669 (not in FKB) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
435 
*Figure 3.61 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Photograph of several drawings mounted 
together, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, various 
inv. nos. listed separately in following images 
Image: photo taken by the author 
 
436 
Figure 3.62 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 22611.5   
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
437 
Figure 3.63 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 22.611.4   
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
  
438 
Figure 3.64 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 22611.3   
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.65 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 22611.2   
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
440 
Figure 3.66 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 22611.1 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
  
441 
Figure 3.67 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18.654 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
442 
Figure 3.68 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study sheet with a Procession of Figures, 
FKB, inv. no.  5841 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
   
 
443 
Figure 3.69 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Processions of Figures, 
FKB, inv. no. 5942 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
444-45 
Figure 3.70 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Figures in Conversation and 
the Figure of Mercury Seated, FKB, inv. no. 5920 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
 
446-47 
Figure 3.71 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Putti and Figures Dancing, 
FKB, inv. no. 5970 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
449 
Figure 3.72 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Children, Male Nude and a 
Seated Woman, FKB, inv. no. 5944 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
450 
Figure 3.73 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Male and Female Heads, 
FKB, inv. no. 5938 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
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Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
Figure 3.74 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with a Male Nude Holding a 
Lance and Children, FKB, W 101/39 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
452 
Figure 3.75 
and detail 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Sketch Sheet with Figures on Horseback, 
FKB. inv. no. 5935 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
Photo (detail) taken by the author 
 
453-54 
Figure 3.76 
 
Roelant Savery, Sketch Sheet, Rijksmuseum, 
Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. RP-T-1888-A-1449 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
 
455 
*Figure 3.77 
 
Jan Breughel II, Sketch Sheet 
Maida and George Abrams Collection 
 
456 
Figure 3.78 
 
Rembrandt van Rijn, Sketch Sheet with Beggars and Saskia in 
Bed, 1641-42, etching, Hind 163 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
459 
   
Figure 3.79  
 
Hendrick Goltzius, Arcadian Landscape with a Shepherd 
Minding his Flock, ca. 1615, chiaroscuro woodcut, Hollstein 
377 
London, The British Museum, inv. no. 1868, 0316.1 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
460 
Figure 3.80a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape with Putti, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 21715 
Image : Photo © R.M.N. 
  
461 
Figure 3.80b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Standing Men and a Landscape, 
FKB, inv. no. 5927 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
462 
Figure 3.81 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5849 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.82 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5845 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
464 
Figure 3.83 
 
Hendrick Goudt,  Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5842 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
465 
Figure 3.84 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5848  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
466 
Figure 3.85 
 
Hendrick Goudt,  Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5846 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
467 
Figure 3.86 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5843 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
468 
Figure 3.87 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5836 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
469 
Figure 3.88 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5828 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
470 
Figure 3.89 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5830 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
471 
Figure 3.90 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5863  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
472 
Figure 3.91 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5850 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
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Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
*Figure 3.92 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Small Landscape Sketch, Braunschweig, inv. 
no. Z 73 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
474 
Figure 3.93 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Female Nude, FKB, inv. no. 5960 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
 
475 
Figure 3.94 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Female Nudes, FKB, inv. no. 5931 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
 
476 
Figure 3.95 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Seated Female Nude, FKB, inv. no. 5877 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
477 
Figure 3.96 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Female Nudes, FKB, inv. no. 5902 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
 
478 
Figure 3.97 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Mother and Child, FKB, inv. no. 5834 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
479 
Figure 3.98 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Mother and Child, FKB, inv. no. 5925 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
480 
Figure 3.99 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Mother and Child, FKB, inv. no. 5919 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
481 
Figure 3.100 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Men in Conversation, FKB, inv. no. 
5889 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
482 
Figure 3.100a Hendrick Goudt, verso of figure 3.100, showing a male figure 483 
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 from Lucas van Leyden’s Esther Before Ahaseuras, FKB, inv. 
no. 5889 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
Figure 3.100b 
 
Lucas van Leyden, Esther before Ahaseuras, Hollstein 31 
Image: Photo © Trustees of The British Museum  
  
484 
Figure 3.100c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with a figure from Lucas van 
Leyden’s Esther Before Ahaseuras, FKB, inv. no. 5899 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
485 
Figure 3.100d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Woman, and Child, FKB, inv. 
no. 5903 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
486 
Figure 3.100e 
 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 100d, Study of a Male Figure 
from Lucas van Leyden’s Esther Before Ahasueras, FKB, inv. 
no. 5903 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
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Figure 3.101a 
 
Lucas van Leyden, Salomon’s Idolatry, 1514, New Hollstein 30 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
488 
Figure 3.101b 
 
Lucas van Leyden, Salomon’s Idolatry (from the Small Power 
of Women Series), ca. 1517-50, Hollstein 184 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
  
489 
Figure 3.101c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Salomon’s Idolatry, FKB, inv. no. 6005 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
490 
Figure 3.101d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study for Female Figure in Salomon’s 
Idolatry, FKB, inv. no.6000 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.102a 
 
Hendrick Goltzius, Christ Carrying the Cross, Plate 9 from the 
Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 1-12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.102b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, London, The 
British Museum, inv. no. Oo, 9.13 
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Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
Figure 3.102c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, London, The 
British Museum, inv. no. 1893, 0731.2 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.102d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 
5862 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.102e 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 
5864 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
496 
Figure 3.102f 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 
5865 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.103a 
 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Flagellation of Christ, Plate 6 from the 
Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 1-12 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.103b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Flagellation of Christ 
Almelo,The Netherlands, Private Collection 
Image: Hans Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers: Das 
Werk des Meisters und der Problemkreis Elsheimer—Goudt, 
Berlin, 1966 
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Figure 3.104a 
 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Mocking of Christ, Plate 7 from the 
Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 1-12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
500 
Figure 3.104b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 5880 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.104c 
and details 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 5857 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.104d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 6002 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.105a 
 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Presentation of Christ (Ecce Homo), 
Plate 8 from the Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 1-12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
505 
Figure 3.105b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Presentation of Christ (Ecce Homo), 
FKB, inv. no. 6003 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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*Figure 
3.105c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Presentation of Christ (Ecce Homo), 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 14603 
Image: Hans Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers: Das 
Werk des Meisters und der Problemkreis Elsheimer—Goudt, 
Berlin, 1966 
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Figure 3.106a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Standing Soldiers, FKB, inv. no. 
6001 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.106b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Standing Soldiers, FKB, inv. no. 
5999 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.106c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Standing Soldier, FKB, inv. no. 
5998 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.106d 
 
Lucas van Leyden, The Presentation of Christ (Ecce Homo), 
New Hollstein 50 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.107a 
 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Entombment, Plate 11 from the Passion 
of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 1-12 
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Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
Figure 3.107b 
and details 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Entombment of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 
5905 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
 
513-14 
Figure 3.107c  
 
Verso of figure 3.107b, The Entombment of Christ, FKB, inv. 
no. 5905 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.107d 
 
Albrecht Durer, The Entombment, Plate 13 from the Engraved 
Passion, Bartsch 13 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.107e 
 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of The Entombment of Christ, FKB, inv. 
no. 5883  
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.108a 
 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Resurrection of Christ, Plate 12 from 
the Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 1-12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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* Figure 
3.108b 
 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Resurrection of Christ, Berlin, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. KdZ 12491 
Image: Hans Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers: Das 
Werk des Meisters und der Problemkreis Elsheimer—Goudt, 
Berlin, 1966 
 
519 
Figure 3.108c 
 
Lucas van Leyden, The Resurrection of Christ, from the 
Passion of Christ, New Hollstein 56 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
  
520 
Figure 3.109a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 
5861 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.109b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 
5871 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.110a  
 
Hendrick Goltzius, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, 
undated, Hollstein 131 
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Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
Figure 3.110b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. 
no. 5915 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
 
524 
Figure 3.110c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. 
no. 5894 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
525 
Figure 3.110d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. 
no. 5951 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.110e 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. 
no. 5870 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
 
527 
Figure 3.110f 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. 
no. 5906 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
 
528 
Figure 3.111a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Seated Female Nude with Attending Figures, 
FKB, inv. no. 5976 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.111b 
 
Jan Muller, Venus Honored by Nymphs (after Bartholomeus 
Spranger), ca. 1591, New Hollstein 73  
Image: Photo © Trustees of  the British Museum 
 
530 
Figure 3.112a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Two nude females, based on Jacob Matham’s 
Rachel and Leah, FKB inv. no. 5866 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.112b 
 
Jacob Matham, Rachel and Leah, ca. 1597, New Hollstein 22 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
532 
Figure 3.113a 
 
Jan Saenredam, Diana Discovery Callisto’s Pregancy, 1599, 
Hollstein 77 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.113b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Diana Discovering Callisto’s Pregnancy, 
London, The British Museum, inv. no. 1897, 0410.11 
Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
 
534 
Figure 3.113c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Diana Discovering Callisto’s Pregnancy, 
FKB, inv. no. 5867 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.113d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Diana Discovering Callisto’s Pregnancy, 
FKB, inv. no. 5914 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
536 
Figure 3.114a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, FKB, inv. no. 5891 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
538 
Figure 3.114b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, FKB, inv. no. 5892 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.114c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, Frankfurt, Städel 
Museum, (not in FKB), inv. no. 672 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
540 
Figure 3.114d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18.662.1r 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
 
541 
Figure 3.115a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, FKB, inv. no. 5908 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.115b Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 543 
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 Philemon and Baucis, FKB, inv. no. 5887 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
  
Figure 3.115c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, London, The British Museum, inv. no. 
1920, 1116.11 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.115d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet de 
Dessins, inv. no. 23006 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.116a 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel, FKB, inv. no. 5947 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.116b 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel, FKB, inv. no. 5893 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.116c 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel, FKB, inv. no. 5907 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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*Figure 
3.116d 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel, Leiden, 
Universiteitsprentkabinet, inv. no. 2506 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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*Figure 3.117 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, Private Collection 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
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*Figure 3.118 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, Frankfurt (not in FKB), inv. no. 
16748 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
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*Figure 3.119 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Bathsheba, Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. 
no. 4272 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
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Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
  
*Figure 3.120 
 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, Edinburgh, The National Gallery of 
Scotland, inv. no. D. 5605 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
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*Figure 3.121 
 
Hendrick Goudt, A Satyr Family, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, 
(not in FKB) inv. no. 670 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. 
Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphisches 
Sammlung, 2008 
 
566 
Figure 4.1 
 
Jan van de Velde II, Vesper (plate 3 from the Times of Day), 
1622, Hollstein 73 
Image: Photo (c) Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.2 
 
Bernardino Capitelli, The Mocking of Ceres, 1633, etching, 
Bartsch XX.159.25 
Image: Photo (c) Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.3 
 
Benedetto Castiglione, Oriental Head, 1655, monotype 
Royal Art Collection, Windsor Castle 
Image: Photo © The Yorck Project/ Zenodot 
Verlagsgesellschaft mbH/GNU Free Documentation License  
  
569 
Figure 4.4a 
 
Wenzel Hollar, Pallas in the Studio at Night, 1646, New 
Hollstein 843 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.4b 
 
Wenzel Hollar, Latona in a Landscape, 1649, New Hollstein 
1029 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.4c 
 
Wenzel Hollar, The Mocking of Ceres, New Hollstein 846 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.5 
 
Hercules Segers, Tobias and the Angel, 1620s, etching  
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
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Figure 4.6 
 
Rembrandt, The Holy Family after Hercules Segers, 1650s 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
 
574 
Figure 4.7 
 
Rembrandt, The Supper at Emmaus, Paris, Musée Jacquemart- 
André 
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Image: © Musée Jacquemart-André 
 
Figure 4.8 
 
(after) Prince Rupert, The Little Executioner 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.9 
 
John Smith, The “Little” Tobias, mezzotint, 1684 (published 
by Alexander Browne) 
Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.10a 
 
A Strasburg Bend watermark visible on Goudt’s Flight into 
Egypt in the Städel Museum, Frankfurt 
 
578 
Figure 4.10b 
 
A Strasburg Bend watermark visible on the Landscape with 
Aurora, Rotterdam 
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Figures 4.10 
c, d 
 
Impression showing Strasburg Lily watermark in The Great 
Tobias, Rotterdam 
 
580 
Figure 4.11 
 
Impression taken from the worn plate of The Landscape with 
Aurora in Stuttgart 
 
581 
Figures 
4.12a, b 
 
Details of the The Mocking of Ceres  
 
582 
Figures 4.12 
c, d 
 
Details of the background of The Mocking of Ceres 
 
583 
Figure 4.12e 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
 
584 
Figure 4.12f 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, 
inv. no. 28-1971 
 
585 
Figure 4.12g 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
 
586 
Figure 4.12h 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, 
inv. no. 28-1971 
 
587 
Figure 4.12i 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
 
588 
Figure 4.12j 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, 
inv. no. 28-1971 
 
589 
Figure 4.12k 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
 
590 
Figure 4.12L 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, 
inv. no. 28-1971 
 
591 
Figure 4.12m The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 592 
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Figure 4.12n 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, 
inv. no. 28-1971 
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Figure 4.12o 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
 
594 
Figure 4.12p 
 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, 
inv. no. 28-1971 
 
595 
Figure 4.13 
 
Giuseppi Zocchi, Landscape after a drawing by Adam 
Elsheimer or Hendrick Goudt 
Image: Photo (c) Trustees of the British Museum 
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1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
  
Hendrick Goudt’s name has been linked since his own time with that of Adam 
Elsheimer, the internationally-celebrated German painter active in Rome in the first 
decade of the seventeenth century. Goudt produced seven reproductive prints after 
Elsheimer’s paintings, bringing his famously rare, coveted works to a larger stage, and 
promulgating the painter’s fame both within his lifetime and after his death (figures 1.1-
1.7).
1
 Goudt’s prints also secured his own fame as a printmaker: they are flawlessly-
executed works in which he introduced profound nocturnal effects that influenced 
Northern and Italian printmakers from his time forward. Indeed, Goudt has been 
identified as the “pivotal figure in the quest for printed tone” that became a particular 
hallmark of the Dutch printmaking tradition.
2
  
 Goudt was also a prolific draftsman who explored a variety of styles and themes 
in his drawings. Over three hundred sheets can now be confidently assigned to him. The  
majority of these drawings were originally attributed to Elsheimer. Over the course of the 
twentieth century, Elsheimer’s oeuvre of drawings was reassessed, and many sheets 
traditionally assigned to the painter were reattributed to Goudt, with the result that he 
emerged as the more prolific, but uneven, draftsman. Indeed, where his prints are 
virtuosic performances of technical dexterity, his drawings are often summarily-executed, 
                                                          
1
 Hollstein, nos. 1-7; on the rarity of Elsheimer’s paintings, see chapters one and two 
2
 Clifford S. Ackley et. al., Printmaking in the Age of Rembrandt, (New York Graphic Society, 
1980), xxv. While the Dutch were particularly influenced by Goudt’s effects, his nocturnes also 
impacted Italian printmakers and artists active in England. This will be explored in chapter 4.  
2 
 
 
 
unfinished works-in-progress that offer glimpses of unedited and unrestrained 
execution—a striking contrast to his discrete oeuvre of fine prints. 
 Despite the impact of his prints and the rich assortment of drawings now 
attributed to him, Goudt has remained a peripheral figure, failing to merit the serious 
scholarly attention that Elsheimer has enjoyed. Very few studies have been devoted to 
him, and of those, even fewer offer serious insights into his life and work, or the reasons 
behind his artistic production.
 3
  Such fundamental aspects of his career as the 
circumstances of his life and his printmaking technique have been considered only briefly 
and, for the most part, in isolation, with no attempt to consider the interrelationship 
between his life and his works of art. Moreover, his prints have been traditionally 
                                                          
3
 For standard references to Goudt’s prints, see G.K. Nagler, Neues allgemeins Kunstler-Lexicon, 
oder Nachrichten von dem Leben und den Werken der Maler, Bildhauer, Baumeister, 
Kupferstecher, Formschneider, Lithographen, Zeichner, Medailleure, Elfenarbeiter... (Munich 
1837), 299-300; Christiaan Kramm, De Levens en Werken der Hollandsche en Vlaamsche 
Kunstschilders, Beeldhouwers, Graveurs en Bouwmeesters van den vroegsten tot op onzen tijd 
(Amsterdam, 1864), 593-4; J. Immerzeel, De Levens en Werken der Hollandsche en Vlaamsche 
Kunstchilders, Beeldhouwers, Graveurs en Bouwmeesters van het Begin der Vijftiende eeuw tot 
Heden, (Amsterdam, 1842), 289; see also Heinrich Weizsäcker, “Hendrick Goudt,” Oud Holland, 
45 (1928): 110-122; Henry Scipio Reitlinger, “Hendrick, Count Goudt,” The Print Collector’s 
Quarterly, 8 (1921): 230-245; Arthur Hind, “Adam Elsheimer I: His Education and His 
Engravers,” The Print Collector’s Quarterly, 12 (1925): 233-256; Arthur Hind, “Adam Elsheimer 
II: His Original Etchings,” The Print Collector’s Quarterly, 13 (1926): 8-29; P.T.A. Swillens, 
“Jonckheer Hendrik Goudt: Een Edelman Plaat-snijder te Utrecht in de 17de Eeuw,” De Tampon, 
12 (1931): 49-70; Derk Gherhardus Hoek (Jan Jacob ten Hove),  Het Raadsel van Arend en 
Hendrik Goudt (Amsterdam: Weduwe de Bie, 1944; for a discussion of this source, see chapter 
1); P.T.A. Swillens, “Hendrik Goudt,” Maandblad van Oud-Utrecht, 19 (1946): 84-88; for more 
recent publications on Goudt’s life and his prints, see M.G. van Niekerken, “Willem Goudt en 
zijn familie,” De Nederlandse Leeuw, 121 (2004): 380-395. See also Christian Tico Seifert, 
“Depicting Darkness: Hendrick Goudt, Printmaker in Rome and Utrecht,” in Ein Privilegiertes 
Medium und die Bildkulturen Europas: Deutsche, Französiche und Niederländische 
Kupferstecher und Graphikverlager in Rom von 1590 bis 1630: Akten des Internationalen 
Studientages der Bibliotheca Hertziana, ed. by Eckhard Leuschner (Munich: Hirmer, 2012), 177-
197 
 
3 
 
 
 
considered “reproductive” in the conventional sense; that is, they have been regarded as 
faithful imitations of revered models whose primary value lay in their dispersal of 
Elsheimer’s achievements in painting. They have not been thoroughly appreciated as 
innovative, complex works in their own right. Likewise, his drawings have generally 
been discussed tangentially in studies devoted to Elsheimer, or have been briefly 
examined in exhibition and collection catalogues. As a result, we have a fractured sense 
of his activity as a draftsman. Goudt, however, was not only a pivotal figure among 
printmakers, but was an artist and a nobleman who embodied important cultural trends of 
his time. 
 This dissertation considers Goudt’s life and his artworks as interdependent areas 
of study for the first time in art historical scholarship. The aim of this research is two-
fold: first, to define Goudt’s life and oeuvre more concretely by providing a survey of 
surviving original documents relating to his life and a comprehensive study of his prints 
and drawings based on first-hand analysis of works in European and American 
collections. And secondly, to consider how his works of art materialize Goudt’s 
carefully-fashioned identity, which was, in turn, shaped by the complex artistic and 
cultural contexts in which he lived and worked.  
~ 
In his biography of Goudt, published as part of his Teutsche Academie of 1675, 
the artist and writer Joachim von Sandrart called him a “rare academicum,” “fueled by an 
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innate love for art.”4 He went on to praise Goudt’s prints for their beauty and exactitude, 
and to describe Goudt’s proficiency in the art of drawing. Sandrart ended his biography 
of Goudt with an account of his mental illness, which rendered him all but incapacitated. 
He was only relieved when he discussed the paintings by Elsheimer that he owned. In 
Sandrart’s words, in these moments Goudt’s “beautiful soul became obvious.”  
Sandrart’s biography of Goudt—like all those included in his Teutsche 
Academie—was shaped by the author’s overarching concern to define the Northern 
artistic tradition as a liberal art practiced by polite gentlemen. To that end, he emphasized 
the conceptual basis for the arts and used specific figures to support his lofty vision of 
artistic practice. Despite his rhetorical language and occasional mistakes, Sandrart’s 
attention to Goudt is illuminating in that he characterized him as a learned virtuoso and a 
sophisticated aesthete: in short, a figure who represented the sort of educated, refined 
gentleman whom Sandrart championed as the ideal practitioner of the visual arts.  
In this dissertation, I argue that Sandrart responded to and perpetuated an image 
of Goudt that the artist himself crafted: consciously and unconsciously, Goudt 
demonstrated in his prints and drawings his exceptional skill and dedication as an artist, 
as well as his cultivation and prestige, defining himself as both a proficient maker of art 
as well as a knowledgable viewer, collector, and admirer of the arts—qualities that were 
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associated with ideal gentlemanly behavior by the seventeenth century. In this regard, 
Goudt’s prints and drawings represent the intermingling of two modes of artistic 
production that are traditionally discussed as discrete enterprises: that of the professional 
artist, a highly-trained craftsman producing for a competitive art market, and that of the 
amateur, a nonprofessional artist who belonged to an elite milieu comprised of educated, 
cultivated figures who were encouraged to appreciate and produce art, so long as it was 
not a professional or laborious application. 
Scholars who have explored the broader social context for amateur activity have 
been particularly influential in shaping my ideas about Goudt’s prints and drawings.5  For 
example, they have elucidated the significant impact of the translation and dispersal of 
Baldassare Castiglione’s seminal text of 1528, Il Cortegiano, on the practice and 
appreciation of the arts among the elite. Castiglione famously described the ideal courtier 
as a refined nobleman who was conversant in both intellectual and aesthetic matters. In 
addition to literature and poetry, for example, the visual arts were specifically mentioned 
as an area in which the courtier should be well-educated. His knowledge of these 
disciplines, coupled with his affable, modest manner, his poise and charm resulted in the 
courtier’s seemingly-effortless sophistication and elegance, or sprezzatura—a trait which 
earned him esteem and social prominence.  
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 Castiglione’s text was translated into English in 1560.6  His ideas, formulated 
specifically with the courtly culture of the Italian Renaissance in mind, were elaborated in 
subsequent writings on etiquette which were intended for the young gentleman of late-
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century France, England, or The Netherlands. Despite the 
modifications to Castiglione’s ideas, which Peter Burke describes as their “flattening and 
decontexualizing,”7 his conception of the consummate gentleman became a sort of 
behavioral paradigm that young men emulated in an effort to define themselves as 
aristocratic figures on the cultural stage of early modern Europe.
8
 Writers echoed 
Castiglione in endorsing the arts as a suitable, even required, aspect of the gentleman’s 
education. He was advised to learn art history and to participate in informed discussions 
about art with artists and other art lovers, or liefhebbers, in order to refine his own 
aesthetic judgment. Such interactions, which Jeffrey Muller calls the “discourse of 
luxury,” were seen to develop and reflect the gentleman’s well-roundedness and 
sophistication.
 9
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 The rise of amateur artists was a related phenomenon. Gentlemen of the middle 
and upper classes produced art as a nonprofessional, often pleasurable activity or, in 
Castiglione’s words, a “worthy and necessary accomplishment.”10 Indeed, their activity 
was often sanctioned by their significant personal wealth, which allowed them to 
participate in the arts as a genteel diversion rather than a professional endeavor. Jan de 
Bisschop and Constantijn Huygens, Jr., for example, were both extremely sophisticated, 
well-to-do gentlemen who produced scores of landscape drawings, among other sheets.
11
 
Their art never entered the commercial sphere, however. In fact, many amateur works 
remained in their makers’ possession or were given as gifts to friends and intimates.  
In addition, amateur works often differed in their physical qualities from 
professional works. They were less skilled and polished, for example, than those 
produced by specialists who had received lengthy training in the arts. Their visual success 
was of secondary importance, however, as amateur production was not professionally- or 
financially-motivated. Rather, it was related to the broader integration of the arts into the 
life of the cultivated gentleman; by producing or discussing art, the gentleman identified 
himself as a privileged, refined figure who appreciated the arts as both an intellectual 
pursuit and a polite diversion.  
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 Nonprofessionals such as Huygens and De Bisschop have rightly been 
differentiated from professional artists in scholarship. However, the conceptual 
boundaries between these amateurs and their professional counterparts were sometimes 
elusive.
12
 Many amateurs contributed significantly to their artistic traditions and, by the 
same token, many accomplished professional artists were also highly esteemed 
gentlemen. Jan van de Cappelle, for example, produced marine paintings that were 
significant contributions to the Golden Age of Dutch painting.
13
 He never joined the 
Guild of Saint Luke, however, and was an independently-wealthy gentleman who was 
free to paint for pleasure, rather that out of financial necessity. Van de Cappelle was also 
a major collector, amassing an extraordinary group of paintings and drawings by premier 
artists of his time including Rembrandt. Likewise, Ferdinand Bol was a successful painter 
who studied with Rembrandt after training with Jacob Cuyp and Abraham Bloemart.
14
 
His Rembrandtesque works were much admired in his time. He received important 
commissions for Amsterdam’s New Town Hall and produced a number of paintings on 
private commission for wealthy citizens. Bol was also extremely well-positioned socially; 
he was the son of a surgeon and he married the daughter of a member of the Admiralty of 
Amsterdam. After the death of his first wife, Bol remarried a wealthy widow and retired 
from painting altogether. He then enjoyed a rather aristocratic lifestyle, living in a 
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fashionable area of Amsterdam, the Keizersgracht, in what is now the Museum het Loon, 
an impressive home that reflects his prestige and privilege.  
 This conceptual framework is the basis for my interpretation of Goudt’s prints and 
drawings which, I argue, exist at the threshold between professional artistic practice and 
amateur activity. Goudt’s life provides the backdrop for my interpretation of his artworks. 
My archival research has brought into clearer focus Goudt’s prominent social status and 
his elegant lifestyle, as well as his exceptional involvement in the contemporary art 
scene—aspects of his personal life that Goudt projected in his prints and drawings either 
subtly or quite assertively. Seventeenth-century biographies of Goudt supplement my 
consideration of his life, as they offer additional information regarding his relationship 
with Elsheimer and provide a sense of Goudt’s critical appraisal both within his life and 
after his death.  
Goudt was active during a time of remarkable artistic innovation and productivity 
in two cities, Rome and Utrecht, which were thriving artistic environments in the early 
seventeenth century. At approximately age twenty, after receiving training in the arts of 
printmaking and calligraphy, Goudt travelled to Rome, where he formed a close rapport 
with Adam Elsheimer, one of the most celebrated artists in the city for his small paintings 
on copper featuring dramatic lighting effects. Goudt lived with Elsheimer in Rome from 
about 1607 to 1611, and during this period produced three reproductive prints after his 
paintings: The Decapitation of Saint John (undated, fig. 1.1), The Little Tobias (1608, fig. 
1.2), and The Mocking of Ceres (1610, fig. 1.3). Goudt also mingled with the elite art 
10 
 
 
 
lovers and intellectuals who orbited around Elsheimer, and even earned a knighthood 
from Cardinal Scipione Borghese, a notable honor which testifies to his prominence in 
the Italian city. 
In 1612, after Elsheimer’s early death, Goudt relocated to Utrecht, which, like 
Rome, experienced an artistic flourishing at the turn of the seventeenth century. New 
stylistic and iconographic trends, many of which were inspired by Roman developments, 
appealed to a burgeoning population of collectors and connoisseurs in the city. Although 
he was never a member of the Guild of Saint Luke, Goudt produced four large prints in 
Utrecht after paintings by Elsheimer that represented a watershed moment in the Dutch 
printmaking tradition: Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis (1612, 
fig. 1.4), The Landscape with Aurora (1613, fig. 1.5), The Great Tobias (1613, fig. 1.6), 
and The Flight into Egypt (1613, fig. 1.7). 
These prints were based on paintings that Goudt most likely owned. They were 
installed in his impressive home located in the center of town where, according to 
Sandrart, Goudt discussed the paintings to his great delight.  Goudt’s home, which is 
thoroughly described in the archival documents, reflects his significant personal wealth. 
Indeed, at the time of his death, Goudt’s estate was valued at almost seventy-thousand 
guilders, an amount that is nearly equal to Constantijn Huygens’s personal worth.15  
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Goudt was therefore a privileged aesthete who conformed to the “social profile” 
of the elite amateur: he was a cultivated, wealthy, and prestigious art lover who did not 
need to profit from his artistic production. Nevertheless, he was also a serious artist who 
contributed significantly to the Dutch artistic tradition. This duality is manifested in his 
works of art. In his prints, for example, Goudt quite self-consciously demonstrated his 
exceptional skill in a laborious, specialized medium. He was most certainly trained by a 
professional engraver, and he developed an elaborate, virtuosic technique that 
conceptually linked him to eminent Northern and Italian printmakers: Albrecht Dürer and 
Lucas van Leyden, Cornelis Cort and Marcantonio Raimondi, Hendrick Goltzius and 
artists in his circle. Like these professional artists, Goudt created ambitious, technically-
complex works that displayed his proficiency in a highly-challenging medium. 
Additionally, he may have profited considerably from his prints. Such large-scale, fine 
works would surely have fetched high prices among collectors and connoisseurs. Their 
value is reflected by the fact that around 1637, Goudt’s printing plates were acquired by a 
professional print publisher, Crispijn van de Passe, and an international art dealer, 
Hermann van Vollenhoven, who presumably perceived the market value of his works and 
may have issued more impressions of his plates. 
However, Goudt identified himself in his prints as an elite gentleman rather than a 
professional artist. For example, in his most ambitious works, Goudt departed from the 
language typically included in reproductive prints and added only his name, executed in 
elegant calligraphic script, as well as the noble title that he received from Cardinal 
12 
 
 
 
Scipione Borghese. He entirely omitted Elsheimer’s name and privileged instead this 
evidence of his own social stature. Furthermore, by reproducing Elsheimer’s rare, highly-
valued paintings, Goudt defined himself as an intimate of the painter who enjoyed 
privileged access to his coveted works of art as well as the elite social milieu in which the 
painter operated. Thus, through his reproductions of Elsheimer’s paintings, Goudt crafted 
a public persona as an informed art lover and gentleman, putting the reproductive print to 
a highly self-promotional end. 
Goudt’s drawings represent a similar duality, in that they reflect, on one hand, 
Goudt’s serious commitment to artistic practice, but they also existed outside the 
professional, or commercial, realm. He produced over three hundred drawings in which 
he imitated compositions by other artists and imagined new ones, redrawing details and 
entire passages with a relentless energy and determination. He also sketched scenes of the 
everyday, often with a more casual energy that suggests his sheer pleasure in the act of 
drawing itself. Altogether, his sketches reflect his commitment to drawing as a 
foundational practice that stimulated his artistic maturation—a conventional approach to 
draftsmanship that links his works to those produced by generations of professional 
artists both before and after his career. 
However, unlike other artists’ drawings, Goudt’s generally did not serve final 
compositions. In fact, a notable aspect of his drawn oeuvre is the relatively low number 
of works that relate to his prints. Rather, the vast majority of his sketches reflect his 
practice of drawing as either a learning process or a recreational activity that never served 
13 
 
 
 
a professional or commercial goal in the conventional sense—an approach which links 
his activity to the practice of drawing among amateurs. Nonprofessionals such as Jan de 
Bisschop and Constantijn Huygens, Jr., mentioned above, were prodigious draftsmen 
whose works were nonetheless autonomous and private; they rarely served final works 
and rarely entered the marketplace. Like them, Goudt circulated very few drawings and, 
as mentioned, even fewer (perhaps none) related directly to his final prints. Thus Goudt 
was an extremely dedicated draftsman whose activity was not, however, a required aspect 
of his professional development. Rather, it represents his personal commitment to 
drawing as an end in itself—an exceptional degree of dedication that Sandrart later 
attributed to his “innate love for art.”   
In considering the relationship between Goudt’s life and his works of art, I have 
also been influenced by scholars who have investigated artists’ self-portraits as 
autobiographical and self-promotional images.
16
 For example, Joseph Koerner has 
explored how Albrecht Dürer’s self-portraits and self-referential images reflect his 
highly-developed artistic self-consciousness: he was keenly aware of his social positon as 
an artist and celebrated his divine-like creative abilities in his paintings, drawings, and 
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prints.
17
 In his 1500 Self-Portrait in Munich, for example, Dürer adopted the half-length, 
frontal composition associated with the vera icon, the archetypal image of Christ made 
without hands. By engaging this image type in his Self-Portrait, Dürer, in Koerner’s 
view, forged a comparison between his ability to create and Christ’s. Koerner also 
interprets a few of Dürer’s early self-portrait drawings, his images of his hands, and even 
his obsession with his signature in his prints as evidence of the artist’s self-presentation 
and self-awareness. Each represents a sort of meditation on the artist’s role as creator, 
whether depicted in an early self-portrait drawing in which his hand and mind are 
conjoined, evoked by his disembodied, creating hands, or by his monogram, the stamp of 
Dürer’s presence in the work of art. Thus in Koerner’s view, Dürer’s self-referential 
imagery was intimately intertwined with his self-conception as an artist, which was, in 
turn, influenced by his exposure to artists of the Italian Renaissance such as Raphael and 
a new, humanistic appreciation for the artist as a gifted, autonomous agent—a conception 
that was lacking from his native Germany. As Dürer lamented in a letter to a friend, “here 
[in Italy], I am a gentleman, at home only a parasite.”18  
In a similar vein, Celeste Brusati has discussed Samuel van Hoogstraten’s art and 
writings as self-promotional projects through which he fashioned a self-image as a 
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learned virtuoso, thereby ingratiating himself with distinguished patrons.
19
 In his tromp 
l’oeil paintings, for example, Van Hoogstraten engaged a prestigious tradition of painted 
illusionism associated with the ancient artists Zeuxis and Parrhasius.  Rather than 
representing himself in his paintings, Van Hoogstraten included the evidence of his many 
artistic accomplishments: the gold medal of honor he received from Emperor Ferdinand 
III in recognition of his artistic achievement, for example. By inserting such self-
referential motifs in his fastidiously-painted, illusionistic images, Van Hoogstraten 
created visual records of his abilities and accomplishments—testimonials, so to speak, 
that established the value of his name and his art in the marketplace. 
 Koerner and Brusati represent an approach to self-portraiture that considers how 
the artist martialed the material aspects of the image—format, medium, style, etc.—to 
craft a particular vision of himself that engaged broader ideals such as the artist’s social 
position or his response to the changing circumstances of patronage and the marketplace 
in the seventeenth century. This approach to self-portraiture bears on my interpretation of 
Goudt’s prints and drawings which, I argue, are similarly autobiographical works that 
reflect his identity as an ambitious artist, an elite nobleman, and a knowledgable 
aesthete—a self-conception that was shaped by the gentlemanly ideals that Castiglione’s 
Courtier helped to establish. 
 Chapter one examines extant archival documents as well as seventeenth-century 
accounts of Goudt and his work in order to provide a more complete image of his life and 
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reputation. The documents surveyed include those available in the Utrecht City Archives, 
The Hague, and Rome. Many of these have never before been published or have been 
discussed only briefly. Yet they yield important insights into the circumstances of 
Goudt’s life, and suggest the elegant lifestyle he cultivated—a reflection of his self-
identification as a member of the elite.  
 Chapter two considers Goudt’s prints from two perspectives; first, in terms of his 
technique and the critical acclaim that the prints earned during and after Goudt’s career. 
Such central aspects of his work as his technique and his materials (paper type) have not 
been fully explicated, so this kind of baseline information is a primary objective of this 
chapter.  
 The prints are also discussed in the broader context of the evolving notion of the 
reproductive print as a critical category of art. Studies in the last forty years, most of 
which have focused on Italian figures, have brought into clearer focus the contributions 
of many printmakers traditionally considered inferior, derivative imitators.
20
 In some 
cases, they were not only collaborators or close partners with the painters whose works 
they reproduced, but the very act of recreating iconic models was often a performative, 
creative undertaking. Thus, while long dismissed as uncreative copies, certain 
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reproductive prints have been reevaluated as highly-skilled works by ambitious artists for 
whom the print offered a means of showcasing his skill to a wider audience. This study 
thus contributes to a growing body of scholarship which has reconsidered the essential 
nature of the reproductive print, and incorporates a more nuanced approach which has 
been applied primarily to Italian artists to a Dutch artist.  
 The third chapter offers an up-to-date study of Goudt’s drawings in European and 
American collections based on first-hand analysis of the works themselves. Although a 
catalogue of the drawings is not included, this dissertation is a comprehensive study of 
hundreds of works which have not been thoroughly discussed by scholars. They are here 
considered individually and in relation to his total corpus of drawings, with particular 
attention to Goudt’s manner of execution and the drawings’ role in his artistic production.  
 The fourth chapter considers Goudt’s influence on contemporary and subsequent 
printmakers. His printmaking technique—a virtuosic combination of engraving and 
etching—inspired artists to similarly-innovative approaches or, by contrast, was 
abandoned in favor of less laborious printmaking processes. In both cases, the artistic 
response to Goudt’s prints indicates his continued influence on artists well into the late 
seventeenth century. This chapter also considers late impressions of Goudt’s prints, 
particularly those that reveal rework to his printing plates.  
 The significant quantity of illustrations, particularly of Goudt’s drawings, is due 
in large part to the fact that they have not been reproduced en masse since the early 
twentieth century. The largest holding of drawings by Goudt is the Frankfurt Klebeband, 
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an album of one-hundred-seventy-nine drawings in the Städel Museum, Frankfurt. It was 
published by Henrich Weizsäcker in 1923, but only in a limited edition. It was therefore 
available primarily to specialists in the field. An attempt has been made in the current 
study to reproduce as many of these drawings a possible, as well as works in other 
collections, in order to complement the text with a visual narrative of Goudt’s activity as 
a draftsman.  
 Images from the Frankfurt Klebeband are credited as follows: 
Image Source: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband 
des Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition).  
 These images are high-resolution scans made from the author’s personal copy of 
the 1923 facsimile edition of the FKB. All drawings were also examined by the author in 
Frankfurt, with thanks to Martin Sonnabend and the staff of the Graphisches Sammlung 
for their help during my several trips to the study room. 
In some cases, the author’s own photographs of the drawings, their versos and / or 
details are also included in order to illustrate certain points made in the text. These are 
indicated accordingly, and with the author’s apologies for the often-less-than-optimal 
image quality. 
 Photos credited as follows, “Photo © R.M.N.,” refer to the Reunion Musées 
nationaux de France/Musée du Louvre. The Louvre contains the second largest holding 
of Goudt drawings, followed closely by the Berlin Kupferstichkabinett and the British 
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Museum. Details and versos of drawings in these collections are also reproduced where 
appropriate.  
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CHAPTER ONE: BIOGRAPHY 
  
To appreciate fully the interrelationship between Goudt’s life and his works of art, 
I have examined surviving archival records in order to establish the facts of his life more 
concretely. Many of these documents have never been published.
21
 A detailed 
transcription of the documents appears in the appendices, though in many cases they are 
also discussed in the text as they offer important insights into Goudt’s family affairs, 
lifestyle, mental health, and death. I have also consulted seventeenth-century art treatises 
in which Goudt is mentioned, primarily those written by Joachim van Sandrart and Giulio 
Mancini.
22
 While these sources are often more rhetorical than strictly factual accounts, 
they nevertheless offer an important sense of Goudt’s perceived contributions to his 
artistic and cultural milieu. In addition, in some cases, they seem to reflect quite 
accurately Goudt’s situation in Rome and Utrecht, as well as his complex relationship to 
Elsheimer. 
 Sandrart’s biography of Goudt (1675) is the lengthiest account of the artist from 
the seventeenth century. He based his remarks on his visits to Goudt in Utrecht in the 
1620s, where Sandrart was a student of Gerard van Honthorst. He provides a glimpse into 
the life of a well-traveled and well-respected artist, whose love of art and sophistication 
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allowed him to mingle in the world of intellectuals, elites and connoisseurs in his two 
documented residences, Rome and Utrecht. Coupled with the extant documents of 
Goudt’s life, Sandrart’s biography is an evocative source which illuminates key aspects 
of the artist’s work, life, and reputation. Sandrart’s biographical sketch from his Teutsche 
Academy is as follows: 
Before we leave Utrecht, we also need to remember the famous family Gaudt [sic]. 
Amongst them, Heinrich Gaudt, fueled by an innate love for art, learned drawing to an 
amazing extent, without any lack, and was the best in his town of birth, Utrecht; he went 
to Rome to follow a higher calling, and there for many years he was intent on this, and 
became recognized as a peculiar and rare “academicum;” as a result, he became familiar 
with the famous Adam Elzheimer of Frankfurt, who then was working at the height of his 
powers, and not only bought up everything by his hand, but also let him work for several 
years for himself, and paid him very well. 
When he came back home, he engraved the pieces of Elzheimer very diligently in copper, 
and through this combination of art and effort, he brought these pieces so into the light 
that they are incomparable, as can be seen 1) in regards to the small Tobias in a 
landscape, 2) the morning hours and the flight of Christ in Egypt at night, 3) the large 
Tobias in a strange landscape, during sunrise, 4) the small decapitation of John the 
Baptist in prison at night, 5) a peculiar profound landscape at night, showing dawn from 
far away, 7) Jupiter and Mercury, tired from journeying, and now resting by a lamp. 
These seven copper engravings constitute Goudt’s eternal accomplishments; these seven 
copper engravings have always been held in the highest regards by connoisseurs/art 
critics. 
Afterwards, someone gave our artist a potion which made him lose his mind and become 
simplistic; yet they say it was a love potion which was supposed to chain him to love and 
make him lose his senses. I often spoke with him in 1625 and 1626 in his home with a 
person who had done him much wrong, because she and the sisters kept the house and the 
assets as inheritance, and he stayed with them, receiving food, unmarried, and completely 
destroyed. But he lit up when he showed me his Elzheimer paintings, and his beautiful 
soul became obvious, whenever one started to talk about art. He left behind such praise 
which until now has not been surpassed by anyone.
23
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 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, from the Life of Hendrick Goudt:  
Ehe wir aus Utrecht weichen, ist auch der berühmten Familie dern Gaudt zu gedenken. Unter 
denen hatte Henrich Gaudt durch angeborne Liebe zur Kunst ohne einige Dürftigkeit die 
Zeichenkunst verwunderlich erlernet und in seiner Geburtstadt Utrecht alle übertroffen, auch aus 
höherer Begierde sich nach Rom begeben und etliche Jahre daselbst sehr emsig darauf beflissen, 
das ser für einen seltsamen and raren Academicum erkannt worden, hierdurch wurde er mit dem 
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 In addition to his biography of Goudt, Sandart also referred to Goudt in his life of 
Elsheimer: 
…This work [The Flight into Egypt] is incomparable both in the whole of its parts and in 
each individual part, as were all of his works, of which he painted few, but excellently 
well on copper and which were used by Magdelena de Pas and others for engraving. The 
original, however, was often shown to me by Cavalier Goudt in Utrecht, a particular 
admirer of his art. And although he often attempted to engrave it on copper as faithfully 
as possible he was never able to reach the complete excellence, because it is impossible 
that the art of engraving can equal that of painting. Although Goudt’s engravings excel 
others, these engravings show up their inferiority when they are compared with the 
original paintings from which they were made—they are diminished in  the same way as 
the earthly light is diminished by the clear sun. 
However [Elsheimer’s] difficult way of working made him finally tired and melancholic, 
as was his temperament in any case, and he neglected his domestic duties, for he married 
a Roman lady and had many children by her, hence he was poor although he received 
                                                                                                                                                                             
berühmten Adam Elzheimer von Frankfurt, der damalen eben in seinem vollkomnesten Esse 
gewesen, bekannt und kaufft nicht allein alles, was von seiner Hand war, sondern liess ihn eliche 
Jahre lang vor sich allein mahlen und bezahlte seine Arbeit gar theur.  
Als er wieder nach Haus  gekommen, stache er die Stuck des Elzheimer mit höchstem Fleiss in 
Kupfer und brachte dieselbe durch Vermählung Kunst und Fleisses so an das Liecht, dass sie für 
unvergleichlich geachtet worden, wie zu sehen: 1), an dem kleinen Tobias in einer Landschaft, 2), 
an den Morgenstunden und Flucht Christi in Egypten zu Nacht, 3), an dem grossen Tobias in 
einer verwunderlichen Landschaft, bey der Morgenröhte gebildet, 4), an der kleinen Enthauptung 
St. Johannes Baptistae in der Gefängnus bei Nacht, 5), an einem  verwunderlichen tiefsinnigen 
Landschaftlein bey Nacht, so von weitem die Togröhte zeiget, 7), an dem von der Reis ermüdeten 
Jupiter und Mercurius bey Nacht, so in Filemont und Pause Behausung bei einer Lampen ruhen, 
welche sieben Kupfer zu des ermeldten Gaudts ewigem Lob und Zier als die sieben 
allerfürtreflichste in Kupfer ausgegangene Bilder von allen Kunsterfahrnen in höchtsten Ehren 
gehalten warden.  
Nach diesem ward unserm Künstler etwas eingegeben, wordurch er seinen Verstand verloren und 
sehr einfältig worden, doch ware es ein Liebstrunk, wie man sagte, dardurch er mit Liebe 
angefesstelt und der Sinnen beraubet werden solte. Ich sprach ihm oft Anno 1625 und 26 in seiner 
Behausung zu in Gegenwart der Person, dero er nichts gutes zu danken gehabt, dann sie und die 
Schwestern hielten die Mittel und das Haus als Erben ein, und bliebe er bey ihnen wie ein 
Kostgänger unverheuratet an allen Gliedern zerschlagen, doch erfreute er sich sehr, wann er mir 
seine Elzheimerische Gemälde zeigt, auch liesse er alsbald seinen schönen Geist merken, wann 
man von der Kunst anfienge zu reden. Also hinterliesse er in solche Lob, das bis dato von keinem 
übertroffen worden. 
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high payments for his works. Thus he became weary, ran into debts so that the above 
mentioned Goudt had to encounter great expenses in Rome because he had advanced him 
money for work which was not being completed. As a result, Elsheimer was put into 
Debtor’s prison, where he did not even help himself by working….but became so 
melancholic that he even became ill and although he was freed, he died soon afterwards 
in Rome, with immortal praise and echoes of his excellence.
24
 
  
Sandrart’s biography, while influenced by his own ambitions for the arts, as discussed, is 
nevertheless a revealing source that provides an idea of Goudt’s reception among 
subsequent figures. He was recognized as a key figure in the contemporary art scene who 
cultivated an exceptionally-close relationship to one of Rome’s most famous painters. He 
was also viewed as a gifted printmaker and draftsman whose artistic production was 
fueled by an inherent love of art.  
Sandrart’s description of Goudt reflects an identity, or persona, that the artist 
himself crafted over the course of his career. Indeed he was an elite figure who 
demonstrated throughout his life an abiding dedication to the arts, both as a producer of 
artworks and as a great lover and collector of art.  
~ 
 Goudt was most likely born around 1583 in The Hague.
25
 His parents, Arend 
Goudt
26
  and Anneken Cools, were not married at the time of his birth, so according to 
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 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, from the Life of Adam Elsheimer, cited and translated in full in 
Keith Andrews, Adam Elsheimer: Paintings, Drawings, Prints (New York: Rizzoli, 1977), 53-57 
25
 Sandrart indicated that Goudt was from Utrecht; this was corrected by Weizsäcker in 1928; see 
Heinrich Weizsäcker, “Hendrick Goudt,” Oud Holland, 45 (1928): 110-122. He pointed out that 
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custom, Goudt’s birth was not recorded in the city records.27 Arend Goudt served as 
“hofmeester,” or steward, to Louise de Coligny from approximately 1593 to 1598, while 
she was Princess of Orange in The Hague.
28
 Prior to moving to the Netherlands, Louise 
had resided in France, where she had been married to the French soldier and diplomat 
Charles de Teligny since 1571. Charles was murdered in the Saint Bartholomew’s Day 
massacre in 1572. Louise went on to remarry William the Silent of Holland, and in 1584, 
she gave birth to Frederick Hendrick, the future Prince of Orange. Throughout her life, 
the Princess—who was the daughter of the French Huguenot leader, Admiral Gaspard de 
Coligny—maintained close ties to members of the French Court, in particular King 
Henry IV. As her steward, Arend Goudt enjoyed a certain proximity to the prominent 
figures in the Princess’s circle and benefitted personally from his position. In 1596, for 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Arend Goudt owned a home in The Hague and lived there with Anneke Cools around the 
[presumed] time of Goudt’s birth. Goudt’s date of birth cannot be verified with documentation. 
The date of 1583 has been generally accepted by scholars and is plausible given what we know of 
his development as an artist, i.e., that he  would have received training in the art of printmaking as 
a teenager (ca. 1598-1604/5), and then produced his prints in his early twenties, when, like many 
aspiring artists and gentleman of that age, he traveled to Rome.  
26
 Hoek,  Het Raadsel. This book was published by Hoek secretly under a pseudonym during the 
German occupation of the Netherlands. It is a rather romanticized novel; he suggests, for 
example, that Goudt was the illegitimate son of William the Silent. Nevertheless, it contains 
archival references that have been critical in exploring the circumstances surrounding Goudt’s 
family situation and Goudt’s life in Utrecht. On Arend’s family tree, see Hoek, Het Raadsel,   26. 
27
 References to “DTB” records in the following notes indicate the Doop-, Trouwe-, 
Begraafboecken from the Utrecht city archives, which are church record of births, deaths, and 
marriages from 1579 to 1811 in the province of Holland. In some cases these records also contain 
information similar to census records, in that they reflect the inhabitants of a residence, for 
example. 
28
 Hoek, Het Raadsel, n.79, p.79: he gives the years of Arend Goudt’s service to Louise de 
Coligny as 1583-1603.  Van Nierkerken gives the dates of his service as 1593 to 1598. See G. van 
Niekerken, “Willem Goudt en zijn familie,” De Nederlandse Leeuw, 121 (2004): 380-395, 
esp. 391 
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example, Arend was awarded a French knighthood from King Henry IV, a notable honor 
that would also enhance his son’s social position.29 
 At some point, Arend purchased a home in The Hague.
 30
  He also began a 
relationship with Anneken Cools, the daughter of an innkeeper from Delft.
31
 They lived 
together, unmarried, in The Hague when their only son, Hendrick, was born. In 1604, 
they married, and the young Hendrick then inherited his father’s title, Jonkheere, a 
reflection of his nobility and wealth.
32
 As much as Goudt’s title intimated his privileged 
social status, his home life was a troubled one.
33
 His mother and father endured a 
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 Arend was awarded the title on December 8, 1596. See G. van Niekerken, “Willem Goudt en 
zijn familie,” 384, note 17. See also Hoek, Het Raadsel, 48-50, 52-60 and note 8 on the friendship 
between Henry IV and Louise de Coligny. See also See G. N. Westrouen van Meeteren, “Op zoek 
naar de pauselijke adel,” De Nederlandse Leeuw, 118 (2001): 467-490 
30
 Hoek, Het Raadsel, 41-42, note 50: the exact date of sale is not recorded but he reports that the 
price of the home was low—only 1050 gulden. 
31
 On Anneke’s family, see Van Nierkerken, “Willem Goudt en zijn familie,”  384, note 15 and 
Derk Hoek, “Biographische bizonderheden over Hendrick Goudt (1583-1648), ” Oud Holland, 85 
(1970): 54-55 
32
 Derk Hoek, “Biographische bizonderheden…,” 54-55. On the Dutch nobility, see Henk Nierop, 
The Nobility of Holland: From Knights to Regents 1500-1650, trans. Maarten Ultee, (Cambridge, 
England, and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993). See also Marten Jan Bok, “Laying 
Claims to Nobility in the Dutch Republic: Epitaphs, True and False,” Simiolus, 24, no. 2/3 
(1996): 209-226; Ben Olde Meierink and Angelique Bakker, “The Utrecht Elite as Patrons and 
Collectors,” in Joneath Spicer et. al., Masters of Light: Dutch Painters in Utrecht during the 
Golden Age, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 72-85. 
33
 Van Nierkerken, “Willem Goudt en zijn familie…,” 15, note 16: he mentions that from 1602 to 
1604, Arend and Anneke were involved in a series of court battles which were finally resolved in 
1604 (Hof van Holland inv. no. 607, sententie, July 30, 1604). According to Hoek, Het Raadsel, 
Anneke may have suffered a mental illness that would later surface in Hendrick Goudt. Hoek, Het 
Raadsel, 61-62: “Ze was uitermatel fel van temperament en haar zoon verviel voor zijn veertigste 
jaar in krankzinnigheid….” This is only conjectural. 
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contentious marriage which finally resulted in her returning to Delft. Arend continued to 
support her financially with an annual sum of money that the court required he pay.
34
  
 We do not know where Goudt received his artistic training, but Sandrart tells us 
that Goudt “learned drawing to an amazing extent.” Indeed, his earliest known signed and 
dated work supports the claim. His Virgil in the Basket drawing from 1600 is a 
performance of technical skill and stylistic versatility that suggests a strong link to 
Hendrick Goltzius and artists in his circle in Haarlem in the late sixteenth century (figure 
1.8 and detail).
35
 The drawing is executed in pen and ink on parchment, and replicates an 
engraving by the celebrated northern printmaker, Lucas van Leyden (figure 1.9). The 
lines are extremely delicate, and the parchment contributes to the work’s luminosity and 
refinement. Goudt departed from his model only by supplanting Lucas’s monogram with 
his own name and the date.  
This type of drawing, or penwork, experienced a particular flourishing among 
Hendrick Goltzius and his pupils. Such works were understood to flaunt the artist’s 
exceptional technical dexterity as well as his command of iconic works of art—qualities 
that appealed to Goltzius’s highly self-promotional sensibility (figures 1.9a, 1.9b). Thus, 
in his earliest dated work, the [approximately] seventeen-year-old Goudt executed a 
finely-crafted, self-conscious penwork that linked him to the tradition of virtuosic 
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 Hoek, Het Raadsel, 62, 69-71 and Van Nierkerken, “Willem Goudt en zijn familie…,” 15, note 
16 
35
 Amsterdam, Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. RP-T-1964.37; for the Lucas print, see New 
Hollstein 170, (1525) 
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draftsmanship associated with Hendrick Goltzius and his school (for further discussion of 
Goudt’s penworks, see chapters two and three).  
 Goudt’s association with the Haarlem tradition is also implicit in his seven prints, 
which are self-conscious works that, like Goltzius’s and his students’ prints, displayed his 
remarkable technical command. Goudt’s link to this tradition may have come through 
Jacques de Gheyn, who had worked in Goltzius’s studio and was a gifted printmaker and 
draftsman in his own right. He operated a studio in The Hague during Goudt’s youth and 
educated students and apprentices in the art of printmaking. Zacharias Dolendo, for 
example, worked in his studio, and completed large numbers of prints published under 
De Gheyn’s name.36  Thus is it certainly plausible that Goudt learned the art of 
printmaking in this environment, where De Gheyn actively engaged young artists and 
apprentices in his printmaking efforts.
37
 To be sure, Goudt’s works are self-conscious, 
ambitious images that perpetuate the performative quality of De Gheyn’s prints. He 
developed a complex technique and added elaborate calligraphic inscriptions in the lower 
                                                          
36
 On the organization of De Gheyn’s studio and the role of Zacharias Dolendo, see Jan Piet 
Filedt Kok, “Jacques de Gheyn II—Engraver, Designer and Publisher I,” Print Quarterly, 7, no. 3 
(1990): 248-281, esp. 264-275. De Gheyn’s activity as a printmaker came to an end in or shortly 
after 1600, and was possibly precipitated by Dolendo’s death, given the significant role that he 
played in De Gheyn’s production  
37
 It has also been suggested that Goudt trained with Simon Frisius. See Keith Andrews, 
“Hendrick Goudt,” in The Dictionary of Art, edited by Jane Turner (New York: Grove 
Dictionaries, 1996), 222; see also A. Welcker, “Simon Wynhoutsz. Frisius, Konstryck 
Plaetsnyder,” Oud Holland, 53 (1936): 219-240 and Cliff Ackley, Printmaking in the Age of 
Rembrandt, 77-78. Frisius’s career was quite eventful in that he traveled extensively and was 
interested in many different pursuits. He lived primarily in The Hague, where he had a brother, 
and Amsterdam, where he was a member of the Amsterdam Schutterij, or civic guard, and briefly 
served as captain. In this author’s opinion it is still more likely that Goudt trained with De Gheyn, 
especially given the resemblance between their drawings (see discussion, below). However, the 
Frisius “connection” is provocative and warrants further study. 
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margins of his prints, resulting in extremely accomplished works that showcased his 
artistic virtuosity.  
 The strongest support for Goudt’s training with De Gheyn is provided by his 
sketches, which often bear a strong resemblance to the older artist’s.38  De Gheyn used an 
emphatically linear manner in his pen and ink studies that also characterizes many of 
Goudt’s drawings. Like De Gheyn, Goudt used calligraphic lines to describe form, 
though his draftsmanship often demonstrates a certain lack of clarity that is never 
associated with De Gheyn’s, to be discussed (chapter 3). Goudt’s choice of subject matter 
also betrays a strong reliance on De Gheyn’s example. His representations of men and 
women in contemporary dress, for example, are highly reminiscent of De Gheyn’s similar 
studies of men and women (figures 1.10, 1.11a and 1.11b).  
 During his youth, Goudt must have also had training in the art of calligraphy. As 
mentioned, elaborate calligraphic inscriptions underline six of his seven prints, and traces 
of calligraphy occasionally appear in his drawings. It is possible that Goudt trained with 
Jan van de Velde, the greatest exponent of calligraphy in the Northern Netherlands at this 
time.
39
 Van de Velde taught calligraphy and French at the Latin school in Rotterdam, 
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 See  I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three Generations  (The Hague and Boston: 
M. Nijhoff, 1983), 181: “zonder de teekeningen van de Gheyn….zijn die van Goudt niet welt e 
verklaren.” On the close resemblance between drawings by Goudt and De Gheyn see Hans 
Möhle, Die Zeichungen Adam Elsheimers: Das Werk des Meister und der Problemkreis 
Elsheimer-Goudt (Berlin: Deutscher Verlag für Kunstwissenschaft, 1966), 59-66 
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 On Jan van de Velde, see Anthony R.A. Croiset van Uchelen, Deliciae, over the schrijfkunst 
van Jan van de Velde aan de hand van een inleiding op Van de Velde (Haarlem: Enschede, 1984);  
Anthony R.A. Croiset van Uchelen, Nederlandse Schrijfmeesters uit de zeventiende eeuw (The 
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where Goudt may have learned this difficult, complex art form directly from the master 
himself. Although no documents refer specifically to their professional relationship, 
Goudt and Van de Velde clearly had a close rapport. In his most impressive publication, 
the Spieghel der Schrijfkunst (Mirror of the Art of Writing, published 1605, figure 1.12), 
Van de Velde included a flattering dedication to Goudt:  
To Mr. H. Gout, gentleman of Holland. Xenocrates says that there is nothing more 
detestable than man’s ingratitude, as much as under this word the most enormous vices 
are included. And moreover one should remember him from whom he has received 
pleasure and courtesy. In consideration of which, feeling myself in your debt as a result 
of favors received from you, I am advised to present you this exemplar in order to 
partially discharge my obligation and in order not to be considered an ingrate by you. 
Begging you to accept it as a sign of love, and of the great desire that I have to do a 
greater service to you hereafter. Farewell. Velde.”40 
 The reason for Van de Velde’s dedication remains a mystery. An unmistakably 
personal tone characterizes the dedication, which seems to support the idea that Goudt 
trained with Van de Velde.
41
  Perhaps Goudt also supplied financial resources to Van de 
Velde, whose publications must have required significant underwriting. Regardless, Van 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Hague: Meermanno-Westreenianum, 1978); Anthony R.A. Croiset van Uchelen, “Dutch Writing-
Masters and the ‘Prix de la Plume Couronée,” Quaerendo, 6 (1976): 319-346 
40
 “A. Mons. Gout, Gentil-homme Hollandois. Xenocrates dit qu’il n y a chose plus detestable 
que l’ingratitude des hommes, d’autant que soubs ce mot sont compris les vices les plus enormes. 
Et pourtant il faut que l’homme se souvienne de celuy don’t il a recu quelque plaisir & courtoisie 
En consideration de quoy, me sentant votre redevable, partant des faveures recuez de Mons. votre 
serviteur (?),  je me suis advisé de vous presenter cest example pour en partie m’en decharger et 
pour n’estre estimé ingrate. Vous suppliant l’accepter en signe d’amour, et du bon desir que j’ay 
de vous faire cy après plus grande service, à Dieu. Velde.” Translation by Amy Worthen, 
“Calligraphic Inscriptions on Dutch Mannerist Prints,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek, 42-
43 (1991-92):  261-306, note 3. See also Weizsäcker, “Hendrick Goudt,” Oud Holland, 45 
(1928): 112 
41
 On Goudt and Van de Velde, see Hoek, Het Raadsel, 64-65, 85-86; Henry Scipio Reitlinger, 
“Hendrick, Count Goudt,” Print Collector’s Quarterly (1921): 234  
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de Velde’s dedication to the “gentleman of Holland,” coupled with Goudt’s own elegant 
inscriptions, link Goudt to Van de Velde and the other artists for whom calligraphy was a 
serious artistic pursuit: Hendrick Goltzius, Jacques de Gheyn, Jan Saenredam, and Simon 
Frisius, among others (see chapter two). Goudt even employed elaborate calligraphy in an 
important personal document—his will (figure 1.13, see below). Penned in 1616, Goudt’s 
signature is a freehand flourish that echoes the carved signatures in his prints.  
 At approximately age twenty, Goudt left for Rome, presumably inspired by the 
artistic impulses that motivated many Dutch artists to travel to Italy for training and 
inspiration.
42
 Indeed, his travel to Italy fell in step with practices that had been 
encouraged for aspiring artists for generations. From Marten van Heemskerck to the 
Bamboccianti and beyond, northern artists undertook the Italian experience as part of 
their overall education, however difficult the passage may have been.
43
 Travel to Italy 
was also increasingly prescribed for the young gentleman, offering him exposure to 
Italian history and artistic traditions which endowed him with a degree of 
cosmopolitanism and sophistication—prerequisites to his education and refinement (see 
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 It is generally assumed that Goudt left Holland for Rome in 1604, after his parents’ marriage. 
See Hoek, Het Raadsel, 83, 89, and note 8; Hoek, “Biographische bijzonderheden…,” 53; 
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chapter two).
 44
  As an aspiring artist and a nobleman himself, Goudt would have been 
encouraged to make the journey, which, as it turned out, was the pivotal event in his life. 
Upon arriving in Rome, he almost immediately entered the sphere of cultural elites and 
intellectuals orbiting around Adam Elsheimer, and Goudt’s career as a printmaker began. 
 Elsheimer had arrived in Rome in 1600, and earned immediate praise for his rare, 
distinctive paintings, which are often quite small and are executed in oil paint on 
copper.
45
 This medium allowed him to paint highly-detailed compositions which often 
feature many figures involved in dramatic narrative. By far the most striking features of 
his paintings are the unusual lighting effects he achieved. He often created mysterious 
nocturnal scenes in which only one or two light sources illuminate the composition, 
highlighting the principal characters and leading the viewer’s eye through the unfolding 
narrative. Elsheimer also produced evocative landscapes in which sunrise or sunset is 
captured with a sensitivity and subtlety that was revolutionary at the time. For the 
innovation and beauty of his works, Elsheimer was admired by important figures in the 
Roman art scene. Elsheimer’s friend, Peter Paul Rubens, for example, described him as 
“[unequalled] in small figures, in Landscapes, and in many subjects.”46 Rubens himself—
a master of the large-scale painting tradition—even tried his hand at the sort of small 
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painting that Elsheimer had pioneered.
47
 In fact, a number of contemporary artists 
emulated Elsheimer’s jewel-like works; Paul Bril, Jan Breughel, Thomas van Hagelstein 
and others produced small panels that were directly inspired by Elsheimer’s acclaimed 
paintings.
48
  
 Indeed, Elsheimer’s highly distinctive paintings—which Karel van Mander called 
“ingenious inventions”—found a particularly eager audience in Rome, an extremely 
competitive artistic environment in which a premium was placed on originality and 
innovation.
49 
 Leonard Slatkes described Rome as “an intensely competitive place where 
only the most talented and single-minded managed to achieve even a modicum of success 
and recognition…Innovation was the currency in this artistic realm.”50  
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 Christian Tico Seifert, “Adam Elsheimers ‘Mit-Campagnen.’ Sein Künstlerischer Umkreis in 
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Meidema, (Doornspijk: Davaco, 1994-99), fol.296r, 442-443. All subsequent references to Van 
Mander refer to Meidema’s translation. Van Mander’s remark on the speed of Elsheimer’s 
execution is at odds with the information his other biographers provided (see below). They 
consistently described him as a slow, methodical painter, which resulted in a low output of 
pictures. Van Mander’s assertion that Elsheimer did not paint often nevertheless accounts for the 
extremely low number of his finished pictures. See also Keith Andrews, Lives of Elsheimer, 
(London: Pallas Athene, 2006) 
50
 Leonard Slatkes, “An Ineffable Light and Splendor: Nocturnes, Night Scenes, and Artificial 
Illumination,” in Beverly Louise Brown et. al., The Genius of Rome, 1592-1623 (New York: 
Harry N. Abrams, 2001), 306-337 
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 As much as their novelty, the rarity of Elsheimer’s works was also notable. Each 
of his biographers commented upon his low production of paintings, citing various 
reasons for the scarcity of his works.
 
Giulio Mancini (c. 1614-1621) noted his low 
production and added that those who owned them (princes) often kept them hidden for 
fear of theft, so highly prized were they.
51
 Baglione (1642) relates that Elsheimer’s 
eagerness to perfect his works contributed to his low output, and he suggested that these 
small paintings, when finished to his liking, were kept in private, or smaller, spaces, 
because “in such a size that in any public exhibition they would have remained 
unnoticed.”52  Sandrart (1675), too, discussed Elsheimer’s painstaking working process 
and melancholic disposition, both of which contributed to his low production.
53
  
 The scarcity of the works, coupled with their beauty and innovation, imbued 
Elsheimer’s paintings with an aura of exclusivity and prestige that made them highly 
appealing to collectors in early modern Rome and throughout Europe. Indeed, his 
relatively few completed works were quickly acquired by the most discerning collectors 
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 Mancini, Considerazione sulla Pittura: for original text and translation, see Keith Andrews, 
Adam Elsheimer, 52: “…One sees little of his work because he produced little and this little is in 
the hands of princes and those persons who, in order that they should not be taken from them, 
keep them hidden. Some of his works were engraved by the Cavaliere ***, his great friend, with 
whom however he had a quarrel. During his illness they became reconciled and this Cavaliere 
behaved like the greatest of friends.” 
52
 Giovanni Baglione, Le Vite de Pittori, Scultori, Architetti ed Intagliatore dal Pontificato di 
Greggorio XIII, original text and translation, Keith Andrews, Adam Elsheimer, 52: “Eager to 
perfect his works, he took a long time over them, thus often leaving incomplete his work and with 
it his profit; these are all signs that in work the companion of ability must be honor. One does not 
see his work in public, because he painted little, and in such a size that in any public exhibition 
they would have remained unnoticed.” 
53
 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, pp. 21-23 of this document. 
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of his time.
54
 In Italy, Grand Duke Cosimo II of Florence, Peter Paul Rubens, Johannes 
Faber (see below), and Paul Bril all owned paintings by Elsheimer by 1650.
 
Elsewhere in 
Europe—in England, in particular—Elsheimer’s works were equally popular. George 
Villiers, the Duke of Buckingham, Charles I, and Thomas Howard, the Earl of Arundel, 
all owned paintings by Elsheimer by the mid-seventeenth century.
55
   
 Like his paintings, Elsheimer himself circulated among elite figures in Rome. He 
was admired by men such as Johannes Faber and Peter Paul Rubens, both of whom were 
prominent figures in contemporary Roman society. Rubens, of course, was well on his 
way to becoming a highly-decorated artist and diplomat. Johannes Faber was a German 
physician and professor of medicine who also acted as the custodian of the gardens of 
Pope Paul V.
56
  He was closely associated with the Accademia dei Lincei, which was a 
scientifically-oriented group comprised of intellectuals and scholars.
 
The Linceis pursued 
a thorough knowledge of the natural world and considered the proper illustration of 
natural forms critical to the acquisition and transmittal of knowledge. Faber himself was 
particularly impressed by Elsheimer’s paintings, which seemed to capture nature in her 
endless variety. Indeed, eighteen years after Elsheimer’s death, Faber still invoked his 
                                                          
54
 For research on the prestigious collections that Elsheimer’s paintings entered, immediately or 
shortly after their completion, see Klessmann et al., Adam Elsheimer, the catalogue entries on the 
paintings. 
55
 See Emilie Gordenker, “Provenienz der Elsheimer-Gemälde, die sich in Grossbritannien 
befunded haben oder noch befinden,” in Klessmann et. al., Adam Elsheimer, 204-208 
56
 On Johannes Faber and the Accademia Lincei, see David Freedberg, The Eye of the Lynx: 
Galileo, his Friends, and the Beginnings of Modern Natural History (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2002) 
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Mocking of Ceres as a superior example of the painter’s precise rendering of natural 
phenomena:
57
   
Even if asked to judge, I shall be loth to give my verdict on who has provided the more 
elegant version of this tale [the Mocking of Ceres] —Ovid, that most eloquent poet, or 
Adam Elsheimer of Frankfurt, once a regular guest in my house, with his most charming 
painting. He painted his story on a copper plate one and a half spans long and one wide, 
with such skill and artistry, such learning and talent and allowed it thereafter to be 
engraved on copper, that no comparable work of art had ever been seen at Rome and on 
that account it was sold for more than two hundred gold Phillipes. Here, where small 
figures had to be represented as though living and breathing, and at night-time too, or at 
sunrise or sunset, where rainshowers, tides or some such natural phenomenon had to be 
depicted and painted, he took trees, the beauty of flowers, the pleasures of the 
countryside in living colour, he so captured the true essence of nature that he opened the 
eyes of painters not only of his own day but (in this matter especially) of those too who 
came after.
58
 
 Faber and his intellectual peers, so to speak, participated in stimulating social 
exchanges that also engaged leading artists; Paul Bril, Rubens, Elsheimer, and others 
often gathered in Faber’s home, which included a small museum that contained paintings 
by Elsheimer.
59
 There they discussed art and their other shared intellectual pursuits, 
                                                          
57The passage on Elsheimer’s painting appeared in Faber’s book, Joannis Fabri Lyncei 
Bambergensis, medici et professoris Romani, et jam quinque Summis Pontificibus ab herbariis 
studiis, Animalia Mexicana descriptionibus scholiisque exposita. Thesari rerum medicarum 
Novae Hispaniae seu plantarum…. (Rome, 1628). The book describes the various plant and 
animal specimens of Mexico; when describing the Mexican lizard, he describes Elsheimer’s 
painting, in which he which renders the reptile with great accuracy. Cited and discussed in 
Frances Huemer, Rubens and the Roman Circle: Studies of the First Decade (New York: Garland 
Publishing, 2006),  7; see also Christine Göttler, “Affectionate Gifts: Rubens’s Small Curiosities 
on Metallic Supports,” in Kathelijne van der Stighelen, ed., Munuscula Amicorum, 47-66; on 
Elsheimer and Faber in particular,  see Freedberg, Eye of the Lynx, esp. 283-286   
58
 Huemer, Rubens and the Roman Circle,  7 
59
 Huemer, Rubens and the Roman Circle, 7: Faber had a house and a small museum in S. Maria 
sopra Minerva near the Pantheon in Rome. He frequently entertained Elsheimer and other artists 
in his home. As Rüdiger Klessmann points out (in Klessmann et. al., 23), it is difficult to 
determine from Faber’s inventory which works by Elsheimer that he owned. There are references 
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enjoying a camaraderie that Rubens specifically addressed in a letter to Faber, sent from 
Antwerp to Rome in 1609: Rubens sent his regards to “Signor Adam and Signor Enrico 
[Hendrick] and to other friends whose good conversations make me often long for 
Rome.”60  
 As Rubens’s reference to “Enrico” suggests, Goudt, upon moving to Rome, 
formed a close rapport with Elsheimer that smoothed his entry into the exclusive network 
in which Elsheimer operated. He lived with the painter by 1607, when he is listed as a 
resident of Elsheimer’s home in the via Bergameschi, adjacent to the church of San 
Lorenzo in Lucina.
61
 In 1609, Elsheimer temporarily leased another apartment but the 
same year, he returned to living with Goudt on the via Paolina.
62
 Sandrart relates that 
Goudt “bought up everything by [Elsheimer’s] hand,” and that “Goudt had to encounter 
great expenses in Rome because he had advanced him money for work which was not 
                                                                                                                                                                             
to works depicting “Giovanni” and “Tobie,” but these cannot be securely identified with 
Elsheimer’s original paintings. Nevertheless, his admiration for the artist is well-documented. As 
discussed, Faber invoked his painting, The Mocking of Ceres, as an example the artist’s ability to 
render nature in its endless variety, and he owned and gave impressions of Goudt’s prints after 
Elsheimer as gifts (see chapter two). For Faber’s inventory, see Heinrich Weizsacker, Adam 
Elsheimer, der Maler von Frankfurt I. Des Künstlers Leben und Werke, 2 vols. (Berlin: Deutscher 
verein für Künstwissenschaft,  1936), 83, 143, and 213-217, and Heinrich Weizsäcker, Adam 
Elsheimer, der Maler von Frankfurt II. Beschreibende Verzeichnisse und geschichtliche Quellen, 
(Berlin, Deutscher verein für Künstwissenschaft, 1952), 210-217; see also Irene Baldriga, 
L’Occhio della Lince: i primi Linei tra arte, scienza e collezionismo, 1603-1630 (Rome: 
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei 2002),  177-183 and 285-290 
60
 Weizsäcker, Adam Elsheimer II, 161, note 47; Magurn, The Letters of Peter Paul Rubens, 52, 
no. 20: “Enrico” is the Italian form of Hendrick. 
61
 Rome, Archivio del Vicariato, Stato d’anime, S. Lorenzo in Lucino, 1607, Census record for 
Elsheimer’s home on the Via Bergameschi, cited in Andrews, Adam Elsheimer, note 10,  47, doc. 
5.    
62
 1609 Lease of an apartment, Rome, Archivio di Stato, Collegio 30, Not. Capit. Officio 19, Not. 
Petrus Martinus Trucca, Instumenta 1609, vol.77, fols. 346 recto and verso, and 1609 Census 
record of Elsheimer and his family, Rome, Archivio del Vicariato. Stato d’anime, S. Lorenzi in 
Lucino. Both records are cited in Andrews,  Adam Elsheimer, note 10,  47, doc. 9  
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being completed.”63 That Goudt would have provided Elsheimer financial support is 
certainly plausible; artists and patrons occasionally devised such arrangements which 
gave the artist greater freedom to develop his ideas without the pressures of time and 
money.
64
 Given Elsheimer’s tedious working process and his purported melancholic 
disposition, it is even more likely that such an arrangement existed between them. Goudt 
enabled the painter to work on his fine, coveted paintings without the obvious drawbacks 
posed by his method and his temperament.  
 During his time in Rome, Goudt produced three prints after Elsheimer’s paintings: 
The Decapitation of John (figure 1.1, undated), The Little Tobias (figure 1.2, 1608), and 
The Mocking of Ceres (figure 1.3, 1610).  In undertaking reproductive prints after such 
celebrated but largely inaccessible models, Goudt performed an important task. 
Elsheimer’s paintings, which, for the most part, were secreted away in private collections, 
were introduced to a much wider audience through their dispersal in print; Goudt was 
therefore critical to Elsheimer’s international reputation.  
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 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, pp. 21-23 of this document. See also Keith Andrews, “The 
Elsheimer Inventory and Other Documents,” Burlington, 114, no. 834 (September 1972): 594-
600, 603, 607. Goudt was listed as one of Elsheimer’s creditors who was present when 
Elsheimer’s wife made an inventory of the painter’s estate after his death. Andrews interprets this 
as her intention of proving to his creditors that Elsheimer left behind so little that they might not 
to seek money from his widow in repayment for the painter’s debts.  
64
Vermeer, Frans van Mieris, and Gerard Dou, for example, negotiated with a single patron for 
the right of first refusal, which allowed them to paint in their “fine style,” a manner that required 
significant time and resources. See for example, Ivan Gaskell, “Dou, His Patrons and the Art of 
Painting,” Oxford Art Journal, 5 (1982): 15-61; Otto Naumann, Frans van Mieris the Elder 
(1635-1681),  2 vols. (Doornspijk: Davaco, 1981); John Michael Montias, “Vermeer’s Clients 
and Patrons,” Art Bulletin, 69 (1987): 68-76 
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 None of Goudt’s prints carries a publisher’s address, so it remains a mystery 
whether Goudt himself or a professional printer in Rome actually published the plates. 
While the diminutive Decapitation would have required relatively little effort to print, the 
larger Little Tobias and the majestic Mocking of Ceres (the plate measures 31.8 x 24.8 
cm) would have probably required the efforts of a professional printer. The laborious 
process of printing involved operating a large press, inking and wiping the printing 
plates, preparing them for the press, and removing and hanging the impressions. Such a 
mechanical, gritty, time-consuming process would have required considerable space and 
labor, which would seem to argue against the idea that Goudt produced them himself. 
Further, the postmortem inventory of Elsheimer’s home in Rome does not list a press or 
any printmakers’ tools.65 Without further evidence as to their production, however, this 
aspect of their making remains unclear. 
 Unfortunately, the financial arrangement between Elsheimer and Goudt had 
devastating effects on their relationship. As Sandrart mentioned, Goudt incurred large 
debts by financing the unproductive painter. Tired of waiting for repayment, Goudt had 
him put into debtor’s prison.66  According to Sandrart, Elsheimer became so despondent 
while in prison that he became fatally ill. He died in 1610 and was famously mourned by 
Rubens in a letter to Johannes Faber: 
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 Andrews, “The Elsheimer Inventory,” 595-600 
66
 See Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, pp. 21-23 of this document for translation 
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For myself, I have never felt my heart more profoundly pierced by grief than at 
this sad news, and I shall never regard with a friendly eye those who have brought 
him to so miserable an end.
67
  
 
Although Giulio Mancini wrote that Elsheimer and Goudt had reconciled prior to 
Elsheimer’s death, Rubens’s reference to “those who have brought him to so miserable an 
end” seems an oblique reference to Goudt.68 His potential role in precipitating—however 
inadvertently—Elsheimer’s premature death cast a long shadow over his reputation. 
Rubens’s accusatory tone was echoed in a 1624 ode to Elsheimer by Justus Ryckius, 
which was dedicated to Faber:
 69
 
Whether it was anguish of mind or a friend’s falseness that discomforted you so, you 
perish now before your time. The palaces of great Rome were just taking your notice, as 
with consummate talent you were painting richly detailed panels with country villas, 
landscapes, and leafy foliage-the beauty of budding spring-around pleasant glades, when 
suddenly malignant Death violently snatched you away and hid you deep in the gloom of 
Hades, you and your artist’s hand. That death is doleful to many, but to none more than 
                                                          
67
 Peter Paul Rubens, letter to Johannes Faber, January 14, 1611, in Magurn, Letters of Peter Paul 
Rubens, no. 20, 52. 
68
 For Mancini, see note 51 
69
 Rickius was a scholar from Ghent and one of the members of the distinguished circle of 
Northerners in Rome which included Rubens and his brother Philip. Rickius returned to the 
Netherlands in 1612, but always hoped to return to Rome. Finally in 1624 he did return to Rome 
at the invitation of Federico Cesi. Also that year, his poem on Elsheimer was published in the 
third volume of Ryckius’s Epitaphia, which was dedicated to Cesi. Volumes 1 and 2 are 
dedicated to dead noblemen, princes, and literary figures. Volume 3 includes miscellaneous 
epitaphs, including those for close friends, and it also contains an appendix devoted to pet 
animals. J. Rycquius, Parcae, id est Epitaphia libri tres (Ghent, 1624), discussed in G. Gabrieli, 
“Ricordi romani di Rubens,” Bolletino d’arte, 7 (1927): 609, and also David Jaffé and Elizabeth 
McGrath, “A humanist tribute to Elsheimer,” Burlington, 131 (October, 1989): 699-701. See also 
Freedberg, Eye of  the Lynx, 162-63.  
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you, learned Faber; for love of you in your distress we set up this monument, call a last 
farewell to a dear friend, and sing the sad song of mourning.
70
 
 While Goudt’s reputation may have suffered from his possible role in Elsheimer’s 
death, his social situation in Rome was nevertheless quite positive. When he arrived, he 
held the title “jonkheere” which he had inherited from his father. By the time he left 
Rome, he had acquired a second, dual title: “Comes Palatinus et Auratae Militae Eques 
(“Conte di Palatino e Cavaliere dello Speron d’Oro”), conferred on May 19, 1611.71 The 
circumstances leading to Goudt’s title are explained in a document from the Secret 
Vatican Archives which was published in 2004 (Appendix 1.1, figures 1.14a-c). A 
request for a title was made on May 17, 1611 by Piero di Vicenzo Strozzi, Papal First 
Secretary of Breves, and addressed to Cardinal Scipione Borghese. Strozzi refers to 
Goudt as Borghese’s “orator” and explains that Goudt must leave for the French court 
soon, presumably on a diplomatic mission. He required a title to be introduced at court. 
According to the document, Goudt had petitioned his father for proof that he was a 
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 ADAMO ELSHEMERO  Francfurt[ensi], Pictori eximio, Romae mortuo./Sive animi curis, seu 
fraude incensus amici, Occidis ante diem: Quum te suspicerent altae Pallatia a Romae/Ditibus in 
tabulis/Villas, rura, comas, anni vernantis honorem,/Artificio genio/Pingentem arboreas, & 
amoena his mista vireta:/ Quae subito rabie/Invida Mors rapuit, tristemque retrusit in 
Oreum/Teque tuamque namum./Flebilis illa quidem multis, nulli tamen aeque/Flebilius 
occubuit/Quam tibi, docte FABER;/Cuius plangentis amori/Condimus hune[?] 
tumulum:/Extramunque vale, functo inclamamus amico,/Et moestum accinimus melos. J. 
Ryckuius, Parcae, id est Epitaphiorum libri tres, Ghent 1624, transcribed and translated in: Jaffé 
and McGrath, “A humanist tribute to Elsheimer,” 699-701 
71
 “Palatine Count and Knight of the Golden Spur;” see Appendix 1.1 for the transcription of the 
document. The document was first referenced in Van Niekerken, “Willem Goudt en zijn familie,” 
380-395. A transcription of the document was published and discussed by Christian Tico Seifert, 
“Depicting Darkness,” 196-197. On the history of the title see Paul F. Grendler, The Universities 
of the Italian Renaissance, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2004), 184-186. Grendler 
explains that the “Speron d’Oro” (Knight of the Golden Spur: literally, “golden knight” or “gold 
decorated knight”), included mainly members of the gentry, but also of the bourgeoisie and 
aristocracy.  
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nobleman, which Arend had then requested from the Court of Holland on February 23, 
1611. He received three copies of a document confirming that he had been ennobled by 
King Henry IV; one copy must have been sent to Goudt in Rome. Strozzi goes on to 
mention that “one” (probably Strozzi himself or someone on his behalf) had attempted to 
secure for Goudt the title of a “Knight of the Order of Saint Maurice and Lazarus,” but 
the attempt had not been successful. Strozzi relates that Goudt had to leave urgently and 
therefore petitioned Borghese directly to obtain a papal title for him. The document 
confirming the title is dated only two days later.   
 Whether and why Goudt traveled to Paris on a diplomatic journey is unknown; 
Tico Seifert suggested that Goudt may have been on previous trips to France, and that his 
ties to the French court (through his father) would have positioned him well for such a 
responsibility, but no further documents shed light on his journey.
72
  In any case, Goudt 
indeed received the title in May of 1611, and soon thereafter, left Rome and never 
returned.  
 Goudt then settled in Utrecht, which boasted a large and influential community of 
painters that would have appealed to his artistic inclinations. The leading artists of the 
late sixteenth century included Abraham Bloemart, Joachim Wtewael, and Paulus 
Moreelse, under whom the arts in the city thrived despite the religious and political 
changes that reverberated throughout the Netherlands at the time. Their many students 
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 Seifert, “Depicting Darkness,” 193 
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absorbed their manneristic style and then, as part of their artistic education, they travelled 
to Rome.
73
  
 Hendrick ter Bruggen, Gerard van Honthorst, and Dirck van Baburen, for 
example, were among the first generation of early seventeenth-century Utrecht artists to 
absorb contemporary developments in Roman painting into their styles. Each of these 
artists found inspiration in the work of Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, distilling his 
own form of “Caravaggism” which then became, upon their return to Utrecht, the most 
influential style in the northern city.  These “Utrecht Caravaggisti,” as they later became 
known, along with other painters of Italianate landscapes and works influenced by 
Elsheimer, modernized Utrecht’s artistic culture by introducing the contemporary Roman 
aesthetic to its growing community of artists and collectors. Indeed, they precipitated the 
city’s renaissance, so to speak, in the first decades of the seventeenth century. It was a 
period of intense artistic productivity and innovation in the city, short-lived but extremely 
significant.
74
 The increasing population and influence of Utrecht’s artists are reflected in 
the foundation of the city’s first Guild of Saint Luke in 1611 (for the Guild roster, see 
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 On the particularly close artistic relationship between Utrecht artists and Rome, Lynn Federle 
Orr, “Reverberations,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 100-113. On specific artists and the 
Utrecht pictorial tradition see: Natasha Seaman, The Religious Paintings of Hendrick ter 
Brugghen: Reinventing Christian Painting after the Reformation in Utrecht (Aldershot, England, 
and Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate, 2012); Leonard Slatkes and Wayne Franits, The Paintings of 
Hendrick ter Brugghen, 1588-1629: catalogue raisonné (Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John 
Benjamins Pub. Co., 2007); J. Richard Judson, Gerrit van Honthorst, 1592-1656 (Doornspijk: 
Davaco, 1999); Marcel Roethlisberger and Marten Jan Bok, Abraham Bloemart and his Sons: 
paintings and prints (Doornspijk: Davaco, 1993); Leonard Slatkes, Dirck van Baburen (c. 1585-
1624): a Dutch Painter in Rome and Utrecht (Utrecht: Haentjens, Dekkert, and Gumbert, 1965) 
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 Indeed, the city’s heyday only lasted for about the first two decades of the seventeenth century. 
See Marten Jan Bok, “Artists at Work,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 86-113, esp. 98-99 
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figures 1.15 and 1.15a).
 75
 Painters had traditionally belonged to the Sadeler’s Guild, 
which had included all the individuals involved in the making of a knight’s armor.76 By 
contrast, the Guild of Saint Luke was a professionally-oriented, organized group which 
included internationally-trained, highly-respected artists—a reflection of the greater 
admiration and prestige they now enjoyed. 
 The Italianate works that many of these artists produced were especially 
appealing to Utrecht’s elite. 77 The rich collection belonging to the Utrecht nobleman 
Willem Vincent van Wyttenhorst, for example, reflects the enthusiasm for this type of 
work among well-to-do collectors in the city.
78
  Van Wyttenhorst created an inventory of 
his collection in 1651, which is an important record of his holdings. More significantly, it 
indicates his pride in having assembled such a treasure trove of highly-valued, innovative 
works. He owned many small, finely-painted works on copper reminiscent of Elsheimer’s 
paintings, as well as a portrait of Elsheimer by Jan van Ravesteyn. His collection also 
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 Marten Jan Bok, “Artists at Work,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 87-93;  on the archival 
documentation of the Guild, see S. Muller, De Utrechtsche Archieven I. Schilders-Vereenigingen 
te Utrecht (Utrecht, 1880) 
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 Marten Jan Bok, “Artists at Work,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 91-92 
77
 Ben Olde Meierink and Angelique Bakker, “The Utrecht Elite as Patrons and Collectors,” in 
Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 72-85. It has also been suggested that Goudt’s prints precipitated 
the taste for small, Italianate works on copper that collectors in Utrecht came to prefer. See 
Federle Orr, “Reverberations,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light,  102 
78
 Marion Boers, “De schilderijverzameling van Baron Willem Vincent van Wyttenhorst,” Oud 
Holland, 117, no. 3/4 (2004): 181-243; Max Friedlander, “Das Inventaar der Sammlung 
Wyttenhorst,” Oud Holland, 32 (1905): 63-68. See also C.H. de Jonghe, “Utrechtsche schilders 
der XVIIde eeuw in de verzameling van Willem Vincent, Baron van Wyttenhorst,” 
Oudheidkundig Jaarboaek, 4th series, no. 1 (1932): 120-134. Van Wyttenhorst lived in Goudt’s 
neighborhood in Utrecht. He purchased his first painting when he was just nineteen years old. 
Poelenburgh is the most well-represented artist in his collection.  
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included copies after Elsheimer’s landscapes and a variation of the Little Tobias 
composition by Cornelis Poelenburgh.
79
  
 Utrecht was thus a sort of artistic entrepôt—a cross-section of artists, art lovers 
and collectors, many of whom were steeped in avant garde artistic developments 
associated with early modern Rome. These figures participated in lively social exchanges 
that are reflected by a few contemporary descriptions of their interactions. In 1620, for 
example, when Gerard van Honthorst returned from his Italian sojourn, he was welcomed 
enthusiastically at an inn called the ‘t Poortgen by his fellow artists, whom Marten Jan 
Bok called “the crème de la crème of the Utrecht art world.”80  During the festivities, they 
discussed the fame Rubens had acquired, deciding that it was largely due to prints after 
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 For the entire inventory of his collection and its partial reproduction, see Boers, 
“Schilderijverzameling …Willem Vincent van Wyttenhorst,” 214-249. For the paintings based on 
Elsheimer models, see inventory nos. 37 (“een lantscap..op een copere plaetje…een copje naer 
Elshamer…”),  106 (“een lantscap seer playsant…van Corn. van Poelenburch op een copere palet 
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the inventory, “Het conterfeystel van Adam Elshamer deur Jan van Ravestijn…” On the appeal of 
Elsheimer’s paintings among collectors, see also Eric Jan Sluijter, “All Striving to Adorne their 
Houses with Costly Peeces: Two Case Studies of Paintings in Wealthy Interiors,” in Mariët 
Westermann et. al, Art and Home: Dutch Interiors in the Age of Rembrandt, (Zwolle: Waanders, 
2001), 103-128, esp. 105-116. Sluijter discusses the painting collection of Franciscus de la Boe 
Sylvius, a professor of medicine who owned a number of small, finely-painted works including a 
painting by Elsheimer. See also Michiel Plomp, “Een merkwaardige verzameling ‘Tekeningen’ 
door Leonart Bramer,” Oud Holland, 100, no.2 (1986): 81-153. See also Nicolette Sluijter-
Siejffert, Cornelis van Poelenburgh, ca. 1593-1667 ( copyright N. Sluijter-Seijffert, 1984) 
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 Bok, “Artists at Work,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 87: the men who gathered included 
Abraham Bloemart, Crispijn van de Passe, the art dealer Herman van Vollenhoven, the 
silversmith Adam van Vianen and his brother Gysbrecht, who was a former governor of the 
Moluccas in the East Indies and an early collector of Chinese porcelain, and the sculptors Jan and 
Robricht Colijn de Nole.  
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his paintings by Lucas Vorsterman.
81
 Similarly, shortly after Crispijn van de Passe moved 
to Utrecht, his arrival was referenced in a letter from the scholar Johannes de Witt to the 
lawyer, scholar, and writer Aernout van Buchell: 
I will now close with your epilogue, in which you announce the arrival of the most 
celebrated copper engraver Crispijn…of whom you say that he has moved house from 
Cologne to Utrecht, and that on several occasions you, he, Bloemaert and other refined, 
ingenious souls have raised the glass of friendship.
82
  
 
Indeed, the city’s reputation as a thriving artistic milieu was so notable as to draw 
esteemed artists and scholars such as Peter Paul Rubens, who visited in order to 
experience first-hand Utrecht’s flourishing culture. 83   
 It is very likely that Goudt, too, was attracted by Utrecht’s prominent artistic 
community. Undoubtedly the city’s thriving population of artists and its particular 
relationship to the Italian artistic tradition were strong impetuses for Goudt to make his 
home there, given his link to the Roman art scene.
 
He may also have sensed the potential 
for his own artistic success in Utrecht. Although Goudt was never admitted to the Guild 
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 Bok, “Artists at Work,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 87: as Bok points out, their topic of 
conversation indicates that they were market-savvy, so to speak, in that they had a good 
understanding of the marketability of prints after celebrated works of art. 
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 Jos. J.B.M.M. Serk, “Johannes de Witt Stevenszoon.,” Jaarboek Oud Utrecht (1974): 108-162, 
cited in Ilya Veldman, Crispijn van de Passe and his Progeny (1574-1670): A Century of Print 
Production, (Rotterdam: Sound and Vision, 2001), 179 
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 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, 157, discussed by Joneath Spicer, “Introduction to Painting in 
Utrecht,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 13 
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of Saint Luke, he must have met with an enthusiastic audience for his prints.
84
 Indeed, 
until the arrival of Crispijn van de Passe and his family in 1612, Utrecht lacked a 
printmaking industry.
 85
 They would establish a major publishing house there, enhancing 
the city’s position as a leading artistic center, but when Goudt purchased his home, they 
had yet to set up shop. Goudt may have viewed this lacuna in the marketplace as an 
opportunity that he could exploit by offering fine reproductions of highly-valued 
Italianate works.
 
Even after their arrival, Goudt would probably not have felt threatened 
by their success; his discreet oeuvre differed fundamentally from the commercial 
undertakings of the Van de Passes.
86
  
 In addition to the obvious attraction of such a stimulating artistic environment, 
Goudt may also have found Utrecht an appealing social environment because unlike 
other Dutch cities, it retained what Jan de Vries calls an “antique social patina:”87 that is, 
Utrecht remained a nobleman’s city. Utrecht lay outside the borders of Holland and 
although it experienced great economic growth, the upper classes retained economic and 
social control. Thus, unlike other Dutch cities such as Amsterdam, Haarlem and 
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 It was traditionally believed that Goudt was admitted to the guild, but that is not the case; his 
name never appears in the guild roster, now housed in the Utrecht archives (figure 1.15 and 
1.15a). The following authors indicated that he was a member: Reitlinger, “Hendrick, Count 
Goudt,” 234; P.T. A. Swillens, “Hendrick Goudt: Een Edelman Plaatsnijder te Utrecht in de 17de 
Eeuw,” De Tampon (1931): 49-70; P.T.A. Swillens, “Hendrick Goudt,” Maanblad van Oude 
Utrecht, 19, no. 11 (1946):  81-87, and n. 10. 
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Rotterdam, Utrecht’s local aristocracy remained the most powerful and prestigious 
economic and political body.
88
 Marten Jan Bok has pointed out that the nobility was such 
an attractive social echelon in Utrecht that there was a pronounced effort among the 
burgher classes to gain entrée to the higher rungs of the social hierarchy.
89
 The 
ridderschap, or local nobility, had become so large, for example, that controls on entrance 
to this social station had to be introduced.
90
 Moreover, members of the nobility adopted 
outward manifestations of their wealth in order to differentiate themselves from the lower 
classes. According to Bok, all matters of dress, conduct, and lifestyle were martialed by 
the nobility to convey their difference from the common classes.  
 In addition, Utrecht maintained strong ties to Catholic Rome long after most other 
Dutch cities had converted to Protestantism.
91
  The relative indifference to Catholic 
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 De Vries explains that the single most important hindrance to the modernization of Utrecht’s 
economy was the decision that ecclesiastical properties, which were extensive in Utrecht, should 
remain in the hands of the cathedral chapters, which in turn, were governed by members of 
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by chapter property, so the disposition of land in Utrecht and the monies resulting from its use 
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Limits,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 59-71; Benjamin Kaplan, Calvinists and Libertines: 
Confession and Community in Utrecht 1578-1620 (Oxford: Clarendon Press and New York: 
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worship, as well as the emphasis on the local nobility, perhaps struck a chord with Goudt. 
Of course, he had ties to the papacy through Scipione Borghese, and his own social 
station was of paramount importance to him.
92
 To be sure, Goudt seems to have been 
preoccupied with defining himself as a well-to-do gentleman. He not only emphasized his 
impressive social position in his prints (see below), but he also cultivated an elegant 
lifestyle in Utrecht—a reflection of his significant wealth and prestige. 
 Indeed, in 1612 Goudt purchased a large home at number eighteen Janskerkof, in 
the northwest corner of a centrally-located square in Utrecht where the art collector 
Willem van Wyttenhorst, mentioned earlier, also lived (Appendix 1.2 and figures 1.16a-
1.16c).
93
 The residence comprised a large formal home and gatehouse, set back from the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Cambridge University Press, 1995); Jan de Vries, “Searching for a Role: The Economy of 
Utrecht…,” in Spicer et. al., Masters of Light, 49-60 
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 Appendix 1.2, Transporten en Plechten* (*see below), December 12, 1614 p.528-532: this 
document records the sale of the property to Hendrick Goudt for four-thousand-eight-hundred 
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Anwisten no. 802-592, Janskerkhof 18, Appendix 1.13. In the case of Goudt’s home, the records 
that are consulted here include those that span the period before and while Goudt had ownership 
of the property, from 1603 until 1632. Although the records continue long after 1632 (the date of 
the final sale of Goudt’s property), those records relate to later owners, not Goudt. They are 
therefore not as pertinent to this discussion and are not included. The early history of the home is 
described in Martinus Wilhelmus Josephus de Bruin, Husinghe ende hofstede: een institutioneel-
geographische studie van de rechtspraak over onroerend goed in de stad Utrecht in de 
middeleeuwen, (Utrecht: Het Spectrum, 1994), 194-97; the architectural history of the square is 
also described in Marceline J. Dolfin, E.M. Kylstra, and Jean Penders, Utrecht: De Huizen binnen 
de Singels, (The Hague: SDU Uitgeverij, 1989), 290-315 
*Transporten en Plechten records are the transport and mortgage records relating to sales and 
transportation of properties in Utrecht. These records, which are held on all major properties in 
Utrecht, include all matters to do with a home, such as the original property lines, later additions 
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road by a courtyard which remains today. Two smaller structures stood behind it, as well 
as a sizable garden enclosed by a privacy wall. Although the property is no longer a 
private residence (the house is now part of the Utrecht School for the Arts), its imposing 
scale and elegant façade still suggest Goudt’s grandiose lifestyle.94 Goudt paid four 
thousand eight hundred stuivers for the entire residence, which also entailed paying an 
annual amount of thirty-two stuivers to the vicariate of St. Jan. In 1629 the taxes assessed 
on the home, which were based on the total length of the façade, amounted to thirty-three 
guilders, a high amount which reflects its significant size (see appendix 1.2a).
95
 A 
document from 1632 (Appendix 1.13) provides a glimpse into the interior décor of the 
home: it mentions leather and gold wall hangings, tapestries and paintings—a luxurious 
interior to match its impressive exterior.
96
 In 1617, Goudt acquired more property that 
was contiguous with the home. This purchase included a single-room house, a stable, and 
surrounding property.
 97
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 Transporten en plechten 10-11-1617 p.200-204: In 1617, Goudt and Harman Stevenssen, a 
butcher and citizen of Utrecht, purchased from the Van Boorculo family a single-room house, 
“before undivided,” stable and grounds. Goudt paid three hundred twenty-two stuivers to the 
heirs of butcher Hendrick Pauwels, and agreed to pay a yearly amount of twelve stuivers to the 
Leeuwenburch hospital. Harman Stevenssen agreed to pay the remaining debt of one-hundred-
seventy-seven stuivers to the butcher. Goudt’s share of the property included the small home and 
a one-room house; Stevenssen took ownership of a stable and smaller house, probably intended 
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 Goudt’s return to the Netherlands brought about a reunion, so to speak, between 
him and his father. Arend moved in with Hendrick, perhaps occupying the smaller house 
on the property. In 1612, Goudt dedicated his print, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, to his father, calling him a “lover of the power of painting and the 
fine arts.” Perhaps the domestic scene of the print appealed to Goudt’s sense of nostalgia 
as he returned to his homeland and created a new home with his father. In Utrecht Goudt 
also produced the Landscape with Aurora, The Great Tobias, and The Flight into Egypt. 
It is generally accepted that Goudt owned at least these paintings by Elsheimer.
98
 This 
assumption is based in part on Sandrart’s account of his visits to Goudt, when “he 
showed [Sandrart] his Elzheimer paintings, and his beautiful soul became obvious, 
whenever one started to talk about art.”  
 To be sure, Goudt’s prints after these works are his greatest achievements. They 
testify to his remarkable skill in printmaking as much as to Elsheimer’s ability in the art 
of painting (chapter 2). In each print, he adopted a different linear system to create a 
unique atmosphere appropriate to the narrative: the low light of a humble interior, the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
in it which would permit him to look into his garden. Transporten en plechten September 2, 1619: 
In 1619, Goudt sold a portion of his property to a blacksmith, Frederick Jaspersz Dijckman. This 
consisted of a house and grounds between Goudt’s home and Stevenssen’s. 
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 Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis (Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, 
Dresden, inv. no. 1977),  Aurora (Herzog-Anton Ulrich Museum, Brunswick, inv. no 550),  The 
Large Tobias (original lost, copies in The National Gallery, London, inv. no. 1424 and Statens 
Museum fur Kunst, Copenhagen, inv. no. 207),  and The Flight into Egypt (Alte Pinakothek, 
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rosy hue of breaking dawn, or the heavy darkness of night. Beneath each image, he 
carved an elaborate poetic inscription in which he included only his name and the noble 
title he had received from Scipione Borghese. These signatures merit special attention; 
different from his earlier, Roman works, in these prints he omitted any reference to 
Elsheimer as inventor of the compositions. This departure from convention will be 
explored further in chapter 2, but it bears noting here that Goudt felt no compulsion to 
mention the painter in a traditional way, mitigating Elsheimer’s creative role in the works 
and privileging his own identity.  
 Goudt’s prominent calligraphic signature in his prints also appears in the artist’s 
will, mentioned earlier, which was drawn up along with his father’s in 1616 (appendix 
1.3 and figure 1.13).
 99  
Unfortunately their wills, which contain typical legalese, do not 
reveal particularly helpful information. Later documents mention an inventory of the 
Goudt estate, but this is not appended to the will, nor has it been located elsewhere in the 
Utrecht Archives. 
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 Utrecht Archive, Not. Wtenwael, U006B013, 28 May 1616, 2 folios. It is interesting to note 
that the point is made in the document itself that the signature is by Goudt’s own hand, whereas 
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 In the following year, 1617, Goudt was involved in a court case with a neighbor, 
Jacob van Cleef (Appendix 1.4).
100
 Van Cleef reported that the day before, Goudt was 
hanging out of the window of his home, which provided a view to Van Cleef’s garden. 
Goudt apparently adjusted the collar of his clothing, which prompted Van Cleef to ask 
whether Goudt was referring to the fact that he, Goudt, should be hanged. Goudt replied 
that Van Cleef was more deserving of being hanged, and then the conversation became 
more heated. Goudt claimed that Van Cleef had brought false, lying witnesses against 
him and that he and his family had often pointed in his direction and said shameful things 
about him. Van Cleef related that Goudt had purposely broken a window in his home, 
and had called him terrible names—a tramp and a scoundrel. In 1619, the case was 
resolved in Goudt’s favor and Van Cleef was condemned (appendix 1.4a).101 Despite the 
positive outcome for Goudt, the situation reveals his rather tempestuous character, 
perhaps the same volatility that led him to have Elsheimer imprisoned in Rome. 
 In the years following, Goudt’s life took a tragic turn. He was increasingly 
incapacitated by mental illness, and three women arrived in his home who seem to have 
contributed significantly to his sad demise. Indeed, in his biography of Goudt, Sandrart 
described him as mentally ill, supposedly the result of a love potion which was given to 
him by a woman in his home. This “made him lose his mind and become 
simplistic….they say it was supposed to chain him to love and make him lose his senses. 
I often spoke with him in 1625 and 1626 in his home with a person who had done him 
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much wrong, because she and the sisters kept the house and the assets as inheritance, and 
he stayed with them, receiving food, unmarried, and completely destroyed.”102 Surviving 
documents suggest that Sandrart—while probably mistaken in his diagnosis—
nevertheless accurately reflected Goudt’s deteriorating mental health.  
 A large number of documents from the 1620s shed light on Goudt’s life in this 
period; for the most part, they refer to his degenerating mental state and the arrangements 
that his father made for Goudt in the event that he should predecease his son. We also 
learn more about the women to whom Sandrart referred in his biography. Geertruijt, 
Christina and Hendrickje van der Steven are listed as residents of Goudt’s home in 1622, 
1625 and 1629 respectively (appendix 1.5, 1.6, 1.7).
103
  The sisters came from Rotterdam, 
and there is no clear connection between them and the Goudts. After their arrival, Arend 
Goudt had his son legally declared incompetent. On March 10, 1625, Arend appointed a 
caretaker over Hendrick, whom he described as mentally ill “for about four years” (for 
the full transcription of the document, see Appendix 1.8).
104
 Arend named Jacob Booth, 
his nephew, as the principal caretaker over Goudt and his possessions. Geertruijt van der 
Steven was also named as a caregiver for Goudt and his home.  
 Given the significant responsibility that Geertruijt van der Steven undertook at 
Arend’s direction, it seems that at least at this point, the situation between the Goudts and 
the three women was not openly antagonistic. Furthermore, when Christina van der 
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Steven married a French sergeant, Louis Gerard, in 1628, Arend witnessed the ceremony, 
suggesting that no ill will existed between them (Appendix 1.9). 
105
 However, things 
seem to have become problematic between the Van der Steven sisters and the Goudts 
around 1628. Arend was found dead in that year, (appendix 1.10)
 106
 and Geertruijt was 
actually implicated in his death and in mismanaging, or even embezzling, goods from his 
estate (Appendix 1.11).
 
 
 A document from 1628 illuminates the questionable circumstances surrounding 
Arend Goudt’s death and Geertruijt van der Steven’s possible role in it. In October, 1628, 
Jannichgen Bonnen van Bennecom, a twenty-three-year old servant in the Goudt 
household, testified on the request of Gerrit Kniff and Frederick von Homborg, both of 
whom were additional curators over Hendrick Goudt (Appendix 1.11).
 107
 According to 
the servant’s account, she had heard Arend fight often with Geertruijt’s lover, Jacques 
Sonnet. Geertruijt regularly allowed Sonnet into the home, presumably against Arend’s 
wishes. She left doors ajar so he could easily enter, and he would later slip out unnoticed. 
The servant testified that she heard Sonnet say “if the old man [Arend] was dead, I could 
come in more easily.” Sometime later, she and Geertruijt discovered Arend “dead on the 
ground, on his back, in a stable” and yelled spontaneously “He is murdered! Sonnet 
might have killed him!’” She reported that that evening, Geertruijt went into Arend’s 
room with a tailor, Cornelis Verweij. She did not know what transpired during their 
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meeting. Soon afterward, Verweij’s wife had a child, and Geertruijt, the child’s 
godmother, presented him with a silver goblet emblazoned with Arent Goudt’s coat of 
arms.  
 The servant also testified that Geertruijt had complained of her dire financial 
situation, and had frequently petitioned her sister Christina for money. Shortly after 
Arend’s death, Geertruijt had opened a trunk filled with gold coins. Geertruijt had 
claimed that all the coins were recorded in the [postmortem] inventory and were thus 
accounted for. She also had a small bag full of silver coins which were, according to 
Geertruijt, listed in the inventory. The servant further claimed that Geertruijt had once 
told her that while she knew she would never marry Hendrick Goudt, she would prefer to 
marry him rather than to miss the wealth. But in that case she would never sleep with 
him. The servant claimed that Geertruijt, who was never kind to Arend, once told her 
“you can’t give the old man what he wants, he doesn’t know what is good for him.” 
Finally, she related that Geertruijt and Sonnet were then living in the Goudt home 
together [as an unmarried couple]. 
 Thus, it appears from the servant’s testimony that these women— Geertruijt in 
particular—targeted Goudt and his father for their significant wealth, and they may have 
precipitated Goudt’s illness and his father’s death. Certainly, their presence made for an 
uncomfortable environment in Goudt’s home, which only worsened after 1628. With his 
father’s death, Goudt, who must have been quite compromised mentally by then, was 
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virtually alone in his own home, which was then occupied by an apparently manipulative 
caregiver and her lover.
108
  
 Unfortunately, few documents from the 1630s remain to shed light on Goudt’s 
life during this period. For the most part, those that survive concern his caretakers—
Jacob Booth, his wife, Geertruijt van der Steven and others named in the 1625 document 
and/or subsequent court records. They describe only in general terms the plans for 
Goudt’s care if one of these figures should die.109 Amid these rather standard legal 
documents, however, a document from 1637 stands apart for the insight it offers into 
Goudt’s mental state, as well as the life of his printing plates (Appendix 1.12). 110   
 An acquaintance of Goudt’s, Jan Joachimsz. van Cleef, reported that Goudt had 
lived with him for periods of time, and had demanded to have his possessions returned: 
clothing made of wool and linen, and “a lot of printings.”111 According to Van Cleef, 
Goudt often seemed to be quite reasonable, and so they were given to him. Sometimes, 
however, Goudt burned the items or tore them apart and threw them away. Goudt’s 
sporadic mania thus led him to destroy his own property—some of which, such as the 
impressions of his prints, would have been quite valuable. We also glean from this 
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 Het Utrechts Archief U028a005, not. Zwaerdecroon April 26, 1637 fol. 23-23v; see Appendix 
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111
 It is not certain, but it is unlikely that this “Van Cleef” is the same individual involved in the 
1617 court case with Goudt; this man, Jan Joachimsz. van Cleef, is described as living as the 
living near Saint Anthony hospital, outside of the “Weertpoort” near Utrecht, whereas Jacob 
Cleef, who fought in court with Goudt, was Goudt’s neighbor. 
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document that the situation in Goudt’s home had become unpleasant enough that he 
moved out temporarily to live with an acquaintance.  
 Importantly, Van Cleef also relates that Geertruijt van der Steven, who was still 
Goudt’s caretaker, had been approached by Hermann van Vollenhoven and Crispijn van 
de Passe about the printing plates “carved by Hendrick Goudt, and kept by her,” which 
should be cleaned to preserve them from decay.  Vollenhoven was a well-known art 
dealer and agent who exported paintings to the Dutch East Indies.
112
 Crispijn van de 
Passe was, of course, the patriarch of the Van de Passe family, who had, by then, 
monopolized the printmaking business in Utrecht and extended their influence well 
beyond the borders of the Netherlands.  
 Their interest in Goudt’s plates is compelling testimony to the high regard in 
which his works were held. Of course, they would have recognized their inherent market 
value, and if they indeed acquired them, would have issued more impressions of the 
prints.
113
 Unfortunately, we cannot distinguish between posthumous impressions and 
those issued by Goudt himself.
114
 Nor can we trace the lifespan and whereabouts of the 
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plates from this moment until the eighteenth century, when a new edition of Goudt’s 
prints was issued by Gabriel Huquier, with a title page designed by François Boucher the 
Younger (see chapter 2).  Regardless of their motivations—whether simply pecuniary or 
out of respect for the integrity and conservation of the plates—Vollenhoven’s and Van de 
Passe’s action safeguarded the plates and ensured that they would survive the artist 
himself.  
 By this time (1637 or thereabout), the life that Goudt had cultivated in Utrecht 
had been largely undone by his mental illness and the resulting changes to his living 
situation. In 1625, his father had authorized Jacob Booth to sell the property on 
Janskerkhof. Indeed, after Arend’s death, Booth began to sell off portions of the 
residence.
115
  The house, grounds and stable, and everything “fixed” to them, went to the 
new owner, except the paintings, [embroidered] tapestries, gold leather hangings, and 
pictures, that remained the property of the sellers (Appendix 1.13).
116
 Immediately after 
Arend’s death, Geertruijt van der Steven remained the head of Goudt’s household. A 
document from 1629 records that she was summoned by the city to explain Hendrick 
Goudt’s situation—presumably to ensure that she was abiding by Arend’s stipulations 
(appendix 1.14).
117
 She never appeared in court, but submitted papers stating that there 
                                                          
115
 Stadarchief inv. no. 802, Janskerkhof 18, Appendix 1.13 and see also Appendix 1.8; sales 
occured in 1629 and 1632  
116
 “vercoft aen ende ten behoove van Joncker Johan/van Heemskerk van Bekesteijn here 
van/Incourt ende Longeville, die oock voor/hem ende zijne Ed. Erffgen[aemen] coopt bij 
desen/seeckere huijssinge erve & stallingen/mit alle tgeene daerinne ende op aert/ende nagelvast 
is (uitgesondert de/schilderijen tappisserien goude leeren/ende taeffereelen die aen[de] vercoopers 
blijven…” 
117
 Stadarchief II, inv. no. 1285, March 6, March 9, and April 8, 1629 
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was no more business to be done with the estate. In 1633, she finally married Jacques 
Sonnet, who had been living in Hendrick’s home for almost ten years (appendix 1.15).118 
 Goudt died in 1648 at approximately age sixty-five, having endured over twenty-
five years of mental instability which rendered him, in Sandrart’s words, “completely 
destroyed.” At his funeral, eight bells tolled—a public acknowledgement of Goudt’s 
death that reflects his prominence in the community (Appendix 1.16).
119
 As they 
apparently had during Goudt’s life, people sought his money after his death. The records 
from 1648 to 1652 witness a protracted period of negotiations among relatives from both 
sides of his family who sought part of the large fortune that Goudt left behind (Appendix 
1.17).
120
 His total estate was worth sixty-eight thousand eight-hundred-eighteen stuivers. 
This was eventually divided among heirs from both his maternal and paternal sides, the 
Van der Steven sisters, their husbands and children.   
 The struggle for Goudt’s money among these figures represents an undignified 
postscript to his life, which was otherwise a rather privileged, cosmopolitan one. Goudt 
was an aristocratic figure who undertook the requisite travel to Italy to further his 
education. While there, he formed a close rapport with one of the most highly-acclaimed 
artists in the city, and produced exceptional prints after his paintings. He also ingratiated 
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 DTB 95 153, December 15, 1633 
119
 DTB, December 17, 1648 and January 2, 1649; Marten Jan Bok pointed out in conversation 
that this acknowledgement of Goudt’s death—specifically, the tolling of bells—was a privilege 
reserved for noblemen and important civic leaders. 
120
 Stadsarchief II 702-1 121-24, August 23, 1652. The only document included here is the final 
settlement of the estate. In the four years between Goudt’s death and the resolution of the estate, 
many motions were made by Goudt’s relations to procure the money he left behind. These 
documents have not been included. 
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himself with prominent artists and intellectuals, among them Cardinal Scipione Borghese, 
from whom Goudt earned a noble title—a reflection of the esteem in which he was held. 
He thus occupied an impressive position in the Roman milieu: he was at the center of 
avant garde artistic developments and he was quite socially prominent. Similarly, in 
Utrecht, Goudt cultivated a luxurious lifestyle that reflected his privilege and 
sophistication. He owned a large, beautiful home and paintings by Elsheimer, which he 
discussed with well-known visitors such as Joachim von Sandrart. Goudt also produced 
four large, masterful prints after these paintings, in which, as discussed, he included only 
his own name and noble title, “Hendrick Goudt, Palatine Count and Knight.” 
 Goudt was therefore a figure of two worlds, so to speak. He was a dedicated artist 
who was steeped in the highly-professionalized, competitive tradition of Northern 
printmaking associated with Hendrick Goltzius, Jacques de Gheyn, and artists in their 
circle. Yet he was also an elite nobleman whose life was, in many ways, shaped by his 
love for art: he was a patron, an admirer, and a collector of famously-beautiful, extremely 
rare paintings. Goudt’s works of art reflect the overlapping of these two spheres: they 
demonstrate his serious commitment to artistic practice as well as his participation in the 
arts as a sophisticated aesthete and art lover. Indeed, his prints and drawings slip between 
our circumscribed categories for artistic production, offering a perspective on an 
alternative form of image-making that involved serious, skilled works being produced by 
elite art lovers. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
HENDRICK GOUDT AND THE REPRODUCTIVE PRINT: 
SELF-PROMOTION THROUGH IMITATION 
  
This work [Elsheimer’s] is incomparable both in the whole of its parts and in each 
individual part, as were all his works, of which he painted few, but excellently well on 
copper and which were used by Magdelena de Pas and others for engraving. The original, 
however, was often shown to me by Cavaliere Goudt in Utrecht, a particular admirer of 
his art. And although he often attempted to engrave it on copper as faithfully as possible 
he was never able to reach complete excellence, because it is impossible that the art of 
engraving can equal that of painting. Although Goudt’s engravings excel others, these 
engravings show up their inferiority when they are compared with the original paintings 
from which they were made—they are diminished in the same way as the earthly light is 
diminished and shamed by the iridescent light of the clear sun……121 
 “Goudt was brilliant in the second order of artistic hierarchy….”122 
 
 In describing Goudt’s prints (figures 2.1-2.7), Joachim von Sandrart and three 
hundred years later, Arthur Hind, conferred on them the qualified admiration that 
reproductive prints have traditionally earned from critics: while appreciated as faithful, 
and often, talented imitations of iconic works, reproductive prints have nevertheless been 
viewed as largely uncreative copies that do not carry the sense of authority or innovation 
associated with the original works of art that they reproduce. This longstanding bias 
against the reproductive print reflects an artistic hierarchy that was established in the 
sixteenth century and codified by later critics and writers who privileged the “original” 
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 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, pp. 21-23 of this document 
122
 Arthur Hind, “Adam Elsheimer: His Education and his Engravers,” Print Collector’s 
Quarterly, 134 (1970): 246   
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arts of painting and sculpture over printmaking, which seemed to them nothing short of 
copying iconic models rather than inventing new modes of representation.  
 Scholars in the last forty years, however, have begun to rethink the intentions and 
achievements of many printmakers traditionally dismissed as secondary, to paraphrase 
Hind. They have elucidated their more complex undertakings and ambitions, and have 
reconsidered such fundamental concepts as originality and imitation, opening new 
avenues for appreciating reproductive printmaking as a [potentially] highly innovative 
medium. Their insights offer a new framework for understanding Goudt’s prints, which 
occupy a much more complex position in the artistic landscape of his time than the 
traditional notion of the reproductive print suggests. Elsheimer’s paintings in fact 
galvanized Goudt’s own creative approach to the reproduction of canonical models. Far 
from sublimating his hand to Elsheimer’s, Goudt used his prints to demonstrate his 
unique abilities with the burin, vying with his models in terms of the artistic innovation 
and virtuosity they represent. Goudt also promoted his sophistication and his elite status 
through his reproductive prints, so that they effectively became public statements of his 
own cultivation and prestige. Thus, even as Goudt faithfully adhered to Elsheimer’s 
painted models, his reproductive prints showcased his talents and distinction as much as, 
if not more so, than Adam Elsheimer’s. 
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The Reproductive Print: A Critical History 
The relatively reductive notion of the “reproductive print” as simply an imitation 
or copy of an original work of art in another medium originated with Giorgio Vasari, 
whose Vite (issued in two editions, 1550 and 1568) shaped the critical reception of artists 
and their media from his own time forward. In the first edition, Vasari only mentioned 
prints here and there, failing to acknowledge the creative contributions of printmakers in 
his history of Renaissance art.
 123
 Only in the second edition of his Vite (1568) did Vasari 
redress his omission, including a biography of Marcantonio Raimondi, whose 
collaboration with Raphael changed the history of printmaking from the sixteenth century 
on. Vasari related that: 
Marcantonio made a magnificent copper engraving after a cartoon by 
Raphael…that was so accurate and beautiful of manner that, some of his 
friends…brought it to Raphael, the latter determined to publish in the form of 
engravings some of his own drawings….among these, a drawing he had 
previously made of the judgment of Paris….Marcantonio engraved the whole in 
such a way that all Rome was astonished.
124
  
  
Despite this praise, Vasari’s initial disregard for printmaking established a precedent for 
the reception of the reproductive print that lasted well into the twentieth century.
125 
In his 
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 David Landau, “Vasari, Prints and Prejudice,” The Oxford Art Journal, 6, no.1 (1986): 3-11 
124
 Giorgio Vasari, “Vita di Marcantonio Bolognese e d’altri intagliatore di stampe,” vol. 5,  411, 
in Le Vite de piu eccellenti pittori, scultori et architecttori, ed. Gaetano Milanesi, 9 vols., 
(Florence, G. C. Sansoni, 1906), cited in Damisch, The Judgment of Paris, 81 
125
 Although there are drawbacks implicit in the term “reproductive print[making],” which will be 
discussed, the term is being used in the present study because an adequate substitute is lacking.  
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seminal publication, Le Peintre-Graveur of 1803-1821, for example, Adam von Bartsch 
differentiated between prints after other works of art, or reproductive prints, and the more 
experimental, original designs produced by artists who explored printmaking as an 
independent creative endeavor—peintre-graveurs like Parmigianino, Domenico 
Beccafumi, Lucas van Leyden, Albrecht Dürer, and Rembrandt.
126
 Bartsch privileged 
these great innovators in printmaking who devised novel techniques and visual effects 
that raised the art of printmaking to new levels of achievement. He relegated reproductive 
prints to separate volumes entirely. Bartsch’s organizational method—a reflection of his 
own predilection for “original prints”—overlooked the creativity of printmakers such as 
Marcantonio Raimondi, whose works were not simply intended as faithful copies of the 
“superior” originals they replicated.  
 Bartsch’s distinction between reproductive and original prints was perpetuated 
and elaborated by later scholars. Franz Wickhoff, for example, in his essay of 1899, 
“Observations on the History of the Reproductive Arts,” contrasted printmaking, which 
was in his view a fundamentally reproductive, or imitative, medium, to the original arts 
of painting and sculpture.
127
  He responded to the many prints after antique relics by mid- 
to late-sixteenth-century engravers, arguing that in their distance from the original artists 
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 Adam von Bartsch, Le Peintre Graveur (Vienna: Degen, 1803-1821) 
127
 Frans Wickhoff, “Beitrage zur Geschichte der reproducierenden Künste: Marcantons Eintritt 
in den Kreis römischer Künstler,“ Sammlungen der allerhochsten Kaiserhauses, 20 (1899): 181-
194 
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they “transformed the art of engraving from a productive art to a reproductive one.”128 
Wickhoff located the rise of reproductive printmaking specifically in Raphael’s studio 
with Marcantonio Raimondi. In Wickhoff’s view, Marcantonio’s prints were no different 
than the scores of prints produced after the painter’s death: prints by craftsmen hoping to 
capitalize on the celebrity of Raphael’s iconic paintings. In grouping Marcantonio’s with 
these later works, Wickhoff devalued Marcantonio’s collaborations with Raphael and his 
creative solutions to compositional and tonal challenges.  
 Wickhoff’s reductive view of Marcantonio as simply “an appendix to Raphael’s 
genius”129 and of reproductive printmaking in general was also deeply informed by his 
time, the “age of mechanical reproduction.”130  Over the course of the nineteenth century 
the rise of photography changed viewers’ expectations for reproductive works. The 
camera recorded with utmost exactitude and clarity every detail of a painting’s or 
sculpture’s surface. Viewed alongside these replicas, reproductive prints—which often 
included important differences from their models—were seen purely as copies which 
often failed in their imitative efforts. As Lisa Pon explains, “the term ‘reproductive 
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 Wickhoff, quoted in Lisa Pon, Raphael, Dürer, and Marcantonio Raimondi: Copying and the 
Italian Renaissance Print (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004),  27, n.57: “aus 
einer producirenden in eine reproducierenden Kunste” 
129
 Peter Parshall and David Landau, The Renaissance Print: 1470-1550 (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press 1994), 103 
130
 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of its Mechanical Reproduction,” in Michael 
W. Jennings et. al., eds., The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological Reproducibility, and 
other Writings on Media (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University, 2010): 11-37 
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engraving’ came to imply an exactitude that was ultimately beyond early sixteenth-
century engraving’s intentions and even capabilities.”131  
 In clarifying the anachronistic expectations for reproductive engraving, Pon 
contributes to a growing body of scholarship which seeks to reevaluate the goals and 
artistic inventiveness of printmakers like Marcantonio, whose reputations suffered due to 
the over-application of reductive analyses such as Wickhoff’s. She and others have 
explicated the more complex situation among printmakers, painters, and publishers from 
the sixteenth century onward. To be sure, the form of printmaking described by Wickhoff 
existed, reaching a climax in the studio of Peter Paul Rubens, where as Timothy Riggs 
observed, “the engraver’s art…changed from ostentatious display to one of self-
concealment.”132 Rubens trained studio assistants to make designs after his paintings, and 
chose skilled engravers such as Lucas Vorsterman to produce prints after them. Through 
these fine reproductive prints, Rubens’s designs were disseminated throughout Europe, 
earning him an international following. Indeed his biographer Giovanni Baglione 
remarked that [these prints] “have ennobled not only this city of Rome, but all parts of 
Europe.”133 Rubens also used his prints to strengthen friendships and political bonds by 
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 Pon, Raphael, Dürer, and Marcantonio Raimondi,  33 
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 Timothy Riggs, “Graven Images, A Guide to the Exhibition,” in Riggs et. al., Graven Images, 
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 Giovanni Baglione, Le Vite de Pittori, Scultori, Architetti ed Intagliatore dal Pontificato di 
Greggorio XIII. del 1572. fino a tempi di Papa Urbano XVIII nel 1642, (Rome, 1642),  363, cited 
in Jacob Hess and Herwarth Röttgen, eds., Giovanni Baglione, Le Vite de Pittori, Scultori, 
Architetti ed Intagliatore dal Pontificato di Greggorio XIII, (Vatican City: Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, 1995),  265, quoted in Christine Göttler, “Affectionate Gifts: Rubens’s Small 
Curiosities on Metallic Supports,” in Van der Stighelen, ed., Munuscula Amicorum, 50 
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including flattering dedications to illustrious figures.
134
 Thus Vorsterman’s skill as a 
printmaker was effectively used in the service of Rubens’s fame: his prints promoted the 
painter as a gifted artist and a prominent gentleman, but his own artistic personality was 
all but suppressed. The extreme demands Rubens placed on Vorsterman ultimately 
destroyed the relationship between the painter and his printmaker. Purportedly they 
quarreled, and Vorsterman left Rubens’s studio and traveled to England, where he 
entered the service of the Earl of Arundel. Even when Vorsterman returned to Antwerp in 
1629, he collaborated with Anthony van Dyck and never produced another work after 
Rubens.
135
 
 This model was not, however, the only, or even predominant, one.  The rise of 
major professional printmakers and print publishers in the late-sixteenth and early-
seventeenth centuries, particularly in the Netherlands, did not necessarily supplant 
original printmaking with more stream-lined, cost-efficient products.
136
 In many cases the 
emergence of publishing houses actually stimulated individual styles and innovative 
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 Andrew Hottle, “Commerce and Connections: Peter Paul Rubens and the Dedicated Print,” 
Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek, 55 (2001): 54-85 
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 A. Hyatt Mayor, Prints and People: A Social History of Printed Pictures (Princeton University 
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cultivated, see for example, Timothy Riggs, Hieronymous Cock, 1510-1570: Printmaker and 
Publisher at the Sign of the Four Winds in Antwerp (Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale University, 1971; 
published New York: Garland Pub., 1977),  Orenstein, Hendrick Hondius and the Business of 
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(Zwolle: Waanders, and New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993-94), 167-200. 
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genres, therefore contributing to the stylistic and iconographical variety that was a great 
achievement of the Dutch golden age. Professional engravers also developed 
sophisticated techniques and formal strategies to translate designs more effectively into 
prints, reflecting in this process their active participation in solving problems of 
representation.
137 
 
 In addition, many printmakers developed close partnerships with the painters 
whose works they reproduced, and they often issued works that, while reproductive, were 
nevertheless also highly self-promotional.  For example, the nocturnal prints produced by 
Jan Muller after contemporary paintings are remarkable demonstrations of his technical 
finesse. Muller’s Last Supper reproduces a painting by the Flemish artist Gilles Coignet, 
who was known for his night pieces.
138
 It was printed from three plates and measures 
almost one hundred centimeters wide: a tour de force of nocturnal light effects executed 
on a monumental scale. Muller’s own “paper museum,” in which he retained impressions 
and proof impressions of his works to be passed on to his nephew, demonstrates his pride 
in accomplishment as well as his business acumen.
139
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 See for example, Michael Bury, “On Some Engravings by Ghisi Commonly Called 
‘Reproductive,’” Print Quarterly, 10, no.1 (March, 1993): 4-19. In his prints after Raphael and 
Bronzino, Giorgio Ghisi devised a careful working process and introduced adjustments to the 
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 New Hollstein 1.II; Jan Piet Filedt Kok, “Jan Harmesz.  Muller as a Printmaker I,” Print 
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 Filedt Kok, Hinterding, and Van der Waals, “Jan Harmesz.  Muller as a Printmaker II,” 351-
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Similarly, the northern printmaker Cornelis Cort was identified by Domenico 
Lampsonius, secretary to the prince-bishop of Liège, as possessing a distinctive ability to 
capture in his engravings the color and light effects, design and invention of Italian 
paintings.
140
 Based on Cort’s exceptional abilities, Lampsonius suggested him to Titian 
as an engraver. Their collaboration resulted in painting-like prints such as The 
Martyrdom of Saint Lawrence (1571), a stunning reproductive work that testifies to 
Cort’s virtuosity as a printmaker as much as to Titian’s superiority as a painter.141  
 As Walter Melion has discussed, Cort’s role in the dispersal of Titian’s paintings 
highlights the [potentially] pivotal significance of the printmaker. As Melion points out, 
Lampsonius invoked Cort as part of his broader defense of Northern printmaking.
 142
 It 
was largely through reproductive prints such as Cort’s, for example, that many Italian 
paintings became known outside of Italy. In this broader sense, the reproductive engraver 
assumed a more significant responsibility than has traditionally been assumed: he became 
the creative interpreter and transmitter of contemporary developments in Italian painting, 
who therefore helped to shape the evolving canon of Netherlandish art.  
                                                                                                                                                                             
which works of art and his copper plates, indicating that they should remain together as a single 
group. Muller perhaps sensed that their value was greater as a complete oeuvre. 
140On Cort, see Walter Melion, “Theory and Practice: Reproductive Engraving in the Sixteenth-
Century Netherlands,” in Timothy Riggs et. al., Graven Images, 47-66, esp. 50-56, and Walter 
Melion, Shaping the Netherlandish Canon: Karel van Mander’s Het Schilder-Boeck (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1991),  esp. 150-159 
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 Hollstein 128; Manfred Sellink, Cornelis Cort, (Rotterdam: Sound and Vision 2000),  
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 Walter Melion, “Theory and Practice,” in Riggs et. al., Graven Images, 48-50; Melion, 
Shaping the Netherlandish Canon, 143-159 
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 The relationship between Raphael and Marcantonio has undergone the most 
rigorous reappraisal in recent scholarship. In The Renaissance Print of 1994, David 
Landau and Peter Parshall clarified the more complex collaborative process between the 
painter and printmaker, appreciating Marcantonio as a creative partner whose prints 
disseminated Raphael’s design principles, or disegno, far beyond the borders of Rome.143 
Marcantonio worked in Raphael’s studio, where the painter provided drawings that were 
specifically intended to be translated into prints. Marcantonio devised a sophisticated 
technique with which to translate these designs into engravings. The relationship between 
Raphael and Marcantonio therefore differed fundamentally from the situation described 
by Wickhoff; the painter and printmaker formed a close partnership that resulted in 
carefully-composed, sensitive adaptations, or translations, of Raphael’s compositional 
inventions that retained the artistic integrity of their models.
144
   
 Parshall and Landau also pointed out that Raphael and Marcantonio were close 
friends,
 
and that the latter may have tried to stimulate greater interest in the printmaker 
than previously assumed.
 
They suggested, for example, that Raphael actually designed 
Marcantonio’s celebrated composition, the Morbetto, as a means of showcasing the 
printmaker’s unique talents with the burin. 145  Indeed, the nocturnal effects that 
Marcantonio captured in this print were virtually unprecedented in printmaking, and were 
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 Parshall and Landau, Renaissance Print, 163-166: the authors identify the Transfiguration of 
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therefore well-suited to a self-conscious display of skill. This aspect of showmanship 
challenges the traditional notion of the reproductive print as simply an imitative medium; 
Marcantonio explored the expressive potential of the print even when working after 
Raphael’s designs.   
 More recently, Hubert Damisch and Lisa Pon have considered broader questions 
and concerns regarding artistic authorship and authenticity that are posed by the Raphael-
Marcantonio relationship and the emergence of the printmaking business in the 
Renaissance.
146
 Damisch explores the paradox underlying their partnership in that the 
practice of printmaking necessitated a collaborative relationship that runs counter to the 
growing conviction in the Renaissance that works of art were unique objects made by 
individuals of genius. As Damisch remarks, 
…the fact that Marcantonio contented himself with executing something whose 
“invention” was explicitly attributed to Raphael demonstrates that, in this 
instance, the question of attribution—like that of hands, and like that of the 
distinction, or even opposition, between the function of conception and 
execution—was vexed from the start…a way of organizing artistic work is at 
issue that seems inconsistent with the very notion of the “artist” as defined, 
precisely during the Renaissance, and with that of the “genius,” essentially 
“unique,” around which the romantic century would rally at the very moment of 
the birth of the discipline known as “art history.”147 
  
In translating Raphael’s designs into print, Marcantonio was an intermediary who 
seemingly compromised the very notion of the lone artistic genius that the Renaissance 
itself fostered.   
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 The artist’s signature was intimately tied to this concept, as it suggested the 
artist’s personal presence in the making of a work of art and acted as a stamp of 
authenticity. The printed monogram or signature, however, did not carry the same sense 
of authority associated with the artist’s actual signature, thus compromising the very 
basis of attribution. Lisa Pon explains the language that was developed in order to 
address this issue, specifically the increasingly-descriptive terminology that was included 
on prints to denote the various roles the participants played in its making.
148
 Invenit 
indicated the person who conceived of and designed the image; sculpsit signified the 
person who actually cut the plate; and excudit related the publisher’s information. This 
language was often quite informative and elaborate. Giulio Bonasone’s print after 
Michelangelo’s Judith Leaving the Tent of Holofernes, for example, includes three 
inscriptions as well as a poem describing the story of Judith and Holofernes.
 149
 In many 
cases even the location of the painting or sculpture rendered in the print was given: 
Michelangelo pinxit in Vaticano.
150
  
 In describing the roles played by the painter, printmaker and publisher, and 
sometimes adding information such as the location of the depicted painting, these terms 
addressed the division of labor that printmaking mandated, and ultimately were intended 
to preserve the close correlation between the designing artist and his work. While the 
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painter, for example, may not have cut or published the plate, he remained the 
conceptual, generating force behind the design which was issued with his knowledge and 
participation, and under his name. In this way, the language sustained the authority and 
authenticity of the “original” even when issued in multiple impressions. 
 Despite these efforts, the new abundance of imagery fundamentally renegotiated 
the relationships between the viewer and the work of art, and the printmaker and the 
painter in meaningful ways. Pon uses the term “intertextuality” to describe the profound 
impact that the proliferation of portable, more widely-available prints had on the visual 
culture of the sixteenth century.
151
 As she explains, the profusion of images invited more 
artistic and interpretive intervention, so to speak, than the singular painting which was 
presented to the viewer within a circumscribed context. The printed reproduction 
involved the viewer on an intimate level, as it dislocated the original work of art from its 
more structured context and placed it in the viewer’s hands, as it were. As such, his 
interpretation of the work was now conditioned by his particular context.
152
 The viewer 
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became an active participant, or “practical collaborator,” who assumed a significant role 
in shaping how the images were seen.
153
 Pon’s example of a print that had been cut apart 
and remounted by its owner in order to fit into a solander box is an extreme, but 
nonetheless telling example of the viewer’s participation in reframing and reinterpreting 
the print, both physically and conceptually.
154
 The later collector not only reshaped the 
print by cutting and remounting it, but in so doing, actively reinterpreted it. The print no 
longer accurately echoed a painted composition, but rather reflected the collector’s 
aesthetic judgment, or intervention. To describe the dramatic implications of the viewer’s 
or collector’s participation in interpreting the image, Pon cites Roland Barthes: “the birth 
of the reader must be at the cost of the death of the Author.”155 That is, at the moment the 
print entered the public realm, its inventor lost control over its consumption; the viewer 
assumed greater responsibility for its interpretation, regardless of the painter’s initial 
intent.  
 Taking into account the viewer’s active consumption of the image, Damisch 
further considered the means by which Marcantonio himself structured his print, The 
Judgment of Paris, to convey meaning and help to shape the viewer’s interpretation. By 
introducing certain compositional devices, Marcantonio framed the viewer’s experience 
and reading of the scene, compensating for the lack of control that he and Raphael 
                                                                                                                                                                             
original contexts and generated new meanings that corresponded to the new, or altered, 
circumstances between the viewer and the work of art.  
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 Pon, Raphael, Dürer, and Marcantonio Raimondi, 8-11 
154
 Pon, Raphael, Dürer, and Marcantonio Raimondi, 9-10 
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 Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” in S. Heath, ed. and trans., Image, Music, and 
Text (London: Fontana, 1977), 142-148, cited in Pon, Raphael, Dürer, and Marcantonio 
Raimondi,  11 
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maintained after the print was published. For example, Marcantonio elaborated Raphael’s 
central figural group with two subsidiary groups, creating a tripartite division of space 
and figures which mimics Paris’s choice between three types of beauty, and by extension, 
the three types of life and governance that shaped Greek thought.
156
 Thus Marcantonio 
himself was a practical collaborator, whose adjustments to his model were instrumental 
to its reception. 
 The printmaker’s active role in shaping the viewer’s reception of [reproduced] 
works of art functioned on a subtler level as well, as the example of Cornelis Cort, 
previously discussed, suggests. In reproducing Titian’s unique and unavailable paintings, 
Cort became the interpretive lens, so to speak, through which Northern audiences 
experienced the Italian painter. As such, Cort’s selective reproduction of his paintings 
represented in itself a form of interpretation or intervention: he did not reproduce all of 
Titian’s works, but only a choice few which, to his viewers, represented the painter’s full 
accomplishment. The printmaker therefore assumed a significant role in shaping the 
painter’s legacy. Cort’s prints, even though they were faithful to his models, represented 
to a broader audience Cort’s image of Titian; he was therefore the physical and 
conceptual arbiter between the painter and the public.  
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 Damisch, Judgment of Paris: Hera represented sovereignty, Athena, military strength, and 
Aphrodite, riches and fecundity. Paris’s choice of Aphrodite as the most beautiful, influenced by 
the promise that he would receive her as a prize, represents the fallibility of human judgment. 
This ultimately led to the destruction of Western civilization by initiating the events leading to the 
Trojan War. Damisch therefore shows that Marcantonio conceived the visual structure of the print 
to contain or manifest greater philosophical issues regarding ethical or moral choice and human 
judgment and corruptibility. 
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 In addition to considering how reproductive prints impacted the circulation and 
reception of imagery, scholars have also illuminated the more nuanced concepts of 
originality and imitation in the early modern period. Maria Loh, for example, has shown 
that repetition was a specific form of creativity that located originality precisely in the 
imitation, or emulation, of canonical works or masters.
 157
  Long employed as a literary 
strategy, repetition or paraphrase was ingrained in the seventeenth-century mindset as an 
acceptable, respected form of innovation. Authors purposefully alluded to other writings 
in their texts, but introduced changes that distinguished their work from their source(s).
158
  
Readers closely engaged with the text recognized both the allusion to an esteemed model 
and the differences between the two works. The seventeenth-century rhetorician and 
historian Emanuele Tesauro, for example, described this phenomenon and the 
implications for the repetitive, or paraphrastic, literary work:  
Novelty is necessary for every witty production, and without this, marvel is 
diluted as well as grace and applause. I therefore call imitation a type of wisdom 
whereby you propose yourself a metaphor or some other flower of human 
ingenuity; then you attentively consider its roots; and transplanting it into 
different categories as though into well-ploughed and fertile soil, you cause other 
flowers of the same species to be generated, but not the same individuals.
159
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 For an overview of the practice of imitation in literature and the visual arts, see Maria Loh, 
“New and Improved: Repetition as Originality in Italian Baroque Practice and Theory,” Art 
Bulletin, 86, no. 3 (2004): 477-504; Maria Loh, Titian Remade: Repetition and the 
Transformation of Early Modern Italian Art (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2007); see 
also Elizabeth Cropper, The Domenichino Affair: Novelty, Imitation, and Theft in Seventeenth-
Century Rome (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005). On the discussion of 
similar issues in Hendrick Goltzius’s prints, see Walter Melion, Shaping the Netherlandish 
Canon; Melion, “Love and Artisanship;” Melion, “Goltzius’s Project of Reproductive 
Engraving,” 458-487 
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 Loh, Titian Remade,  148 
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 Emanuele Tesauro, Il cannocchiale aristotelico, 1654, cited in Maria Loh, “Repetition as 
Originality,” 493  
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Tesauro thus acknowledged a more fluid exchange between the original and its 
offspring, so to speak, which granted the imitation or emulation itself a certain authority: 
while referential to a canonical source, the imitation nevertheless existed as a novel, 
“witty production” in and of itself. 
 Similarly, in the visual arts, a greater interplay among artists and images existed 
that destabilized the traditional notion of a superior original and its lesser imitation—
what Pon aptly describes as a parental-filial relationship.
160
 An artist’s repetition and 
transformation of a canonical example invested his work with a certain authority, rather 
than diminishing its status as an independent, creative work in its own right.
 
In her 
analysis of Marcantonio’s Judgment of Paris print and its recapitulations by later artists, 
for example, Pon describes this effect; the print initiated the “vertiginous proliferation of 
related images from antiquity and back again.”161 That is, the print set in motion a series 
of imitations and adaptations which, while referring to Marcantonio’s work, nevertheless 
existed on their own. Over three hundred years after Marcantonio introduced the 
reclining female nude to Raphael’s Judgment of Paris design, for example, Edouard 
Manet translated her to new, “fertile soil,” to paraphrase Tesauro; in his Olympia from 
1863, he recreated her in a new medium—painting—and within a new context— 
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nineteenth-century Paris.
162
 While he made a knowing allusion to the then-iconic figure, 
he transformed her into a contemporary figure that stunned viewers for her 
unconventional candor and seeming impropriety. Thus, repetition and originality 
coexisted and enriched one another. 
 This intentional reference to another work had implications for both the artist and 
his audience. It demonstrated the [reproductive] artist’s command of iconic visual forms; 
he displayed his own knowledge of and even superiority over his source through its adept 
translation and transformation.
 163
 The seventeenth-century writer and theorist Giulio 
Mancini, for example, described this effect, writing that a copy is sometimes preferable to 
an original when painted so skillfully as  to fool the viewer, because then it contains “the 
art of two artists.”164  Thus, the artist’s mastery of an iconic source demonstrated his 
equal or superior skill: rather than a secondary, or inferior talent, he transcended the 
model he so deceptively, successfully, recreated.  
Perhaps the greatest example of the prestige in imitation is Hendrick Goltzius’s 
Master Prints, a series of six prints from 1593-1594 depicting scenes from the Life of the 
Virgin.
165
 In each print, Goltzius imitated the style of an iconic printmaker; in his 
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 Damisch thoroughly considers the implications of Manet’s allusion to Marcantonio’s reclining 
figure. 
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 On the practice of imitation in literature and the visual arts, see, in addition to Maria Loh’s 
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 For a discussion of emulation in Hendrick Goltzius’s prints, see Melion, Shaping the 
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Circumcision and Adoration of the Magi prints, for example, Goudt imitated the 
engraving styles of Albrecht Dürer and Lucas van Leyden, respectively. In the other four 
prints, Goltzius seems to have imitated Netherlandish engravings after Italian paintings 
by Federico Barrocci, Titian, and Parmigianino.
166
 While replicating their styles 
flawlessly, Goltzius also included clues to the prints’ modern execution; he set the scene 
of Adoration of the Magi, for example, in the Brewer’s Chapel of Saint Bavo’s Cathedral. 
According to Van Mander’s famous recounting, Goltzius’s imitation of the various 
manners of printmaking was so convincing as to dupe viewers into believing the prints to 
be long-lost originals by the old masters. When his deception was discovered, Van 
Mander asserts, Goltzius was awarded a gold chain of honor from the Duke of Bavaria—
a prestigious reward for his act of emulation which, in Karel van Mander’s words, “set 
him above the old masters and himself.”167 
 By recreating a canonical source, the artist therefore implicitly defined himself in 
relation to that model: he identified himself as its heir and successor, consciously 
engaging in a dialogue with the past and progressing to a new phase of artistic 
achievement. As Maria Loh describes it, “it was not merely a question of surpassing the 
model but of becoming a model for future generations.”168 The viewer was actively 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617): Drawings, Prints, and Paintings, (Zwolle: Waanders, 2003), 
203-215  
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 As Leeflang and Luijten explain, Van Mander did not relate which specific works Goltzius 
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involved in this process.
169
 He was assumed to recognize and appreciate the emulation as 
both an allusive image and a progressive one. Indeed “imitation” as it was described by 
the sixteenth-century German educator and philosopher Johannes Sturm, “lies hidden; it 
does not stand out. It conceals rather than reveals itself and does not wish to be 
recognized except by the learned man.”170 
 This understanding of imitation and emulation as a self-consciously-constructed 
interrelationship or dialogue between the original, its “offspring,” and the viewer offers 
another avenue for appreciating the reproductive print as a more potent agent of artistic 
self-definition than previously described. By engaging with a canonical work through the 
act of reproduction, the artist could define himself as a referential but distinct, 
autonomous figure. 
 Goudt’s reproductions of Elsheimer’s works offer a compelling case study for 
investigating many of these issues. Rather than submissively imitating his models, Goudt 
used the process of reproduction as a means of promoting his own name and ability as 
much as Elsheimer’s. He displayed his exceptional skill and ingenuity as printmaker, 
translating coveted models into extremely innovative, fine prints which demonstrated his 
ability in a difficult, specialized medium. In addition, Goudt suggested his cultivation and 
prestige by asserting in the prints his own education and nobility, as well as his 
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familiarity with avant guarde, precious paintings—characteristics that were associated 
with the paradigmatic gentleman of the seventeenth century. Thus for Goudt, the act of 
reproduction was a highly self-promotional enterprise through which he crafted a self-
image image as both an ambitious, talented artist as well as an elite nobleman and a 
sophisticated aesthete.  
 
Hendrick Goudt as a Printmaker: Technique in the Service of Self-Promotion 
As discussed in chapter one, by the time Goudt arrived in Rome, Elsheimer had 
generated a taste for small paintings on copper featuring dramatic lighting effects.
171
 
Elsheimer himself was embraced by elite collectors, artists, and intellectuals in Rome, 
where his paintings were regarded as the most avant garde works of the time. Indeed, his 
fame transcended his own geographical boundaries: his paintings were acquired by 
prestigious collectors throughout Europe, as we have seen. The appeal of his works was 
undoubtedly also stimulated by their rarity, which was heightened by Elsheimer’s early 
death. His small oeuvre—most of which was already secreted away in prestigious, private 
collections—assumed an almost sacred aura when the artist died at the young age of 
thirty-two.  
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 Goudt’s prints after these paintings thus served an important function: the 
unprolific, melancholic Elsheimer, slow to paint but much admired, met a wider audience 
through the replication of seven of his paintings. To be sure, Goudt demonstrated a 
certain respect for the accurate reproduction of his models, in that he was remarkably 
faithful to Elsheimer’s painted compositions. Goudt introduced no changes to his models, 
and even used printing plates [approximately] the same size as Elsheimer’s copper 
supports to give an accurate sense of the scale of the paintings.
172
 In his biography of 
Goudt, Sandart specifically praised Goudt’s prints for their beauty and exactitude: “he 
engraved these pieces by Elsheimer very diligently in copper, and through this 
combination of effort, he brought these pieces into the light”…..“they excel others….”173 
Thus Goudt was a crucial stimulant to Elsheimer’s celebrity, as his prints—unlike the 
paintings they replicated—circulated on a wider scale and long after the painter himself 
had died.  
 As much as Goudt’s prints served Elsheimer’s reputation, they also provided a 
platform for Goudt’s own performance of artistic virtuosity. He developed an elaborate 
technique that showcased his unique ability to achieve rich, painterly tone through line 
alone. In translating Elsheimer’s celebrated modern paintings into his equally-inventive 
graphic vocabulary, Goudt created works that represented, in Giulio Mancini’s words, 
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 Goudt’s images [without the inscriptions] have almost the exact same dimensions as 
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“the art of two artists:” rather than submissive imitations of superior models, Goudt’s 
prints were innovative recreations of treasured originals—not secondary, to paraphrase 
Hind, but equal in their artistic virtuosity and creativity.  
 Goudt’s first engraving, The Decapitation of Saint John, however, hardly seems 
to anticipate the magnitude of his later prints, which are more painting-like in scale and 
effect.
 174
  Yet even in this diminutive work, his technical and aesthetic aspirations are 
subtly present (figure 2.1). The Decapitation of Saint John is based on a lost composition 
by Elsheimer. A version of the composition, now in a private collection, is possibly an 
early copy of Elsheimer’s original (circa 1605, figure 2.1a).175 Goudt’s engraved lines are 
many and varied: the background “grid,” which would become a hallmark of his work, is 
composed of sharp, thin lines carved in extremely tight matrices so that when printed, 
they read as a curtain of darkness before which diminutive figures enact the murderous 
scene of betrayal. The figures are composed mainly of short, curving lines which suggest 
the play of torchlight over their musculature. Tiny flicks of the burin are used to “pick 
out” highlights, such as the burning embers in the torch.    
 No preparatory drawings for this composition are known. However, a proof 
impression of the print, now in Berlin, sheds light onto the gestation of the design on the 
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 Tico Seifert suggested that this was Goudt’s first print. As Seifert discusses, it is the least 
ambitious of his prints, and given the approximate dating of Elsheimer’s painting to 1605, the 
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plate (figures 2.1b and detail, 2.1c).
176
 The importance of this diminutive proof cannot be 
overstated. It remains Goudt’s only working proof to survive, and thus offers extremely 
rare, illuminating information as to the exact method he used for manipulating his copper 
plates. It was left in a state of unfinish that, in effect, suspends in time Goudt’s technical 
process. His engraved grid is only partly complete in the background. The figure seen 
from the rear, at left, is partially defined by horizontal engraved lines in his upper body 
and hat.  More wiry, imprecise etched lines are visible in the center and on the right side 
of the sheet. These lines suggest John’s decollated head dangling over the platter, the 
platter itself, the knots of the drapery and the barest contours of the figure receiving the 
head, and the two figures at right. The character of these etched lines is, of course, 
different from that of Goudt’s engraved work: they are more sketch-like, with varying 
degrees of thickness and depth. This variability in the lines would be almost impossible 
with a burin.  
 Ann Röver–Kann’s recognition of Goudt’s use of etching in this early print and 
others revises previous scholarship, which held that he only employed etching in the 
Flight into Egypt.
 177
 The etched work surely took place at an early stage in the 
development of the plate, and was used both to compose the scene, and presumably to 
guide his more laborious engraved work in subsequent states. These states are 
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distinguishable only by the presence or absence of tiny engraved lines in the arm and 
costume of the central and right-most figures.
178
 In these later states, the etched passages 
are completely subsumed in the more elaborate engraved work which covers most of the 
plate. 
 Within his painstakingly engraved and etched image, Goudt included Elsheimer’s 
monogram (lower left) and his own (lower right), fashioned on the example of Hendrick 
Goltzius, arguably the most celebrated of all Dutch printmakers from the preceding 
century (figure 2.1d). Goltzius overcame a severe physical deformity—a burned and 
disfigured right hand—to win international fame and prestige for his virtuosic 
achievements in print. Goltzius’s monogram, which appeared on all of his prints, became 
a mark of his identity and a signifier of his extraordinary abilities in printmaking. Indeed, 
Van Mander related that his monogram was the indelible mark of Goltzius himself, 
similar to his deformed hand.
 179
 Basing his monogram on that of Goltzius, Goudt thus 
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 Goltzius’s international celebrity was such that when he went to Rome, he traveled in disguise 
so that he could hear unedited criticism of his work. Even his companion on the trip did not know 
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made an emphatic statement of ambition and authority for his own hand. He compared 
his achievement to those of a canonical printmaker, conveying artistic aspirations that 
exceed the miniature scale of the print itself and anticipate the ambitions realized in his 
following six prints. 
 From his next print forward, Goudt developed an increasingly complex linear 
system that demonstrates his steady control over the burin and his sensitivity to the 
effects of line in approximating a range of painted tone. The Little Tobias, dated 1608, is 
based on a painting by Elsheimer from about 1606 (figures 2.2 [print], 2.2a [painting]).
180
 
The painting made Elsheimer famous; Sandrart relates that “hence the whole of Rome 
talked about nothing but Elsheimer’s newly discovered art of painting.”181 Goudt’s print 
is equally remarkable for his increasing control over the burin and the great variety of 
strokes he used to render the full spectrum of natural effects seen in Elsheimer’s painting. 
Yet very little regarding Goudt’s development of the print remains. A proof of the print is 
housed in the British Museum, London (figure 2.2b).
182
 Unlike the proof of the 
Decapitation of John, however, this is complete in all details except the inscription, and 
therefore yields little information about Goudt’s working process.  
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 A single drawing described as preparatory is housed in the Petit Palais, Paris 
(figure 2.2c and detail).
183
 This drawing is executed in pen and ink on parchment and it 
corresponds (in reverse) to the finished print in almost every aspect. Slight changes to the 
background landscape and the position of the angel—which in the final print conform to 
Elsheimer’s composition—show Goudt’s subtle adjustments from the drawing to the 
print.
184
 Otherwise, we see in this drawing the full vocabulary of line which imparts to 
the final print its painterly richness. To consider this drawing simply a preparatory step in 
the realization of his print diminishes its exceptional craftsmanship and state of 
preservation.
185
  This is a fine, delicate work of art that shows no signs of transfer to the 
printing plate. It offers evidence of Goudt’s skill with the pen on parchment, a 
notoriously intractable medium that Goudt executed with ease (to be discussed in chapter 
3). More than just a preparatory drawing, the sheet was very likely intended as an 
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independent work, and was perhaps given to one of Goudt’s or Elsheimer’s admirers who 
would have appreciated its artistic merits and rarity.  
 A comparison between Goudt’s engraving and Elsheimer’s own etched version of 
the subject—which survives in a single impression—makes immediately clear the 
painterly depth that Goudt, not the painter himself, was able to capture via graphic means 
(figure 2.2d).
186
 Elsheimer’s work is a sketchy, relatively flat representation of the 
subject.  By comparison, Goudt’s deliberate, laborious working of the plate yields a 
spectacular variety of atmospheric and textural effect. Goudt’s lines in the body of the 
fish that Tobias carries, for example, are long and arcing to suggest his slick body, 
whereas the lines describing the dog are shorter and more abrupt, evoking his coarse coat.  
Elsewhere, passages of discrete diagonal lines between the trees in the background 
differentiate one spatial zone from another. Above and below this series of trees, in the 
sky and water, he carved more loosely-spaced parallel lines to suggest fluid, open space. 
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Here and there, areas of untouched paper evoke sunlight glinting off the water or water 
breaking against rocks (figure 2.2 e). Thus, even in the most inconspicuous passages, 
Goudt’s extremely deliberate linework describes and distinguishes the rich variety of 
volumes and textures.   
 In the lower border of this print Goudt included references to Elsheimer and 
himself in the traditional manner, and a four-line calligraphic inscription: 
Incolumnis Raphaele viam monstrante Tobias / Per varios casus, itq[ue] reditq[ue] 
domum/Tu quoq[ue] si sequeris quo custos Angelus anteit/ Securus caeli regna 
Paterna subis. 
 
(With Raphael showing the way, Tobias went out/ and returned home safely 
through various experiences/ Likewise you, if you follow where the guardian 
Angel leads/ [Will] enter the Father’s kindgom of heaven safe.) 
AElsheimer pinxit   HGoudt sculpt. 
Romae 1608 
  
The inscription is the first of Goudt’s efforts in calligraphy. In his following prints, the 
verses—like the compositions they underline—expand in scale and complexity.  
 In his next print, produced two years later, the Mocking of Ceres (figures 2.3, 
2.3a), Goudt applied a remarkable linear system to a larger plate, producing a profound 
nocturnal effect. This print is based on a painting by Elsheimer in the Bader collection. 
Another version in Madrid was long thought to be the model (figure 2.3b).
187
 There are 
no preparatory drawings for the print, although several sketched variations of the 
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composition exist (figures 2.3c, 2.3d, 2.3e).
188
 These drawings reveal Goudt’s ongoing 
thought process, but bear little, if any, relationship to the print in its final form. He varied 
the positions and gestures of the figures or conceptualized a different moment in the 
story. In one drawing, for example, Ceres is seated, drinking from the jug, as the old 
woman and Stellio approach her. Both the old woman and Stellio are shown as if in a 
stop-action photograph: their movement toward Ceres is suggested by rapidly drawn, 
repetitive contours, each pass of the pen evoking a step in Ceres’s direction. In another 
sheet, Ceres approaches the house from the left, as in the painting (figure 2.3e).
189
 This 
bears the closest resemblance to the final print in the arrangement of figures and the 
landscape setting, but the sketchy, active quality of the drawing is at odds with the stasis 
and classical monumentality of the print.  
 These drawings offer glimpses into Goudt’s creative process—his changes of 
mind, trials and errors, to be discussed (chapter 3)—but are not preparatory to the print in 
the traditional sense. Indeed, for the most part, Goudt’s drawings did not directly support 
his efforts in printmaking.
190
 If he did execute drawn models for his prints, none survives; 
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 Hans Möhle, Die Zeichungen Adam Elsheimers: Das Werk des Meister und der Problemkreis 
Elsheimer-Goudt (Berlin: Deutscher Verlag für Kunstwissenschaft, 1966), no. A2 
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 In 2007, Christian Tico Seifert published a drawing from the Frankfurt Städel Museum which 
is based on a section of Adam Elsheimer’s altarpiece, The Finding and Exaltation of True Cross. 
It is a grisaille depicting the scene of the Digging for the True Cross, which has a monotype, or 
offset, drawing in purple-reddish pigment on the verso. According to Seifert, this verso design 
was made by covering the painting surface (once dried), with varnish, outlining the central 
elements of the composition in the purple-reddish color, and laying a piece of paper onto the 
painting’s surface, a process which transferred the design to the paper. This design was then 
pricked and executed on the recto in grisaille, presumably (in Seifert’s view), with an eye to 
translating it into a reproductive print. Seifert suggests that the drawing was made by Goudt 
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rather, he seems to have approached drawing as a different artistic outlet that was more of 
a private process of experimentation and exploration than a preparatory step toward final 
works. Thus we cannot recreate, so to speak, the gestation of his prints through his 
drawings. Rather, his prints appear fully-resolved and flawlessly-executed, leaving 
behind little trace of his laborious processes of preparation and execution.  
 Similarly, no proof impressions for this print exist. Yet it was Goudt’s most 
elaborate and ambitious undertaking up to that point. The engraved “grid” covers almost 
the entire image field like a web, establishing the compositional elements and evoking the 
deep darkness from which gleaming highlights emerge. Within this overall pattern, Goudt 
varied the density, depth, and character of the lines so that spatial transitions and textures 
register visually.  The figures are defined by swelling lines which trail off in tapered 
points in the areas of brightest highlight, creating the effect of faces, draperies, and legs 
illuminated by torchlight. Elsewhere, the moon and the stars, torches, and Ceres’s face, 
are “reserves” left on the plate—untouched areas which alleviate the heavy darkness of 
the overall image.  
 In certain passages throughout this print, etched lines are seamlessly interwoven 
with engraved ones. In the upper portion of the doorway and in the sky, for example, the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
directly from the painting. Seifert’s proposal, which also considers the Tobias offsets (see chapter 
three), in this context, is enticing because it suggests that these drawings offer rare traces of 
Goudt’s working procedure. However, it is difficult to say with certainty that they functioned in 
this respect, given the conspicuous absence of prints by Goudt depicting these compositions. 
Thus while interesting, this cannot, in my view, be concluded with confidence. See Christian Tico 
Seifert, “An Unknown Drawing by Adam Elsheimer for the Frankfurt True Cross Altarpiece,” 
Master Drawings, 45 (2007): 201-210 
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lines have a coarser, more imprecise quality that is consistent with etching (figures 2.3f, 
2.3g). Their blunt ends, like those observed by Ackley in The Flight into Egypt, also 
suggest that the etching needle, rather than the burin, was used in their execution. In 
addition, in passages such as the leaves on the trees, the lines are wiry and almost sketch-
like compared to his exacting, systematic engraved lines. As in the Decapitation of John, 
however, this etched work is largely eclipsed by the effect of regularity and precision of 
his engraved work.   
 In this print, too, Goudt’s linework far exceeds Elsheimer’s in the painterly 
richness which he achieved. A unique impression of Elsheimer’s etching of the 
composition reveals the painter’s inability to evoke atmosphere and texture as Goudt 
could via linear means (figure 2.3h and detail).
 191
  
 Goudt’s calligraphic inscription in this print is lengthier and more elaborate than 
that in the Little Tobias: here it consists of a four-line Latin poem by Jan Rutgers. Rutgers 
was a Dutch diplomat and philologist from Dordrecht.
 192
  He enrolled at Leiden 
University in 1605, and in 1611, moved to Paris before finally returning to The Hague in 
1613.
 
The link between Rutgers and Goudt remains a mystery, as we know of no 
connections between Goudt and Dordrecht, nor of any trip Rutgers himself may have 
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made to Rome before the execution of the Ceres print. Goudt and Rutgers may have 
made an acquaintance in Paris, but not before the print was issued.  
 Rutgers’ poem describes the story told in Ovid’s Metamorphoses about Ceres, the 
goddess of the earth and fertility. Ceres’s daughter, Proserpina, was abducted by Pluto. 
Ceres began to search for her, carrying a torch lit from the fires of Mount Aetna. When 
thirsty, she stopped and asked an old peasant woman for water; the woman gave her 
water with grains of barley in it. A young boy, Stellio, made fun of the greedy way in 
which the goddess drank. She flung the barley at him, transforming him into a lizard. In 
Rutgers’s words:  
Dum frugum genitrix taedas accendit in Aetna,/Et toto natam quaerit in orbe 
suam,/Victa siti conspexit anam, limphamque rogauit,/Oranti limpham rustica 
dulce dedit./ Dum bibit accemptum, risit puer improbus illam./Nec satis hoc, 
auidam dixerat ille Deam,/Ridentum liquida fertur sparsisse polenta,/ fugisset, sed 
iam stellio factus erat. 
Scipioni Burghesio/S[ancta] Romanae] E[cclesiae]/Cardinali amplissimo in deuoti 
animi testimonium HGoudt sculpsit et dicauit Romae. 1610 
AElsheimer pinxit  Janus Rutgers 
 
(While the mother of crops lit torches in Etna,/ and sought her daughter through 
the whole world,/ Overcome by thirst, she saw an old woman and/ asked for 
water. Though she asked for water,/ the peasant woman gave her a sweet drink. 
While she drank what she’d received, a naughty boy laughed / at her. Not was that 
all; he called the goddess greedy,/ it is said that she sprayed him as he laughed 
with her wet barley-meal. / He would have fled, but he had already been made a 
lizard./ 
For Scipione Borghese, most-distinguished Cardinal of the Holy Roman Church, 
as a testament to his devout heart, H. Goudt engraved and dedicated this in Rome. 
1610./ 
AElsheimer painted it.   Janus Rutgers) 
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Goudt executed the poem in flawless script, demonstrating his executory 
command and thereby inscribing himself within an exalted pedigree of calligraphers, 
mentioned briefly earlier (chapter 1): Jan van de Velde, Simon Frisius, and members of 
the Haarlem school around Hendrick Goltzius—Jacques de Gheyn, Jan Saenredam, Jacob 
Matham and Jan Muller, among others. In their hands, the practice of engraved 
calligraphy reached its apogee in the Netherlands. The art of fine writing, schoonschrift, 
was a serious competitive endeavor that was equated with the arts of printmaking, 
draftsmanship, and painting.
193
 As Van Mander wrote, “If Apelles won fame with the 
brush, the praiseworthy Van de Velde will not win less with the pen.”194 In the 
Nederlandish Helicon of 1610, Van Mander went so far as to place calligraphers among 
the poets.
195
 The pinnacle of this tradition is arguably Jan van de Velde’s Spieghel der 
Schrijfkunst, mentioned earlier.  Van de Velde’s complex calligraphic lines, seemingly 
executed with ease, demonstrate his remarkable technical finesse. He used different 
scripts and wrote in different languages (French, German, Latin, Dutch, English, and 
Italian), showcasing his extensive knowledge while maintaining a pictorial beauty in the 
lines themselves.
196
  
 Amy Worthen and Croiset van Uchelen have described the quite complicated 
technical means that these artists employed to produce such graceful, sinewy lines in their 
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inscriptions.
 197
 Jan Saenredam, for example, outlined his letters first and then laid down 
closely-laid parallel lines within the outlines to build up the width of the letters.
198
 He 
also devised a technique called “flanging” by which he rotated his graver in order that the 
line broaden as he cut. Hendrick Goltzius built up lines from many segments, so that his 
flourishes, which appear to have been executed in a single stroke, are actually a collection 
of multiple, minute passes of the burin.
199
  Each printmaker therefore devised a 
painstaking technique which, when printed, suggested a fluid, uninterrupted execution.  
 Unlike these printmakers, Goudt adopted a more expedient medium—drypoint.200 
This relatively tractable technique allowed Goudt to simulate others’ more laboriously-
engraved calligraphic inscriptions, but his execution nevertheless involved a tedious 
process. Details reveal that Goudt drew guidelines which served his careful composition 
of the individual letters (figure 2.3 i). He also seems to have drawn the letters in outline 
first, and then filled in the contours with tiny strokes of the drypoint needle (figure 2.3 j). 
While Goudt’s use of drypoint would have been significantly easier than engraving in 
terms of the physical manipulation of the plate, it was still a demanding, exacting 
procedure which placed him among a respectable group of calligraphers.  
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 It is interesting to note that while the inscriptions were often trimmed from prints 
in order to accommodate their storage in boxes or albums, Goudt’s were not.201 Indeed, in 
at least one case, a later collector tried to “restore” a lost passage of his inscription on the 
Mocking of Ceres (fig. 2.3k), suggesting that this later figure viewed the calligraphic 
addition as an important aspect of the print’s overall visual effect.202 
 The practice of calligraphy was also replete with connotations of education and 
status. It was a rare, elite practice, reserved for those with the time and resources to 
master it.
 203
   While publications such as Jan van de Velde’s Spieghel, for example, 
taught young men and women the fundamentals of forming beautiful letters, and 
therefore introduced calligraphy to a larger circle than just professional artists, it was by 
no means a widespread activity. Rather, it was a rare skill that suggested the knowledge 
and refinement of the gentleman (or woman
204) behind the pen. Goudt’s calligraphic 
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 Lee Hendrix and Thea Vigneau-Wilburg, The Art of the Pen: Calligraphy from the Court of 
the Emperor Rudolf II, (Los Angeles: The J. Paul Getty Museum, 2003), 7-8; on the extremely 
distinguished practice of calligraphy among artists and noblemen, see Broos, “The ‘O’ of 
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publication, record the learning, struggling calligrapher, presumably trying his own hand within 
the pages of Van de Velde’s book. An inscription reads “If I had Time & Capacity I would learn 
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204
 Anna Maria van Schurman, for example, was nearly equal to Constantijn Huygens in the scope 
of her interests. She was a painter and poet, knowledgeable in Greek, and an able calligrapher. 
She was a well-known figure in Utrecht; Arnout van Buchell recorded knowing her as early as 
1627, and Anna Roemer Visscher even dedicated a poem to her. Schurman received many letters 
from Huygens, mostly in relation to his musical interests. Huygens also penned several verses for 
her and eventually contributed a Latin poem to the lower margin of her portrait, printed by 
Cornelis van Dalen in 1657. While their friendship seems to have come to an end, their letters 
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inscription in the Mocking of Ceres and those in his following prints invoke these 
associations, demonstrating his cultivation and privilege by showcasing his expertise in 
such an elite practice. 
 This self-promotional quality is furthered by Goudt’s dedication of the print to 
Cardinal Scipione Borghese, perhaps the most important cultural figure in early 
seventeenth-century Rome. Borghese of course had important ties to the papacy, and was 
an avid art collector and patron who significantly contributed to the rich artistic and 
cultural atmosphere of the city. As discussed (chapter one) Goudt planned to make a 
diplomatic trip to France on Borghese’s behalf, and he would receive a knighthood from 
him in 1611. He thus enjoyed a particularly close rapport with Borghese, which is 
suggested by the intimately-worded dedication of the print, “as a testament to his devout 
heart.” Despite the familiarity of the address, Goudt’s relationship to Borghese assumed a 
more public dimension through its dispersal in print.
205
 Indeed, Goudt used his print after 
Elsheimer as a platform for implying his own elevated social status through his 
association with Borghese.  
 By the end of Goudt’s time in Rome, he had developed a highly sophisticated 
technique in which a great variety of lines—etched, engraved, and drypointed—produced 
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painterly tones that subtly transition from dark shadow to bright highlight. He had also 
begun to assert himself in the prints through his inscriptions, which demonstrated his 
artistic flair, his cultivation, and his social status. When Goudt relocated to Utrecht 
around 1612, he approached his remaining four prints with the same ambition and self-
interest. In 1612 and 1613, Goudt produced the Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, The Great Tobias, the Landscape with Aurora and the Flight into 
Egypt. As mentioned, these prints reproduce paintings by Elsheimer which Goudt 
owned.
206
 Sandrart related that Goudt took great joy in discussing them:  
Before we leave Utrecht, we also need to remember the famous family Gaudt. 
Amongst them, Heinrich Gaudt, fueled by an innate love for art, learned drawing 
to an amazing extent, without any lack, and was the best in his town of birth, 
Utrecht; ….  
I often spoke with him in 1625 and 1626 in his home ….. he lit up when he 
showed me his Elzheimer paintings, and his beautiful soul became obvious, 
whenever one started to talk about art. He left behind such praise which until now 
has not been surpassed by anyone.
207
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While Sandrart’s account is certainly exaggerated, Goudt’s admiration for the paintings is 
quite clearly manifested in his prints, which are monumental in scale and extraordinary 
for the tonal effects he achieved. To be sure, his four Utrecht prints are demonstration 
pieces which publicized Goudt’s extraordinary ability with the burin as much as 
Elsheimer’s talent with the brush. 
His first print executed after his move to Utrecht is based on Elsheimer’s painting, 
Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis (figure 2.4, 2.4a).
208
 This story 
appears in Ovid’s Metamorphoses (book eight). Jupiter and Mercury, disguised as 
humans, enter the home of the poor Philemon and Baucis who offer food and a place of 
rest and warmth to the travelers. After their feast is magically replenished time and again, 
the humble couple realize that gods are in their midst.  
 In this print, Goudt expanded his linear vocabulary to accommodate the different 
needs of an intimate interior scene. He carved extensive passages of parallel lines 
interspersed with diagonal flicks of the burin. Its effect is a middle tone, a cozy light 
more appropriate to this humble interior. Areas of completely untouched paper are few, 
and are reserved for only the brightest highlights: Jupiter’s eyebrow, glints of light 
bouncing off the grapes, the candle carried by Philemon. 
 A proof of the print is housed in Dresden, but as in the Little Tobias, it is a 
complete composition, lacking only the inscription, and therefore provides no 
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information about Goudt’s working process (figure 2.4b).209 Several drawings exist 
which relate to the print (figure 2.4c, 2.4d, 2.4e, 2.4f).
210
 However, these are rather 
sketchy and imprecise, and often have different dimensions and compositional elements 
or arrangements from the finished print. Once again, while they certainly represent 
Goudt’s thought process, to be discussed (chapter three), they cannot be considered 
directly preparatory to the print.   
 This print bears a lengthy calligraphic inscription which this time Goudt 
composed himself: 
Jupiter atque Hermes spetie mortalis vterque/ lustrantes Phrygiam, sub amoena 
crepuscula noctis/ Hospitium inueniunt gratum, cum paupere mensa/ Baucidis, eis 
gaudent Diui, et sua dona rependunt. 
HGoudt Palat[ii]. Comes, et Aur[atus] Mil[itaris] Eques, Nob[illissimo] viro D.A. 
Goudt/patri suo, Picturae et vim insignium artium amatori D[ono] D[edit] 1612 
 
(Jupiter and Hermes, both in mortal appearance,/ as they are passing through 
Phrygia, at the pleasant/ falling of night/ find welcome hospitality at the poor 
table of Baucis/ the gods are pleased with them and repay their gifts. 
H. Goudt, Palatine Count and Knight, gave this as a gift to D. A. Goudt, his 
father, a lover of the power of painting and the fine arts. 1612) 
  
As discussed, calligraphy was associated with education and refinement due in 
part to the extreme demands placed on the practitioner: in addition to being an 
exceptionally difficult art form, it also required a commitment of time and financial 
resources that limited its practice to a privileged group of gentlemen and women. It was 
therefore invested with a cultural significance that carries into Goudt’s prints. He 
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demonstrated his privilege and cultivation by participating in an exlcusive, genteel art 
form.  
In addition, the Latin poem in this inscription indicates Goudt’s high level of 
education. He composed the verse himself, as well as those in his following prints. In so 
doing, Goudt displayed his command of language and poetry—intellectual endeavors that 
were typically practiced by well-educated figures. Latin, for example, was generally 
reserved for scholars and intellectuals.
211
 Poetry, too, was usually practiced by 
professional poets or well-to-do dilettantes who enjoyed the opportunity to turn a phrase, 
so to speak. Printmakers rarely penned their own inscriptions, preferring instead to 
outsource them to men of letters who were presumably better able to compose an elegant 
verse.
212
 In composing the inscriptions himself, Goudt consciously displayed his superior 
linguistic and literary skills. The implications are obvious: in addition to being a master 
printmaker, Goudt was also an educated poet. 
 Goudt dedicated this print to his father. The reference to his father was perhaps 
inspired by their reunion in 1612, when both Arend and Hendrick Goudt moved into the 
home on Saint Janskerkhof in Utrecht. He referred to his father as a “lover of the power 
of painting and the fine arts,” a flattering dedication which implies his father’s 
sophistication and taste (see below). Beneath his dedication, Goudt carved his own name 
and the noble title he had received from Borghese, HGoudt Palat. Comes, et. Aur. Mil. 
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Eques. In this and the following prints, Goudt omitted Elsheimer’s name altogether, and 
included only this self-referential and self-aggrandizing signature and title. 
 In supplanting Elsheimer’s name with his own name and title, Goudt made a 
significant revision to convention that betrays his self-promotional ambitions in his 
prints. As discussed, reproductive prints often included descriptive language that was 
intended to preserve the artistic authority and integrity of the painter as inventor of the 
composition. Terms such as invenit, sculpsit, and fecit explicitly defined the roles played 
by each party involved in the making of a print. That Goudt was aware of this typical 
language is evident from his “Roman” works, in which he included both Elsheimer’s 
name and his own. Given the importance of this traditional terminology, Goudt’s license 
is exceptional. No other printmaker who reproduced Elsheimer’s paintings took such self-
promoting liberties. Wenceslaus Hollar, for example, not only included Elsheimer’s 
name, but even went so far as to record the distinguished provenances of the paintings he 
replicated.
213
 Each print carries an inscription that informs us the paintings were from the 
collection of Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, Hollar’s employer (see chapter four).  
 Goudt, by contrast, eliminated Elsheimer’s name and inserted instead his name 
and title, framed by beautifully-carved, eloquent Latin poems. This departure from 
convention can only be regarded as a highly self-promotional act through which Goudt 
elaborated upon his models with evidence of his artistic finesse and social distinction, 
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thereby transforming Elsheimer’s paintings into visual records of his own 
accomplishments. 
 Goudt’s following three prints after Elsheimer, dated 1613, illustrate the 
culmination of his sensitivity to line as a painterly equivalent. In each print, he used a 
complex linear vocabulary to create a rich atmosphere, tonal range, and textural variety. 
Whereas in the Jupiter and Mercury, for example, Goudt adjusted his line to the cozy 
interior, in the Landscape with Aurora he adapted it to the pure landscape tinged by the 
rising sun (figures 2.5, 2.5a). This print is based on a painting by Elsheimer in 
Braunschweig.
214
 The painting originally had the figures of Acis and Galatea at left, but 
these were painted over, possibly by Elsheimer himself, creating an unstaffed 
landscape.
215
 A later hand, perhaps Goudt’s, added the shepherd figure now visible in the 
painting, at left. This shepherd, however, does not appear in Goudt’s final print. Rüdiger 
Klessmann suggested that when Goudt translated the painting to a print, he “perhaps 
lacked the courage to take responsibility for his own additions to the painting.”216 Rather 
than interpreting this as evidence of Goudt’s timidity (which is hardly borne out by his 
prints as a whole), it is far more likely that Goudt worked from the painting as he saw 
it—as an unstaffed landscape. The rising popularity of the genre may well have played a 
role in his decision. Indeed, the unstaffed landscape was increasingly embraced as a 
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legitimate subject, and collectors avidly amassed prints, drawings and paintings which 
depicted familiar views of the countryside.
217
 Goudt’s print likely represents his own 
response to the increasing desire for such subject matter.  
 In this print, Goudt showed a clever understanding of the evocative power of the 
paper itself, carving only razor-thin lines in the sky to evoke mist, or clouds barely tinged 
by the emerging sun. In the background, the tiniest jabs of the burin read as a distant 
townscape.  This is arguably Goudt’s quietest, most subtle work, a tour de force for the 
extreme restraint exhibited in its execution.  
 The inscription beneath the image gives the print its name:  
AVRORA amoto noctem velamine pellens,/Optatum roseo reddit ab ore diem. 
16 HGoudt Pala[ii] Comes, et Aur[atus] Mil[itaris] Eques 13 
 
(After removing the veil, Aurora drives away night/ and restores the hoped-for 
day from her rosy face.) 
  
Goudt again composed the poem himself, and included only his name and noble title, 
omitting any reference to Elsheimer as inventor of the composition.  
 The Great Tobias is based on a lost painting by Elsheimer (figures 2.6, 2.6a).
218
 A 
drawing by Goudt in the Pierpont Morgan Library, described by Felice Stampfle as 
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preparatory, precisely replicates the composition in reverse (figure 2.6b).
219
 Like the 
drawing of the Little Tobias, this sheet is executed in pen and ink on parchment. It is 
partially signed in the lower left corner (the drawing is slightly trimmed). It reveals no 
signs of transfer to a copper plate, and, given the partial signature on the support, as well 
as the extreme delicacy and care in its execution, we can infer that, like the Paris Little 
Tobias drawing, this was intended as a work of art in its own right (for further discussion, 
see chapter 3).  
 Like the figures of the angel and Tobias, who are in the earlier print portrayed as 
youths, Goudt’s technique in this print has matured. The complex atmospheric effects and 
textures are evoked by a varied vocabulary of line in which passages of etching are 
interwoven almost undetectably with burin work (figures 2.6c, 2.6d, 2.6e). For example, 
etched lines can be seen on the belly of the fish being dragged by the young Tobias. They 
are extremely fine, curving lines which hug the fish’s round form, creating an illusionistic 
volume which rolls into the background. Similarly unobtrusive, but strategically-placed 
etched lines can be observed in the upper right background, between the right-most tree 
with light striking its rounded top and the tree behind it. Here we find diagonal lines 
going from upper left to lower right in a regularized pattern that subtly sets the sunlit tree 
apart from the darkened tree behind it. Elsewhere, etched or drypoint lines can be seen in 
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the mass of clouds in the central area of the sky: arched lines, for example, suggest the 
edge of the clouds. Although this is difficult to perceive in a photograph, the lines here 
have a different character than his more typical engraved ones. They tend to be less 
precise, as if drawn, a characteristic that is more often associated with etching. As in the 
Mocking of Ceres, the extent of Goudt’s use of etching is mostly obscured by the sheer 
abundance of engraved linework in the print. Single lines are difficult, if not impossible 
to distinguish but where they are visible, they reveal a careful, deliberate, and many-
staged elaboration of the plate. 
 Again Goudt included a Latin poem which relates to the subject of the print, as 
well as his own name and title: 
THOBIAS caeci sequitur cum uissa parentis,/ Commeruuit magni numinis 
auxilium/Nam Genium comitemque auersoremque malorum/ Nactus, lustrato 
perfruitur thalamo.  
HGoudt Palat[ii] Comes., et Aur[atus] Mil[itaris] Eques / A[nn]o 1613 
 
 
When Tobias follows the instructions/ of his blind father, he earns the help of a 
great Spirit,/ For, having obtained a guardian and companion and/ protector from 
evil, he enjoys a purified marriage bed. 
H. Goudt, Palatine Count and  Knight 
In the Year 1613 
  
The Flight into Egypt (figures 2.7, 2.7a) is unquestionably the climax of Goudt’s 
technical manipulation of the copper plate. This print is based on a painting by Elsheimer 
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in Munich.
220
 A proof of the print in Dresden (figure 2.7b) lacks only the inscription and 
a few stipples of shading in the moon’s reflection in the water (see figure 2.7c, 
juxtaposed details of 2.7b, the proof, and 2.7, the completed print).
221
 Otherwise, like the 
Jupiter and Mercury proof, it is a complete composition, and no formal changes between 
it and the final print are evident. There are no preparatory drawings for the design, nor 
any related drawings that reveal the gestation of Goudt’s truly remarkable print. This 
stunning nocturne appears fully formed, a symphony with little prelude in the history of 
printmaking. In this print, a dense network of engraved and etched lines blankets the 
figures and landscape in profound darkness.  Ackley observed the use of etching in the 
mass of trees in the background and the sky.
 222
 This now seems to be the rule, rather than 
the exception, to Goudt’s working process, but nowhere is this combination of media so 
seamless, so elaborate, or so effective in achieving his desired result. The burin is used to 
pick out the bright highlights—in the fire, in the faces of the Holy Family.  
 Beneath the print is Goudt’s last inscription, no less powerful than the image it 
underlines:  
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Profugit in tenebris Lux mundi et conditor Orbis/Exul apud Pharios latitat res 
miras Tyrannos/ Rebus in aduersis exemplum hinc sumite Christi,/ Quem semper 
tristi fortuna exercuit ira.   
HGoudt Palat[ii] Comes, et Aur[atus] Mil[itaris] Eques 1613 
 
(The light of the universe flees in the shadows/ and the founder of the world as an 
exile among / Egyptian Pharoahs hides miraculous things./ Take the example of 
Christ from here in adverse/ circumstances, whom fortune always troubled with 
harsh provocation. 
H. Goudt, Palatine Count and Knight 1613) 
  
The Flight into Egypt is truly a tour de force of printmaking. As Clifford Ackley 
observed, the Flight is the most difficult of Goudt’s prints to find in excellent impressions 
because it was often hung on the wall in the manner of a painting, leading to great wear 
and tear.
223
 Indeed, a print that is reminiscent of Goudt’s Flight appears in the 
background of Caspar Netscher’s painting, The Lacemaker (figure 2.8224); that it was 
treated like a painting testifies to the high regard in which the print was held. It is 
certainly not difficult to understand the admiration for the work. Throughout the 
composition, Goudt’s linework is strong and clear, so that each line registers as an 
independent entity, cumulatively creating a velvety darkness that few printmakers could 
achieve. In the middle ground for example, the forms of foliage, cows and horses slowly 
emerge, their profiles subtly illuminated by firelight. This is the precursor to Rembrandt’s 
extraordinary Saint Jerome in his Study of 1642, or the Adoration of the Magi of 1654; 
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the experience of looking at one of Rembrandt’s nocturnes was once eloquently described 
as similar to the experience of one’s eyes adjusting to a dark room, so slowly do details 
emerge from shadow.
225
 The same may be said of Goudt’s print from some thirty years 
before.  
 From his diminutive Decapitation of Saint John to his monumental Flight into 
Egypt, Goudt developed an unprecedented manner of printmaking characterized as much 
by the painstaking elaboration of the painting-like plates as by remarkable restraint. In 
each work, a complex system of lines establishes a tonal range from darkest black to 
brightest highlight. To effect the subtle transition in tones, as Hyatt Mayor described it, 
“twilight’s gradual veil,”226 Goudt applied a diverse range of marks to the plate, and 
mingled techniques so seamlessly as to make them almost indistinguishable.  His use of 
etching is discrete and deliberate; he did not exploit the inherent freedom of the medium 
as others had or would (see chapter 4). Rather, he used the etching needle to create 
passages of line that participate almost invisibly in the evocation of continuous tone, 
spatial clarity or volume. Over this etched skeleton, Goudt returned to the plate with the 
burin, defining spatial relationships more clearly, picking out highlights, and creating 
textural variety. By capitalizing so effectively on these different techniques and blending 
them so seamlessly, Goudt achieved unprecedented effects that had virtually no 
immediate followers.  
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 Amid his painstaking and laborious working of the plates, Goudt left thoughtful, 
strategic “reserves:” tiny untouched areas of the plate that read as the most brilliant 
highlights when [not] printed: Jupiter’s eyebrow, Ceres’s upturned face as she drinks 
from the pitcher, the moon guiding the Holy Family to safety. These passages are 
illuminated by the paper itself, which, in the best impressions, is a luminous off-white.
227
 
The contribution provided by his papers is immediately clear when fine impressions on 
off-white paper are compared with later impressions taken from the worn plates, which 
are often printed on rougher and deteriorated or damaged paper (figures 2.9 and detail). 
In the latter, the contrasts between light and dark are neutralized, and the prints have an 
overall flatness and lack of legibility which would certainly have been at odds with 
Goudt’s intentions.228   
 Goudt underscored his ambitious images with calligraphic inscriptions that assert 
his exceptional skill in a refined, rarefied art form. As in his monogram in the 
Decapitation of John, his larger, more elaborate inscriptions invoke the example of 
Goltzius and his circle, for whom the practice of calligraphy was a serious competitive 
endeavor that prompted artists to great examples of technical finesse.
229
  In adding these 
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inscriptions, Goudt therefore inscribed himself within a highly-respected tradition of 
printmakers, grafting his own artistic accomplishments onto the models he so faithfully 
replicated.  
Goudt’s prints thus represent a sustained commitment to the ambitions for the art 
of printmaking that stimulated Marcantonio Raimondi, Cornelis Cort, and Hendrick 
Goltzius, for example, to their greatest achievements. Like these master printmakers, 
Goudt referred in his prints to celebrated models, but these very models became vehicles 
for his self-promotional statement of virtuosity and innovation as a printmaker. He 
devised an idiosyncratic, virtuouso technique—a remarkable signature style that 
exhibited his creativity and inventiveness—qualities traditionally associated with the 
prestigious peintre-graveur canonized by Adam von Bartsch.  
In Goudt’s hands, reproduction and invention were therefore intimately linked, 
even interdependent. Goudt found inspiration in coveted, avant garde paintings that were 
prized in Rome and Utrecht. Rather than simply imitating these models, Goudt amplified 
their aura of modernity and inventiveness by recreating them in an unprecendented linear 
language, a novel technique that yielded spectacular visual effects on a monumental 
scale.  
 To be sure, Goudt’s accomplishment was recognized in his lifetime. As discussed 
in chapter one, his printing plates were seized by Crispijn van de Passe and Herman 
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Vollenhoven around 1637.
230
 According to a document from that year, they purportedly 
feared for their state of preservation. Whether this was their true motivation, or Van de 
Passe and Vollenhoven hoped to capitalize on the celebrity of Goudt’s prints by issuing 
more impressions, remains a mystery. Nevertheless, their action demonstrates that they 
recognized the intrinsic value of Goudt’s printing plates. The very materials of his craft 
were invested with a significance that reflects the esteem, even preciousness, associated 
with Goudt’s works.  
In addition, references to Goudt’s prints began to appear in privileged places soon 
after their completion: paintings and prints, collection inventories and poems refer to his 
works, reflecting their immediate and sustained impact on other artists as well as their 
appeal to collectors and connoisseurs.  As discussed, a print reminiscent of his Flight into 
Egypt hangs on the wall behind Caspar Netscher’s Lacemaker (figure 2.8).231 In addition, 
a painting in London depicts an elegant kunstkamer, in which polite gentlemen peruse the 
assembled objects (figure 2.10 and detail).
232
 An impression of Goudt’s Mocking of Ceres 
lies on the table, amid the other artworks, natural specimens and various objects that 
together form the ideal collection. Whether a humble interior such as Netscher’s, or a 
more opulent kunstkamer, these settings in which Goudt’s prints play a role reflect that 
his works were embedded, so to speak, in the Dutch visual tradition; they were highly 
recognizable works that were regarded as part of a familiar, respected tradition of 
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imagery that helped each painter construct a believable fiction while placing himself 
within a notable pictorial pedigree. To be sure, by invoking Goudt’s works of art within 
their own invented interiors, the painters of these later works indicated their fluency in 
the established canon of Dutch art, which by then, included Goudt’s prints.  
 Other printmakers demonstrated their respect for Goudt’s works by copying or 
alluding to them in their own prints. Wenceslaus Hollar, for example, produced a version 
of Goudt’s Mocking of Ceres in the 1640s while working for the Earl of Arundel. 
Hollar’s reliance on Goudt’s example is clear from the inscription, which he copied from 
Goudt’s work (although in a different script). Rather than employing Goudt’s laborious 
mixed technique in the image, Hollar used a process of etching that involved staged 
biting of the printing plate. While technically quite different from Goudt’s work, his 
allusion to his print over three decades after its completion indicates his admiration for 
Goudt’s achievement. He was regarded as a paradigmatic figure of the northern 
printmaking tradition whose imitation suggested his follower’s dexterity and talent.  
 Inventories of certain prestigious collections also suggest that collectors in his 
own time distributed Goudt’s prints as gifts among friends, conferring on the prints a 
sense of exclusivity to rival his models. We know that the art collector and scholar 
Johannes Faber, for example, owned works by Elsheimer and sent Goudt’s prints to his 
friends.
233
 The humanist Marcus Welser received impressions of the Tobias engraving 
and the Beheading of John the Baptist from Faber in 1609 in Augsburg.
234
 Another 
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friend, “Jonas,” also received impressions of these prints that year.235 Faber’s postmortem 
inventory from 1629 lists an impression of the “Small Tobias” on silk, in an ebony frame, 
as well impressions on silk of the Beheading of Saint John the Baptist and the Mocking of 
Ceres (figures 2.11and details).
236
 Although only one impression on silk survives, it is 
noteworthy that several others are recorded in this collection. The delicate, fine support 
suggests that these were special impressions, rare luxury objects to be given among close 
friends and intimates.
237
 These last three prints mentioned in Faber’s inventory were 
purchased by Cassiano dal Pozzo after Faber’s death, perpetuating the distinguished 
provenance of Goudt’s prints.238  
 Goudt’s works were also recorded in the collection Cornelis Dusart, a prominent 
artist of the later seventeenth century who specialized in genre subjects.
239
 In his 
collection, Goudt’s prints were housed in an album together with “capitale printen van 
Lafage, du Flooi, van Tetti, Batista, Franci, Gantre, Goltzius.” A total of fifty-four prints 
were included in the album. Dusart also owned drawings by Goudt, which were housed in 
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an album of one-hundred-thirty-four drawings by Raphael, Titian, Testa, Salviati, Vanius, 
Succario [sic], Pordenone, Guido Reni, Michelangelo, Civoli, Correggio and Van Dyck.  
 The esteem for Goudt’s prints is also reflected by a poem written in 1620 by Anna 
Roemers Visscher, a reputable poet and humanist who lavished high praise on the 
artist:
240
  
Aen Mijn Heer H Gout/My ver-Eert hebbende met verscheyden/Aerdige 
Nachtjes, 
door Syn Constryke hant gesneeden./Het onverhoets gesicht van Nacht-meer, 
Schim of geest,/ 
Maeckt kinders niet alleen, maer Mannen wel bevreest;/ Het onder-aerts gedrocht, 
vermaent door toverijen,/Het waerende gespuijs, de naere spoockereyen/Daer 
Schrick ick af! Nochtans en kreech ick angst Noch vaer/Doe ick onlangs u geest 
wert inde nacht Gewaer.  
 
(To my Lord, H Goudt,/ I have been honored with diverse Sweet Nights cut by his 
skillful hand/ 
The sudden sight of Night, more so phantom or ghost, /It not only frightens 
children, but men as well;/ The foul creatures of the underworld, warned by dark 
magic/ The shadows, the strange, spooky events /It is frightening! Despite all this 
I feared not/I became aware of your spirit in the night.) 
  
Visscher was a respected poet and noteworthy figure in her time.
241
 She was the eldest 
daughter of a merchant and poet, Roemers Visscher, and was schooled in languages, 
calligraphy, embroidery, drawings, glass engraving and other arts. She was highly 
admired by the artistic elite of her time: P.C. Hooft, Jacob Cats, Joost van den Vondel 
and Constantijn Huygens called her a muse, and dedicated works to her. That Goudt’s 
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print inspired a poem by such an eminent literary figure is remarkable testimony to the 
admiration for his innovative works. 
 Goudt’s name also appears in an encomium written in honor of Hendrick 
Goltzius. When Goltzius died in 1617, the diplomat, courtier, and art agent Balthasar 
Gerbier wrote the “Poem in Honour and Lamentation of Hendrick Goltzius” extolling the 
artist’s life and work.242  Among the ‘constellation of stars’ who would ensure Goltzius’s 
fame, he named Hendrick Goudt, “the skillful printmaker of Utrecht,” alongside 
Goltzius’s students Jacob Matham, Jacques de Gheyn, Jan Muller, and the printmaker 
Crispijn van de Passe. Goudt is therefore invoked among very respected company, which 
suggests that Gerbier recognized him as a kindred spirit who practiced printmaking as a 
highly creative endeavor—as an heir of Goltzius himself. As we have seen, Goudt drew 
this comparison in his first print, when he fashioned his own monogram on that of his 
eminent predecessor. 
 Later collectors also recognized the significance of Goudt’s achievement, and in 
some cases amassed prints that were inspired by his nocturnal effects. “Nuits et pièces 
noirs” such as Goudt’s formed the organizing principle of part of the remarkable 
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collection assembled by Florente Le Comte.
243
 An album containing works by Goudt, 
Rembrandt, J. G. van Vliet, Jan van de Velde and others represented the nocturnal effects 
that were so desirable toward the end of the seventeenth century.
244
 The collection of the 
Abbé de Marolles also contained an album entitled “Various Nocturnes,” which included 
prints by Goudt, Van de Velde and Van Vliet.
245
 Furthermore, an engraved title page for 
a set of Goudt’s prints published by Gabriel Huquier after a design by François Boucher 
the Younger was commissioned by Karl Heinrich von Heinecken on behalf of Friedrich 
August II, Prince-Elector of Saxony and King of Poland (figure 2.12).
246
 Beginning in 
1746, he served as director of the Dresden print collection. He reordered the collection, 
housing the “Pieces Rare gravées par Le Comte de Goudt d’apres Elsheimer” with the 
Dutch and Flemish artists’ prints, rather than with reproductive works. Perhaps Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe articulated most effectively the esteem in which Goudt’s prints 
continued to be held well into the eighteenth century; in 1776, he wrote “If you can catch 
some of the prints by Goudt after Elsheimer, buy them!”247 
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 The high regard for Goudt’s prints is extraordinary given that they fulfill many of 
the goals for the reproductive print in its conventional, rather limited, usage: they were 
not original compositions, but were faithful imitations of Elsheimer’s paintings which 
played a crucial role in promulgating the painter’s international reputation. Rather than 
being valued simply as surrogates for Elsheimer’s superior works, however, Goudt’s 
prints were imitated, collected, and praised, indicating that they were appreciated as 
distinctive, special achievements in their own right.  Indeed, by recreating Elsheimer’s 
paintings in his highly-innovative prints, Goudt transcended the conventional, reductive 
notion of the reproductive print, becoming, in Maria Loh’s words, “a model for future 
generations.”248 Goudt therefore fundamentally renegotiated the very aims of the 
category of art in which he participated. While disseminating Elsheimer’s works to a 
larger audience, his reproductive prints promoted Goudt himself as a virtuosic printmaker 
whose influence and reputation far exceeded his relatively limited output.  
 
 Goudt’s Prints: Evidence of the “Gentleman of Holland” 
As much as an accomplished artist, Goudt also used his prints to portray himself 
as an elite gentleman and a knowledgeable aesthete—a figure who is traditionally 
differentiated from the professional artist by early writers and subsequent scholars. 
Indeed the art lover, or liefhebber, is often described as a well-bred and well-educated 
young gentleman whose appreciation for and production of art reflected his refinement 
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and status rather than his commercial or professional pursuits.
 249
 In Goudt’s works, 
however, this distinction was blurred: his highly-accomplished prints provided a means 
of representing to a broader audience his cultivation and prestige, and defining himself as 
a sophisticated liefhebber through his association with Elsheimer. In figuring his own 
elite persona through his prints, Goudt therefore transcended the notion of the 
reproductive print on yet another level: Elsheimer’s “newly discovered art of painting,” 
as it was described by Sandrart, became a vehicle through which Goudt fashioned a self-
image as a prominent, cultivated figure—not simply a maker of art, but a patron, 
collector, and admirer of art.  
 As briefly discussed, the idea of the “liefhebber” ultimately traces to Castiglione’s 
Il Cortegiano of 1528, a seminal text in which the ideal courtier was described as a 
refined, educated nobleman who could easily mingle with aristocratic figures in the 
courtly circles of Renaissance Italy.  Castiglione specifically mentioned the art of 
painting as an appropriate topic of conversation for the courtier. He also believed that the 
courtier should practice art as the ancients had—not for profit or gain but for personal 
fulfillment and recreation.
250
 Thus art—its discussion or execution—was intertwined with 
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the courtier’s cultivation and well-roundedness—essential aspects of his character that 
attracted others to him and earned him respect and a prominent social position.  
 Castiglione’s text was translated into English in 1560, and many of his ideas were 
absorbed into Northern writings on etiquette.
 251
  Indeed, writers in the seventeenth 
century stressed the place of art in the curriculum, conversation, and social life of the 
ideal gentleman in order to develop in the Dutchman the flawless elegance that the 
Courtier embodied. Samuel van Hoogstraten, for example, in his Honourable Young Man 
[“Den Eerlyken Jongeling”] of 1657, emphasized the importance of “understand[ing] 
basic principles [of painting], familiarize[ing] oneself with the great masters and 
learn[ing] to distinguish their styles.
252
 One should also know in what countries, cities 
and palaces the best works are to be seen.” 253  He recommended reading books by Karel 
van Mander, Albrecht Dürer and Franciscus Junius to inform oneself. Van Hoogstraten 
went on to write that the ability to “discourse well on [painting] will compel monarchs 
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and princes to hear us.”254 Thus, over one hundred years after Castiglione described the 
ideal Courtier, the honorable Dutchman was still highly reminiscent of his Italian 
predecessor.  
 In addition, it was suggested that the gentleman-art lover should associate with 
living artists in order to develop his skills in connoisseurship.
255
  In 1635, the French 
writer and poet Pierre LeBrun emphasized that one should learn from the master himself 
to understand and appreciate more fully the art of painting: “to know how to discourse on 
this noble profession [painting on a flat surface, one of the most noble arts of the 
world…] you must have frequented the studios and disputed with the masters, have seen 
the magic effects of the pencil and the unerring judgement [sic] with which the details are 
worked out.”256  
Contemporary paintings of studios and gallery interiors visualize this very 
phenomenon. Pieter Codde’s Visitors in the Studio (ca. 1635, figure 2.13), for example, 
depicts aspiring connoisseurs in the artist’s studio, scrutinizing paintings with the artist 
himself in order to train their eyes and thereby render an educated judgment on works of 
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art.
257
 This first-hand knowledge of art and the informed discussion among art lovers and 
artists honed the gentleman’s aesthetic judgment and taste—qualities not available in 
books, but just as important to his well-roundedness and erudition as literature and the 
sciences.  
 Such conversations about art, which Jeffery Muller calls the “discourse of 
luxury,” also formed an important aspect of elite sociability in the seventeenth century. 258  
Informed aesthetes mingled and bonded, demonstrating their knowledge and cultivation 
among similarly-educated, refined figures. This kind of exchange was thus an exclusive 
form of socialization in which the participants enacted an ideal behavioral mode: among 
a collection of paintings, the educated connoisseur was sophisticated and savvy, an 
embodiment of the sixteenth-century courtier on a seventeenth-century stage, so to 
speak.
259
 In describing paintings of gallery interiors, Elizabeth Honig described this 
phenomenon:  
…the conversations that occur in painted galleries are private and elite. The 
people who engage in them are…distanced from the mundane either by being 
positioned in a second, farther room, which gives their discussions a suggestion of 
secrecy, or simply by the overly refined clothing they wear….wealth alone, even 
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as displayed in artistic objects, would not accomplish this moment of extreme 
upward leveling, but the right kind of cultural capital might.
260
  
  
Thus, the display of his sophistication and knowledge, that is, his “cultural 
capital,” was vitally important to the gentleman’s persona—perhaps even more so than 
his wealth. The informed aesthete possessed a cultural wisdom that reflected his refined 
character and intellect—qualities that defined him as a gentleman.  
 Certain figures in Goudt’s time were praised for embodying this kind of personal 
commitment to and knowledge of the arts. Jacques Razet, for example, was a prominent 
collector and amateur in the Dutch art world of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries. He was a wealthy bachelor from Amsterdam, who, though trained as a notary, 
seems not to have practiced professionally.
261
 Rather, he was an active art collector, print 
publisher, and calligrapher.
262
 He owned important paintings by Anthonis Blocklandt, 
Cornelis Cornelisz. van Haarlem, Dirk Barendsz., Cornelis Ketel, Abraham Bloemart and 
Jacques de Gheyn.
263
 In addition, he published twenty-eight prints after their works, 
thirteen of which included calligraphic inscriptions that Razet penned himself.
 264
 Indeed, 
Razet was known and celebrated for his achievements in this rarefied art form. His 
expertise in the field was considered worthy of mention in Van Mander’s Schilder-Boeck: 
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First, as regards penmanship, Your Honor is not only an excellent calligrapher 
yourself, but having been elected a Judge in the praiseworthy Pen Contest at 
Rotterdam Anno 1590, the 3
rd
 of January, your Lordship still keeps the treasure, 
most pleasant and valuable to you, of the scripts submitted by the calligraphers.
 265
 
  
As discussed, calligraphy was a difficult, rare skill which demonstrated Razet’s artistic 
ability as well as his high level of refinement. More broadly, Razet’s practice of 
calligraphy, his production of prints, and his collection of paintings, as well as his close 
rapport with Van Mander and other contemporary artists, made Razet just the sort of 
informed aesthete who was increasingly regarded as the ideal gentlemanly figure. 
 Razet’s personal dedication to the arts is best reflected, however, in his afterlife. 
In his will, he included a clause that allowed monies from his estate to fund a school for 
the arts. It was intended “for what is needful for the instruction and teaching of some 
young persons or youths who have no possibility nor means, whereby in particular very 
keen attention must be made to sound talent and to hope of their success; who shall 
devote themselves to the learning of the noble art of Pictura, painting, sculpture or 
engraving…to develop themselves…for four consecutive years.”266 The will goes on to 
claim that in order to repay their debt, those who benefitted from this schooling should 
“make a work or piece, in the best and most excellent manner of the art [which] shall be 
transferred or sold to the benefit and further promotion thereof [i.e., of art].” Thus, Razet 
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helped to ensure that future generations of aspiring artists would receive adequate 
training in a field to which he was personally devoted throughout his life. He was 
therefore not only a collector and connoisseur, a printmaker and calligrapher, but also a 
benefactor whose support for artistic education continued after his death. Razet’s 
commitment to the arts was thus a crucial aspect of his persona: it reflected his 
sophistication and well-roundedness, his virtue and even philanthropy—critical aspects of 
the gentlemanly ideal that was emulated by the Dutch elite.  
 A more well-known example of the “liefhebber” was Constantijn Huygens, the 
distinguished secretary to Stadholder Frederick Hendrick. Huygens was quite 
knowledgeable about the arts of his time; he famously discovered Rembrandt and Jan 
Lievens in Leiden, proof of his own discerning judgment and his awareness of the 
contemporary art scene. Furthermore, Huygens required that his sons receive drawing 
lessons so that they might participate in conversations about art without embarrassing 
themselves. In his autobiography, he wrote that “….in the field of painting…it is 
impossible to arrive at even a partially founded judgment unless one has actively tried to 
practice the basic principles of this art oneself.” 267 Thus Huygens recognized that the 
only way to truly learn about art was through the practice itself. More significantly, he 
implicity acknowledged that one’s connoisseurship and judgment were vitally important 
to his projection of knowledge and refinement.  
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 Huygens’s emphasis on artistic practice reflects a broader, related trend in the 
mid- to late-seventeenth century. Though they pursued different professional paths, 
Constantijn Junior and Christiaan Huygens were prolific amateur draftsmen nonetheless 
(see chapter three).
268
 They were among a growing number of amateur artists for whom 
the practice of art was an elite diversion, a respite from the strains of professional life. 
Indeed a defining aspect of amateur art was its non-professional function.
269
 As 
Castiglione had stated in his 1528 Il Cortegiano, the gentleman [or woman
270
] should not 
produce art for financial gain, but rather as a virtuous pastime that suggested his leisure, 
even privilege. Writers also maintained the practical function of artistic practice. 
Huygens, for example, believed that the ability to draw a site well while on travels 
provided more useful information than a verbal description.
271
   In stressing its 
informative value, Huygens echoed Castiglione, who had promoted the military value of 
drawing.
272
 While most amateurs did not put their drawings to such ends, the instructive 
purpose of artistic practice nevertheless invested it with an educational function that 
mitigated against its perception as mere idleness; the amateur draftsman was seen to 
participate in a recreational activity that was restorative, even virtuous.
 273
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 In addition to drawing, printmaking also migrated into the gentleman’s realm in 
the seventeenth century. As discussed, Jacques Razet published over two dozen prints 
after contemporary artists, providing many of them with beautifully-engraved 
calligraphic inscriptions. The etching technique was also attractive to gentlemen because 
it was more easily mastered than engraving, and was therefore suitable to the polite 
practice of art. The process, so much like drawing for its relative ease and simplicity, 
allowed for a freedom and spontaneity that made it particularly appealing to the relaxing 
gentleman. Abraham Bosse dedicated his manual on etching from 1645 “aux amateurs de 
cet art,” introducing the art to those who wished to pursue it as a diversion.274  
 The mezzotint technique was also well-suited to the gentleman’s practice. One of 
the early developers of the technique was Prince Rupert, a privileged gentleman with 
courtly connections.
275
 Rupert was Charles I’s nephew, who lived during his childhood in 
The Hague with his parents. He was trained for a military career but early in life, after 
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drawing lessons with Gerard van Honthorst, showed an aptitude for the arts which he 
then pursued with great enthusiasm. He ultimately helped develop the mezzotint 
technique in the middle of the seventeenth century, a method of pitting the surface of a 
copper plate using a roulette or rocker, rather than a burin. With this more efficient 
process, the artist could more easily attain the overall colorism that previously required 
tedious labor on the printmaker’s part. Goudt’s prints, for example, represented the 
nuanced tones that Rupert sought, but his laborious process was neither attractive nor 
accessible to the amateur printmaker. The mezzotint technique, however, offered a sort of 
shortcut procedure that made Goudt’s velvety tones more easily achievable, even for a 
beginner.  
Indeed, the mezzotint would be promoted specifically as an elite activity by virtue 
of its relative ease of execution. Gerard de Lairesse wrote in 1712 that mezzotint was 
“easily learned,” “neat, and free from soil or smell.”276 Calling the art of mezzotint 
“convenient,” Lairesse described how he executed a small mezzotint of a satyr “in an 
hour’s time…as I walked in a garden.”277  Lairesse also spoke of the “great men” who 
had developed it, expressly encouraging it as an elite pastime.
278
 It is ironic but perfectly 
appropriate that Goudt’s prints—so laboriously executed yet so important to his own self-
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identification as an elite figure (see below)—should have inspired the more expeditious 
technique that Prince Rupert, a cosmopolitan gentleman, helped to develop. 
 For these amateur artists, the practice of art was a genteel diversion that was 
unrelated to potential profit or gain. Indeed, they often produced only a few impressions 
of their prints and distributed their drawings in small numbers among friends and 
intimates, indicating that commercial success was not their motivation; the suggestion of 
their cultivation and well-roundedness, however, was.
279
  
Goudt’s prints, while quite different from these “easily learned” works, were 
nevertheless their conceptual precursors, in that he used them to publicize his education, 
his prestige and perhaps most importantly, his intimate knowledge of the contemporary 
art scene—qualities that defined him as the ideal gentlemanly figure.  
  Goudt’s self-identification in his prints is most clearly conveyed by his 
inscriptions, which evolve from an inconspicuous but telling monogram to elaborate, 
self-promotional statements. In his first print, he based his monogram on that of Hendrick 
Goltzius, suggesting artistic aspirations even in his impossibly small inititals. In 
identifying himself with his accomplished, internationally-recognized predecessor, Goudt 
suggested his own ambition to equal Goltzius’s achievements. In the following works, 
Goudt’s inscriptions betray his maturing self-conception and self-presentation. In the 
Little Tobias and the Mocking of Ceres, he added lengthier calligraphic verses, 
demonstrating his expertise in a rarefied art that suggested his own prestige and 
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refinement. In his final Roman work, the Mocking of Ceres, he dedicated the print to 
Scipione Borghese, thereby associating himself with a leading cultural figure and 
suggesting his own social stature.  
These inscriptions reflect Goudt’s increasing understanding and exploitation of 
the print as a means of identifying himself as a prestigious, sophisticated gentleman—an 
approach which defines his Utrecht works. In these, his largest and most ambitious prints, 
Goudt added elaborate calligraphic inscriptions featuring Latin poems that he composed 
himself—evidence of his erudition and literary finesse. Moreover, he included only his 
name and noble title, HGoudt Palat[ii]. Comes, et Aur[atus] Mil[itaris] Eques, 
Nob[illissimo]. With this self-conscious assertion of his own social pedigree, Goudt 
significantly altered the prints’ impact. He grafted onto Elsheimer’s paintings elegant 
borders that transformed his models into public statements of his cultivation and status. 
 In a subtler way, Goudt’s reproduction of Elsheimer’s models implied his 
privileged access to the painter and his coveted works of art, and, by extension, the 
rarefied circle in which Elsheimer operated. Indeed, as we have seen, Goudt was closely 
associated with the painter. He was his friend, financier, and his housemate who thus 
enjoyed an exceptionally close rapport with an internationally-renowned figure. 
Furthermore, through Elsheimer, Goudt gained entrée to the rarefied circle of artists and 
intellectuals in Rome: Peter Paul Rubens, Johannes Faber, and Paul Bril, among others—
figures who formed the locus of artistic creativity and innovation at the turn of the 
century. They developed and discussed many of the dominant artistic trends of the time 
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and enjoyed a sort of intellectualized camaraderie in which Goudt also participated. 
Rubens referred to Goudt in this regard, remembering their conversations which made the 
painter “long for Rome.”  
Goudt was also a collector of Elsheimer’s paintings. As discussed, he adorned his 
impressive home in Utrecht with tapestries, leather wall hangings, and the pièce de 
résistance, his collection of Elsheimer paintings. Sandrart tells us:  
I often spoke with him in 1625 and 1626 in his home ….. he lit up when he 
showed me his Elzheimer paintings, and his beautiful soul became obvious, 
whenever one started to talk about art. He left behind such praise which until now 
has not been surpassed by anyone.
280
 
 
Thus Goudt’s relationship to Elsheimer extended well beyond the role of printmaker: he 
was his close associate, his patron and collector—an intimate who had personal 
knowledge of the artist’s rare, inaccessible works as well as the elite milieu in which 
Elsheimer circulated. By reproducing his paintings, Goudt, in effect, publicized his 
exclusive access to both the painter and his works, and by extension, the Roman art 
world, defining himself as a privileged insider, a knowledgeable aesthete such as Van 
Hoogstraten and others would describe. Indeed, Goudt had seen first-hand the “magic 
effects” described by Pierre LeBrun as Elsheimer himself created them.  
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 Goudt’s prints therefore represent a new ‘species’ of the reproductive print, to 
paraphrase Emanuele Tesauro. Indeed the term, which is traditionally freighted with 
connotations of inferiority or straightforward imitation, does not adequately reflect the 
artistic and social ambitions manifested in his prints. His technique displayed his 
extraordinary gifts in a highly-specialized medium, perpetuating an approach to 
printmaking as an arena for technical showmanship that characterized the work of 
prestigious professional printmakers such as Albrecht Dürer and Lucas van Leyden, 
Cornelis Cort, and Hendrick Goltzius. In addition, Goudt defined himself in his prints as 
an elite nobleman—the social equal of Elsheimer’s discriminating patrons who, like 
them, was keenly interested in and knowledgeable about the contemporary art scene. 
Thus more than simply submissively imitating his models, Goudt used his prints to craft 
an identity as a proficient, innovative artist as well as a highly-cultivated aesthete and 
gentleman, fashioning a persona that Sandrart perpetuated when he wrote his account of 
the artist long after Goudt had died.  
~ 
 
Like his prints, Goudt’s drawings resist our traditional classifications for artistic 
production. They are not simply evidence of his artistic development, nor are they simply 
untalented sketches, as they were long described. Rather, they reflect his abiding 
commitment to artistic practice as a serious but largely noncommercial, private activity. 
They therefore exist in a gray area, so to speak, between professional and amateur 
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production, and provide an evocative image of the artist and gentleman behind the pen, as 
will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE: HENDRICK GOUDT AS A DRAFTSMAN 
  
 The breadth of Goudt’s activity as a draftsman came to light over the course of 
the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Scholars beginning with Johann David 
Passavant and Wilhelm Bode defined and redefined Adam Elsheimer and, by extension, 
Goudt as draftsmen. When Elsheimer was “rediscovered” in the late nineteenth century, 
he was initially considered the more prolific and more skilled draftsman.
281
 Goudt was 
seen simply as Elsheimer’s printmaker, and was only credited with a single inscribed 
figural drawing in the early twentieth century (figures 3.1 and 3.1a
282
).The drawing was 
described as weak and uninteresting, the work of a banal imitator rather than a truly 
inventive artist. Over time, the images of both figures have been significantly revised: we 
now know that Elsheimer was not a productive draftsman by any means, but he was an 
exceptionally gifted one. His few drawings reflect his ability to describe narrative and 
evoke emotion with an economical, refined manner (see below).  
 By contrast, Goudt was a prolific but inconsistent draftsman. The attribution of 
his drawings is based on the presence of signatures on several sheets and/or their 
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relationship to his prints: a small nucleus of works which, in some cases, differ 
significantly from one another in the manner of execution and the subject matter.
283
 
Nevertheless these few, secure drawings provide sound links to hundreds of other sheets 
which can be confidently attributed to Goudt. His resulting corpus is a relatively large 
group of drawings that range from precise penwerks in the spirit of Hendrick Goltzius 
and his circle, to extremely summary studies that were once considered evidence of 
Goudt’s insanity, so impulsive and unrestrained is their execution.284  
 The aim of this dissertation is not necessarily to argue for the quality of his 
drawings, or to restore Goudt’s reputation as a draftsman, as in many cases, his drawings 
indeed reveal his impetuous execution, his awkward rendering of form, and his ceaseless 
trial and error. Rather, the goal is to synthesize these very aspects of his drawings into a 
more nuanced consideration of his approach to draftsmanship and its role in his artistic 
development and in his life.  Indeed how Goudt drew is often as crucial to understanding 
his practice of draftsmanship as what he drew, which techniques he employed, or the 
drawings’ relationship—or lack thereof—to his final works of art.285  
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 For the signed drawings, see below  
284
 Hans Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers: Die Werk des Meisters und der 
Problemkreis Elsheimer—Goudt (Berlin: Deutscher Verlag für Kunstwissenschaft, 1966). Möhle 
uses the term “rohrfeder” to describe Goudt’s wilder, more undisciplined drawing style, which he 
suggests may be due to his mental illness. See Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 69 and 
following pages. For an interpretation of Goudt’s drawings as manifesting his emotions, see 
Manfred Egers, “Der Stil der Handzeichnungen des Hendrick Goudt,” (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, Erlangen, 1952) 
285
 See David Rosand, Drawing Acts: Studies in Graphic Expression and Representation 
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 2002) 
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 Goudt primarily undertook drawing as a learning process and as a personal 
creative outlet. It provided a means of absorbing figures and compositions by other 
masters into his own visual lexicon, so to speak. He grappled with models by Elsheimer, 
Hendrick Goltzius and members of his circle, as well as old masters such as Lucas van 
Leyden and Albrecht Dürer in an ongoing process of imitation and development. He also 
drew scenes from everyday life; men and women in conversation, walking in a landscape, 
or views of the pure landscape litter pages both large and impossibly small. In general, 
Goudt applied much the same touch regardless of his subject: compositions inspired by 
Hendrick Goltzius and Jan Muller, for example, are rendered in the same manner as 
mundane motifs. Lines are often summary and inexact, compositions are unresolved and 
repeatedly edited. Indeed, at times his subjects are nearly indistinguishable, as they are 
evoked with swift, abbreviated linework and are often reworked almost to the point of 
obscuring the subjects altogether.
286
 As a result, the specific iconography of his drawings 
is, to a degree, less illuminating than their visual effects, which resulted from Goudt’s 
manner of working. The lines on the page—swift, reworked, unresolved or abbreviated—
suggest that he approached draftsmanship as an arena in which to practice, experiment, 
and simply enjoy the process itself without the implicit expectation of an audience.  
 Indeed for Goudt, drawing was, above all, a private pursuit to which he was 
dedicated throughout his career. Only rarely did he execute works for public 
consumption. These few, carefully-composed sheets differ markedly from the majority of 
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 In this study, the drawings are generally discussed as discrete iconographical groups for the 
sake of clarity.  
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his sketches, which are personal works that reveal his frequent struggles with 
representation as well as his unconscious habits as a draftsman. In general, Goudt’s 
drawings did not serve his final prints in the conventional manner. Rather, they represent 
an autonomous artistic endeavor that he pursued with vigor and persistence—perhaps the 
best evidence of the “innate love for art” which Sandrart described in his biography of the 
artist.
287
  
 In this capacity Goudt’s drawings—unrehearsed and informal, and executed with 
no ostensible purpose in the traditional sense—anticipate the flourishing of drawing 
among amateurs in the middle- and late-seventeenth century. As discussed in chapter 
two, sketching among amateurs was a notable social phenomenon that engaged 
aesthetically-inclined gentlemen. Their casual, autonomous drawings intimated their 
prestige and well-roundedness (see below). While Goudt’s drawings are often more 
labored than these amateur productions, his approach to draftsmanship as a personal 
process of learning, development and, occasionally, enjoyment—rather than as a stepping 
stone toward final, marketable works of art—conceptually links his works to their 
practice. Thus Goudt was not only a pivotal figure as a printmaker, but as a draftsman as 
well: he foreshadowed later developments in both the making and meaning of the sketch. 
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 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, for translation see pp. 21-23 of this document 
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Goudt’s Drawings: A History of Their Attribution 
In his biographies of Goudt and Elsheimer, Joachim von Sandrart described two very 
different draftsmen: one, a relatively productive artist who in fact, “learned drawing to an 
amazing extent,” and the other, an unprolific artist whose memory supplanted the need 
for drawing:  
Amongst them, Heinrich Gaudt, fueled by an innate love for art, learned drawing 
to an amazing extent, without any lack, and was the best in his town of birth, 
Utrecht...
 288
 
So profound were Elsheimer’s works, for his memory and imagination were thus 
constituted, that if he saw only a few beautiful trees (before which he had often 
sat or lain half or even whole days) they were so firmly engraved on his mind that 
he was able to render a complete and natural likeness of them at home, without 
preliminary drawing…289 
  
Despite Sandrart’s differing accounts of the artists, the distinction between Elsheimer’s 
and Goudt’s drawings became clouded by an attribution debate which eventually led to 
the false conclusion that their styles of drawing were virtually one and the same.
290
 The 
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 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, for translation see pp. 21-23 of this document 
289
 Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, for translation see pp. 21-23 of this document; Sandrart echoed 
Van Mander in his description of Elsheimer as an unproductive draftsman. Van Mander related in 
his biography of Elsheimer that: “he does not busy himself particularly with drawing, but rather 
sits in churches or elsewhere in order to look at the works of the great masters, impressing 
everything securely in his memory.” (“…doch begheeft hem niet besonders te teyckenen: maer sit 
in Kercken oft elder de dingen der fraeye Meesters stadigh en besiet, en druckt alles vast in zijn 
ghedacht.” Van Mander, Het Schilder-boeck, fol. 296r  
290
 Seventeenth- and early-eighteenth-century connoisseurs and collectors seem to have 
understood the difference between the two artists. They inscribed the drawings with the artist’s 
names, and early sale catalogues differentiate between drawings by Elsheimer and those by 
Goudt. For early references to Elsheimer and Goudt in inventories and in sale catalogues, see, for 
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question of “Elsheimer or Goudt” has largely centered around the Frankfurt Klebeband 
(FKB), an album containing one-hundred-seventy-nine drawings compiled during the 
seventeenth century.
291
 The album bears the inscription on its title page “desen boeck van 
teekeninghen gemaect van elsheimer…”292 For the most part, the drawings in the album 
are executed in pen and brown ink on off-white paper. A fine, engraving-like manner 
                                                                                                                                                                             
example, the inventory of the painter Jan van de Cappelle in Abraham Bredius, “De Schilder Jan 
van de Cappelle,” Oud Holland, 10 (1892): 26-40, 37, no. 9, in the section devoted to drawings: 
“een ditto daerin zijn 41tekeningen van Pieter de Laer, alias Bamboots, en 132 dito’s [sic] van 
Elshamer en Hendrick Gout.” As mentioned, the inventory of the artist Cornelis Dusart also refers 
to drawings by Goudt. See Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, “Cornelis Dusart” in Kunstler-Inventaire: 
Urkunden zur Geschichte der Hollandsichen Kunst des XVI, XVII, und XVIII Jahrhunderts (The 
Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1915),  vol. 1, p  27-69, in “Papierkonst,” Constboeck no. 4: “Teckeninge 
[sic] van Rafael d’Urbino, Titian, Testa, Salviati….Guido Reni, Michal Angolo, Civoli, 
Correggio…. van Dyck, de Alckmaarsche van den Berg, Gout….” Also, the sale of Gerrit Schaak 
(Lugt 689), Amsterdam, October 28, 1748, lot 50, lists “een bladje met 3 tekeningen van H. 
Goudt.” For the Samuel Huls sale, see Lugt 464, The Hague, May 14, 1736, lots 1013-1031. 
Other sales with references to works by Goudt include: coll. De la Fontaine, Lugt 3043, 
Frankfurt, September 27, 1779 and days following, lot. 391, “Ein architecturstuck, von Gout…;” 
Coll. Giovanti, Lugt 2615, Amsterdam, December 9, 1776, lot. 586, “Goudt: Een studie van drie 
Beelden, uitvoerig met de Pen getekend, en twee door ander.” Some early catalogues also reflect, 
however, the growing confusion over the attribution of drawings. See for example, the sale 
catalogue for the sale of the Calkoen collection, Lugt 3297, September 10, 1781, lot 288: “Twee 
stuks op een blad, …met de pen, door A. Elshamer of H. Goudt.” Also, an inscription on the 
verso of a drawing in Dresden depicting a Mother and Child, inv. no. C2312, reads “elshamer / 
goudt.” This confusion over attribution is also reflected by the names of unrelated or later artists 
which are occasionally found on Goudt drawings. The names of Federico Barrocci, Titian, and 
Rembrandt can be found on Goudt drawings in Paris and Munich for example: Louvre, Cabinet 
des Dessins, inv. no. 12423, Landscape, inscribed “Titian,” and  Mother with a Child, inv. 
no.18670, inscribed “Rembrandt;” Munich, inv. no. 34855, Mother and Child, inscribed “Frid. 
Zuccari.” 
291
 This was the title of a 1964 article by Wilhelm Drost, “Elsheimer oder Goudt? Eine Sichting 
ihrer Landschaftszeichnungen,“ Konsthistorisk Tidskrift, 33 (1964): 30-42 
292
 On the early history of the album and a reproduction of this inscription, see Möhle, Die 
Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 52-53. The album was purchased by G.C. Leipzig-Boerner-Das 
in 1868 from an English private collection. The first page bears the inscription, written by an 
unknown owner or collector in seventeenth-century (possibly eighteenth-century?), handwriting, 
“desen boeck van teekeninghen is gemaect van elshamer,” reproduced in Möhle, 52. Möhle 
suggests the possibility that the album was compiled in Holland in the seventeenth century, even 
by Goudt himself, but there is nothing to substantiate this claim. The paper on which the drawings 
are laid down is French, probably produced between 1590 and 1636. See Möhle, Die 
Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 53, note 109. 
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based on the style of Jacques de Gheyn often opens up into a broader manner in which a 
fatter quill pen is used (figure 3.2 and 3.2a for an overview of the types of drawings 
included in the album). Occasionally wash was applied to deepen shadow; a single 
gouache drawing is included in the album. The drawings range in subject matter from 
studies of figures in Dutch costume, sketch sheets, landscapes, and nudes to historical 
compositions based on or inspired by other artists’ prints. At some point, the album was 
dismembered; most of the sheets were trimmed and mounted down, and framing lines 
were added in brown ink (figure 3.3a, b, c, showing the trimmed contours of the 
drawings
293
). Occasionally trimmed drawings were juxtaposed, creating a false sense of 
cohesion among different sheets.  
 In 1880, Wilhelm Bode published the first in-depth study of Adam Elsheimer, 
whom he had rediscovered while performing research in Frankfurt.
294
  Based on the 
inscription on the FKB, he attributed the album entirely to Elsheimer. For Bode, the FKB 
provided an invaluable picture of Elsheimer as a draftsman that shed light onto the 
creative process behind his coveted paintings. Many drawings, for example, depict 
diminutive figures or landscape vistas like those in his paintings, and therefore seemed to 
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 FKB, inv. nos. 5965 and verso, and inv. no. 5932 
294
 Wilhelm Bode, “Adam Elsheimer: der romische Maler deutsche Nation,” Jaarboek der 
Preussischer Kupferstichkabinett, (1880): 51-78 and 245-262, and Wilhelm Bode, “Adam 
Elsheimer: der romische Maler deutsche Nation, Nachtrag II,” Jaarboek der Preussischer 
Kupferstichkabinett, (1881): 110-112; see also Wilhelm Bode, Studien zur Geschichte der 
hollandischen Malerei (Braunschweig, 1883). In 1880, Bode attributed all the drawings in the 
album, as well as one hundred twenty drawings from other collections, to Elsheimer. 
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reveal his preparation before final execution (fig. 3.4
295
). The landscape drawings, in 
particular, seemed congruent with the vision of Elsheimer as a landscape artist that had 
evolved over time. This image of the painter was undoubtedly due in part to Goudt’s 
prints, which featured his landscapes quite prominently. Indeed his Landscape with 
Aurora and The Flight into Egypt showcased the landscape as a significant narrative 
element, thereby contributing to Elsheimer’s reputation as an innovator in this particular 
genre.  
 In attributing all of the drawings in the album to the painter, Bode crafted an 
image of Elsheimer as a draftsman that hinged on the FKB as the decisive measure of his 
style and subject matter. Indeed, he also assigned to Elsheimer hundreds of other 
drawings in European collections that bear stylistic similarities to drawings in the FKB.  
 However, important questions surrounding the authorship of certain sheets posed 
problems that he mentioned only briefly or not at all. One sheet in the FKB mentioned 
earlier, for example, bears Goudt’s name and his Utrecht address on the verso (figures 3.1 
and 3.1a).
296
 In the drawing, two men dressed in contemporary Dutch costume converse, 
one pointing to something “outside” the now-cropped image. The figures are drawn with 
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FKB, inv. no. 5974, for example, which depicts the figures of Tobias and the Angel, which 
relate to the painting of the same subject, the “Great Tobias,” now lost (see copy in Copenhagen, 
fig. 2.6b). This sketch sheet, which also features Adam and Eve leaving the Garden of Eden 
(suggested by their modest poses),  and three unknown figures, represents a large group of 
drawings in the album which depict similarly small, walking or running figures like those that 
Elsheimer often included in his miniaturistic, multi-figured paintings.  
296
 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, inv. no. 5904; in his 1880 publication, Bode did not mention the 
presence of Goudt’s address on this drawing. He assigned the entire FKB to Elsheimer. In his 
1883 publication he mentioned the presence of the address on the Rotterdam drawing, which he 
assigned to Goudt (see below).  
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pen and brown ink in a very linear manner. Long striations and insistent hatching define 
the figures. While the drawing is provocative for the sort of abstract rendering that often 
appeals to a modern sensibility, its shortcomings are also evident. The hatchwork tends to 
generalize and flatten out, rather than mold and describe the bodies. In the figures’ faces, 
for example, the lines are less sensitively-drawn than hastily-applied, so that their graphic 
quality overshadows their descriptive purpose. Hands and feet are only summarily 
indicated.  
 This sheet is similar in style and subject matter to many others in the FKB and 
elsewhere. Despite the conflict posed by the presence of Goudt’s name and address on 
the drawing, Bode assigned it to Elsheimer. However, Bode referred to a similar drawing 
in Rotterdam that likewise bears Goudt’s name and address on its verso; he assigned that 
drawing to Goudt (figure 3.5 and 3.5a).
297
 Furthermore, he mentioned a drawing (now in 
Berlin, fig. 3.6) “that shows a troop of people animatedly walking by. This last sketchy 
drawing, perhaps with reason, used to be called H. Goudt.”298  Aside from attributing 
these sheets to Goudt, Bode failed to consider the implications that these sheets might 
have for his image of Elsheimer as a draftsman and Goudt’s potential role in executing 
the drawings. Rather, Bode considered the FKB the standard index for Elsheimer’s 
behavior as a draftsman, which served as a guide against which countless other sheets in 
European collections could be judged. 
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 Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no. G4; Bode, Studien zur Geschichte der 
hollandischen Malerei, 321 
298
 Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 5590; Bode, Studien zur Geschichte der hollandischen 
Malerei, 260 
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 Bode’s conclusions regarding the authorship of the FKB were gradually eroded in 
the decades following Heinrich Weizsäcker’s publication of the entire album in 1923.299  
Weizsäcker basically accepted the validity of the inscription, and attributed all but two 
drawings of the FKB to Elsheimer.
300
 He gave the sheet bearing Goudt’s name and 
address to the Dutch artist (figures 3.1 and 3.1a). Weizsäcker also mentioned the 
Rotterdam drawing that Bode had referenced, as well as other concerns that had arisen 
during the course of his research. For example, he noted the prevalence of motifs and 
compositions inspired by prints by Northern artists such as Lucas van Leyden, Hendrick 
Goltzius, and Jacques de Gheyn, as well as a general stylistic affinity with de Gheyn in 
many of the drawings. These characteristics did not reconcile with Elsheimer’s training 
or the influences apparent in his paintings. He also noticed the frequent depiction of 
figures in Dutch costume, a curious motif given that Elsheimer had never travelled to the 
Netherlands. Finally, Weizsäcker mentioned that several drawings had northern 
watermarks, which conflicted with the fact that most of Elsheimer’s activity took place in 
Rome. Lacking time and resources, however, Weizsäcker failed to explore these 
concerns.
 301
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 Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des Städelsichen 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt a.M. (Frankfurt: Kommissionverlag von. J. Baer, 1923)  
300
 The two drawings he did not ascribe to Elsheimer are inv. no.  5904, figures 3.1 and 3.1a (with 
Goudt’s name and address on the verso), and inv no.5924 (two large brush figures, called “Master 
of the Large Brush Drawings”).  
301
 Weizsäcker recognized this in hindsight. In his words: “…ich selbst habe mich bereits bei der 
Herausgabe des Frankfurter Buches keiner Täuschung darüber hingegeben, dass diese ganze 
Masse—d.i. der  Zeichnungen des FKB—einer einschneidenden Revision bedürfe.” Heinrich 
Weizsäcker, Adam Elsheimer, der Maler von Frankfurt, 2 volumes (Berlin: Deutscher verein für 
Künstwissenschaft, 1936),  cited in Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers,  17.  
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 Weizsäcker’s work was invaluable for introducing the Frankfurt drawings to the 
public through their reproduction, which permitted their scrutiny and comparison for the 
first time.
302
 However, his attribution of the majority of works to Elsheimer, despite 
Goudt’s role in the execution of at least one drawing in the album, posed a significant 
problem. Max Friedländer in his 1924 review of Weizsäcker’s publication stated the 
problem most succinctly: “if one drawing is by Goudt, then many more may be by 
Goudt.”303 Friedländer reattributed the Rotterdam sheet (figures 3.5 and 3.5a) and related 
drawings in that collection to Goudt (figures 3.7-3.12).
304
 In reattributing these sheets to 
Goudt, Friedländer effectively opened Pandora’s box. From this point on, scholars 
pursued a different course in their research.
 305
 Rather than simply accepting the FKB as 
Elsheimer’s work, they sought to distinguish between Elsheimer’s and Goudt’s hands, 
using the inscribed drawings in the FKB and Rotterdam as a guide to the Dutch artist’s 
stylistic and iconographic tendencies. This approach ultimately led to the enlargement of 
Goudt’s oeuvre and the reduction of Elsheimer’s. Weizsäcker  himself revised his 
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 Although, as mentioned in the introduction, it was only available in limited number. 
303
 Max J. Friedlander, “Rezension Weizsäcker, 1923, ” Jahrbuch fur Kunstwissenschaft (1924-
1925): 266-267 
304
 Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Graphisches Sammlungen, inv. nos. G 1-G 7; 
see also Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 53-56. These drawings depict standing male 
figures, executed in pen and brown ink in a manner comparable to the inscribed Frankfurt 
drawing. Emphatic hatches create heavy, stylized bodies with little internal modeling, and faces 
are rendered with few, but heavy-handed marks.   
305
 See also Arthur Hind, “Adam Elsheimer: His Education and His Engravers,” The Print 
Collector’s Quarterly, 12 (1925): 233-250 and ibid., “Adam Elsheimer, His Original Etchings,” 
The Print Collector’s Quarterly, 13 (1926): 8-29. Hind agreed with Friedlander’s attribution of 
the inscribed drawings in the FKB and Rotterdam to Goudt, and echoed Friedlander’s concerns 
about Weizsäcker’s wholesale ascription of the FKB to Elsheimer: “It is disconcerting that they 
are of precisely the same character as others at Frankfurt and elsewhere generally accepted as 
Elsheimer.”  See Hind, “Adam Elsheimer: His Education and His Engravers,” 248 
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original opinion on attribution in his 1936 monograph on Elsheimer.
306
 Where he had 
given nearly the entire FKB to the German artist in 1923, he attributed only about one 
hundred sheets from the album to him in 1936, and assigned the remaining drawings to 
Goudt. Despite paring down his oeuvre significantly, Weizsäcker presented Elsheimer as 
the superior artist and Goudt, the weaker copyist, setting a course for their appraisal that 
held firm for decades to follow.  
 A more radical revision was presented by Wilhelm Drost in his publications of 
1930 and subsequent years. In 1930, he assigned the entire FKB to Hendrick Goudt.
307
  In 
1933 and again in 1957, however, he modified his initial thoughts, arguing instead that 
Goudt copied models by Elsheimer, and that the latter occasionally corrected works by 
his inferior doppelganger.
 308
 Their “collaboration” thus accounted for the uneven quality 
of many sheets in which passages “by Goudt” detracted from the superior work of 
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 Weizsäcker, Adam Elsheimer, der Maler von Frankfurt. Weizsäcker believed eighty of the 
drawings in the FKB to be questionable. He believed seventy-five figure drawings to be by 
Goudt, though he believed the landscapes were all by Elsheimer. See also Heinrich Weizsäcker, 
Adam Elsheimer, der Maler von Frankfurt II: Beschreibende Verzeichnisse und geschichtliche 
Quellen, aus dem Nachlass Heinrich Weizsäckers hrsg. von Hans Möhle (Berlin: Deutscher 
verein für Künstwissenschaft, 1952) 
307
 Willi Drost, “Hendrick Goudts neuerworbene Verspottung Christi und die Zeichnungen aus 
dem Elsheimer zugeschriebenen Skizzenbuch, ” Jahrbuch der Berliner Museen,  51, issue 4 
(1930): 72-74  
308
 Drost, Adam Elsheimer und sein Kreis, (Potsdam: Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft 
Athenaion, 1933); Willi Drost, Adam Elsheimer als Zeichner. Goudts Nachahmungen und 
Elsheimers Weiterleben bei Rembrandt. Ein Beitrag zur Strukturforschung (Stuttgart: 
Kohlhammer, 1957). In 1933, Drost wrote that: “Der wirklich künstlerisch-schöpferische Anteil 
Goudts ist gleich Null./The aesthetic part of Goudt is zero,” (Drost, Adam Elsheimer und sein 
Kreis ,12-13). In his 1957 book, however, Drost proposed that the FKB functioned like a pattern 
or exercise book, produced by Elsheimer for Goudt. In the FKB, he believed ninety-six drawings 
to be by Elsheimer, eleven of which contained additions by Goudt; forty-eight were primarily by 
Goudt, but thirteen were clearly corrected by Elsheimer. Drost called seven drawings 
“collaborations.” In twenty other sheets, he claimed that the collaboration was so fully merged 
that one could not tease the hands apart.  
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Elsheimer.  In Drost’s opinion, Goudt was a listless, untalented imitator rather than an 
independent figure with influences and motivations distinct from the German artist’s:  
With fresh eyes I saw differences between two draftsmen that were so profound 
that it seemed easy to … differentiate products of the master from those of a weak 
copyist…in no case could a more important drawing be by Goudt. The FKB is 
filled with imitations by the student, the doppelganger…noticing one hand didn’t 
necessarily have to be for the whole. Careful examination of every part of the 
sheet led to the discovery that on sheets where you could find Goudt’s hand, the 
most important parts were done by Elsheimer… Furthermore on sheets that were 
attributed to Elsheimer, there the imitator took part in fatal ways and ruined the 
picture. And between these poles there were also corrections by the master…”309   
 
With this interpretation, Drost cast a negative light on the Dutchman that persisted in 
other analyses of Goudt’s drawings.310 Manfred Egers’s unpublished dissertation of 1952 
on Goudt’s draftsmanship, for example, did little to diminish the unfavorable 
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 Drost, Adam Elsheimer als Zeichner, 11-12: So wohlbegründet diese Einsicht war, der 
historische Tatverhalt erwies sich als doch komplizierter und es wurde beträchtlicher Umweg 
nötig, um zu der – nun erst ganz bewiesenen – Grundeinsicht zurückzukehren. Denn bei der 
Nachprüfung der Menge minder bedeutender, undeutlicherer oder auch im Format winziger 
Blättern und zwagen dazu, diese trotz allen Widerstrebens auf seine Seite zu verbuchen. im 
Klebeband trat eine fatale Überraschung ein, die weittragende Folgen nach sich zog. Die für 
Goudt erkannten Merkmale der Handschrift fanden sich auf vielen Blättern und zwagen dazu, 
diese trotz allen Widerstrebens auf seine Seite  zu verbuchen. Was die Menge anbetrifft, schien 
also Weizsäcker etwa richtig beraten, nur im Kern hatte er sich geirrt: in keinem Fall durfte eine 
bedeutendere Zecihnung Goudt zugetraut werden. Und nun ergab sich die wunderliche 
Erscheinung, dass in dem Augenblick, da die Hand das Nachahmers erkannt war, wit mit einem 
Zauberschlag, in fast unbegreiflicher Weise, vieles in neuem Licht dastand und als Nachahmung 
an Wert einzubüssen schien. Der Frankfurter Klebeband schien durchsetzt met Nachahmungen 
des zum Doppelgänger gewordenen Schülers. 
310
 The reaction to Drost’s work ranged from skepticism to disbelief. In his reviews of Drost’s 
publication, Christopher White, for example, criticized Drost’s methodology and results: “My 
disagreement lies with the results of Dr. Drost’s connoisseurship….In my opinion Dr. Drost’s 
‘sharper vision’ has often led him to see differences where they do not exist.” Christopher White, 
“Review,” Burlington Magazine (October, 1958): 364 and ibid., “Letter: Elsheimer, Goudt, and 
Rembrandt,” Burlington Magazine (January-December, 1959): 73 
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characterization of Goudt.
311
 This bias remained when Keith Andrews published his 
study of Elsheimer in 1977: “…in his own work Goudt lacked an original mind and had 
to feed on the imagination of others.”312 
 Despite this persistent view of Goudt as an imitator of limited talent, Hans Möhle 
contributed a valuable reappraisal of his work in his 1966 publication, Die Zeichnungen 
Adam Elsheimers.
313
 Möhle firmly refuted Drost’s position, and drew a firm line between 
the two draftsmen. He drastically reduced the number of drawings attributed to the 
painter, assigning only sixty-eight works to Elsheimer.  These include twenty-six pen-
and-ink studies, twenty landscape gouaches and twelve figural gouaches. Although 
Möhle clarified Elsheimer’s oeuvre significantly by eliminating many unrelated 
drawings, his resulting corpus nevertheless remained an inconsistent assortment of works. 
The landscape gouaches posed a particular problem. There is no record that Elsheimer 
had ever produced such works.
314
 In addition, those that Möhle accepted reflected a wide 
range in execution and technique, which seemed to suggest that more than one artist 
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 Egers, “Der Stil der Handzeichnungen des Hendrick Goudt:” Egers pointed out that Goudt’s 
drawings have an expressive, emotional force that is not evident in the more formal drawings 
produced by Adam Elsheimer. However, Egers considered Goudt’s drawings from a purely 
aesthetic perspective. He failed to consider thoroughly the impetus for Goudt’s drawings, and 
treated them largely as manifestations of his artistic temperament. Egers believed fifty drawings 
in the FKB to be by Goudt. Sixty-two were in his view “close to” Goudt but remained 
questionable.  
312
 Keith Andrews, Adam Elsheimer, 39. Although his book was published over ten years after 
Möhle’s work (see below), Andrews failed to integrate Möhle’s more positive assessment of 
Goudt’s draftsmanship. 
313
 Hans Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 1966 
314
 See Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, 48-59 on the historical 
attributions of Elsheimer’s landscape gouaches. 
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created them.
315
 Similarly, the pen-and-ink studies that Möhle accepted did not present a 
cohesive image of the artist as a draftsman. Like the gouaches, they showed a large 
degree of variation in style and technique, and did not reconcile with the idea of 
Elsheimer as a gifted but unproductive artist, as his biographers, such as Joachim von 
Sandrart and Karel van Mander, described.   
 By contrast, Möhle effectively reconstituted Goudt as a draftsman by reattributing 
to the Dutch artist dozens of drawings traditionally ascribed to Elsheimer. His 
reassessment of Goudt was based on the issues that Weizsäcker had uncovered during his 
own research: primarily, the Dutch influences evident in the drawings and the presence of 
Goudt’s name on some of the works. 316 For Möhle, these clues indicated Goudt’s 
authorship, and justified his radical revision of the Elsheimer-Goudt question. He 
attributed almost the entire FKB to Goudt, as well as many drawings in other European 
collections.
317
  Möhle showed Goudt’s drawings to have been deeply informed, both 
stylistically and iconographically, by Northern artists of the sixteenth and early-
seventeenth centuries. His style, Möhle clarified, derived from that of Jacques de Gheyn. 
His iconography also frequently demonstrated links to De Gheyn, as well as other iconic 
Northern masters such as Lucas van Leyden and Hendrick Goltzius.   
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 Möhle attributed a few landscape gouaches to Goudt, see below. 
316
 Möhle paid particular attention to the presence of the signatures and addresses on the Frankfurt 
and Rotterdam sheets, which then related stylistically and/or iconographically to other sheets in 
the FKB and other European and American collections. He also used references to Goudt in early 
collection inventories, mentioned above, to support authorship.  
317
 Möhle attributed only five sheets from the FKB to Elsheimer. He assigned almost the entire 
remainder to Goudt, except two landscape drawings, one drawing of dancing nymphs, and a 
drawing of two large figures, called “Master of the Large Brush Drawings.”  
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 Möhle also pointed out that Goudt found inspiration in everyday subjects. Figures 
in contemporary Dutch costume and the unstaffed landscape—quintessentially Dutch 
themes—sparked Goudt’s creativity. According to Möhle, only Goudt would have been 
so influenced by Dutch tradition. Elsheimer, a German artist active in Rome, would have 
found little interest in either his Dutch forerunners or the contemporary Dutch subject 
matter. For Möhle then, Goudt’s indelible links to the Dutch tradition unified works in 
the FKB and other collections that could be reassigned to the Dutch artist. Of course, 
Möhle conceded that while Goudt was not without talent, his hand was nevertheless less 
disciplined than Elsheimer’s, and his execution hastier and more erratic, often leading to 
awkward proportions and spaces that never characterize Elsheimer’s more successful 
renderings.
318
 Möhle also discussed Goudt’s tendency toward repetition: certain figure 
types and gestures reappear time and again, so that the drawings reflect, in Möhle’s view, 
Goudt’s narrower artistic repertoire. 
 Möhle also published the important drawing by Goudt in the Rijksprentenkabinet, 
Amsterdam, mentioned earlier: the Virgil in the Basket, executed in pen and ink on 
parchment (figure 3.13 and detail).
319
 As briefly discussed, in the drawing Goudt repeated 
Lucas’s engraving style and composition, departing from his model only in supplanting 
his predecessor’s signature with his own and the date, 1600 (for the Lucas print, see 
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 Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 52-53 
319
 Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 96 and repr.  47, G. 117; Amsterdam, 
Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. RP-T-1964.37, discussed and reproduced in Marijn Schapelhouman 
and Peter Schatborn, Dutch Drawings of the Seventeenth Century in the Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam: Artists born between 1580 and 1600, 2 vols., (Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, in 
association with Merrell-Holberton Publications, London), vol. 1,  70, no. 119, vol. 2,  94, fig. 
119. For the Lucas print, see New Hollstein 170 
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figure 3.14). By translating Lucas’s engraving into a fine drawing on parchment, Goudt 
demonstrated his relatively youthful ability in a notoriously difficult medium, as well as 
his command of Lucas’s style (to be discussed). Thus approximately five years before he 
travelled to Rome, Goudt was already a gifted draftsman who replicated in pen and ink 
the delicate printmaking technique of an acclaimed Dutch master. In this sense, the 
drawing’s publication marked an important turning point in the appreciation of Goudt as 
a draftsman. He was not simply a lackluster doppelganger, but clearly had influences, 
ambitions, and talents as a draftsman that distinguished him from Elsheimer.   
 In his study devoted to Elsheimer, Möhle significantly furthered our 
understanding of Goudt. He finally differentiated Goudt’s manner and influences from 
Elsheimer’s, providing a crucial revision to the decades-long confusion over their styles 
of draftsmanship. However, Möhle’s study is essentially a litany of reattributions which 
are organized thematically or by medium. He failed to consider the motivations for 
Goudt’s activity, or to discuss his works as a cohesive corpus of drawings. The image of 
Goudt as a draftsman therefore remained a fractured one, which continued in the years 
following his publication. More works were assigned to Goudt, but these sheets were not 
integrated into a more comprehensive understanding of his artistic personality or the 
broader influences and ambitions evident in his drawings. 
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 In 1967, for example, Ingrid Jost and Jan Gerrit van Gelder accepted the entire 
Klebeband as Goudt’s work.320 They also supported Möhle’s attribution of three 
landscape gouaches to Goudt’s oeuvre (figures 3.15 and 3.15a, 3.16, 3.16a, 3.17).321  This 
was prompted by the presence of typical “Goudt” drawings on the versos (of the 
Frankfurt and London sheets) that corresponded in subject matter and style to the then-
securely attributed Goudt drawings in Frankfurt, Rotterdam and elsewhere. These verso 
sketches supported the attribution of the recto gouaches to Goudt. This reattribution had a 
powerful impact on the traditional notions of both Elsheimer and Goudt as draftsmen. 
These quiet, moody gouaches had long represented Elsheimer’s status as a sort of 
visionary in landscape representation.  He was believed to have concentrated on unstaffed 
nature in works akin to miniature, sketch-like paintings when both the subject and the 
technique were relatively unexplored in early modern Rome. In assigning several of these 
sheets to Goudt, Jost and Van Gelder significantly revised the idea of Elsheimer as an 
iconographical and technical innovator; Goudt assumed this role. Apart from attributing 
the works to Goudt, however, Jost and van Gelder did not consider the gouaches in this 
light, or within the broader context of his growing corpus of drawings.  
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 Ingrid Jost and J. G. van Gelder, “Elsheimers Unverteilter Nachlass,” Simiolus, 1, no. 3 
(1967): 136-152 and Simiolus, 2, no. 1 (1967/68): 23-45. Their research was part of a review of a 
1966 exhibition of Elsheimer’s work, Adam Elsheimer. Werk, künstlerische Herkunft und 
Nachfolge (Frankfurt, Städel Museum, 1966) 
321
 These include the sheet from the FKB, inv. no. 5856, with verso drawing in brown ink; a 
landscape in the British Museum, inv. no. Oo.10.135, with a figural drawing on the verso in 
brown ink, and the Landscape in the Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. III, 160. For the last 
drawing, see Felice Stampfle, Landscape Drawings & Water-colors, Bruegel to Cé anne, (New 
York: Pierpont Morgan Library, 1953); see also Jane Shoaf Turner, catalogue entry, in Felice 
Stampfle, Dutch Drawings in the Pierpont Morgan Library: Seventeenth to Nineteenth Centuries, 
(New York: Pierpont Morgan Library, 2006), cat. no. 83 
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 As more works have been attributed to Goudt in the years following Jost’s and 
Van Gelder’s study, the image of him as a draftsman has suffered from this kind of 
cursory attention. Although his oeuvre has been significantly enlarged, scholars have not 
integrated the new attributions into a more comprehensive study of his total corpus, so 
the sense of his activity as a draftsman has remained a sort of splintered account with 
seeming inconsistencies in his work.  By contrast, research on Elsheimer has seen 
significant progress in recent years. Joachim Jacoby’s 2008 study of Elsheimer has 
refined our understanding of his drawings, and clarified many of the questions that 
remained from Möhle’s research. 322 To a degree, Jacoby’s work on Elsheimer has also 
helped to define Goudt by comparison.   
 Jacoby applied a more rigorous stylistic analysis to Elsheimer’s drawings than 
previous scholars, leading to an improved sense of his true artistic personality and his 
motivations for drawing. He presents the painter as a talented but unprolific draftsman, 
who had an almost innate ability to suggest form and emotion through an economical, 
deliberate manner (for a selection of Elsheimer’s drawings, see figures. 3.20-3.35). He 
executed lines in pen and ink with a light but varied touch, and used wash economically 
and to great effect. He deftly manipulated this often-fugitive medium, creating 
remarkably subtle effects of shadow and tone that complement his careful, thoughtful pen 
lines. Each of his drawings demonstrates his ability to compose clear, coherent 
compositions, while evoking the subtle or profound emotion that articulates narrative 
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 Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer 
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through purely visual means. In several cases, Elsheimer’s compositions relate directly to 
his paintings (figs. 3.4, figs. 3.28 and 3.28a, 3.29 and 3.29a, 3.30, 3.30a-3.30c); in just as 
many works, however, Elsheimer produced autonomous drawings intended for collectors. 
Jacoby concluded that Sandrart accurately described the artist’s ability to remember and 
record motifs and compositions without the need for drawing. He assigned only twenty-
seven drawings firmly to Elsheimer. These include twenty-two pen-and-ink drawings and 
five figural gouaches.   
 As these attributions suggest, Jacoby concluded that Elsheimer did not produce 
any landscape gouaches; he attributed several works to Goudt and the later artists Gerrit 
Battem and Peter de With (see below).  In Jacoby’s view, Elsheimer made a few figural 
gouaches that generally related to his paintings, but landscape representation (in gouache) 
did not play a significant role in his oeuvre as traditionally believed. Jacoby supported the 
attribution to Goudt of the three landscape gouaches discussed by Jost and Van Gelder. 
Furthermore, he added to these two more landscapes and a handful of figural gouaches 
that relate stylistically.
323
 In assigning these drawings to Goudt, Jacoby underscored that 
Goudt was not simply a participant in the growing landscape iconography and the use of 
the gouache technique, but he was a key figure in developing and transmitting both in the 
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 For the additional landscapes given to Goudt, see figures 117 and 118: Landscape with 
Figures on Horseback and a Castle in the Distance, Private Collection, and Landscape, 
Frankfurt, Städel Museum, inv. no. 16748, in Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, 64-65, 
and notes 164 and 165 
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north, where they became extremely popular in the Netherlands and England in the mid- 
to late-seventeenth century.
324
 
 Jacoby also discussed Goudt’s pen-and-ink studies, but he echoed a familiar 
refrain. In Jacoby’s view, Goudt tended to over-emphasize contours and apply only 
generalized, blunt lines, so his drawings have an additive, imprecise appearance. Jacoby 
also observed that Goudt failed to create relationships among his figures, which, in his 
words, “march along in the same direction, heading toward a goal that remains 
unknown.”325  
 This appraisal of Goudt’s work is, to some degree, correct: Goudt was often 
repetitive and imprecise in his drawings compared to Elsheimer’s subtler, more evocative 
sheets. However, this interpretation, which focuses only on the visual success of Goudt’s 
drawings, fails to consider sufficiently his notably different approach to the practice of 
drawing, which then informed his style and even his choice of subject matter.  
 Based on a limited number of securely-attributed drawings, hundreds of 
stylistically- or thematically-related sheets may also be assigned to Goudt.
326
 The 
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 On the use of gouache, see below 
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 Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, 47-48 
326
 Attribution is based on reliable signatures or inscriptions, or a firm relationship between a 
drawing a final print. In my opinion, the entire FKB may be attributed to Goudt, as Jacoby and 
Jost and van Gelder believed. In addition, drawings in Amsterdam, Berlin, Budapest, 
Copenhagen, Dresden, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Leiden, London, Nuremberg, Oxford, Paris, Rennes, 
Rotterdam, and Vienna may be attributed to Goudt. In all cases except Budapest and Copenhagen, 
I have viewed the works first-hand. 
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drawings in Frankfurt and Rotterdam,
327
 mentioned above (figs. 3.1 and 3.5), the signed 
Amsterdam penwork depicting Virgil in the Basket (figure 3.13), two similar penworks in 
Paris and New York based on his Tobias prints (figures 3.38 and 3.39), a signed nude in 
Boston (figure 3.18), and two drawings with convincing signatures in Leiden and Rennes 
(figures 3.36 and 3.37 and details)
328
: these sheets provide virtual compass points in the 
attribution of works to Goudt.
 329
  They demonstrate the remarkable breadth of his style 
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 The inscriptions on the Frankfurt and Rotterdam sheets cannot be explained in any other way 
except that they originated with Goudt himself. In these works, it appears that Goudt picked up a 
piece of paper and executed these drawings freely, with little preparation or intention that they 
might be circulated as final works of art. The idea that Goudt executed a work quickly, with little 
forethought to its preparation or appearance, is entirely consistent with his approach to drawing as 
an often-casual, unrehearsed process. In this way, the inscription—as well as the drawing itself—
reflects a sort of character or quality that conforms to his fundamental approach to drawing (see 
below). 
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 Frankfurt, inv. no. 5904; Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beununigen, inv. no. G 4; 
Amsterdam, Rijksprentenkabinet inv. no. RP-T 1964-37; Paris, Petit Palais, inv. no. P.P.-DUT. 
1116; The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, inv. no. I, 146a. The inscription is discussed 
again, below: it is very likely an authentic signature, executed in pen and ink like the drawing 
itself. It is slightly trimmed and reads “HGou….;” Large Female Nude, The Maida and George 
Abrams Collection, Boston, Massachusetts; Leiden, Prentkabinet der Rijksuniversiteit, inv. no. 
2506. This drawing is inscribed in the same ink in which the drawing is executed, “van gout.” 
Rennes, Musée des Beaux Arts, (no inv. no.); the drawing is inscribed “goudt” in the lower left 
corner in brown ink. 
329
 Other drawings bear inscriptions, but they are sometimes questionable. They include: Berlin, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 14603 (figure 3.105c): This drawing is comprised of several sheets 
mounted down onto a larger one. The partial inscription, lower right, is cropped. Both Drost and 
Möhle believed the signature to be authentic; Braunschwieg, Herzog Anton Ulrich Museum, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. Z 85; Hamburg, Kunstinstitut, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 23030. 
This is a Bathsheba drawing, executed in pen and ink. The inscription “Gout” is in graphite, 
lower left. Over that, it was inscribed in brown ink, “Rembrandt.” Jacoby believes the “Gout” 
inscription to be authentic; Paris, Fondation Custodia, Collection Frits Lugt, Institut Néerlandais, 
inv. no. 6249. This is a drawing of male figures carrying lances, executed in brown ink. It is 
inscribed on the verso, in brown ink, “goudt.” See also Paris, Musée du Louvre, Département des 
arts graphiques, inv. no. 22610.1 and 22610.2. These inscriptions have traditionally been 
considered authentic. The former drawing is inscribed “HGout” in the upper right corner, and the 
latter drawing is inscribed in the same way in the lower left corner. These inscriptions are 
puzzling, because they are partly executed on a backing sheet on which the original drawing was 
laid down. Lines were added to the drawing (on these backing sheets), in pen and ink. These 
additions enlarge the compositions slightly, and are executed in a manner similar to the drawing 
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and technique, as well as the broad range of his subject matter, both of which characterize 
his corpus as a whole. Perhaps more importantly, these drawings represent the diverse 
motivations for Goudt’s practice of drawing altogether. For Goudt, drawing was 
occasionally an arena for self-promotional performance, but far more often it was a 
private, informal exercise in which his experimentation, trials and errors remain evident 
in his tentative or vigorous marks on the page.  
 The variability of his works, and the lack of a date on all but one drawing, make 
dating them a difficult task. He produced extremely precise and extremely summary 
drawings throughout his career, so we can only assign them to general periods based on 
the specific influences evident in them. The single dated work in Goudt’s oeuvre is the 
Virgil in the Basket, which bears Goudt’s full signature and the date, 1600. As discussed, 
the drawing is a painstaking copy of a print by Lucas van Leyden (figures 3.13 and 
3.14),
330
 whose works experienced renewed attention among artists and collectors at the 
turn of the seventeenth century.
 331
 They were embraced as high points of Dutch 
printmaking; collectors sought rare, fine impressions of his prints and artists emulated his 
iconic examples, demonstrating their own virtuosity by means of replicating and 
                                                                                                                                                                             
itself, and so, like the signatures, may be authentic additions. This cannot be determined with 
certainty however. Also, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Département des arts graphiques, inv. no. 
22611.5, Landscape with Figures walking and on horseback: Möhle explained that in his research 
notes, Weizsäcker had concluded that the inscription which now reads “Adam,” located along the 
center bottom border of the drawing in brown ink, was actually executed over an old “Gout” 
inscription. This is difficult to make out in the drawing.  
330
 Inv. no. RP-T 1964-37; Schapelhouman and Schatborn, Dutch Drawings of the Seventeenth 
Century, vol. 1,  70, no. 119, vol. 2,  94, fig. 119; see New Hollstein 136 
331
  Cornelis Bart and Jan Piet Filedt Kok, “The Taste for Lucas van Leyden Prints, ” Simiolus, 
26, no. 1/2 (1998) : 18-86 
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recontextualizing Lucas’s work. Hendrick Goltzius, for example, produced a variation of 
Lucas’s print, Man Holding a Skull, that reimagines Lucas’s iconic figure in a more 
elaborate costume (figs. 3.40 and 3.41).
 332
  However, Goltzius imitated his own style of 
printmaking in the drawing—not Lucas’s—in effect transforming his predecessor’s print 
into a vehicle for his own display of skill.
 333
   
 As briefly discussed, Goltzius’s penwork was a specific type of drawing that was 
highly prized for demonstrating the artist’s exceptional skill. In these works, artists 
imitated the style of prints in pen and ink drawings, exemplifying their ability to mimic 
tediously-carved lines in elegantly-drawn ones.
 
They therefore showed mastery of both 
graphic media, printmaking and draftsmanship.  This form of creative competition 
animated many drawings after prints that artists produced from the sixteenth century 
onward.
334
  Giorgio Vasari related, for example, that Michelangelo’s youthful drawing in 
imitation of Martin Schongauer’s print, The Temptation of Saint Anthony, brought him to 
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 Hendrick Goltzius, Young Man Holding a Skull and a Tulip, 1614, pen and brown ink on 
paper, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, inv. no.  III, 145, discussed in Ger Luijten et. al., 
Dawn of the Golden Age, cat. no. 219,  548; see also Felice Stampfle, Rubens and Rembrandt in 
Their Century: Flemish and Dutch Drawings of the Seventeenth Century from The Pierpont 
Morgan Library, (New York: Pierpont Morgan Library, 1979), no. 39; Felice Stampfle, with the 
assistance of Ruth S. Kraemer and Jane Shoaf Turner, Netherlandish Drawings of the Fifteenth 
and Sixteenth Centuries and Flemish Drawings of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries in 
the Pierpont Morgan Library, (New York: Pierpont Morgan Library in association with Princeton 
University Press, 1991),  42-43, no. 69; Rhoda Eitel-Porter, et. al, From Leonardo to 
Pollock: Master drawings from Morgan Library, (New York: Pierpont Morgan Library, 
2006), cat. no. 33, 72-73. 
333
 On Goltzius’s penwerks and Emperor Rudolf’s reaction to them, which indicates the high 
esteem in which his penworks were held, see Karel van Mander, fol. 285r: “Na der handt creegh 
hem den Keyser, die over dessen handel hem heel verwanderde, how dit gedaen was, roepende 
dar over eenige van der Const, die oock verwandert waren: want het heel seldsaem en wercklick 
te sien is.” Cited in Ger Luijten et. al., Dawn of the Golden Age, cat. no. 26, pp. 366-68 
334
 See Seifert,“Von Amateuren und Virtuosen,” 11-24 
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the attention of his most important patron, Lorenzo de’Medici.335  Albrecht Dürer also 
produced drawn copies of Mantegna’s Bacchanal with Silenus and the Battle of the Sea 
Gods of 1494, engaging in a rivalry with his Italian contemporary through the medium of 
the virtuosic drawing. In the late-sixteenth century, Hendrick Goltzius and members of 
his circle were arguably the greatest exponents of this form of draftsmanship. It continued 
to be an arena for showmanship in the seventeenth century; Peter Paul Rubens 
participated in this tradition of drawing in his copies of Hans Holbein’s Dance of Death 
series, which were celebrated in his own time.
336
  
 In his Virgil drawing, Goudt therefore participated in this respected tradition of 
emulative drawing by replicating Lucas’s composition and his style while highlighting 
the uniqueness and exclusivity of his own imitation. Indeed Goudt’s drawing is an 
exquisite example of this type of work: the extremely fine lines and the luminous 
parchment contribute to a remarkably subtle drawing, a tour-de-force for its understated 
but exceptional depth and delicacy. In addition, parchment was an expensive, rare 
material that was traditionally used for highly refined drawings that were valued as 
autonomous works of art.
337
  Further, parchment did not easily allow for changes to the 
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 On Michelangelo’s drawing after Martin Schongauer, see Vasari, Lives of the Artists, 329. On 
the tradition of pen drawings after prints, see Michael Kwakklestein, “Copying Prints as an 
Aspect of Artistic Training in the Renaissance,” in Kristin Lohse Belkin and Carl Depauw, 
Images of Death: Rubens Copies Holbein, (Antwerp: Snoeck-Ducau and Sons, 2000), 35-62 
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See Belkin and Depauw, Images of Death 
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 Edward Saywell, “Behind the Line: The Materials and Techniques of Old Master Drawings,” 
Harvard University Art Museums Bulletin, 6, no. 2 (1998): 7-25, esp. 7-8. Parchment’s expense, 
difficult manufacture and supply limitations (a result of the reliance on livestock), meant that it 
was not generally used for informal sketches. It was more often used for highly refined and 
carefully executed drawings, which were often small in scale and preserved in albums.  
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composition, and so artists often used it as a means of demonstrating their ability to 
execute flawlessly, without revision or error. In using this material, Goudt therefore 
emphasized the exclusivity and technical perfection of his unique drawing—a contrast to 
his model, a multiple print.  
 Like other artists’ emulative works, Goudt’s Virgil in the Basket represents a self-
conscious statement of ability and ambition by a young artist: he was only about 
seventeen years old when he signed and dated the drawing. It was very likely executed 
when Goudt was a student with Jacques de Gheyn (see below). De Gheyn, of course, 
trained with Hendrick Goltzius, and like him, produced engraving-like drawings as 
deliberate displays of skill. Goudt’s drawing thus represents a similar commitment to this 
tradition of virtuosic draftsmanship that Goltzius and his followers practiced.  
 This highly self-promotional drawing was clearly intended for an appreciative 
audience. Indeed, it can be identified in the inventory of Susanna Louise Huygens drawn 
up in The Hague in 1786, “a capital pen drawing by Goudt after the well-known print by 
Lucas van Leyden called Virgil and treated in an exceptionally detailed manner in a black 
frame behind glass enclosed in a walnut case with two doors.”338 As Susanna Louise was 
a descendant of Constantijn Huygens, the famous connoisseur and secretary of the 
stadholder, we may infer that Goudt’s drawing was part of Huygens’ collection, or that of 
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 On the provenance of this drawing from Huygens’ collection see Seifert, “Von Amateuren und 
Virtuosen,” 5, note 10:  “Een capitale teekening met de Pen door Ghoudt aan de bekende prent 
van Lucas van Leyden genaamd Virgilius en uitnemend uitvoerig behandeld in een swarte lijst 
met glas en besloten in een nooteboome kastje met twee deurtjes;” Gemeentearchief‚ The Hague, 
Notarieel Archief Lambertus Sythoff, 3520, fol. 135 (March 31, 1786). With thanks to Inge 
Broekmann and Christian Tico Seifert for discussing this document with me.  
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his son, Constantijn, who was a celebrated amateur draftsman as well as statesman. It is 
the only drawing mentioned in the inventory. Moreover the fact that it was framed, 
glazed, and described in great detail among the paintings shows that Goudt’s drawing 
was highly esteemed.  
 The Amsterdam drawing is one of three meticulous, engraving-like pen drawings 
that Goudt executed. Two others are the Little Tobias, in the Petit Palais, Paris,
 339
 and the 
Great Tobias, in the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York (figures 3.38, 3.39).
340
 The 
compositions are based on the celebrated paintings by Elsheimer, which Goudt circulated 
through his prints.  The drawings must have been executed around the time of the prints, 
in roughly 1608 and 1613 (although both are undated). Both drawings, like the Virgil, are 
executed in pen and ink on parchment, and repeat the compositions and linework of the 
prints [almost] exactly.
 341
  The New York drawing is partially signed (“HGou…” The 
drawing is now slightly trimmed). Both drawings are in reverse of the prints, prompting 
Felice Stampfle to consider the New York drawing preparatory to the print of the same 
composition.
342
 This interpretation has also been used to explain the Paris drawing.
343
 To 
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 Paris, Petit Palais, inv. no. P.P.-DUT.1116; see Lugt, Inventaire Général…Les Dessins des 
Écoles du Nord de la Collection Dutuit, 20-21, no.38 
340
 New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. I, 146a 
341
 The internal dimensions of both drawings correspond to the dimensions of the prints. On the 
changes between the Little Tobias drawing and the final print, see Van Gelder and Jost, 
“Elsheimers Unverteilter Nachlass I,” n. 10, and n. 45. The treeline and shoreline behind Tobias 
have been altered from the drawing to the print; additionally, in the drawing, the angel’s right foot 
is forward, whereas in the painting, the angel’s left foot is forward. In the print, Goudt changed 
the position of the feet to mirror the painting. See also Seifert, “Von Amateuren und Virtuosen,” 
11-24 
342
 Stampfle, Dutch Drawings: Seventeenth to Nineteenth Centuries, cat. no. 82.  
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be sure, this type of precise, elaborate drawing was commonly used to transfer drawn 
designs to a prepared copper plate. This method was especially popular among 
calligraphers, such as Jan van de Velde and Simon Frisius.
344
 The technique would 
therefore certainly have been known to Goudt himself, an accomplished calligrapher (see 
chapter 2). This function would also explain the reversal of the compositions in the 
drawings.  
 However, this interpretation is problematized by the excellent condition of both 
works, the partial signature on the New York drawing, and the subtle changes from 
drawing to print that are evident in the Little Tobias composition.
 
These aspects suggest 
that the drawings were not used as direct preparatory works, but may have been intended 
as autonomous works of art in the self-promotional spirit of the Lucas drawing.  Indeed, 
these sheets offer incontrovertible evidence of Goudt’s ability and his extreme care in 
execution. He wielded the pen in these drawings as he wielded the burin in his prints, 
translating flawlessly-carved lines into elegant and refined drawn ones in a famously 
difficult medium. Although their provenances cannot be traced to the seventeenth 
century, we know that by the following century, both works had entered prestigious 
collections. The Paris drawing was owned by Emmanuel Dutuit, and the New York 
drawing, by William Esdaile, both of whom were discriminating connoisseurs who 
selected fine works for their collections.  
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 Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, cat. nos. GK6d and GK 8c. Jacoby allowed that the 
Great Tobias drawing might be a copy by Goudt after the print. 
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 Croiset van Uchelen, Nederlandse Schrijfmeesters and ibid., Deliciae 
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 However one interprets the New York and Paris drawings—as preparatory or as 
independent works—they and the Amsterdam sheet are crucial “signposts” in the broader 
context of Goudt’s corpus. They illustrate that Goudt—contrary to what his critics 
believed—was a skilled draftsman, even when working “freehand” on parchment.345 He 
executed the works in 1600, and presumably around or after 1608 and 1613: many years 
separate them, but Goudt’s virtuosity as a draftsman did not diminish with time.   
A very few other works demonstrate that Goudt experimented in the sort of large-
scale, engraving-like drawing which was so closely associated with the Northern school 
around Goltzius. In his large Female Nude (figure 3.18) and the Temptation of Jesus 
(figure 3.19), for example, Goudt executed engraving-like lines in pen and ink,
346
 
demonstrating his ability to achieve in drawing the kind of elegant linework associated 
with master prints.  
 More generally, these drawings illustrate Goudt’s artistic pedigree, so to speak. 
He was steeped in the Northern tradition associated with Hendrick Goltzius, Jacques de 
Gheyn and their circle, which embraced draftsmanship as an autonomous arena for 
artistic demonstration and accomplishment. Like his predecessors, Goudt explored the 
large-scale, virtuosic drawing as a creative outlet that showcased his talents and 
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 Although Goudt must have used some form of straightedge in order to execute his lines so 
cleanly and exactly. 
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 The Temptation of Jesus and Large Female Nude, both discussed in William Robinson, 
Breugel to Rembrandt: Dutch and Flemish Drawings from the Maida and George Abrams 
Collection (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2002), cat. no. 31, 88-89. See also 
William Robinson, Seventeenth-Century Dutch Drawings: A Selection from the Maida and 
George Abrams Collection, (Lynn, Mass.: H. O. Zimman, 1991), 28-29 
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ambitions. Indeed, they have a performative quality in that they presuppose an educated, 
knowledgeable audience who would have recognized and appreciated his references to 
iconic compositions and/or styles. In this sense, they may be understood as more public, 
self-promotional drawings that were informed by their eventual distribution. However, 
the extreme rarity of works like this in his corpus of over three hundred drawings 
demonstrates that this approach to drawing—as a conscious display of virtuosity intended 
for dispersal—was atypical for Goudt.  
 Much more often, drawing for Goudt was a private, unrehearsed process of 
learning, reworking or simply recording motifs with an impulsive, spontaneous energy 
that both printmaking and drawing on parchment precluded. As such, the inscribed works 
in Frankfurt and Rotterdam, mentioned above, are far more characteristic of his corpus as 
a whole. Indeed these drawings represent the stylistic and iconographic tendencies that 
we find throughout his oeuvre (see below). In addition, the fact that he executed the 
drawings on pieces of paper bearing his name and address suggests the casual, almost 
extemporaneous, approach to drawing that is often a notable aspect of Goudt’s works: 
rather than selecting a fine or even fresh support, Goudt simply used what was available.  
 Both drawings demonstrate Goudt’s emphatically linear style and his interest in 
the everyday, which are ultimately based on the work of Jacques de Gheyn, mentioned 
briefly above. Their stylistic and iconographic affinities have long been recognized; in 
1983, I. Q. van Regteren Altena wrote:  
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Without the later drawings of de Gheyn, to which they are closely related, 
Goudt’s drawings cannot well be explained. They are based on a pure mixture of 
Elsheimer’s and de Gheyn’s use of the pen and when considered in this light they 
lose all pretentions to originality.”347  
 
The close similarity between Goudt’s and De Gheyn’s work remains compelling 
evidence of the former’s period of training with De Gheyn.348 So striking is the stylistic 
resemblance between De Gheyn’s linear drawing style and Goudt’s that it was even 
suggested that De Gheyn’s print, The Land-Yacht or his related preparatory drawings, 
specifically inspired those of Goudt.
349
  (for De Gheyn, see figures 3.42, 3.43, 3.44
350
; for 
Goudt’s drawings, see 3.45 and 3.46351). De Gheyn’s print memorialized the embarkation 
of two large yachts designed by the engineer, economist, and mathematical advisor to 
Prince Maurits, Simon Stevin of Leiden.
352
 Attending the event in a carriage are Prince 
Maurits and Frederick Henry, Prince Ulrich of Denmark, the French Ambassador, Hugo 
de Groot, and De Gheyn himself. Ladies and gentlemen watch from the shore, possibly 
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 I. Quirijn van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn. Three Generations, 3 vols. (The Hague and 
Boston: M. Nijhoff, 1983),  vol. 2, 112-13 
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 Van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn, vol. 1, 58: the author notes that although Van 
Mander does not list Goudt among De Gheyn’s students, he certainly could have studied under 
him and even copied his works. On Goudt and De Gheyn, see also Möhle, Zeichnungen Adam 
Elsheimers, 58-65  
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 Van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn, vol. 1, 81. Van Regteren Altena posited the 
interesting idea that Goudt accompanied his master on his voyage to Scheveningen, resulting in 
such closely-related drawings. While this suggestion cannot be substantiated through 
documentation, the drawings themselves offer ample evidence of De Gheyn’s impact on the 
younger artist. 
350
 Hollstein 172 and Van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn, cat. nos. 514 (verso),  and 556, 
557 
351
 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, inv. no. 5879 and inv. no. 5855  
352
 Van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn, 79-80 
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including De Gheyn’s wife and son among them. The work was printed from three 
copper plates, representing a kind of engineering feat in its own right, and it therefore 
required extensive preparation in drawing. De Gheyn made many sketches of the sea and 
groups of seamen while in Scheveningen, and later, portrait studies of the noble 
attendants in his studio. He also executed livelier studies of standing figures that appear 
to have been drawn on the spot.  
 Similarities between De Gheyn’s studies and the figures in the final print, and 
Goudt’s drawings of unposed men and women in conversation are plain to see (figures 
3.45 and 3.46). De Gheyn’s calligraphic lines evoke the figures’ forms in space, their 
heavy clothes, and even the damp beach and enveloping atmosphere. Goudt translated 
these models into freer adaptations in which his looser lines heighten the impression of 
casual renderings from life. His more imprecise approach is especially evident in figure 
3.45. His hatchwork has an arbitrary quality, as if executed with less thought to each 
line’s individual, descriptive function than to the overall evocation of light hitting 
volumes. Deep shadows are suggested by dense hatchwork. Lines criss-cross at irregular 
intervals and angles, and are often intersected by passages of looping lines. This layering 
of hatchwork creates superficial forms with little internal description; the viewer’s eye 
remains at the surface of the drawing, preoccupied with the lines themselves rather than 
the form intended. One can almost imagine Goudt’s hand passing quickly over the sheet, 
hurriedly applying lines to the form rather than thoughtfully shaping bodies from within, 
with deliberate lines based on an understanding of form and drapery.  
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 Goudt produced over seventy sketches of seemingly unposed men, women and 
children that consistently reflect his active, even improvisational approach to drawing
353
 
(see figures 3.47-3.57
354
). Despite the frequent resemblance between a Goudt drawing 
and a work by De Gheyn (figs. 3.58 and 3.59
355
), important differences exist. Rather than 
the deliberate, studied lines associated with De Gheyn, we see Goudt’s bold, approximate 
ones. His lines do not curve with the figures, but are applied in flat, almost planar zones 
which reduce forms to sharp contrasts between light and dark. He defined figures with 
broad, blunt contours rather than subtle, narrowing lines which would suggest the form’s 
continuation into space, beyond what the eye can see. The impression of cast shadows is 
only summarily indicated by scumbling lines that signify the ground line. This type of 
linework suggests a hasty, extemporaneous execution rather than the subtle manipulation 
of line for visual effect. The sense of informality in the sheets often carries over to the 
verso, where Goudt continued to draw, often with the same energy we see in the recto 
sketches (see figures 3.50 and 3.50a).  
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 This number is based on the drawings in the FKB only; however, the Frankfurt album is 
representative of Goudt’s production as a whole, and so this proportion—about forty percent of 
the album (which contains 179 drawings)—roughly reflects his work. 
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 See also figure 3.47 and details, Paris, ENSBA, inv. no. 12083. This sheet has a unique 
underdrawing in graphite, which reveals Goudt’s ongoing changes to the composition. He 
corrected the forms of the men’s hats and the horse’s legs repeatedly (see details). The result is 
not a static, finished work, but rather a work in progress that traces his intertwined processes of 
design and execution in the active, changing lines themselves. Figures 2.48-3.57: FKB inv. nos. 
5833, 5981, 5925 and verso, Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. nos. 18654, 18655.1, 18655.2, 
18655.3, 18656.3, 18656.1, 18655  
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 Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18661, and Van Regteren Altena, 
Jacques de Gheyn, cat. no. 536 
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 Indeed, Goudt’s free, sometimes arbitrary linework is a marked characteristic of 
his style, so much so that Hans Möhle believed the drawings to reflect Goudt’s insanity. 
Some sheets are nearly illegible due to Goudt’s emphatic hatchwork and constant rework. 
A sheet in Frankfurt, for example, demonstrates more dramatically Goudt’s very active 
practice of drawing and the resulting style (see fig. 3.60 and detail, and fig. 3.60a
356
): the 
sheet depicts two standing men, a woman, a child and a dog. Their shift in weight is 
suggested by the repeated lines in their legs and clothes. The drawing was executed with 
a broad quill pen, so the lines are quite robust and broad. Passages of wash, presumably 
added to deepen shadow and to create dimension in their arms and cloaks, instead create 
relatively flat zones of darker color. On the verso, Goudt reworked the internal modeling 
of the figures, adding individual shading lines to these washed passages to revise the 
suggested volumes and description of their clothing (figure 3.60a). Also on the verso, we 
find traces of other motifs—a passage of landscape, a walking female figure, a seated 
male figure, and a man’s head, both cropped.  
 Goudt’s rework, insertion of unrelated figures on the verso, and his somewhat 
uncontrolled application of wash compromise the clarity of the drawing. This visual 
confusion was traditionally considered a reflection of Goudt’s unsure execution and 
careless rendering. More than simply a sign of his inability or listlessness, however, these 
aspects—which we find time and again in his work—reflect that Goudt’s process of 
conceptualizing compositions and figures was not preliminary to execution, but 
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concurrent with it. He thought as he drew, so that his marks on the page trace his 
evolving ideas, his revisions and often, his errors. His style is thus indelibly linked with 
his way of working. To be sure, this practice of simultaneously conceiving an image and 
executing it often resulted in muddled, even chaotic representations. But to dismiss them 
as simply talentless works fails to acknowledge his vigorous approach to draftsmanship.  
 When Goudt integrated similar figures of men, women and children into more 
anecdotal images, the casual, impulsive rendering often remains a notable aspect of the 
drawings. He often depicted groups of everyday figures strolling in a landscape (fig. 
3.61,
357
 and figs. 3.62-3.67
358
). Often these are only differentiated from his many figural 
studies by the insertion of a natural setting, which unifies the figures in the simple act of 
strolling in the countryside. Indeed, the drawings are remarkably mundane in both 
content and intent: the figures mill about, seeming simply to enjoy nature. They are often 
accompanied by men on horseback or running dogs, but otherwise Goudt’s basic cast of 
characters remains the same. The figures are never part of a particular narrative and never 
demonstrate a specific emotion. In addition, the compositions were never intended to 
serve works in other media—either prints or paintings intended for dispersal.359 They are 
informal sketches that Goudt executed as independent works.  
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 Figure 3.61 shows how the Louvre sketches are often mounted, with several sheets depicting 
similar subjects mounted together. 
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 Paris, Louvre, Cabinet de Dessins, inv. nos. 22611.5, 22611.4, 33611.3, 33611.2, 22611.1, 
18654  
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 Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, 46-47: the author suggested that these drawings 
may have been intended for prints. This was suggested by a print by Giuseppe Zocchi, which 
appears based on drawings by Goudt (see chapter four). However, no such print by Goudt himself 
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 The casual subjects are rendered in an equally-casual or imprecise manner. 
Figures and landscape motifs are drawn in the same linear style, with emphatic hatches 
punctuated by tangles of lines here and there, or alleviated by the empty sky, the blank 
paper itself. Contours are often indefinite or reworked and the supports frequently appear 
to be scraps of paper rather than full sheets. It appears that Goudt took pen in hand, 
drawing on the spot, with no artful manipulation or intervention.  
 As unedited and immediate as these sketches appear, however, the impression of 
naturalism is tempered by a formulaic quality. Goudt returned to the same figures, 
gestures, and settings, so that routine and repetition often mitigate the suggestion of 
spontaneity. They are generalized, stereotyped characters that appear over and over again, 
on large and small supports, with only occasional changes to details of costume and 
setting. This duality, or tension, between their seeming immediacy and their rather 
formulaic appearance speaks more broadly to the notions of working “near het leven,” 
(“from life”), and “uyt den gheest” (from the imagination), the twin principles of Dutch 
artistic practice.
360
 One was encouraged to work directly from nature in order to avoid the 
mundane repetition of visual formulae, but also to perfect those observations according to 
the ideals of beauty and proportion that one absorbed through studio learnings. Thus, 
Dutch works often appear natural and unedited, but also betray the artist’s idealizing 
intervention, so to speak. In Goudt’s case, it is less of an ideal that he imposed on his 
                                                                                                                                                                             
ever materialized, so this is speculative. Jacoby’s hypothesis is nevertheless telling; so many 
works like this exist by Goudt that one naturally wants to ascribe to them a purpose or goal. 
360
 For an overview of these concepts, see for example, Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints of the 
Seventeenth Century, 9-67, esp. 9-12 
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“everyday” figures, than, it seems, a routine or habitual type to which he almost 
automatically returned.  
 This combination of artlessness and artfulness also characterizes his sketch sheets 
and landscapes.  In the sketch sheets, the lack of narrative cohesion emphasizes the 
suggestion of immediacy and spontaneity (see figures 3.68-75,
361
 and figure 3.4, 
reproduced here also). In figure 3.68, for example, dozens of men, women, and children 
walk along a barely-indicated path. Above them, a small nude child is visible in the upper 
right corner (now cropped); Goudt must have turned the sheet to execute this figure. 
Similarly, in figure 3.69, the figures virtually walk “around” the sheet with no narrative 
structure guiding their steps.  In figure 3.70, strolling figures, a man seated, another on 
horseback, a cow, a seated woman and child, calligraphic letters, and Mercury himself—
recognizable from Goudt’s print—fill the corners of a very small sheet (figure 3.70, 
detail). In yet another work, the figures of Tobias and the angel are inserted into an 
equally uncomposed scene (figure 3.4, also reproduced here).
362
  
 This compositional disorganization suggests Goudt’s spontaneous, impulsive 
execution: he seems to have recorded motifs at random, making no effort to unify them in 
a coherent narrative. Stray marks—a calligraphic flourish, a partial figure—add to the 
sense of their unedited, improvisational execution. His linework enhances this sense of 
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 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, inv. nos. 5841; 5942 and detail of walking figures; 5920 and 
“Mercury” detail;  5974; 5970; 5944;  5938; 101/39 
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 Many sketch sheets were trimmed, creating a false sense of visual organization that surely 
does not reflect the original, haphazard organization of the sheet. See figure 3.76, a Group of 
Soldiers on Horseback, with a cropped head of a man in the lower right corner, FKB, inv. no. 
5935 
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casual creativity. His style is inexact, even arbitrary (especially figures 3.73-3.75): his 
hatchwork is generalized and quickly applied. Shadows are summarily indicated with 
wispy lines that often trail off into abstract patterns that convey no depth or space. He 
made frequent changes to figures, often leaving traces of his mistakes behind (see for 
example figures 3.71 and 3.72, in which Goudt tried to erase, smudge, or cover a female 
figure). Despite the suggestion of spontaneity created by his lack of narrative unity and 
his style, Goudt’s figures and motifs are familiar, even repetitive. 
 This type of drawing was often used by artists in their preparation for final works. 
De Gheyn produced many sketch sheets, as did the Northern artists Roelant Savery and 
Jan Brueghel (3.76 and 3.77
363
).  Almost always in these works, however, we see 
evidence of their “research” for final compositions. They often inserted their studied 
figures into final prints and paintings. Elsheimer also used the sketch sheet as a 
preliminary step in his creative process (see for example figures 3.24 and 3.25, 
reproduced here also). Jacoby has traced the evolution of each figure in Elsheimer’s large 
sketch sheet in Berlin, for example, from its genesis in that drawing to its final form in a 
later painting.
364
 Goudt’s drawings, by contrast, never served final works in this way. He 
executed these seemingly spontaneous sheets with no thought to their eventual 
completion in prints or paintings. In this sense, Goudt’s sketches anticipate sketch-like 
etchings by Rembrandt, which would appeal to the emerging taste for the unfinished 
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 Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, cat. no.9, pp. 137-142 
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sketch in the mid- to late-seventeenth century (figure 3.78).
365
 Like Goudt’s works, 
Rembrandt’s appeal to the modern eye for the careless mise-en-page and the disparate 
elements that mingle on the page, often with no visual or iconographic relationship to one 
another. Unlike Rembrandt’s etchings, however, which by their very nature were 
multiples and therefore circulated among collectors and admirers, Goudt’s few sketch 
sheets retain an intimate, private character that is inconsistent with the notion of a 
professional artist producing for a market.  
 The same approach is evident in Goudt’s landscape sketches, which also 
foreshadow Rembrandt’s landscapes in their spontaneous and naturalistic feel. The 
representation of the unstaffed landscape, however, was relatively innovative at the turn 
of the seventeenth century. In Rome, artists around Elsheimer such as Paul Bril and Carlo 
Saraceni explored the landscape in their drawings and paintings.
366
 However, landscape 
as an autonomous subject was largely a Northern, specifically Dutch, phenomenon. 
Hendrick Goltzius’s small woodcuts are among the earliest examples of the nascent 
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 The seminal publication on the taste for drawings remains Julius Held’s study, “The Early 
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interest in the subject which would of course become a hallmark of Dutch tradition 
(figure 3.79).  
 In his many landscape drawings—over thirty367—Goudt participated in this early 
exploration of the subject as an autonomous pursuit; stylistically they are nearly identical 
with his figural sketches (figures 3.80a and 3.80b).
 368
  He applied much the same touch 
to trees, paths, and cottages that he did to figures walking or in conversation (figs. 3.81-
3.92
369
). Stark contrasts between areas of highlight and shadow; aggressive linework that 
often does not sympathize with the forms being depicted; a general sketchiness that 
occasionally obscures the overall sense of spatial recession and form: these tendencies 
form a sort of connective tissue between his figural works and his landscapes.  Many 
include his characteristic “cauliflower” forms of trees and foliage,370 or a small cottage 
among trees, the smoke trailing from its chimney providing the only clue to a human 
presence. There is often a distant echo of his Aurora print in the wedge of landscape 
descending from upper left or upper right into a bank of land. These formal elements 
function like his figures of men, women and children: they are the familiar, sometimes 
monotonous motifs to which Goudt repeatedly, almost automatically returned. As in his 
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 As explained, this number is based on the FKB only. More landscape drawings by Goudt exist, 
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 Möhle used this term to refer to Goudt’s characteristic way of using passages of short, arched 
lines which, when seen together, create a sort of gestalt of leafy trees. 
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figural works, this repetition suggests Goudt’s more formulaic approach to landscape 
representation. Otherwise, his seemingly artless lines result in surprisingly naturalistic 
views. Even the size of the works creates an impression of lifelikeness: their small size 
(many measure less than five inches square) suggests that Goudt executed them in a small 
sketch book while walking out-of-doors.
371
 
 Goudt used a similarly inexact, casual style when depicting other subjects. His 
nudes, in particular, are often schematically-rendered. Shading lines do not follow the 
musculature of the figure but are applied in generalized patterns, which flattens, rather 
than forms, the body (figures 3.93, 3.94, 3.95, 3.96).
372
 His “mother and child” images 
are similarly-described (3.97, 3.98, 3.99).
373
 Rather than deliberately forming each body 
with careful, descriptive lines, Goudt applied lines indiscriminately across both figures, 
blanketing them with hatchwork that only suggests form rather than sculpts it.  
 Goudt’s emphatically linear style is, as Möhle pointed out, ultimately based on 
Jacques de Gheyn’s example. He also explored subjects that De Gheyn, Goltzius, and 
members of their circle had represented: the unstaffed landscape, figures alone, in the 
landscape, or strewn across a sketch sheet were frequent motifs in their oeuvres. But 
Goudt synthesized their examples into his distinctive practice of draftsmanship, which 
ranged from an informal process of recording motifs to a more assiduous reworking of 
entire designs. His style is an outgrowth of these different approaches. His touch ranges 
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from light and arbitrary, as if he drew on the spot, to, at its most extreme, a chaotic and 
confused amalgam of lines which records his almost obsessive reworking of partial or 
whole compositions.  
 When Goudt turned his attention to works by other artists, it was often with the 
same energy and range in approach or execution. At times, he repeated a figure based on 
another artist’s print with seemingly little forethought. In some sheets, for example, his 
drawings after others are almost negligible passages in larger drawings. More often, 
however, Goudt’s variations on others’ works are his most innovative, ambitious 
drawings, even if they are, at times, his least successful representations.
374
 
  Figure 3.100 (and verso, figure 3.100a
375
), for example, is a typical Goudt 
drawing in style and subject: it depicts two standing men executed in a linear style that 
resembles the inscribed drawings in Frankfurt and Rotterdam, although he uses fewer, 
blunter lines. The figures are engaged in conversation, suggested by one man’s open 
mouth and outstretched hand—an all-too frequent motif in Goudt’s oeuvre. They too 
have inky lost profiles—another recurrent detail in Goudt’s drawings (seen in the 
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 Möhle concentrated primarily on Goudt’s appropriation of Goltzius’s Passion compositions in 
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Frankfurt drawing no. 3.1).  On the verso, a male figure from Lucas’s Esther before 
Ahaseuras print appears (for the verso, see figure 3.100a; for the print, see fig. 3.100b
376
), 
nearly unaltered save Goudt’s bolder, more impulsive style.377 This figure reappears in at 
least two other sheets attributed to Goudt (figures 3.100c, 3.100d, 3.100e).
378
  In the first 
drawing, the figure is integrated into a larger study sheet which also includes sketches of 
a woman holding a textile, a flying putto with a drapery, and a half-length profile of a 
woman dressed in contemporary costume. In the latter sheet (3.100e) the same figure 
appears on the verso of a drawing depicting a man, woman and child in everyday Dutch 
clothing (figure 3.100d). Again, Goudt’s hatchwork is flat, blunt, and approximate rather 
than thoughtful or descriptive.   
 Goudt’s recapitulation of a “Lucas” figure speaks to his ongoing use of printed 
models as sources of inspiration—a leitmotif of much of his drawn oeuvre. Indeed, as 
often as Goudt depicted scenes of everyday life, he metabolized compositions by other 
artists into his own creative variations: over fifty drawings in the FKB are based on 
specific, identifiable models.
379
 He frequently absorbed figures and compositional 
elements from Lucas van Leyden into his sketches (see figs. 3.101a, b, c, d),
 380
  although 
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 Hollstein 31 
377
 To my knowledge this is the first time that Lucas’s figure has been identified as Goudt’s 
model. 
378
 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, FKB, inv. nos. 5899 and 5903 and verso 
379
 This is probably an underestimate, however, because in many cases, Goudt’s renderings are so 
chaotic, summary, or unresolved as to be virtually unrecognizable.  
380
 In some cases, as in his drawing of Salomon’s Idolatry, housed in Frankfurt, Goudt 
synthesized elements from several of Lucas’s renderings of the subject. For Lucas’s prints, see 
figures 3.101a and 3.101b; for Goudt’s related drawings, see figs. 3.101c and 3.101d, inv. nos. 
6005 and 6000. In Goudt’s drawings, the format of the composition and the basic grouping of 
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often through the lens of his immediate predecessors, especially De Gheyn and Hendrick 
Goltzius.    
 In the last decade of the sixteenth century, for example, Goltzius and members of 
his circle produced series of prints illustrating the Passion of Christ, based on the well-
known compositions by Lucas van Leyden in his series of 1521.
381
 Their examples also 
inspired Goudt to a similar “series” of drawings in which he recast these celebrated 
models, albeit in a completely different stylistic idiom than any of his predecessors.
382
 In 
drawings in London, Amsterdam, Budapest, Frankfurt and Berlin, for example, Goudt 
executed the scene of Christ Carrying the Cross, Confronted by Veronica (for Goltzius, 
see 3.102a, for Goudt, see 3.102b-f
383
). These works were most likely executed while 
Goudt was a student in De Gheyn’s studio, where he would have been exposed to both 
De Gheyn’s and, presumably, Goltzius’s works. It is possible that Goudt also intended to 
produce a print series of the Passion, which these drawings would have supported. Of 
course no series by Goudt in print exists, and so this is only speculative. 
                                                                                                                                                                             
figures echo Lucas’s examples. However, Goudt changed the prominence of the dais on which 
the idol rests, as well as Salomon’s appearance. He also changed the position of the idol’s arm 
and the relationship of the figures to the background architectural surround. Goudt’s Standing 
Woman in Profile is related to the female figure on the right side of his drawing, which is also 
based on a related figure in Lucas’s prints. 
381
 Lucas himself responded to Albrecht Dürer’s Small Passion, Bartsch VIII. 119.15-52; for 
Lucas, see New Hollstein 43-57; for Goltzius, see Hollstein 1-12; for de Gheyn, see New 
Hollstein 36-49.  
382
 In his general compositional schemes in these drawings, Goudt comes closest to Goltzius’s 
prints. Therefore those have been included here for close comparison.  
383
 For Goudt’s drawings, figures 102b-f: London, The British Museum, inv. no. Oo, 9.13; 
London, The British Museum, inv. no. 1893, 0731.2; FKB, inv. nos. 5862, 5864, 5865; not 
illustrated: Budapest, inv. nos. 441 and 442, Amsterdam, Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. 1889-A-
2051. 
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 It is virtually impossible to guess the order in which the specific sheets were 
executed, but their sequence is hardly the most striking aspect of the works. Each 
drawing is executed in an extremely-linear manner, ultimately owing to De Gheyn’s 
style, but wilder and more haphazardly executed. In each drawing, his style becomes 
increasingly schematic; he transitions from a rather detailed description of the narrative to 
an almost abstract one.
384
 Lines do not curve with the forms, suggesting volume and the 
transition of light to shadow, but are instead drawn almost arbitrarily. Hatches are applied 
in a zigzag pattern irrespective of the volumes intended, so there is an overall flatness to 
the figures. He suggests facial features with only the barest indications: eyes, noses, and 
mouths are dabs of ink, occasionally obscured by his corrections or overly-emphatic 
contours. Blank ovals remain where Goudt sketched a head, for example, then abandoned 
that form only to redraw it elsewhere. Hands and feet are barely indicated with long, 
shapeless lines.   
 Goudt represented this scene no less than eight times. In each reworking, he 
varied the scene, altering the orientation of the sheet, as well as the number and 
placement of figures in space. Two of his drawings repeat the basic narrative structure of 
his model—they are vertical in format and feature numerous figures. In other sheets, 
however, Goudt played with his stage, redesigning the composition along a horizontal 
axis and in some cases, dramatically reducing the number of figures so that Christ and his 
sole sympathizer assume greater weight, both physically and metaphorically.  
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 This is not to suggest a certain sequence for the drawings. 
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 As Möhle pointed out, Goudt also drew inspiration from Goltzius’s prints 
depicting the Flagellation of Christ (3.103a, b), the Mocking of Christ (3.104a-d and 
details) and the Presentation of Christ (figures 3.105a, b, c).
385
 The overall compositional 
schemes, as well as specific figures, are recognizable from Goltzius’s examples,386 but 
Goudt often pushed the narrative to the forefront of the stage, and enlarged, or 
telescoped, the central characters, eliminating or only summarily rendering the 
architectural setting.  
 The most extreme examples of Goudt’s liberal reworking of a Lucas/Goltzius 
model are housed in Frankfurt and Berlin. The Frankfurt sheet depicts the Entombment of 
Christ, also based on Goltzius’s print, inspired by Lucas van Leyden (figure 3.107a-b and 
details).
387
 Goudt’s composition reprises those of both Goltzius and Lucas, but his 
rendering is otherwise alien to the precision and control demonstrated by his forerunners. 
There is almost an aggressive quality to the lines which seems to parallel the pathos of 
the narrative. Figures are rendered with the most summary lines, suggesting only 
contours—bent figures lowering Christ into the tomb—and blank faces. Christ himself is 
almost illegible for the blur of dark wash that blankets his face like a death mask (detail). 
                                                          
385
 Drost, Adam Elsheimer als Zeichner, 29-41, and Möhle, Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 67-
70; Flagellation of Christ, Almelo, Private Collection; Mocking of Christ: Frankfurt, Städel 
Museum, FKB, inv. nos. 5880, 5857 and details, and inv. no. 6002; Ecce Homo, Frankfurt, FKB, 
inv. no. 6003 and Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. Kdz 14603. Goudt also seems to have 
responded specifically to Lucas’s original print of the Ecce Homo in his studies of a soldier or 
soldiers looking on at Christ: see figs. 3.106a-c, FKB inv. nos.  6001, 5999, and 5998, and Lucas, 
fig. 3.106d 
386
 See, for example, the details of figure 3.104c, which relate to Goltzius’s standing male figures 
and the kneeling male figure taunting Christ. 
387
 Drost Adam Elsheimer als Zeichner, 29-41, and Möhle, Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 67-70; 
Frankfurt, Städel Museum, FKB, inv. no. 5905   
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The architectural setting is barely indicated with blunt lines and arbitrarily applied 
touches of wash. Goudt’s speed of execution, his rapid approach to the rendering, is 
suggested also by the losses in the sheet; significant holes now exist where Goudt over-
applied iron gall ink which then ate through the sheet itself (detail). His schematic 
rendering continues to the verso of the sheet, where Goudt sketched a flying putto (see 
detail, figure 3.107c). 
 Möhle pointed out that Goudt’s figure approaching the tomb seen from the rear is 
informed by a similar figure in Albrecht Dürer’s Engraved Passion series (figure 
3.107d).
388
 In another drawing, Goudt executed several studies of this figure on the verso, 
showing his active steps in the assimilation of Dürer’s prototype to his own synthesis of 
various influences (figure 3.107e
389
).  
 The swift execution of the Frankfurt sheet is exceeded by the Berlin drawing, in 
which he depicts the Resurrection of Christ (figure 3.108a, b).
390
 As Hans Möhle pointed 
out, this is also based on a print by Goltzius that was, in turn, inspired by a Lucas model 
(fig. 3.108c).
 However, the “Goltzius/Lucas” composition stimulated Goudt’s zealous 
recapitulation of the event, which is almost unrecognizable for his dramatic changes to 
his prototype. Almost all surface description is sublimated to the evocative suggestion of 
the raw energy and power unleashed at Christ’s ascent. Each of Goudt’s predecessors 
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 Möhle, Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 70, note 189  
389
 Frankfurt, FKB inv. no. 5883 
390
 Möhle identified the subject, which is nearly unrecognizable for the chaotic linework and 
composition. Möhle, Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 68-70; Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 
KdZ 12491 
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described the scene of Christ’s Resurrection in the most literal visual terms: Christ is seen 
rising from the tomb, his heavily-muscled body an external signifier of the triumph of 
faith. Crowds of onlookers react accordingly, either rushing out or standing resolutely, 
faithful witnesses to the divine. Goudt, however, obliterates entirely the meticulous 
description of the event, instead translating the surprise and awe conveyed by the 
postures and faces of Lucas’s or Goltzius’s onlookers into their linear cognates. His 
impetuous, erratic, and almost abstract lines nearly obscure the similarities between 
Goudt’s drawing and Goltzius’s print: the rays of light descending from Heaven, the 
figure of the angel transporting Christ, and the grotto in the background.  
 As much as Goudt’s Entombment drawing emphasized the gloomy darkness of 
the event and its representation, his depiction of the Resurrection is about light and 
energy, captured with raw, forceful lines. The emotion of the narrative is best articulated 
by the right-most figure, who races out toward the viewer, nearly unrecognizable for the 
summary quality of Goudt’s execution. This figure anticipates the fourth state of 
Rembrandt’s Three Crosses: as darkness covers the earth at the moment of Christ’s 
passing, terrified witnesses to the event run out of the composition, horrified by the 
unfolding narrative.  
 Goudt’s preoccupation with the theme of the Passion of Christ is also reflected in 
the many, tiny sketches in the FKB depicting Christ on the Road to Calvary (figures 
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3.109a and detail, and fig. 3.109b
391). Most of these “sheets” measure no more than two- 
or three inches square, and are nearly illegible due to Goudt’s extremely aggressive 
linework. Tangled lines barely resolve into a clear picture: figures walking or on 
horseback surround Christ, who is only identifiable because of the prominent crossbar he 
carries—a symbol of his impending death, translated into Goudt’s evocative but almost 
illegible handwriting.  
 In addition to his revisions of Goltzius’s prints,392  Goudt also absorbed designs 
by Goltzius’s students into his distinctive visual language. In a sheet in Frankfurt, Goudt 
may have responded to Jan Muller’s print, Venus honored by the Nymphs after 
Bartholomeus Spranger (figure 3.111a and b).
393
 Goudt’s sheet is almost exactly the same 
size as the plate he emulates but the composition is noticeably abbreviated.
394
 Muller’s 
print shows Venus enthroned in a palatial setting attended by Cupid, nymphs and putti 
who offer her trays of fruits and flowers with all the heaving musculature and sinewy 
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 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, FKB, inv. nos. 5861 and 5871  
392
 Goudt’s drawings after Goltzius’s woodcut depicting Judith and Holofernes offer another 
instance of his creative reinterpretation of an iconic image by a predecessor (figures 3.110 a-f). 
Goltzius’s print was inspired by Lucas van Leyden’s, but he altered the composition, setting the 
scene on the threshold of the tent in which the now-decapitated Holofernes lies. Judith calmly 
hands his head to her servant. In his own transformation of Goltzius’s example, Goudt—
theoretically at least—perpetuated his forerunner’s inventive approach to the work. His drawings 
evolve from a rather straightforward imitation of Goltzius’s engraving to freer reinterpretations. 
Goudt alters the placement of figures and the degree of detail within. The more descriptive 
rendering of Judith, her servant, and Holofernes’s head and tent becomes a schematic suggestion 
executed with a broader, dryer quill pen, each pass of the pen further reducing the overall internal 
modeling and detail of the figures so that all that remains are skeletal figures which stand before 
an abstracted shelter. Frankfurt, Städel Museum, FKB, inv. nos. 5915; 5894; 5951; 5870; 5906 
393
 FKB no. 5976, based on Muller, Hollstein 73. To my knowledge, this is the first time that this 
print has been suggested as Goudt’s model. 
394
 The sheet in Frankfurt measures 283 x 175 mm versus the plate, which measures 28.2 x 20.2 
cm 
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elegance that Muller’s burin could describe. In Goudt’s drawing we see only Venus and 
one attending nymph. The goddess’s face is lost in an inky profile that reduces her 
beautiful features as depicted by Muller to a contrast between light and shadow. The 
other attendant figures—in Muller’s print, seven in all—are suggested by bare traces of 
wash that read as shadows rather than as actual figures. 
 A similar translation of a design by Jacob Matham depicts Two Women 
Embracing; it is based on Matham’s print of Rachel and Leah, which Hans Möhle 
correctly identified in 1966.
395
 In his print, Matham placed the mannered figures in a lush 
setting (figures 3.112a and b).
396
  As in his version of Venus Enthroned, Goudt reduced 
all anatomical detail and landscape elements to a bare minimum, only schematically 
rendering the females and evoking Matham’s elegant engraved linework in a coarser, less 
precise manner.  
 Goudt also drew several versions of Jan Saenredam’s print inspired by Goltzius’s 
print after Titian’s painting, Diana Discovery Callisto’s Pregnancy (figure 3.113a). 
Titian’s painting was part of the series of seven poesie depicting scenes from Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses that he had painted for Phillip II of Spain.
397
  Saenredam’s print does not 
mention Titian as inventor in the inscription, but rather Hendrick Goltzius, who must 
have designed the print for Saenredam to execute while in his studio. Goudt’s reworkings 
of the scene range from rather faithful imitations of the composition to completely re-
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 Möhle, Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers, 61 
396
 FKB inv. no. 5866; Hollstein, Matham, New Hollstein 22 
397
Hollstein 77 
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organized variants (figures 3.113b-d
398
): he reverses the order of the narrative, the 
placement and interaction of figures so that seen together, the drawings suggest a sort of 
organic process of integration and transformation—quite appropriate given that Ovid’s 
tales are, at their core, tales of transformation.  
 In these drawings, Goudt engaged iconic examples by prestigious predecessors, 
translating their models into highly distinctive works in which the act of creating is 
conveyed by his vigorous lines on the page. Goudt’s drawings after Elsheimer’s paintings 
are often as impulsive and summary as his drawings after Northern models. He primarily 
found inspiration in the compositions by Elsheimer that he also translated into prints: the 
Mocking of Ceres, the Great Tobias, and Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon 
and Baucis. His landscape drawings are often reminiscent of the Aurora print (previously 
discussed, chapter 2), although none can be considered a preparatory drawing in the 
traditional sense.
399
 The differences between Goudt’s sketches of these compositions and 
his own prints of the subjects could not be more striking: whereas his prints are 
characterized by precision, control, and adherence to Elsheimer’s models, his sketches 
are compositionally-varied and more summarily-executed, often to the point of near 
abstraction. In these drawings, which Goudt must have produced during or after his time 
in Rome, Elsheimer’s examples are transformed into more vigorously-executed sketches 
that are among his most evocative drawings. 
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 London, The British Museum, inv. no. 1897, 0410.11; Frankfurt, Städel Museum, FKB, inv. 
nos. 5867 and  5914  
399
 Curiously, there are no drawings of the Decapitation of John the Baptist, the Little Tobias 
(with the exception of the Petit Palais penwork, previously discussed), or the Flight into Egypt. 
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 Goudt drew the Mocking of Ceres at least four times, varying the narrative in 
terms of the moment in the story he depicted, the compositional arrangement, and the 
figures included. Jacoby suggested that Goudt’s Ceres drawings may have been inspired 
by Elsheimer’s gouache depicting Ceres Seated, now in Hamburg (figure 3.33,400 
reproduced here also). While Elsheimer’s example must have played a role in stimulating 
Goudt’s creative approach to the narrative, none of Goudt’s drawings repeats Elsheimer’s 
composition exactly (for Goudt’s drawings, see figures 3.114a - d401). Rather it seems 
that Elsheimer’s gouache, perhaps in combination with his painting of the subject and 
Goudt’s own print, stimulated his creative variations, in which we can see the gestation of 
the composition in the very lines themselves.  
 In a drawing in Frankfurt (figure 114.b), for example, we see Ceres seated, 
drinking from the water jug at the doorway of Metanira’s home. In this drawing, Goudt 
primarily explored the boy’s relationship to the goddess; his confrontation with Ceres is 
literally and figuratively the central event in the narrative. He places Stellio next to Ceres 
and across from her, and suggests his approach to the goddess by redrawing his legs 
multiple times, creating the effect of suspended animation. Goudt’s repetitive lines 
dominate the composition, reflecting his interest in the moment of Stellio’s ridicule of 
Ceres—the central confrontation in the narrative that precipitated the boy’s reptilian 
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 Hamburg, inv. no. 1927-105; Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, cat. no. 25, 216-220 
401
 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, FKB, inv. nos. 5891, 5892, 672; Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet 
de Dessins, inv. no. 18662 
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transformation.
402
 The architectural surround is summarily indicated, and the figure 
which appears in the background of the print stoking a fire is omitted. This drawing 
relates to two other sheets in which Ceres is also shown seated. In each work, Goudt’s 
dynamic lines activate the narrative, and we can, by extension, imagine his creating hand 
passing vigorously over the sheet. To be sure, Elsheimer’s gouache has greater 
descriptive effect and clarity; but Goudt’s drawings are equally forceful for his exuberant 
reworking of the composition and for his seeming presence in the lines themselves.  
 Goudt also repeatedly drew the scene of Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis, constantly playing with the position of his characters (figures 
3.115a-d
403
). While in some cases, his figures generally echo those in the print, in just as 
many examples he depicts Baucis seated at the table, and Philemon serving their guests. 
He produced at least ten drawings of the composition; they span the entire breadth of his 
stylistic range. They are quite detailed in some cases, and schematic in others. They range 
from larger, more elaborate renderings to very small ones, no larger than two to three 
square inches. Goudt even produced a gouache drawing of the subject (see below). His 
repeated representations of the story perhaps reflect the special significance that it held 
for him. His print of the same subject, which is dedicated to his father, suggests such a 
personal interpretation. We of course can never know for sure, but as in the case of his 
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 For the story, see chapter 2. To summarize, Stellio mocked Ceres for her thirst; she responded 
to his derision by changing him into a lizard. 
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 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, FKB, inv. nos. 5908, 5887; London, The British Museum, inv. no. 
1920.1116.11; Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet de Dessins, inv. no. 23006 
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Ceres drawings, Goudt seems to have drawn inspiration from Elsheimer’s models, which 
he liberally transformed, almost to the point of rendering the story itself unrecognizable. 
 Goudt’s reworkings of the Tobias theme are similarly creative (figures 3.116a-
d).
404
 While Elsheimer’s paintings of course inspired Goudt’s meticulous prints and the 
two penworks, previously discussed, Goudt dramatically revised the scene in these 
drawings that bear almost no relation to his prints and penworks other than their subjects. 
In Leiden and Frankfurt (nos. 3.116 b, c, d), for example, Goudt represented Tobias 
catching the fish that would ultimately cure his father’s blindness. Two of the drawings 
are offsets, suggesting that Goudt may have taken them from now-lost Elsheimer 
paintings.
405
 They nonetheless reflect his eager response to and transformation of the 
models before him. As in his other drawings inspired by Elsheimer, Goudt transformed 
the painter’s compositions into more summary works. Another drawing in Frankfurt 
(3.116a) enlarges the figures of Tobias and the Angel walking; a study of a forearm in the 
upper right corner reveals Goudt’s process of working through details of the design 
within the sheet itself. 
 Elsheimer’s influence on Goudt is also evident in the few gouache drawings that 
Goudt executed. Elsheimer was among the earliest figures of the time to explore the 
expressive potential of this medium.
406
 He used the technique to capture the dramatic, 
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 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, FKB, inv. nos. 5947,  5893, 5907; Leiden, Prentenkabinett, inv. no. 
2506 
405
 Seifert, “Depicting Darkness,” 186 
406
 Jacoby provides a useful history of the term “gouache,” which makes clear that writers did not 
distinguish between pure watercolors and gouaches on paper until the mid-eighteenth century. At 
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evocative nocturnal effects for which his paintings were so celebrated.
407
 His drawings, 
which demonstrate a remarkable degree of control and efficiency in technique, are tonal, 
moody works that hardly anticipate the colorful effects that later artists would achieve. 
Elsheimer typically used the paper itself—which was brownish in color or was toned 
with brown or gray watercolor—as a middle tone (see figures 3.31-3.35, reproduced here 
also). This established the overall tonality of the work, and provided a sort of baseline, so 
to speak, to which Elsheimer added highlights or shadow to model form and create 
atmosphere. Light is used to dramatic effect, accenting central characters or the central 
event of the narrative and unifying figures in space. These formal aspects relate 
Elsheimer’s gouaches to his paintings, which demonstrate a similar use of light in 
communicating narrative.  
 Elsheimer primarily represented in gouache the subjects of his paintings which 
Goudt translated into print: The Decapitation of John, The Mocking of Ceres, and the 
Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis. However, none of his 
gouaches repeats the composition of the related painting, and so these were more likely 
intended as autonomous works of art than as preparatory works for his own or for 
                                                                                                                                                                             
that time, the term “a guazzo,” which originated with Vasari, came to refer specifically to brush 
drawings on paper. Jacoby makes the point that the kind of autonomous brush drawings that 
Elsheimer and Goudt produced were rare at the time. Their works are executed in watercolor with 
passages of a heavier, opaque paint on paper. They would become especially popular among 
Rembrandt’s students in the mid-seventeenth century. Jacoby credits Goudt for introducing them 
to the technique. Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, 89-94. 
407
 On Elsheimer’s gouaches, see Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, 59-64 
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Goudt’s use.408 He also depicted Bathsheba in a gouache, which is unrelated to any of his 
paintings (see below).  
  Only a handful of gouaches can be attributed to Goudt, but these can be 
confidently assigned to him based on verso sketches which relate to his works in pen and 
ink, and in some cases, the close correlation between the gouaches themselves and his 
other pen and ink sketches. Drawings in the British Museum and the Frankfurt 
Klebeband, mentioned earlier, are critical in this respect.
409
 The London gouache is 
loosely-drawn, with figures walking and on horseback (fig. 3.16, reproduced here also). 
A small cottage nestled among trees is visible in the middle ground. The method of 
defining space is based on flat zones of color transition; additional hatching throughout 
deepens shadow, and Goudt’s characteristic arched lines suggest full foliage. This basic 
construction of space pushes the landscape elements to the foreground, precluding a 
visual recession. This compositional arrangement and the execution of the work—
primarily the cumulative effect of many small hatches—correspond with Goudt’s 
landscape sketches in pen and ink. The motifs—walking and riding figures and a small 
cottage—are also familiar from his sketched landscapes.  
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 I agree with Joachim Jacoby in this interpretation of the gouaches. See Jacoby, Zeichnungen 
von Adam Elsheimer. cat. nos. 23-27, pp. 207-229 
409
 These include the sheet from the FKB, Möhle, no. 66, inv. no. 5856, with verso drawing in 
brown ink; a landscape in the British Museum, inv. no. Oo.10.135, with a figural drawing on the 
verso in brown ink; and the Landscape in the Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. III, 160. For the 
last drawing, see Stampfle, Landscape Drawings & Water-colors, Bruegel to Cé anne; see also 
Jane Shoaf Turner, in Stampfle, Dutch Drawings…Seventeenth to Nineteenth Centuries, cat. no. 
83 
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 On the verso is a rough pen-and-ink study of Lot with his Daughter (3.16a), which 
corresponds stylistically with his other drawings; it offers further support for attributing 
the recto landscape to Goudt.  
 The Frankfurt drawing is also executed in watercolor with small passages of 
overpaint (figures 3.15 and 3.15a, reproduced here also). It is summarily drawn with little 
internal detail. The suggestion of foliage is created by passages of small, individual lines 
and arched segments which correspond to the execution we see in his pen and ink 
landscapes. On the verso is a pen-and-ink drawing of a family group which is consistent 
with Goudt’s many sketches, discussed above, in the FKB and other European 
collections. Based on these attributions, three other landscapes can be given to Goudt 
(figure 3.17, previously discussed, reproduced here also, and figures 3.117 and 3.118).
410
 
 A few figural gouaches may, by extension, be attributed to Goudt. It appears that 
in these cases, Goudt primarily worked directly from Elsheimer’s own trials in the 
technique. Elsheimer’s Bathsheba in Vienna, for example, stimulated Goudt’s own 
recreation of the scene, but Goudt’s version of the subject differs in subtle but significant 
ways (figures 3.35, reproduced here also, and 3.119).
411
 Goudt condensed the 
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 Landscape with Figures on Horseback and a Castle in the Distance, Private Collection, and 
Hilly Landscape with Buildings in the Background, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, (not in FKB), inv. 
no. 16748 
411
 For the Elsheimer drawing in Vienna, see inv. no. 3345 (figure 3.35, reproduced here also), 
and Jacoby, Zeichnungen von Adam Elsheimer, cat. no. 27, pp. 225-229; for the Goudt drawing, 
see Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, 4272. For related drawings by Goudt depicting the seated female 
nude, see FKB, inv. no. 5877 (fig. 3.95); Hamburg Kunsthalle, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 
23030 (this drawing and the following are not illustrated here),  FKB, inv. no. 5877; Frankfurt, 
inv. no. 5931 (not in the FKB); Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet de Dessins, inv. no. 18660 
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composition in his gouache, so that only Bathsheba and her maid are present. The 
landscape surround is significantly reduced, so that spatial recession is compressed and 
internal detail is minimal. Details that Elsheimer included, presumably to embellish the 
narrative and to enhance its visual appeal, are only summarily rendered in Goudt’s 
version. In the latter, Bathsheba sits on an ill-defined base covered by an equally-
generalized drape; the beautifully-rendered pitcher and fountain in Elsheimer’s version, 
Bathsheba’s elaborate hair, and the theatrical swag of drapery that reveals Bathsheba to 
her viewer, are omitted by Goudt entirely or only summarily suggested. The actual 
rendering of the figures and landscape also relates to Goudt’s typical manner of 
execution. Simply put, his linework is fussier than Elsheimer’s. The latter applied subtle 
tones that melt into one another, creating a sense of the figures’ volumes within 
enveloping atmosphere. Goudt relies on the accumulation of many, tiny strokes to 
delineate form rather than establishing form through carefully manipulated tone.  
 Similarly, both Elsheimer and Goudt produced small representations in gouache 
of the scene of Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis (figures 3.34, 
reproduced here also, and 3.120).
412
 The differences between them are similar to those 
observed between the artists’ Bathsheba drawings. Elsheimer’s is a more elaborate, 
detailed representation with well-proportioned, convincing figures set in the cozy interior. 
Goudt’s figures are less interconnected, and his definition of the figures is established by 
a large number of small hatches or strokes rather than the subtle integration of tones to 
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 For the Elsheimer drawing, see Warsaw, Museum Nardowe, inv. no. 146603/17; for the Goudt 
drawing, see Edinburgh, National Gallery, inv. no. D. 5605.  
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suggest volume. Goudt also produced a gouache depicting a Satyr Family which is 
reminiscent of his Jupiter and Mercury scenes (see figure 3.121).
413
 Small figures are 
seated around a table, warming themselves by a fire. 
 To be sure, Elsheimer exerted a powerful influence on Goudt while the men lived 
and worked together in Rome. Goudt integrated Elsheimer’s themes into his prints and 
drawings, and experimented with a technique that the German artist explored. However, 
Elsheimer was far from the only figure who influenced Goudt’s development as a 
draftsman. As we have seen, Dutch artists from the preceding generation exerted an equal 
or more profound effect on Goudt, who assimilated their compositions and styles into his 
own drawings with notable frequency.  
 Goudt’s ongoing relationship to other artists in his drawings reflects his 
commitment to the creative imitation of others’ works, which was an integral aspect of 
artistic training and development from the Renaissance onward.
414
 Students were urged to 
learn from others’ examples, and to incorporate their representational solutions into their 
own works. Drawing academies and manuals formalized this practice of copying 
respected models for instruction.
 415
 The student followed a gradual progression in 
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program of learning:  Giovanni Stradunus’s Allegorical Drawing of the Academy from 1580 
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drawing, from representing the basic line, to geometrical forms, then parts of the body 
and the full form based on representations in drawing manuals and prints. The student 
moved on to drawing after printed compositions by other masters, and later, to drawing 
after plaster casts and the live model. By closely imitating the examples before him, the 
artist internalized those forms so that he could reproduce them with greater facility, 
avoiding the rote imitation that led to creative stagnation. 
 Selective imitation was also understood to hone the student’s judgment. In 
choosing the best masters to imitate, the young artist developed a discerning eye that was 
critical to his success in representation. These principles were set forth by the ancient 
orator Quintillian in his remarks on rhetoric, and became the cornerstones of artistic 
training in the Renaissance and subsequent centuries:  
…the models which we select for imitation have a genuine and natural force, 
whereas all imitation is artificial and moulded to a purpose which is not that of the 
original….for  the man whose aim is to prove himself better than another, even if 
he does not surpass him,  may hope to equal him. But he can never hope to equal 
                                                                                                                                                                             
(Bermingham, fig. 20), shows well-heeled young artists diligently studying from a skeleton, 
plaster casts, and a live model. That this studio model persisted, almost unchanged in format, is 
attested by the drawing academy in Utrecht (founded in 1612), which perpetuated the principle of 
learning though imitation that the earlier academies had promoted. Drawing manuals also 
encouraged learning through imitation and constant practice. Crispijn van de Passe the Younger 
published the most extensive Dutch drawing manual in the seventeenth century, Della luce del 
dipingere et diegnare. Van t’ Licht der teken en schilderkonst, (Amsterdam, 1643/44). It offered 
detailed instruction on the proper proportions of the human figure, drawing the male and female 
nude, copying figure studies by contemporary masters, and the study of natural species after 
drawings by Roelant Saverij and other artists. In providing such examples for artists to imitate in 
their own drawings, Van de Passe’s manual maintained the tradition of selective imitation and 
constant practice that took shape in the Renaissance. On Van de Passe’s book, see Ilya Veldman, 
Crispijn van de Passe, 337-39.  See also Marten Jan Bok, “‘Nulla dies sine linie.‘ Die opleiding 
van schilders in Utrecht in de eerste helft van de zeventiende eeuw,” De Zeventiende Eeuw, 6 
(1990): 56-68  
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him, if he thinks it is his duty merely to tread in his footsteps; for the mere 
follower must always lag behind.
416
   
  
In the seventeenth century, Karel van Mander echoed Quintillian in his advice to the 
artist: “Steal arms legs torsos hands and feet/ ‘Tis not forbidden here: those who will/ 
Must play Rapiamus’ personage/ Well-cooked rape makes good pottage.”417    In his 
usage, “Rapiumus,” or the “well-cooked rape,” implies the process of studying others’ 
examples and assimilating many of their solutions to figural or compositional problems 
into one’s own “pottage,” the final work.  
 Van Mander specifically encouraged the imitation of prints, especially those by 
Dürer and Lucas van Leyden, whose works were instrumental to the development of the 
Italian manner.
418
  Van Mander also suggested copying polychrome woodcuts or 
chiaroscuro prints like those by Parmigianino, whose manner had opened the eyes of 
many a pupil.
419
 Of course Van Mander was not the first to endorse this practice of 
imitating prints. Giorgio Vasari praised the prints by Marcantonio Raimondi after 
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 Quintillian, Institutio Oratoria x, ii, 7-9, cited in Jeffrey Muller, “Rubens’s Theory and 
Practice and the Imitation of Art,” Art Bulletin, 64, no. 2 (June 1982): 229-247,  esp. 231 
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 Karel van Mander, folio 5r, stanza 46: d-h, translated in Melion, Shaping the Netherlandish 
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term “rapen” (“to seize by stealth”), which reflects many of Van Mander’s critical differences 
from Vasari and by extension, Italian tradition.  
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 Kwakkelstein, “Copying Prints,” in Belkin and Depauw, Images of Death, 4-45. Throughout 
Renaissance and later literature on art, and within studio practice, prints were specifically 
promoted as examples to copy.  Abundant examples of artists’ borrowings from others testify to 
its frequent practice. 
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Raphael’s paintings specifically because they enabled artists everywhere to access the 
painter’s inventions, effectively introducing Raphael’s designs to a larger audience who 
could learn from his example. Marcantonio’s prints after designs by Raphael were 
scoured by artists from the sixteenth century onward. The inventory of Rembrandt’s 
estate, for example, listed four volumes of prints after Raphael.
 420
   He famously did not 
travel to Italy, as Constantijn Huygens lamented, but was able to access the Renaissance 
painter’s achievements by virtue of prints, which nurtured his own development.  
 That this practice continued almost unabated through the seventeenth century is 
also clear from William Goeree’s Inleyding Tot de  Al-ghemeene Teycken-Konst (1668, 
second edition, 1670), in which the author again promoted the practice of copying prints 
as part of a graduated program of learning for the student. He advised that pupils should 
copy entire prints and the best parts, “so that, by repeatedly copying beautiful things, one 
may strengthen and perfect the hand, and fill the mind with splendid inventions.”421 
Goeree repeated this advice in his treatise on painting of 1670, advising that the artist 
should imprint the images on the memory so that “the imagination may transform them 
into one’s own inventions, not those of others.”422 Goeree’s advice articulated the 
significance of copying others’ works with an editorial eye, so that imagination and 
creative innovation might displace passive imitation.  
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 Walter Strauss and Marjon van der Meulen, The Rembrandt Documents (New York: Abaris, 
1979),  doc. 1657/2 
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 Of course, as discussed, imitation was also a form of demonstrative rivalry in 
which Goudt himself participated. His prints and penworks are self-consciously repetitive 
images that are flawlessly executed, reflecting Goudt’s dexterity and his technical 
versatility. They presuppose an informed viewer who would have recognized his 
recreation of iconic works. These carefully-crafted images, however, differ significantly 
from the majority of his drawings after others, which, as we have seen, tend to be far 
more bold and vigorous than imitative and polished.  
 Indeed, prints by Lucas, Goltzius, De Gheyn and other northern artists, and 
paintings and gouaches by Elsheimer catalyzed his remarkably creative variants, in which 
he liberally reworked their compositions and transformed their virtuosic styles of 
printmaking or painting into his vigorous style of draftsmanship. In some cases, Goudt 
followed his models quite closely, but more often, he edited them without reserve. He 
often reduced their compositions to the principal characters, and described them with 
blunt, schematic lines. Tangles of lines finally resolve into a legible narrative, but his 
changes of mind, mistakes or adjustments are often evident. Rapidly-drawn ovals, 
redrawn vertical and horizontal lines, and passages of overdrawing all trace Goudt’s 
process of integrating others’ works into his own visual vocabulary.  His “style”—long 
described as wild or inexact—is thus, more accurately, a result of his active, even 
aggressive, assimilation of canonical models to his own hand. Summary, revised, and 
sometimes frustrated lines and compositions reenact on the page his process of 
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transforming examples so that, as Goeree would write in 1670, they became “[his] 
inventions, not those of others.”  
 Goudt’s uninhibited approach in fact characterizes his corpus of drawings as a 
whole, from his depictions of everyday figures and his landscape sketches to his trials in 
gouache. In his drawings, Goudt’s freedom is manifested in bold, even vigorous strokes, 
compositional disunity, or, alternatively, tentative essays in an unfamiliar technique—
evidence of his unedited, spontaneous approach that was sanctioned, as it were, by the 
private role that drawing played in Goudt’s activity.  
Joachim Jacoby wrote that Goudt’s “figures … are heading for a goal that remains 
unknown.”423 This is true in a broader, more metaphorical sense than Jacoby intended. 
Goudt’s many studies indeed had no goal: they were not preparatory to his final prints 
and penworks, nor do they seem to have been circulated. Judging from the FKB, only 
about ten to fifteen percent of his drawings relate—even indirectly—to his prints. Far 
fewer are signed—only about one percent of his total oeuvre, suggesting that the majority 
remained in Goudt’s possession.424 Indeed, the best part of Goudt’s drawings served no 
ostensible purpose or marketable product at all. Instead, they suggest his private, personal 
commitment to drawing as an end in itself, an abiding practice that was not commercially 
or professionally motivated in the conventional sense. In this regard, his practice of 
drawing is related to the sphere of amateur draftsmanship, which emerged in the 
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seventeenth century as an elite activity that carried connotations of privilege and 
refinement largely because it was distinct from the professional, commercial arena.  
 As briefly discussed, the practice of art among educated, sophisticated figures had 
roots in sixteenth-century writings. Baldassare Castiglione discussed drawing as a 
“worthy and necessary accomplishment” for the ideal courtier in his Il Cortegiano of 
1528.
425
 The courtly figure should practice as the ancient Greeks and Romans had—as a 
means of learning and honing one’s judgment:   
For I recall in the ancient world, and in Greece especially, children of gentle birth 
were required to learn painting at school, as a worthy and necessary 
accomplishment, and it was ranked among the foremost of the liberal arts; 
subsequently a public law was passed forbidding it to be taught to slaves…”426 
  
Castiglione expressly endorsed the practice of drawing for the elite. It was not only 
forbidden among the lower ranks, but was also viewed as a liberal art that was integral to 
the gentleman’s education and character.  
 Castiglione’s principles had a profound impact on ideas about etiquette and 
behavior throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, due in part to its translation 
into English in 1560 and its subsequent adaptations by northern artists and writers.
427
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Henry Peacham, for example, in his 1612 edition of Graphice or the Most Auncient and 
Excellent Arte of Drawing and Limning or the Gentleman’s Exercise (1606 and 1612) 
included a dedication to the young learner:  “I have drawne and collected together the 
most true and easie grounds of drawing…as well as observations on perspective and 
light…in a book which is primarily intended for the young lerner.”428  Peacham did not 
direct his advice to the aspiring professional artist, but to the “young learner” – 
essentially, the young gentleman or amateur.   
 Peacham’s later publication of 1622, The Compleat Gentleman (republished in 
expanded form, with the Gentleman’s Exercise, in 1634), also promoted the practice of 
drawing as a critical aspect of a young gentleman’s curriculum.429 Drawing was endorsed 
as an activity somewhere between a gentleman’s “trifles” and his necessary pursuits: 
“And surely it can bee no more disgrace to a great Lord to draw a faire picture, than to 
cut his Hawkes meate, or to play at Tennis with his Page.”430 He goes on to claim that 
drawing is necessary for those who study military science and mathematics.
431
 Drawing 
therefore had both an educational and a recreational role in the development of the young 
gentleman. It was not a laborious or professional application, but was a form of polite 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Bermingham, Learning to Draw. On the growing practice of drawing among amateurs in the 
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diversion, linked to the character, sophistication, and privilege of the ideal gentleman. 
This marks a significant transition in the connotations of drawing: it had migrated from 
the artist’s studio with its pedagogical function and entered the gentleman’s realm, with 
its social and cultural implications.  
 Many figures practiced art in this fashion. Holland, in particular, saw a 
remarkable increase in the number of amateur draftsmen and printmakers among the 
upper and middle classes in the seventeenth century.
432
 Jan van de Cappelle, for example, 
was a prodigious landscape painter who significantly contributed to the burgeoning 
interest in landscape representation in the seventeenth century. As discussed briefly, he 
produced scores of marine paintings which were quite popular in his own time.
 433
 He 
also executed many sketches of boats and shipping which served those paintings as 
preparatory works. He appears to have produced them while sailing on his own yacht, a 
clue to his personal wealth that allowed his pleasurable artistic pursuits.
434
 Indeed, Van 
de Cappelle had inherited his father’s dye-works business, and thus enjoyed a financial 
independence which permitted his more enjoyable than profitable practice of art.
435
 While 
he must have sold and circulated his works, his motivation was not primarily a financial 
one. Van de Cappelle never joined the Amsterdam Guild of Saint Luke, and he was an 
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impressive collector who owned over seven-thousand works of art by significant figures 
including Rembrandt, Elsheimer and Goudt himself.
436
  
 Similarly, Constantijn Huygens demonstrated a sustained dedication to art that he 
also impressed upon his sons. Huygens was, of course, secretary to Stadholder Frederick 
Hendrick and an important collector, as discussed (chapter 2). He was also an avid 
draftsman who viewed drawing as a critical aspect of his complete education. In his 
autobiography, previously discussed, he related that learning to draw refined his 
judgment and enabled him to participate in the discussions about art that engaged 
informed intellectuals (chapter 2). For Huygens, drawing therefore had an educational 
function as well as a social one, as it facilitated the informed “discourse of luxury”437 that 
was an important aspect of elite society. Huygens also required that his sons receive art 
instruction as part of their formal education. Constantijn the Younger and Christiaan were 
prolific amateur draftsman throughout their lives.
438
 Their professional interests did not 
deter their significant contributions to the art of their day.
439
 To be sure, Constantijn the 
Younger succeeded his father as secretary to the Stadholder, but produced an 
exceptionally vast and accomplished body of drawings. In fact, many of his sketches 
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were inspired by landscapes he viewed while traveling in a professional capacity with the 
Stadholder.
440
 
 These figures were among a burgeoning group of amateurs for whom art was a 
nonprofessional activity that was closely intertwined with their elite status and their 
freedom from financial obligation.
441
  The making of art recreationally implied the 
breadth of the gentleman’s interests and abilities, which transcended the scope of his 
professional duties and created an image of the amateur himself as a well-rounded 
sophisticate. In Ann Bermingham’s words, “…drawing was a social practice that 
reflected back on the draftsman.”442 
 The physical aspects of their works often underscore drawing’s role as a pastime 
or pleasurable pursuit. Amateur works are often characterized by a sort of casual, 
informal execution that distinguishes them from more professional works. The style is 
often not particularly distinctive, as developing a personal manner or even mastering 
representational means was not of chief importance to the dilettante at leisure. In some 
cases, artists actually emphasized their relatively-unskilled execution in order to call 
attention to their non-professional status.
443
 In addition, amateurs rarely signed their 
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works, indicating that their drawings were not intended for public consumption.
444
 In 
fact, their drawings often remained in their possession or their descendants.’ While they 
occasionally distributed their works as gifts among friends and intimates, they did not 
disperse them as commercial products intended for financial gain. In this sense the works 
were distinct from the public sphere—an important difference from the work of 
professional artists.  
 While scholars have correctly emphasized the casual nature of amateur work, 
certain figures were nevertheless quite serious about their artistic production, even though 
it remained a nonprofessional activity. Jan de Bisschop, for example, was a prolific 
landscape draftsman who is credited with roughly two hundred works.
445
 Most are 
executed in a combination of pen and reddish-brown ink, which became known as 
“bisschops-ink” in the eighteenth century.446 Many of his drawings were executed while 
De Bisschop was a student of law in Leiden; he recorded sites in and around the town and 
while on trips to other Dutch cities.
447
  Later in his career, De Bisschop founded a private 
drawing academy in The Hague.
448
 He and other amateurs met four nights a week to draw 
after a live model.  
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 De Bisschop also produced highly-finished drawings after antique sculptures, 
Renaissance and later paintings, as well as a few figural, portrait, and genre studies. He 
reproduced some of these designs as etchings, which were intended as illustrations for his 
classicist treatises, Signorum Veterum Icones (1668-69) and Paradigmata graphisches 
variorum artificum (1671).
449
 His publications were meant as a corrective to Dutch art, 
defining an idealizing canon of antique and Renaissance models that Northern artists 
should follow. His treatises—like his ongoing practice of drawing—represent De 
Bisschop’s sincere and unwavering commitment to the arts. Although it remained a 
nonprofessional pursuit, art for De Bisschop was a serious endeavor that shaped his life 
and had implications for the Dutch visual tradition in the later seventeenth century.  
 In a similar way, Goudt’s drawings exist along a continuum between two modes 
of artistic production that are traditionally described as “professional” and “amateur.” 
They demonstrate, on one hand, his serious dedication to drawing as a fundamental 
aspect of his artistic development. He grappled with canonical models relentlessly, 
sometimes sketching a figure from a print almost unconsciously on a verso, as the “Lucas 
figure” suggests, or recreating whole compositions in series of drawing that trace his 
evolving reconception of an iconic archetype. Yet Goudt also drew mundane scenes of 
the everyday incessantly. Figures strolling in a landscape with no apparent destination, 
for example, make routine appearances in his oeuvre. They are occasionally quite large, 
fully-elaborated compositions, but just as often they are impossibly small snippets of 
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larger sheets. In some cases he assiduously reworked these designs, but in just as many 
examples he seems to have enjoyed the process as a more casual exercise.  
Uniting his different drawings—whether they were learning exercises or 
recreational sketches—was their fundamentally private role in Goudt’s artistic 
production.  Indeed, to paraphrase Jacoby, his drawings never served a final goal. Rather, 
drawing offered a private arena in which to experiment and struggle, imitate and redesign 
without the implicit imperative of developing a signature style or perfecting works prior 
to their final execution and circulation—an intrinsic freedom that is manifested in his 
marks on the page. His style ranges from casual and quick to unrestrained and arbitrary, 
reflecting his almost nonchalant record of motifs or his more obsessive imitations and 
recreations of compositions, with no regard for the drawing’s pleasing effect or even its 
cohesiveness. Lines are imprecise and rigorous, and often compress space and volume. 
Pools of ink, now losses in the sheets, reflect Goudt’s inexact, even unrestrained 
application. His random or reused supports and his frequent verso drawings also reflect 
the unselfconscious abandon with which Goudt often drew. He turned his supports 
around and over, continuing to draw regardless of the visual discord that often resulted. 
Goudt’s rather indifferent attitude toward his mistakes and improvisations or the 
supports themselves betrays the private nature of his practice of drawing; whether he 
engaged an iconic example or a mundane motif, he drew with a freedom and informality 
that presumes no viewer other than Goudt himself. Indeed, he produced over three 
hundred drawings which he never translated into final, or finished works of art, 
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demonstrating his sustained commitment to draftsmanship as a private, autonomous 
pursuit, an end in itself with no ostensible purpose in the conventional sense. In this 
regard, his fundamental approach to drawing as a noncommercial, private exercise which 
manifests, in Sandrart’s words his “innate love for art,” relates his work to amateur 
production, an aesthetic pursuit undertaken by sophisticated gentlemen whose activity 
was not dictated by professional or commercial necessity. 
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EPILOGUE 
  
Goudt’s Shadow: 
His Reception and Influence in the Seventeenth Century 
  
Despite his limited production of prints, Goudt had a significant impact on subsequent 
artists. He introduced innovative visual effects to the graphic arts which were emulated 
by printmakers from the 1620s through the late seventeenth century. Indeed, his nocturnal 
prints, in particular, inspired many copies and adaptations—a sort of artistic chain of 
events that witnessed the dispersal of his designs as well as the development of new 
printmaking techniques, many of which differed significantly from Goudt’s laborious 
process of engraving and etching.
450
 In addition, impressions of his prints seem to have 
been issued long after Goudt had died. These later reprintings of Goudt’s works, which 
unfortunately are often in poor condition, nevertheless testify to the long-lived popularity 
and influence of his very select oeuvre.  
 Although his prints would have a broad influence in the seventeenth century (see 
below), only one artist perpetuated Goudt’s particular technique. Jan van de Velde II, the 
son of Goudt’s presumed teacher in the art of calligraphy, emulated Goudt’s painstaking 
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manipulation of the plate in his prints from around 1622.
451
 He produced The Star of the 
Kings, Shrove Tuesday and The Pancake Woman after drawings by Pieter Molijn.
452
 Each 
work features a rather commonplace subject—an annual festival or a street vendor—
made more dramatic by the evocative tenebristic effects that Van de Velde achieved 
through laborious work in engraving and etching. Van de Velde also produced series of 
the times of day which feature images that assimilate Goudt’s lighting effects into 
landscape settings. In his Nox print, for example, Van de Velde engraved and etched 
passages of dense hatchwork which printed as a veil of darkness penetrated only by tiny 
slivers of untouched paper. In this particular image, Van de Velde also incorporated the 
diagonal “wedge” of landscape that Goudt had introduced in his Landscape with Aurora 
print after Elsheimer’s painting.   
 Similarly, in his Vesper print (Evening, fig. 4.1), Van de Velde evoked nightfall 
over the countryside: behind a hilly landscape already shrouded in darkness, the sun sets 
over the flat horizon.
453
 Van de Velde carved lines more sparingly near the horizon line 
so that the untouched paper suggests the final moments of daylight. The foreground 
landscape, dotted only by tiny figures and a path, is a maze of linework that is 
reminiscent of Goudt’s most heavily-worked passages in his Flight into Egypt. 
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 Van de Velde also included in his prints elegant calligraphic inscriptions which 
testify to both his father’s and Goudt’s lasting influence. Like them, Van de Velde 
demonstrated his gift for schoonschrift, embellishing each image with a related verse that 
showcased his skill in the refined art form as well as his gift for poetry.  
 Van de Velde’s nocturnal images represent only a handful of his total output. 
Indeed, he had a highly prolific career working for publishers such as Claes. Jansz. 
Visscher. He issued over five hundred prints, many of them after designs by Willem 
Buytewech, Frans Hals, Pieter Molijn and others.
454
 Van de Velde therefore played a 
significant role in transmitting others’ designs and visual effects throughout the 
Netherlands and beyond, Goudt’s among them. Thus through Van de Velde, Goudt’s 
nocturnal effects were assimilated into a large-scale professional enterprise, a significant 
shift in their production and dispersal. He effectively commercialized Goudt’s 
innovations in printmaking by issuing them on an expansive scale that Goudt himself 
seems never to have envisioned. Moreover, Van de Velde modified the subjects: the 
prints no longer narrated an arcane mythological or historical story, as Goudt’s had, but 
rather featured commonplace subjects or events that the average viewer could identify 
and appreciate. In making them more intellectually available, so to speak, Van de Velde 
facilitated their wider appeal. Van de Velde therefore integrated Goudt’s visual effects 
into more mainstream imagery that circulated beyond the comparatively-limited audience 
that Goudt himself had targeted.  
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 Although only Van de Velde perpetuated Goudt’s technique, many printmakers 
responded to his prints. In some cases, artists directly copied them, but developed their 
own techniques with which to emulate his visual effects. Often their works represent 
important innovations in printmaking, so that Goudt’s few, fine works spawned a great 
many offspring, so to speak, that offered new avenues for creative expression in the 
graphic arts. 
 One of the first Italian printmakers to reproduce a painting by Elsheimer was 
Bernardino Capitelli.
 455
 He executed over sixty etchings between 1625 and 1637; he 
depicted races, contests, and parades influenced by Florentine etchers such as Raffaello 
Sciaminosi and the French printmaker Jacques Callot. He also produced etchings after 
antique sarcophagi, reliefs, and paintings for Cassiano dal Pozzo, his patron from 1627 to 
1629. In his etchings, Capitelli developed a method of juxtaposing areas of dense cross-
hatching with areas of untouched paper, resulting in dramatic tenebristic effects. To 
create a more subtle modulation of tone between the passages of light and dark, he 
employed staged biting.
456
 His full vocabulary of line is evident in his 1633 print of The 
Mocking of Ceres (fig. 4.2).
457
 Capitelli’s etching technique resulted in a sketch-like 
rendering that differs significantly from Goudt’s extremely precise print from thirty years 
before. Throughout the print, passages of open, exuberant hatchwork result in broad areas 
of darkness that contrast dramatically with the gleaming highlights.  
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 That Capitelli imitated Goudt’s print is clear from the inscription, which features 
the poem by Jan Rutgers that appeared in Goudt’s work from 1610. Rather than Goudt’s 
name and dedication to Cardinal Scipione Borghese, however, Capitelli dedicated the 
print “in devoted, loving testimony” to Pompenio Ptholomeo.458 He also signed and dated 
the print, 1633. Although Pompenio Tolomeo has not been identified specifically, it is 
significant that Capitelli chose Goudt’s print as the vehicle for his own dedication to an 
illustrious figure. Capitelli evidently viewed Goudt’s print as a respected, even iconic 
example whose emulation demonstrated his own ability and represented a fitting homage 
to his dedicatee. As discussed, emulation was a specific form of imitation that showcased 
the artist’s esteem for his model as well as his ability to equal it. Moreover, it implied the 
viewer’s knowledge of the reproduced work of art—a suggestion of his own education as 
well as a reflection of the work’s fame. Thus Goudt’s print was an admired example 
whose mastery demonstrated Capitelli’s exceptional skill and flattered its recipient—a 
testament to the high regard in which Goudt’s work continued to be held over twenty 
years after its execution.  
 It has also been suggested that Benedetto Castiglione’s later experiments with the 
dark-field monotype were inspired by Goudt’s prints (figure 4.3).459 In this process, 
Castiglione inked the entire plate and then scratched out highlights, thereby creating truly 
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painterly prints that are the precursors of the modern monotype. His technique had the 
advantage of offering a means of capturing profound shadows with relative ease. 
However, it was limited in that very few fine impressions could be produced, given the 
degradation of the image itself during the printing process.  
 Castiglione’s monotypes, while not directly inspired by a specific print by Goudt, 
nevertheless suggest the sort of broad influence of Goudt’s prints. Indeed, capturing such 
evocative effects in a reproducible medium became an artistic quest, so to speak, that 
spurred artists to remarkable technical innovations. This “quest for printed tone” became 
a particularly significant feature of printmaking in the north, where Goudt’s prints 
galvanized printmakers in the Netherlands and England especially.
460
 
 Wenceslaus Hollar, for example, was a pivotal figure in the British printmaking 
tradition who responded directly to both Elsheimer’s paintings and Goudt’s prints. He 
grew up in Germany and had a rather peripatetic career, traveling throughout his 
homeland and the Netherlands before settling in Cologne.
461
 It was there that he met 
Thomas Howard, the Earl of Arundel, in 1636, a pivotal moment in his career. He 
subsequently moved with him to England where he produced landscape views and 
recorded the high fashions of gentlemen and women in Thomas Howard’s circle. His 
principal responsibility, however, was executing drawings after Howard’s collection and 
then translating them into etchings.  
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 In the 1640s, Wenzel Hollar produced three prints after paintings by Elsheimer.
 
Two of the paintings, Latona and Pallas, which Hollar reproduced in 1646 and 1649, 
belonged to Thomas Howard, as the inscriptions on the prints inform us (figs. 4.4a, 
4.4b).
462
 As discussed in chapter two, they both feature inscriptions which read “ex 
Arundel collectie,” referring to the fact that these paintings, like so much of Howard’s 
collection, were sold after his move to Antwerp.
 463
 Hollar’s Mocking of Ceres print, 
however, was not based on the original painting but on Goudt’s print (fig. 4.4c). This is 
indicated by the inscription, which replicates Goudt’s but is executed in a different form 
of script and omits Goudt’s name. 
 In reproducing Goudt’s Mocking of Ceres, in particular, with its deep shadows 
and bright areas of illumination, Hollar undertook an image that gave full play to his 
then-innovative etching technique. Hollar was among the only practitioners of the art in 
England where, in Richard Godrey’s words, “the native tradition of line engraving was 
threadbare and provincial, bereft even of the charm of simplicity.”464 Indeed, the 
foremost printmakers in early seventeenth-century England were foreigners and many 
had left by the 1630s. Thus Hollar was effectively alone in exploring the expressive 
potential of the etching technique. He developed a time-consuming method for achieving 
the full spectrum of darks that an image such as the Mocking of Ceres would have 
required. It involved immersing the copper plate several times in the acid bath, with each 
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bite resulting in another, deeper passage of etched lines. As Godfrey explains, one could 
only master this tricky procedure through experience, and many disasters must have 
occurred as he gradually learned about proper exposure times—a learning process which, 
in Godfrey’s words, must have “added gray hairs to the heads of all etchers.”465 
 Hollar called attention to his technical accomplishment in his prints by adding the 
inscription “acqua fortis” beneath each image. We may infer from these inscriptions that 
Hollar viewed his experiments in etching as a sort of artistic innovation for which he 
proudly claimed responsibility. Thus Goudt’s print was a vehicle for Hollar’s novel 
technique—a demonstration piece, as it were, that was therefore redolent of Goudt’s own 
work for this self-promotional quality. 
 In the Netherlands, one of the most celebrated examples of an artist’s response to 
Goudt was that of Hercules Segers.
466
 Segers was praised for his extremely original 
prints; he treated each impression as an independent work of art, mixing techniques and 
experimenting with supports to achieve unprecedented tonal effects so that Samuel van 
Hoogstraten rightly said he “printed…paintings.”467 Segers often focused on the 
unstaffed landscape, imparting to his imagined scenes a moody, sometimes eerie, 
atmosphere by virtue of the unnatural tones he achieved with staged biting and lift-
ground techniques, as well as the addition of ink to his supports (he printed on both cloth 
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and paper). Segers’s only variation on another artist’s composition was his adaptation of 
Goudt’s Great Tobias print (fig. 4.5468). He integrated Goudt’s central figural group into 
a more expansive, hilly landscape and the figures are in reverse of Goudt’s print.  
 The print is known in only two surviving impressions, both of which are printed 
in greenish ink on white paper.
469
 As Clifford Ackley has explained, Segers used a highly 
unusual technique in this work, applying dabs and dashes of resist and fine nets of criss-
crossing etched lines.
470
 When printed, the passages of resist read as lighter areas on a 
darker background, and the etched portions meld together in broad areas of painting-like 
tone and texture.
471
    
 Segers’s print inspired Rembrandt’s iconographic and technical variant of the 
composition. Rembrandt acquired Segers’s printing plate and reworked the composition 
into the scene of the Holy Family (fig. 4.6
472
). He applied coarse drypoint strokes to 
Segers’s plate, fashioning the new, smaller figural group with sketchier, more angular 
lines. The background is also thoroughly reworked. Rembrandt developed the 
composition over seven different states: a long creative process that reflects his deliberate 
and thoughtful reworking of a model he clearly admired. Although none of the states is 
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dated, it very likely took him several years to realize this ambitious reconception of an 
iconic example.
473
 
 In this case, one can see a rare instance of the artistic ancestry that developed 
directly from one of Goudt’s prints. His Great Tobias spurred two of the most 
experimental printmakers of the seventeenth century to some of their most original 
efforts. Goudt’s print was thus the locus of a creative chain of events, each of which 
perpetuated Goudt’s ambitions for the print as an expressive medium.  
 Rembrandt’s particular relationship to Goudt and, by extension, Elsheimer, was 
not limited to this particular instance of artistic emulation. As Weizsacker pointed out in 
1936, Rembrandt’s Supper at Emmaus painting in Paris (fig. 4.7474) suggests that he was 
familiar with either Elsheimer’s painting of Jupiter and Mercury in the House of 
Philemon and Baucis or, more likely, Goudt’s print.475  Rembrandt’s protagonists, Christ 
and one of the apostles, sit at a table in a dimly lit interior. Christ’s divinity is suggested 
by the glowing light around him which highlights the stunned expression on the apostle’s 
face. In the background, another figure prepares their meal. This humble interior, the site 
of a miraculous event involving recognition and faith, is strongly reminiscent of that in 
Goudt’s print, which was likewise a cozy, modest home in which a moment of 
astonishing revelation took place. 
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 More generally, the nocturnal effects that Goudt introduced were critical spurs to 
Rembrandt’s aesthetic commitments. Indeed, his name became virtually synonymous 
with the sort of evocative tenebristic effects that he encountered in Goudt’s works. In his 
prints, Rembrandt devised highly experimental techniques for achieving his effects. He 
carved extremely dense passages of etching and drypoint, and used different supports as 
well as selective inking of his plates to achieve the veil of darkness that Goudt brought to 
the Netherlands in the 1610s.  
 Through his prodigious and highly creative output of prints, Rembrandt in effect 
shaped the Dutch printmaking tradition in the seventeenth century; indeed, he was the 
most influential printmaker of the century whose particular aesthetic was often 
perpetuated by his pupils and followers. Jan Lievens, Ferdinand Bol, and Willem Drost, 
for example, were strongly influenced by Rembrandt, as their paintings and prints 
reflect.
476
 Their etchings invariably echoed Rembrandt’s evocative lighting effects, which 
they also produced by etching dense passages of cross-hatching and leaving certain areas 
of the plate barely touched. Thus through Rembrandt, the profound darkness once 
represented by Goudt’s comparatively-discrete, even tiny output, became a defining 
aspect of Dutch printmaking in the seventeenth century. 
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 Later in the seventeenth century in the Netherlands and England, the emergence 
of the mezzotint technique represented an artistic response to the innovative aesthetic that 
Goudt helped to cultivate through his prints. (figs. 4.8, 4.9) Indeed, his dramatic 
tenebrism and sensitive rendering of atmosphere were specifically sought by the early 
developers of the technique. As discussed in chapter two, Prince Rupert learned the 
fundamentals of the process from Ludwig von Seigen, a dilettante who had produced a 
few rudimentary mezzotints in the 1640s.
477
 Von Seigen shared with Rupert his method 
for roughening a printing plate with a roulette or rocker, which allowed the artist to 
capture an overall tonality that eluded all but the most adept practitioners of linear 
techniques such as engraving and etching. After learning from Von Seigen, Rupert went 
on to collaborate with the Dutch painter Wallerant Vaillant, who, according to Arnold 
Houbraken, made Rupert swear to keep their technique a secret.
478
 Nonetheless, Rupert 
returned to England and there collaborated with John Evelyn, who described the 
technique in a famously elliptical passage in his De Sculptura of 1662: “Of the new way 
of engraving, or Mezzotinto, invented and communicated by His Highness Prince Rupert, 
Count Palatine of Rhine…which has by none been ever published….his Highness did 
indulge me the liberty of publishing the whole manner and address of this new way of 
engraving…But when I had well considered it, I did not think it necessary, that an Art so 
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curious, and so little vulgar…was to be prostituted at so cheap a rate, as the more naked 
describing of it here would too soon have exposed it to.”479  
 Given its advantages for achieving tone and texture, the mezzotint was 
particularly suitable for the reproduction of portraits—a mainstay of the British artistic 
tradition. The technique was also expressly encouraged for the reproduction of night 
scenes. Gerard de Lairesse was the first writer to recommend the technique for “night and 
candle-pieces.”480 In Abraham Bosse’s book on engraving, the author also encouraged its 
use for paintings with strong chiaroscuro effects as “those that require darkness, as in 
nocturnal effects, or those containing much brown, like those by Rembrandt, Benedetto, 
several by Teniers….give the greatest effect.”481  
 The early mezzotints by Prince Rupert and other Dutch artists such as Wallerant 
Vaillant and Allart van Everdingen were highly experimental, creative works that 
suggested their almost scientific interest in the technique as much as their aesthetic 
preferences.
482
 The relative ease of the technique also made it particularly appealing to 
dilettantes, who could now execute tonal prints through a less demanding process.  As 
discussed, Rupert himself was just such an artistically-inclined gentleman. Gerard de 
Lairesse later articulated its appeal for the amateur, describing it as a technique one could 
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easily learn and enjoy without the inherent challenges associated with traditional 
printmaking methods—tedious work and odor. He went on to call it a “delightful 
diversion,” and described how he had made a mezzotint quite quickly, in an hour’s time, 
while he walked in a garden.
483
 Thus the ease of the technique, which was a polite, 
decorous diversion rather than a laborious professional application, put it in the 
gentleman’s hands, as it were, offering a more accessible means for creative expression. 
 On the other hand, the mezzotint also became a highly professionalized process: it 
allowed for a division of labor that resulted in higher production at lower costs. The 
initial preparatory phases of work—roughening the plate, for example—could be 
assigned to assistants, with the final image being executed by the master.
484
 This 
increasingly-organized system ultimately resulted in a profusion of reproductive images 
that were conceptually far removed from Rupert’s and others’ early innovations in the 
technique. It became a more commercial process, largely devoid of the artist’s particular 
personality and rather a response to an increasing demand for less expensive imagery. 
 Goudt’s prints thus played an important role among subsequent printmakers. His 
works were identified as great achievements whose emulation suggested the artist’s own 
dexterity and mastery. Moreover, his prints introduced an aesthetic that precipitated 
significant innovations in printmaking; in an effort to simulate or surpass Goudt’s 
nocturnal and atmospheric effects, artists devised novel means for achieving printed tone, 
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so that Goudt’s few works in effect altered the course of printmaking in the seventeenth 
century. 
 Ironically, the enduring fame of Goudt’s works also precipitated their eventual 
degradation. The later reprinting of his plates and rework to the plates ultimately 
misrepresented Goudt’s original effects. As discussed in chapter one, Goudt’s printing 
plates were removed from his home around 1637. Impressions of the plates seem to have 
been printed long after the artist himself had died.  A number of worn impressions exist 
which highlight by contrast the refined, flawless nature of impressions which were 
presumably issued under Goudt’s direction. Of course, it is difficult to presume which 
particular impressions were printed during Goudt’s life. But given his fastidious 
technique and the self-conscious nature of his works, one can certainly assume that he 
only intended to circulate fine impressions. These are often printed on papers with a 
Strasburg Bend or Strasburg Lily watermark (figs. 4.10a-d).
485
 These papers are 
consistently bright off-white, which Goudt must have intentionally chosen for the 
beautiful contrast it provided to his printed lines. Their aesthetic effect is evident when 
they are compared with impressions on darker, brownish paper (which may have 
occurred over time). As discussed briefly, these have a flat appearance that mitigates 
Goudt’s rich tonalities (fig.4.11).  
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 The existence of such poor impressions is not in itself notable. The methods for 
storing and displaying the objects contributed to the great wear and tear of many 
impressions. More unusual, however, is the evidence of rework to Goudt’s plates that 
certain impressions of his prints reveal. In this case, a later figure sought to preserve his 
work, presumably to issue more impressions of the valuable prints. The character of these 
additions, however, differs dramatically from Goudt’s original work. 
 An impression of the Mocking of Ceres in Dusselfdorf illustrates this rework 
(4.12 a-p).
486
 Overall, the impression has a pale, flat quality that contrasts with the deep 
darkness that characterizes fine impressions of Goudt’s prints. The lines are weak and 
shallow, with the result that Goudt’s rich gradations of shadow and light are neutralized. 
In fine impressions, for example, even the densest passages of line remain intact: each 
line registers individually, and the tiny unprinted areas of paper between the lines remain 
bright off-white or white (figs. 4.12 a-d). This is a remarkable aspect of Goudt’s work in 
general: even peripheral passages of undefined space play an important role in the print’s 
visual effect. To be sure, these impossibly small areas of untouched paper between the 
printed lines modulate the darkness, so his prints have the effect of atmospheric volume 
enveloping figures. In weak impressions, these gleaming spaces between the lines are 
imprecise, and are often pale grey (rather than the white of the unprinted paper) so that 
rather than deepening the pictorial space, they flatten it. 
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 Changes introduced into the faces and bodies of the principal characters also 
distort Goudt’s original work. In Metanira’s face, for example, Goudt’s work includes of 
a varied pattern of line that suggests her age (fig. 4.12e, f). By carving lines more densely 
in certain passages, for example, he suggested the wrinkles and the uneven appearance 
appropriate to an older woman.  Goudt’s individual lines are precise and exacting: each 
line is carefully carved, gently swelling to suggest the curvature of her face and tapering 
off in the area of bright illumination. In the reworked impression, however, fewer of 
Goudt’s lines remain. Through their continued printings, they became broken and weak, 
so they printed as pale, thin lines rather than dynamic, descriptive ones. Arbitrary, 
sketchy etched lines were added throughout her face, creating a rather imprecise effect. 
Surface tone was also applied. It appears as a gray wash, flattening the three-
dimensionality that Goudt had achieved with strong, clear linework.  
 The same transformation can be seen in Stellio’s face (figs. 4.12 g, h). After 
Goudt’s original linework had diminished, the plate was etched arbitrarily, so there is a 
careless, imprecise linear pattern which departs from Goudt’s systematic, deliberate 
linework. Etched lines intersect randomly, so that they no longer suggest the form itself 
but simply “fill in” worn areas of the plate, with no regard to their descriptive function. A 
very similar change appears in Ceres’s face (figs. 4.12i, j); Goudt’s original work is 
compromised by additional lines that create a more sketch-like rendering than Goudt 
intended.  
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 The extent of the rework to this plate is significant; even peripheral passages 
(4.12k-4.12p)—the area at Ceres’s feet, the large wheel, and the background figure 
stoking a fire—show rework that misrepresents Goudt’s original effects. The additional 
lines contrast with Goudt’s deliberate linework in that they are placed arbitrarily and with 
no attention to their individual clarity or precision.  
  
~ 
This brief survey of works inspired by Goudt’s prints and later reprintings of his plates 
serves to illustrate that the afterlife of Goudt’s prints raises many of the issues 
surrounding the practice of imitation and the status of the reproductive print discussed in 
chapter two. In some cases, Goudt’s prints inspired original compositions and techniques 
by gifted, creative printmakers of subsequent generations. Segers and Rembrandt 
reconceptualized Goudt’s Great Tobias, for example, perpetuating the sort of 
experimentalism and innovation that animated Goudt’s prints. Similarly, Bernardino 
Capitelli and Wenceslaus Hollar developed complex etching techniques in order to 
capture the evocative effects that Goudt had achieved. The mezzotint was also developed 
as a more expeditious means of achieving the velvety tones that Goudt had introduced. 
Early practitioners of the technique were curious innovators who conceptually 
perpetuated Goudt’s experimentalism. The technique was also an important tool for 
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amateurs and professional publishers alike, so that it gave rise to both more casually-
executed prints and more commercially-oriented projects.  
 Thus Goudt’s prints inspired, in Lisa Pon’s words, a “vertiginous proliferation of 
related images:”487 they were, in some cases, creatively reinterpreted, resulting in highly 
original images and techniques—new offspring, so to speak, that sustained the spirit of 
creativity and originality that characterized Goudt’s works.  They were also, however, 
seriously compromised by their fame. Sensing their value, later figures issued more 
impressions and reworked at least one plate, evidently hoping to capitalize on the works’ 
celebrity and value. The repeated issuing of his works literally and figuratively degraded 
Goudt’s originals; the later impressions no longer represented artistic virtuosity and 
innovation, but were rather distant echoes of once-remarkable accomplishments.  
 ~ 
 Tracing the influence of Goudt’s drawings is a much more difficult undertaking 
for the simple fact that we do not know precisely where they traveled over the course of 
Goudt’s career and after his death. As discussed in chapter three, it is my belief that most 
of the works remained in his possession during his life. We have some traces of their 
collecting from the late seventeenth century; both Cornelis Dusart and Jan van de 
Cappelle owned drawings by Goudt, but these represent rare cases in which we can 
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demonstrate their early provenance with concrete evidence.
488
  Despite the obvious 
drawbacks presented by this blind spot in our knowledge of the drawings’ whereabouts, 
we can still see their influence on certain artists in the seventeenth century who seem to 
have responded directly to Goudt’s techniques in drawing or his particular subjects.  
  For instance, Goudt’s few explorations in gouache seem to have stimulated 
interest in the technique among artists in Rembrandt’s circle. As discussed in chapter 
three, he produced a few figural gouaches and a limited number of landscape gouaches. 
The latter works were closely echoed by Gerrit Battem and Peter de With. As Joachim 
Jacoby pointed out, Gerrit Battem may have been exposed to Goudt’s works during his 
visit to Utrecht around 1668.
489
 Although Goudt had long since died, it is possible that he 
came into contact with Goudt’s works while there. In any case, both he and De With 
explored the sort of tonal landscape in gouache that Goudt had produced, suggesting 
some connection between them.  
 Furthermore, Goudt’s drawings seem to have inspired a print Giussepi Zocchi 
(fig. 4.13). The print depicts a hilly landscape with a valley and figures walking along a 
path; it is inscribed “From an Original Drawing of Elsheimer,” but as we have seen, this 
type of landscape with walking figures and a small cottage nestled among trees was a 
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frequent subject in Goudt’s drawings. Indeed, the print is almost a pastiche of motifs 
drawn from Goudt’s sketches. Although it is virtually impossible to identify a particular 
drawing on which this print was based, its general affinity with Goudt’s drawings 
suggests that Zocchi was well aware of them, though he mis-identified them as works by 
Elsheimer.  
 ~ 
 As much as Goudt’s role among subsequent artists was related to the particular 
aesthetic that he introduced, especially in printmaking, he was also, in subtler way, a 
complex figure who opens up a broader discourse about the role of reproduction and the 
practice of the arts among the elite. Moreover, he highlights many of the limitations 
inherent in our modern categories for artistic production. A proficient printmaker, a 
dedicated draftsman, and a sophisticated aesthete, Goudt represents the overlapping of 
two spheres of artistic production that are traditionally considered distinct, even mutually 
exclusive. To be sure, we tend to think about professional artists and gentlemen-amateurs 
along two different trajectories, so to speak, which converge or separate depending on the 
prevailing notions of artistic practice, for example. But in fact, Goudt’s art was fully 
intertwined with his self-conception and his self-presentation as an elite nobleman. In his 
reproductive prints, he displayed his own artistic talent as well as his erudition and 
nobility. Furthermore, he used Elsheimer’s paintings to suggest his own cultivation, 
turning the reproductive print to a highly self-promotional end. A serious draftsman, 
Goudt was also an unencumbered one who, as an elite gentleman, did not work with the 
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implicit imperative of professional development. Rather, he was free to explore and 
experiment, resulting in surprisingly dynamic drawings in which the lines on the page 
suggest his unfettered practice.  
Undoubtedly influenced by the self-image that Goudt himself crafted in his works 
of art, subsequent writers and artists recognized him as a more nuanced figure than 
modern historians have described. They acknowledged him as a highly accomplished-
artist and an elite gentlemen. Sandrart, for example, remembered Goudt as an 
“academicum” and a great lover of art, as well as a proficient printmaker and draftsman. 
In a similar vein, Samuel van Hoogstraten, whose career was, in many ways, shaped by 
his own desire to present himself as a learned virtuoso, invoked Goudt among those who 
had achieved fame, glory, and nobility through their art—figures who substantiated Van 
Hoogstraten’s lofty claims for artistic practice. Alongside Albrecht Dürer, Hans Holbein, 
Titian, Bartholomeus Spranger, and Gianlorenzi Bernini, he named Hendrick Goudt.
490
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APPENDICES 
  
Appendix 1.1 
Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Sec. Brev. 467, fol. 514, 521v (top and bottom of the same 
sheet) 
[fol. 514] 
Ill.mo et R.mo Sig.r 
Hauendo V.S. Ill.ma fauorito Arrigo Goudt Fiammingo nobile d’Aga diuot.[issi]mo 
orator’ suo, di procurarli dal Sig.r Duca di Sauoia l’habito dell’ordine riformato di San’ 
Maurizio, et Lazzaro, et non essendo tornato la risposta, et essendo astretto à partirsi per 
andar’ alla Corte di Francia, et però non potendo indugiar’ più. Però di nuouo torna à 
supplicarla di ottenerli da N. S.re, che si compiaccià di farlo Cavaliere à speron’ d’oro 
secondo il consueto di questa Santa Sede. Il che si reputerà à magg[io]r gratia restandone 
con infinito obligo à V.S. Ill.ma. Qua. Deus etc. 
  
[fol. 521v] 
[hand A] 
All’Ill.mo et R.mo Sig.or 
Il Sig.r Cardinal Borghese 
[hand B] 
Cav[aliera]to speron d[or]o 
S.r Piero Strozzi 
[hand A] 
Per 
Arrigo Goudt Fiammingo nobile 
D’Aga 
[hand B] 
Die 17 Maij 1611 
J.mo pla[cui]t 
  
  
  
Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Sec. Brev. 467, fol. 513, 522v (top and bottom of the same 
sheet) 
[fol. 513] 
Dilecto filio Henrico Goudt Aulae n[ost]rae Lateranen[sis] Comiti et Auratae Militiae 
Equiti. 
Paulus Papa V. 
Dilecte fili salutem. Ex Romani Pontificis, et Ap[osto]lice Sedis beneficentia prouenire 
consueuit ut qui erga illos non exigue fidei; ac deuotionis signa demonstrant, quiq[ue] 
nobilitate, et alijs probitatis, et uirtutum donis, ac meritis sunt ornati, ijdem ab ipso 
Roman. Pontifice et Sede p[refa]ta honoribus et g[rat?]ijs decorentur. Pro inde Nos Te, 
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qui, ut accepimus de nobili genere, et non solum proprijs ornamentis insignito, sed 
spe[ci]alibus privilegijs et g[rat?]ijs Francorum Regum Xp[=Christ]ianissimorum 
decorato, et comprobato procreatus existis, ob sinceram tuam erga Nos, et Apostolicam 
Sedem p[refa]tam fidem, ac deuotionem, aliaque uirtutum merita con dignis gratiae et 
beneficentiae nostrae fauoribus prosequi uolentes, et à quibusuis ex[ecut?]io[n]is etc. 
consentes, suis hac in parte supplicationibus inclinati; Te Aulae nostrae Lateranen[sis] et 
Palatij Apostolici Comitem, ac Auratae Militae Equitem ap[osto]lica auc[torita]te 
ten[or?] p[raese]ntium facimus et creamus Teq[ue] aliorum Comitum et Equitum 
h[u]i[us]mo[d]i [fol. 513v] numero, et consortio fauoralit[e]r aggregamus, Tibiq[ue] ut 
torquem aureum, et ensem, ac aurata calcaria gestare, ac omnibus, et singulis fauoribus, 
honoribus, prerogatiuis, priuilegijs, et indultis, quibus alij Aula Lateranen[sis] Comites, et 
Auratae Militiae Equites h[u]i[us]mo[d]i de iure usu, consuetudine, privilegio aut alios 
q[uo]mo[do]l[ibe]t utuntur, potiuntur, et gaudent, ac uti, potui, et gaudere possunt, et 
poterunt q[uo]mo[do]l[ibe]t in futurum, sive alegria prorsus[?] differentia uti, potui, et 
gaudere possis, et ualeas, citra t[ame]n exemptiones à Concilio Trid[enti]no sublatas, 
auc[torita]te et ten[or?] p[raese]ntis concedimus, et indulgemus; non obstans 
const[itutioni]bus et ord[inationi]bus ap[osto]licis, ac legibus et nuncupatibus, nec non 
statutis, et consuetudinibus et iura[men]to, confirmatione ap[osto]lica, uel qua[m]uis 
firmitate alia roboratis, ceterisq[ue] conijs[?] quibuscunq[ue]. Datum Romae apud 
S[anc]tum Marcum die 19 Maij MDCXI Anno Sexto. 
Si San.mo placet potest expediri P. Card[ina]l Alex. [Montalto?] 
Jo Cobelluc[ci..] 
  
[fol. 522v] 
[hand A] 
Pro Henrico Goutd [sic] Flandro 
Comitatus Palatinus, Equitatus 
Auratae Militiae etc. 
[hand B] 
J.mo placuit expediri 
[hand C] 
1611 Maij [...] Subscriptio R.mi 
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Appendix 1.2 
  
Tr+pl 30-12-1614 p. 528-532 
(House sale 1612) 
(p. 528) 
Anno 1614 den 30 decemb[ris] a nate domini 
Hendrick Schuijrmondt als man ende 
voocht van Elisabeth van Leeuwen sijne huijsfr[ouw] 
Jacob van Leeuwen voor hemselffs ende als 
volmachtigt van Fredrick van Leeuwen sijnen 
broeder gelijck bleeck bij procuratie voor 
Jacob van Herwaerden Not[ari]s ende seeckere 
getuijgen gepasseert in date den negenden 
Septembris 1610 Vincent Knijff als man ende 
voocht van Maria van Leeuwen sijne huijsvr[ouw] 
Aert Claesz van Blanckendael als procuratie  
hebbende van Thijman van Leeuwen uijtlandich 
volgens procuratie bij den selven voor Govert 
Rodius[?] Notaris ende seeckere getuijgen  
opden vijffden Januarij 1610 gepasseert 
Anna van Leeuwen voor haer selffs mit  
handen Jacob van Leeuwen haeren broeder 
voors[chreven] als hier toe haeren gecoren voocht / Ende 
hebben sij comparanten soo voor haer selffs 
als inde qualite voorn[oem]t gecedeert getranspor- 
teert opgedragen ende overgegeven als sij  
cedeerden transporteerden droegen op ende 
gaven over bij desen den E. Hendrick Goudt 
(p. 529) 
Ridder heere van Noortnieuwe lant 
vande Keen ende ambachtsheer vande 
vijff gorssen, de alinge huijsinge erve ende 
hoffstede met noch twee cameren off woningen 
staende ende gelegen op St Jans kerchof 
inden Noortwesthoeck vanden selven 
kerchove, ende voorts alle tgeene daerinne aert 
ende nagelvast is, daer Mr Nicolaes Berck 
met sijnen huijsinge erve ende hoff oostwaerts 
naest gelegen is, streckende voor vanden kerchove 
voors[chreven] tot achter aenden buijtenkant vanden 
suijtoosthoeck van seeckere oude leijmuur 
lijntrecht inden haeck getrocken tot aende 
ganck van acht voet breet binnens muurs 
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leggende tusschen het huijs van Anthonis 
Goossens de cleermaecker ende het ledich 
erff vande overgevers tot aende voorstraet 
tegens over het bagijn hoff, alles naer 
uijtwijsen van seeckere affheijningen van 
plancken ende affgruppelen van die ganck 
van acht voeten binnens muurs voors[chreven], welcke 
ganck mede overgegeven ende getransporteert 
wort bij desen, Ende dit alles naer luijt  
der coopcedulle tusschen de comparanten 
(p. 530) 
ende Joncker Henrick Gout voornoempt 
opgerecht in date den 12 December 1612 
ende sij comparanten verteghen hier aff ende 
claerlijck van alles rechts ende toeseggens 
sij daer aen hadden, ende mede van alle brieven 
daer van spreeckende, ten behoeve alsvooren 
ende zij gelooffdent mede te vrijen ende 
te waren als erffcoop recht is nae recht 
ende gewoonte der Stat Utrecht opde 
servituten inde voors[chreven] coopcedulle geinsereert 
mitsgaders veerthien guldens acht stuvers sj[ae]rs 
outeijgen, die den cap[ittul]e van St Jan ende 
32 stuivers s’jaers insgelijcx outeijgen die 
de vicarie der voors[chreven] kercke daeruijt hebben 
ende anders gelooffden de comparanten alle 
vordere commeren lasten ende plechten eenichsins 
daerop gedaen als erffcoop recht is naer rechte 
ende gewoonte vanden lande van Utrecht 
aff te doen Bekennende sij comparanten  
vande totale cooppenningen ende interest 
vandien deser huijsinge hoffstede erve 
cameren ende gangen voorts aen mit allen 
appendentien …. ten vollen in gereeden gelde 
(p. 531) 
betaelt ende voldaen te weesen den voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r 
Hendrick Goudt van goede betalinge bedancken[de] 
bij desen Sonder Arch 
Den lesten April 1614 
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Appendix 1.2a 
Stad II inv.nr. 1166 
(Tax register for house owners, 1629) 
  
Conventen ende Claustrale huijsen behooren[de] onder het quartier vanden hooftman 
Damiaen van Couwenhoven 
T’Convent van Outwijck 205 
T’Convent van[de] Wittevrouwen 90 
T’Convent van t Vrouwenclooster 90 
Immuniteijt van St Johans 
De geheele huijsinge van Wulp 100 
D’executeurs van Mr Floris Tin 45 
De nieuwe huijs[ing]e van[de] heer van Geeresteijn 48 
De huijs[ing]e van Ledenberch 37 
D’achterhuijs[ing]e op de Vuijleslooth 6 
Jo[ffrouw]e van Wede 9 
Jo[ncke]r Gout 33 
De Burgerm[eeste]r Berck 42 
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Appendix 1.3 
Not. Wtenwael, U006b013 May 28, 1616  
(Hendrick Goudt’s will) 
Op den xxviii Meij anno xviC sestien stilo 
veteri is voor 
mij Jan Antonisz Wtewael openb[aer] Notaris 
bijden hove van Utrecht geadmitteert ende getuygen 
hier onder genomineert in persoon gecompareert 
Jonch[eer] Henrick Goudt gesont van lichame 
& zijn verstant volcomel[ijck] gebruiken[de] Ende v[er]claerde 
t inhouden van het testament hiervoren bij sijn eijgen 
handt ondert[ekent] ende met zijn wapensignet daer 
onder gestelt van date den eersten Januarij lestleden 
te weesen zijn testament & wterste wille  
begeren[de] dat tselve in allen pointen haer volcomen 
effect sal sorteren […] crachte van testament 
Codicille oft gifte […] saecke des doots ofte 
ander wettel[ijck] ordonnan[tie] soe die geemaneert soude 
mogen werden & nae rechten & costumen alder 
best subsisteren & bindend zijn nyettegensta[ende] 
alle solemniteijten van rechten in t voors[chreven] testament 
hoe in dese nyet geobserveert en mochten zijn 
Aldus gedaen tUtrecht ten huijse mijns notaris 
staende aldaer onder de Laeckensnijders in 
presentie van Goosen Jacobsz  van Maersen 
ende Abraham de Halewijn als gelooffweerdige 
getuijgen hier toe bij de voors[chreven] comparant gerequireert 
die desen beneffens den comp[aran]t ende mij Notaris 
hebben ondertekent ten dage & jaere alsboven 
Bij mij 
HGoudt  GJacobsoon JWtenwaelNotpub1616 
(Arend Goudt’s will) 
Op den xxviii Maij anno xviC sestien stilo 
Veteri is voor mij Jan Antonisz Wtewael 
Openb[aer] Notaris bijden Hove van Utrecht geadmitteert in  
persone gecompareert Jonch[eer] Arnoult Goudt 
gesont van lichame & zijn verstant volcomel[ijck] 
gebruken[de], Ende verclaerde het inhouden 
van het testament hier boven met zijn eijgen 
handt geschreven, ondergetekent ende met 
sijn wapensignet daer onder gestelt van 
date den eerste Januarij lestleden te wesen 
zijn testament & wterste wille, begerende dat  
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tselve in alle poincten haer volcomen effect sal 
sorteren tzij wt crachte van testamente codicille 
gifte wt saecke des doots, ofte andere wettel[ijcke]  
ordonnan[tie] hoe die geemaneert zoude mogen werden 
soe die nae rechte & costume alderbest 
subsisteren ende byndich zijn / nyettegenstaen[de] 
alle solemniteijten van rechte int voors[chreven] testament 
ende in desen nyet geobserveert en mochten zijn 
Aldus gedaen tUtrecht ten huijse mijns Notaris 
staende aldaer onder de Laeckensnijders 
in presentie van Goosen Jacobsz van Maersen 
ende Abraham de Halewijn als gelooff 
weerdige getuijgen hier toe bij den voors[chreven] comp[aran]t 
gerequireert die desen beneffens den 
comp[aran]t ende mij Notaris voors[chreven] hebben ondert[ekent] 
ten dage & jaere als boven Bij mij 
  A Goudt      GJacobsoon 
. 
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Appendix 1.4 
Stad II 2244 May 3, 1617 
(Court case between Hendrick Goudt and his neighbor) 
Den derden Meij 1617 
Compareerde voor den gerechte collegialiter 
vergaderd sijnde Heijndrick Goudt omme 
gehoort te worden op den inhoude van den requeste 
bij Jacob van Cleeff op huijden gepresenteert. 
Seijde dat Jacob van Cleeff hem eerst heeft 
geprovoceert ende dat sulcx toegecomen es 
in deser vouge dat hij Gout op gisteren 
uijt sijn venster van sijn somerhuijs gelegen heeft 
responderende naer het erve vanden voirs. Cleeff 
Ende dat hij Gout verschuijvende ofte 
sijn hand stellende aen sijn crage ofte 
rabath? Om sijn halse den voirs. Cleeff hem daerover 
aensprack ende seijde : Wel wat wijst  
ghij, wijst ghij dat gij hangen sult? 
ofte diergelijcke woorden ende dat hij daerop 
antwoorde : Ick hanghen, dat hebt ghij 
beter verdient als ick. Ende dat daer- 
deur de woorden tusschen henluijden hoger 
gelopen ende wassende geworden sijn. Ende dat  
hij respondent alsdan 
mede geseijt ende de voirs. Cleeff verweten 
heeft dat hij hem met valsche getuijgen 
behelpt, doch dat hij 
alle t’geene de requeste inhout nyet 
in sulcker voege als daerbij 
verhaelt wort gesproocken en heeft. 
Verclaerde noch dat ‘tgeene hij van den valsche 
getuijge geseijt heeft daerbij alsnoch 
te persisteren ende dat hij hem aldair in’t  
proces, ‘twelck hij jegens denselven Cleeff 
sustineert, well sall bewijsen. 
Verclaerde noch dat den voirs. Cleef ende die van 
sijne familie ofte werckluijden hem respondent 
(verso) 
op verscheijde tijden seer schandelijck hebben met vingeren 
nagewesen ende geirriteert Dat sij oick bij de  
gebuijren hebben gaen seggen dat hij respondent 
seecker gat in een glas van den voirs. 
Cleeffs huijsinge soude hebben geslagen ofte geworpen 
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ende dat Cleeff op gisteren hem mede verweten 
heeft dat hij respondent ‘tvoirs. gath in 
sijn glas gesmeten ofte geworpen hadde Oick  
hij respondent was een lantloper ende fielt ende dat hij in’t faech- 
vuer en soude dorven commen met meer 
andere schandaleuse en injurieuse 
woorden Hebbende alsoe hem  
eerst geprovoceert ende noch daerenboven 
groteliks geinjurieert. 
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Appendix 1.4a 
Stad II 702-7 2841-1, January 25, 1619 
(Resolution of court case in Goudt’s favor) 
Jo.[ncke]r Hendrick Goudt triumph[ant] 
[versus] Jacob van Cleef gecon[demneer]de 4-4-0 
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Appendix 1.5 
DTB 405 fol. 38, December 12, 1622 
(1622 Geertruijd van der Steven is recorded as living at the home in Saint Janskerkhof) 
Den 12en Decemb[ris] nieuwe aencomelingen 
Geertruijdt vander Steven woonende 
op St Jans kerchoff bij J[oncke]r Goudt 
get. [getuige] Mr Claes de Backer 
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Appendix 1.6 
DTB 405 fol. 64v, April 7, 1625 
(Christina van der Steven is recorded as living at the home in Saint Janskerkhof) 
Christina van der Steven i.d. woonende tot 
Joncker Goude op S. Jans kerckhof 
getuijge Geertruijt van der Steven 
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Appendix 1.7 
DTB 94 fol 353, October 11, 1629 
(1629 Hendrickjen van der Steven is recorded as living at the home in Saint Janskerkhof) 
11 Octob[ris] 1629 
Jan Rutterschen van Schaijck i.g. van Utrecht 
woonende bij den Vijbrugge 
Hendrickjen van der Steven i.d. van Utrecht 
woonende op S. Jans Kerckhof. 
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Appendix 1.8 
Leenkamer 145, Cap. N.H., fol. 24v, 25r, March 26, 1625 
(Arend Goudt appoints curators over his son, Hendrick. Transcribed and translated in 
Hoek, Het Raadsel, pp. 160-163) 
Overleggende ik Arnoud Goudt, dat mijn zoon Hendrick Goudt langer dan vier jaren 
continuelijk bevangen is geweest met een indispositie des verstands, vooralsnog zonder 
apparentie van beterschap, en dat ik derhalve wel behoor met geode gepremediteerde 
zorg te disponeeren, hoe zijn persoon en goederen na mijn overlijden geregeerd en 
bewaard zullen worden, zoolang als hij van zijn ziekte niet verlost zal wezen, zoo is het 
dat ik, daarin willende voorzien naar mijn vermogen, bij dezen comitteer tot curateurs en 
opzieners van persoon den eerzamen Mr. Dirk de Jonge, advocaat in den Hove van 
Holland, mijn neef Jacob Boot, procureur in den Hoogen Raad, Gerrit Knijff, notaris, en 
Frederick von Homborch, beide inwoners der stad Utrecht, terzamen en elk van hen 
bijzonder, biddende, dat na mijn aflijvigheid Hun E. gelieven gedurende dezelve 
indispositie alles te doen buiten hun kosten, wat zij bevinden zullen, noodig te wezen tot 
recuperatie van zijn gezonheid en bewaarnis van zijn persoon en goederen; ja, is’t nooig, 
een of meer andere curateurs in hun plaats te substitueeren met gelijike macht; zonder dat 
zij curateurs gehouden zullen wezen, van hun curateele noch van eenigerlei zaken, 
daaruit mogende ontstaan, aan iemand te respondeeren, uitgenomen den voorschreven 
Boot, van de administratie en ontvangst van de goederen, bij mij achter te laten, al 
volgens zijn commissie. Dan, gemerkt dat de voorschreven indispositie van mijn zoon is 
vereischende den dienst van stille, hem bekende en aangename personen en dat ik daartie 
niemand bekwamer weet dat Geertruijd van der Stenden, zijn zinnen beter dan anderen 
kennendem zoo heb ik met rijpen raad…. Voorts gemerkt, dat de personen, bevangen met 
zoodanige ziekten, dikmaals bij kwade menschen zoo worden verleid en bedrogen, dat zij 
hun goed met prodigaliteit onmiddellijk verteren en dissipeeren en dat ik zulks behoor te 
caveeren zooveel als doenlikm is, is mijn expresse wil en begeerte, dat mijn vooschreven 
zoon, zijnde in zwakheid zijns verstands, het goed van mij te erven in ‘t heele of ten deele 
niet verkoope, belaste, alieneere, pennningen opneme nick schulden make als bij consent 
van twee van zijn curateurs, die bij dezen gebeden worden, dit consent niet te dragen dan 
hebbende volkomen kennis, dat hij bekwaam is, om met verstand zijn goederen te 
regeeren en administeeren, en dit al niettegenstaande dat eenige der voorschreven 
goederen, gespecificeerd in zeker renverse dato den 3den December anno 1620, om 
gewichtige redenen gesteld zijn op naam. En zoo hij anders deed, worden de 
voorschreven curateurs tezamen en elk van hen bijzonder dij dezen machtig gemaakt, om 
dit te beletten met het eerste en zekerste middle, dat zij bevinden zullen te behooren, op 
het aandienen van de voorschreven Geertruijd, die voor een ander kennis zal hebben van 
zij comportementen; zinde ook mijn wil, dat al hetgeen gehandeld en gedaan zal worden 
zonder ‘t voorschreven consent zij invalide en voor nul gehouden. Al hetwelk, andermaal 
met bidden ten hoogste recommandeerende aan de personen in dezen genomineerd, zal 
worden gedaan met uitsluiting van alle bloedvrienden, hoven, gerechten, weeksamers en 
alle andere. Uit kracht van mijn testament date 16 Februari laatstleden, als bij hetzelve 
hebbende gestipuleerd, dat ik alle disposities onder mijn hand van zulke waarde wil 
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gehouden hebben, alsof ze in dit testament waren geinsereerd. Ten oorkonde heb ik 
Arnoud Goudt dezen geschreven en geteekend op den 26sten Maart anno 1625. A. Goudt. 
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Appendix 1.9 
DTB 94 fol. 283, June 15, 1628 
(1628 Christina van der Steven marries) 
Louwijs Gijrardt sergeant van Capp: (cappiteijn, captain) Serdagnie in garnisoen 
tot Arnhem. 
Christina vander Steven j.d. (jongedochter, unmarried) van Rotterdam woon[ende] op St 
Jans 
Kerckhoff. 
[in marge:] 
p[ro]clamatien tot Arnhem. Vidimus den 15 Junij 1628 in[de] Buerk[erck] getrouwt. 
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Appendix 1.10 
DTB 121 fol. 444 
(1628 death of Arend Goudt) 
Jo[ncke]r Aernt Gout heere van de Keen nalat[ende] een 
innocente zoon 
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Appendix 1.11  
U022a001 not. Houtman fol 79-81, October 2, 1628  
(1628 Servant testimony regarding the death of Arend Goudt and the living situation in 
the Goudt household) 
(p. 79) 
Op huijden den tweeden Octobris nae d’oude stijl des 
jaers xviiC acht & twyntich compareerde voor mij Gerrit 
Houtman openbaer notaris bij den Ed. hove provinciael van 
Utrecht geadmitteert int bijweesen van naerbenoemde ge- 
tuijgen Jannichgen Bonnen van Bennecom jongedochter oud 
omtrent dry & twyntich jaeren Attesteerde tuijchde 
& v[er]claerde bij deesen voorde gerechte waerheijt in eedts 
plaetse ten versoecke van Gerrit Knijff mede notaris 
shooffs van Utrecht & Frederick van Homberg beijde borgers 
tUtrecht en[de] bijden testamente van za[liger] Jo[ncker] Aernt 
Goudt \mede/ gestelde Curateurs \over/ Jo[ncke]r Hendrick Goudt 
sijnen soon Dat sij Attestante ten huijse 
van[de] voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Aernt Goudt tsedert Paesschen 1628 
lestleden totte maent van September anno voors[chreven] soo bij 
leven als na de dootvan[den] selven Jo[ncke]r Aernt Goudt 
als dienstmaecht gedient heeft& inden selven tijt 
gehoort te hebben dat den voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Aernt Goudt 
met de chirurgijn vande Comp[agn]ie van[den] hertoch van Bollion 
genaemt Sonnet & compeer van Geertruijt 
vander Steven ten huijse van[den] voor[schreven] Goudt mede 
woonachtich eenige heftige ofte kijffachtige woorden 
gehadt heeft raecken[de] deselve Geertruijt & sijnen 
soon Hendrick Gout tsedert welck kijven ofte 
v[er]reesen woorden sij attestant noijt en heeft gesien dat den voorn[oemde] 
Sonnet de huijsinge vande voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r AerntGout  
in sijns Gouts presentie ofte met sijn kennisse heeft 
gefrequenteerd maer well als den voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r  
Aernt Goudtter kercken wtgegaen ofte soo haest 
als hem Sonnet eenige occasie sonder weeten van[den] voors[chreven] 
  
(continued) 
Goudt soo well bij nachte als bij dage presenteerden 
seggen[de] voor redenen van wetenschap dat op seeckeren  
tijt sij attestante de deuren des huijs welcke int nacht- 
slot geslooten hebbende & de voorn[oemde] Geertruijt comende 
om den voors[chreven] Sonnet wtten huijse te laten & de 
deuren gesloten vinden[de] sij attestante gesien heeft  
dat sij den selven achter door den stall wtgelaeten 
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heeft & dat den selven Sonnet dicwils te hebben hooren 
seggen waer den ouden doot (denoteren[de] den voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Aernt  
Goudt) ick soude well vrijer commen dan nu Dat 
seeckeren tijt daer na sij deposante metten voorn[oemde] Geer- 
truijt van buijten in huijs commende den voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Aernt Goudt 
in het somerkeuckentgen doot op de aerde in een stall  
op sijn rugge hebben vinden leggen daer o[ver] sij attestante 
door v[er]baestheijt geroepen heeft och hij is v[er]moort 
Sonnet mach hem v[er]moort hebben / Dat sij deposante mede 
gesien heeft dat den voors[chreven] Geertruijt opden selven 
avont als Jo[ncke]r Aernt Gout voorn[oem]t was overleden 
met Corn[elis] V[er]weij Cleermaecker gegaen is opt can- 
toor vande voors[chreven] Gout sonder te weeten wat sij daer 
op deden 
(in margin) 
Dat noch de voorn[oemde] Geertruijt nu geleden omtrent een maent het kint vanden 
voors[chreven] Corn[elis] Verweij ten doop geheeven heeft ende aenden selven 
geschoncken een schonen silveren beecker op de bodem hebbende het waepen vanden 
voor[noemde] Jo[ncke]r Gout 
Verclaerde voorts sij attestante dat sij omtrent 
een maent voort overlijden vande voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Aernt Gout 
de voors[chreven] Geertruijt hadde hooren seggen dat sij groote[lijcks]  
gelt gebreck hadde & daer o[ver] haer suster Christina 
aengesprooken heeft die haer gelt leende & v[er]streckt  
heeft maer daer naer alse corts naert o[ver]lijden 
van[den] voors[chreven] Aernt Gout gesien te hebben dat de voor[schreven] 
Geertruijt wt seeckere casse staen[de] opde kelder- 
  
(p. 80) 
camer wt een kofferken daerinne staen[de] getrocken heeft  
seeckere lae daerinne v[er]thoonen[de] te leggen veel dobbelde 
goude Rijders & ander gout verscheijde handen voll 
die sij attestante oock dickwils gehandelt heeft 
& dat de voorn[oemde] Geertruijt verclaerde  
all t selve doen inventariseeren te hebben Dat sij attestante  
mede gesien heeft dat de voorn[oemde] Geertruijt gehadt 
heeft in een sacxken een hantvoll silvere reeckenp[enning]en 
die sij seijde mede geinventariseert te sijn  Dat 
noch sij attestante de voorn[oemde] Geertruijt heeft hooren seggen dat den bleijcker 
nae t o[ver]lijden van[de] voorn[oemde] Goudt t huijs gebracht heeft 
twee stucken linnen laecken die wtten boedel geret/gere[quireer]t[?] 
waren dewelcke bijden voorn[oemde] Sonnet nae dat den boedel 
van[den] voor[schreven] Gout was geinventariseert op eenen 
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avontstont onder sijn mantel ten huijse vanden selven 
Gout sijn gebrocht op de camer van[den] voors[chreven] Geer- 
truijdt / Dat noch sij attestante op seeckeren avont 
geweest is opden camer van[den] voors[chreven] Geertruijt 
alwaer alsdoen mede was de voorn[oemde] Sonnet die geheel 
ontdaen oft ontcleet was om te bedde te gaen & de voorn[oemde] 
Geertruijt haer mede ontdoende ten fine voors[chreven] gebuert 
is dat Jacob Booth mede curator aldaer ten huijse  
sijnde om de goederen te inventariseeren van boven aff- 
comen[de] mette keers in de hant tot inde keucken & sij 
attestante van[den] voor[schreven] camer hem te gemoet gaen[de] 
vragen[de] wat hij begeerde den selven Booth seijde dat 
de honden buijten gesloten waeren die hij in wilde laten 
& sij attestante met hem aen[de] poort gaen[de] hij Booth seijde 
dehonden en sijnder niet   & is voorts weder naer ‘t 
bedde gegaen Noch v[er]claerde sij attestante dat den 
(next page) 
voorn[oemde] Sonnet nae ’t o[ver]lijden van[de] voors[chreven] Jo[ncke]r Aernt 
Gout desselfs huijs[ing]e daegel[ijcks] heeft gefrequenteert 
& continueel[ijck] daer heeft gaen eeten drincken & den  
tijt tot dat sij Attestante wt haeren dienst is gescheij- 
den mette voors[chreven] Geertruijt heeft geconverseert  ge- 
lijck echte man & vrou alle nacht bij den anderen te 
bedt gaende & slapen[de] sonder voor haer attestante  
eenichsins te vensen ofte haere onbehoorl[ijcke] conversatie 
te [ver]bergen Item dat den voorn[oemde] Geertruijt tegen haer 
attestante [ver]claert heeft dat sij niet van meijninge  
was den voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Henrick Gout emmermeer te trouwen 
dan evenwell dat sij den selven liever wilde trouwen  
dan desselfs goederen te missen maer niet met sulcke  
meninge om bij hem te slaepen & oft all gebuerde  
dat sij Geertruijt den voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Hendrick Goudt 
quaeme te trouwen dat sij nochtans daerom den voors[chreven] Sonnet 
niet wilde [ver]laeten Oock dat de voors[chreven] Sonnet 
teegen haer attestante geseijt heeft indien de 
voors[chreven] Geertruijt niet swanghbaer ofte met  
kinde wort niet sijn schult maer haers Geertruijts  
schult te weesen Dat noch sij attestante de voors[chreven]  
Geertruijt hoorde seggen dat sij vreesde dat 
sij swanghbaer was & daer om bedroeft was maer 
als sij vernam sulcx niet te weesen van blijtschap op 
spronck & de voors[chreven] Sonnet begecken[de] seggen[de] wat 
soutwicht doen Verclaeren[de] noch entel[ijck] sij attestante 
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gesien te hebben een tijt haers dienst bij ’t leeven van[den] 
voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Aernt Gout dat den selven bijde voors[chreven] 
Geertruijt seer weijnich geacht was & dat de 
(last page) 
selve Geertruijt niet mochte lijden dat hij Gout  
hem nae sijn eijgen appetijt liet tracteeren maer 
gesien te hebben dat op seeckeren tijt als eenich 
candeel ofte bierenbroot bij haer gecoockt was den voorn[oemde] Aernt  
Gout door’t verboth van haer Geertruijt vant selve 
soo veel niet mochte genieten mochte dat soo soet 
laeten maecken alst hem belieffde maer dat den 
voors[chreven] Geertruijt seijde men moet den Ouden 
soo veel niet geeven als hij will hij weet niet 
wat hem goet is ende indien men t hem niet belette 
hij soude alles dubbelt [ver]doen Presenteren[de] sij attestante 
all tgeene voors[chreven] staet als waerachtich sijnde  ten allen tijden 
bij eede gestant te doen Consenteren[de] hier van acte 
die gegonst is Aldus gedaen tUtrecht ten  
huijse van[de] voorn[oemde] Gerrit Knijff staen[de] aen[de]  
Steenwech ter presentie van Claes Jansz van Amerongen 
borger & Ghijsbert Wttenwaell inwoonder 
alhier tUtr[echt gelooffweerdige getuijgen hiertoe 
[ver]socht 
janDamen[?] Claes Jansz van aemerongen 
Gijsbert Wtten Wael   G Houtman nots 
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Appendix 1.12 
U028a005 not. Zwaerdecroon 26 april 1637 fol. 23-23v  
(1637 Van Cleef recounts Goudt’s behavior and the seizure of his printing plates 
(p. 23) 
Op huijden den xxvien Aprilis des 
jaers xviC seven en[de] dertich compareerde 
voor mij onder[schreven] not[ari]s shooffs van Utr[echt] 
en[de] de getuijgen naben[oem]t Jan Joachimsz 
van Cleeff wonen[de] bij St Anthonis 
gasthuijs buijten de Weertpoort bij 
Utrecht, attesteerde ende v[er]claerde 
ten versoecke van Jacques Sonnet 
chirurgijn waerachtich te sijn dat hij 
Herman van Vollenhoven jegens 
Geertruijt vander Steven des req[uirant]s 
huijsf[rouw] hadde hooren seggen 
dat de platen bij Jo[ncke]r Henrick Goudt 
gesneden ende onder haer berusten[de] 
bij hem mosten sijn ge- 
suijvert, ofte dat deselve anders t’eene- 
mael souden bederven Op welck  
aenhouden de v[oor]s[chreven] platen aen[de] voorn[oemde] 
Vollenhoven ten fine v[oor]s[chreven] gelevert 
sijn Over welcke leveringe hij 
comp[aran]t de v[oor]s[chreven] Geertruijt vander Steven 
haer dickwils hadde hooren beclagen 
seggende van[de] voorn[oemde] Vollenhoven 
groffelijck bedrogen te sijn Verclaerde  
mede hij comp[aran]t dat den 
voorn[oemde] Henrick Gout (dewijle hij ’t sijns 
comp[aran]ts /huijse, na ’t affsterven Jo[ncke]r Aernt Gout/ woonde) v[er]scheijde soo 
wolle 
als linne clederen /ende menichte van/ printen die hij dickwils redelijck wel 
bij sijn sinnen sijnde in specie geeijscht hadde ende 
die men hem nyet onthouden en cost, daer 
na v[er]brant v[er]scheurt & v[er]worpen 
  
(p. 23 verso) 
heeft v[er]claerde mede dat de 
v[oor]s[chreven] Geertruijt jegens hem comp[aran]t v[er]scheijde 
maelen heeft geseijt dat sij soo wel aen 
Henrickgen als Christina hare susteren 
v[er]scheijde mobilen hadde v[er]eert haer 
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beclagende dat sij haer soo veel hadde 
gegeven, seggende dagelix bij [….?] 
hare susters geimportineert te sijn 
Presenteren[de] tgeene v[oor]s[chreven] is (des v[er]socht 
sijnde) bij eede gestant te doen 
Consenteren[de] hier van een ofte meer 
acten v[er]leent te worden  Aldus gedaen 
tUtrecht ten comptoire mijns not[ari]s  
staen[de] onder de Lakensnijders ter p[resen]tie 
van S[injeur] Crispian van[de] Pas plaetsnijder 
en[de] Henrick de Goij clercq, als getuijgen 
hier toe v[er]socht 
Jan Jochems van Cleef 
Crispian de Pas Henricus de Goij 
Fred.Zwaerdecroon Not.s1637 
 . 
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Appendix 1.13 
Archief 802-592, Janskerkhof 18 
(History of the home and its sale to Goudt, and after his father’s death) 
Auguest 12, 1603 
Compareerde voorden gerechte van Utrecht Corn[elis] Jansz 
Vleijschouwer achter tVleijschuijs woenen[de] & bekende voor 
hem & zijn[en] naecomelingen possesseurs van zijne 
huijse hij inne woent dat hij met consent ende 
gunninge van Jacob Tijmense van Leeuwen alleen getimmert 
geloeft & gevaeren is inde heijnmure van des 
v.s. Jacob Tijmenses hoff soe dat dselve muere 
alleen den voorn. Jacob & zijn erven possesseurs 
van sijne huijse & hoff toebehoort, sonder 
daer aen eenige actie te hebben ofte te pretenderen 
beloven[de] alsulcx de v.s. lootse & getimmer tot 
[ver]maninge te amoveren & d v.s. heijnmure te stellen 
in zijnen ouden eersten staete / die tsijnder [ver]soecke 
daer inne gecon[demneer]t is actum den xii Augusti 1603 
1606 
Up huijden compareerden voor den gerechte van Utrecht 
Adriaen Gijsberts, Jacob Tonisz, Jan Tonisz, ende Jasper 
Tonisz vleijshouders ende borgers t’Utrecht, alle achter t’Vleijshuijs 
wonende, ende bekenden voor haer ende haer naecomelingen 
possesseurs van haere huijsingen zij inne woonen, dat zij met 
consent ende gunninge van Jacob Tijmansz van Leeuwen 
getimmert, geloeft, ende gevaeren zijn in ende op de heijnmuijre 
van des voorschreven Jacob Tijmansz hoff, mitsg[ader]s aen des 
zelffs van Leeuwens huijsinge, ende dat de selve muijre 
alleen de voornoemden Jacob Tijmansz ende sijne erven possesseurs  
van zijne huijsinge ende hoff toebehoort ofte dat zij daer 
aen eenige actie hebben ofte pretenderen, Sonder dat zij oock 
tot eeniger tijt, eenige licht ofte lichten in off deur de 
plancken off gevellen vandien sall mogen stellen, scheppen off 
genieten, Belovende alsulcx de voorschreven lootse ende 
getimmer tot vermaninge te amoveren, ende de voorschreven 
heijnmuijre te stellen in zijn ouden eersten state, buijten costen 
vande voorschreven Jacob Tijmansz, die thaerder versoecke 
hier inne gecondemneert zijn, Actum den iien Decembris xviC ende ses 
Stilo veteri 
September 16, 1608 
Op huijden compareerde voorden gerechte der Stadt Utrecht Jan Cornelisse 
Vleijschouder & bekende voor hem& sijne nacomelingen 
possesseurs van sijne huijse daer hij inne woent 
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dat hij met co[n]sent & gunninge van Jacob Tijmensz 
van Leeuwen alleen getimmert geloeft & gevaeren is 
in de heij[n]muere van des v.s. Jacob Tijmens hoff & dat 
dselve muere alleen den voorn. Jacob & sijne erven 
possesseurs van zijne huijsinge & hoff toebehoort 
sonder daer aen eenige actie te hebben  / ofte te preten- 
deren Beloven[de] alsulcx dvoors[chreven] lootse & getimmer tot 
[ver]maeninge te amoveren & d voors[chreven] heijnmure te stellen 
in sijn ouden eersten staet / die tsijnder [ver]soucke 
hier inne gecond[emneer]t is Actum den xvi September 
1608 
. 
Conditien en[de] voorwaerden waer nae alle de 
kinderen en[de] erffgen[amen] van za[liger] Jacob Thijmansz van 
Leeuwen / vercoopen willen hunne huijsinge en[de] erve / 
met noch twee cameren ofte woeningen staen[de] 
en[de] gelegen op S[in]t Jans Kerckhoff inden Noortwesten 
houck van[den] zelven kerckhove / En[de] voorts allen tgene 
daer aen en[de] inne aert en[de] nagelvast is / daer 
M[eeste]r Nicolas Berck met zijne huijsinge erve 
en[de] hoff Oostwerts naest gelegen is / Strecken[de] 
voor vanden Kerckhove voors[chreven] tot achter aende 
buijtenkant vanden Zuijtoostenhouck van seecker 
oudt laech muijr / linirecht inden haeck getrocken 
tot aen[de] ganck van acht voeten breet binnens 
muijres / leggende tusschen het huijs van Anthonis 
Goosensz cleermaecker / bij het ledich erff 
vanden vercopers tot aen[de] Voorstraet off 
S[in]t Jans outwijck / alles naer wtwijsen 
vanden grondt hier achter gestelt / welcken 
ganck mee in desen cope begrepen / den  
coper sal volgen  met vrijheijt van den 
selven te betimmeren / En[de] alsdan in des  
[ver]coopers nuijre te mogen varen en[de] anckeren 
des sullen de [ver]copers binnen den tijt van  
een eerstcomen[de] jaer den voorn[oemde] vercochte 
erve en[de] ganck / nae de voors[chreven] belenden ende 
raijinge tot hunne costen affheijnen met 
een goet vast scheijdelmuijr / die den 
vercopers eijgen toebehoren zal / ter hoogte 
van[de] muijr scheijden[de] de erven van[de] voorn[oemde] 
Berck en[de] den coper / Met conditie dat 
Den coper vermogen zal den zelven 
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(next page) 
scheijdelmuijr tot des [ver]copers costen te doen 
maecken indien zijluijden binnen den voors[chreven] tijt 
van des te doen blijven in gebreecke Ende de  
timmeragien te comen op het voors[chreven] ledich erff 
en zullen geen licht scheppen opden voorn[oemde] ganck 
noch int suijden geen opgaen[de] lichten mogen hebben 
boven thien voet vander aerden Maer wel hoger 
staen[de] en[de] nijet opgaen[de] lichten boven seven  
voet van[de] solderinge welcke conditien mee in 
zulcker voegen geonderhout zullen werden int 
regardt van[de] huijsinge en[de] erve van[de] [ver]copers 
jegenwoordel[ijck] bewoont bij S[injeu]r Jan Bijler en[de] 
Grietgen Jans wed[uw]e Welcke huijsinge erve 
twee cameren en[de] ganck vercoft werden staen[de] 
opde naemen van Elijsabeth en[de] Maria van 
Leuwen dochters van[de] voorn[oemde] Jacob Thijmansz / als 
behoren[de] inde immuniteit van S[in]t Jans kerck 
binnen Utrecht / alleenl[ijck] en[de] nijet vorder belast 
dan met een wtgange oft outeijgen van 
veerthien gul[den] acht stuvers siaers dvoors[chreven] kerck 
competeren[de] met noch een gelijcken wtgange 
van twee ende dartich stuvers siaers toecomen[de] 
zeeckere Vicarie der voorn[oemde] kerck / sonder ijet 
meer Werdt mede [ver]cocht met zijne oude  
gerechticheijden en[de] toebehoren sulck tselve 
goet bij den voorsaten vanden vercopers van 
outs beseten en[de] gepossideert is geweest 
volgens de brieven daer van sijn[de] inhouden[de] 
namentlijck dat de scheijdelmuijr westwerts 
ter sijde desen huijsinge en[de] erven staen[de] vrij 
en[de] eijgen  competeert aen[de] zelve huijsinge 
(next page) 
zulcx dat tmeestendeel der geenre die daer 
op alreede getimmert en[de] gemetselt hebben 
tot vermaeninge van[de] possesseur van desen 
huijsinge gehouden zijn tselve te demolieren 
en[de] de voors[chreven] muijre van alsulcke timmeragien 
mitter daet te ontledigen volgen[de] d acten en[de] 
willecoorden daer van voor de gerechte der 
stadt Utrecht gepasseert wtgesondert dat 
den cooper geen recht noch actie en zal hebben 
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te pretenderen aen[de] ganck die van desen hoff 
affgescheijden en[de] Adrijaen Ghijsberts [ver]cocht 
is welcken ganck jegenwoordel[ijck] toegemetselt is 
De [ver]coopers zullen de goederen in desen geroert  
ten behouve van[de] coper ten tijde van[de] lesten betael[inge] 
wettel[ijck] transporteren naden costume van[de] lande 
voor de gerechte deser stadt Utrecht ofte Cap[ittu]le 
St Jans voors[chreven] al tot optie en[de] costen van[de] 
coper Ende zal den vercopers vrij houden vande 
leges die t voors[chreven] Cap[ittu]le wt zaecke van 
desen coope soude willen pretenderen neffens  
welcken transporte en[de] betael[inge] van[de] leste 
beloofde pen[ninge]n allen brieven en[de] munimenten 
tot desen coope dienen[de] getrouwel[ijck] aen[de] coper gelevert  
zullen werden 
Middeler tijt sal den coper dese goederen mogen 
aenveerden opden vervaertijt van Paeschen 
eerstcomen[de] En[de] alsdan zullen de huijren ende 
wtgangen daer op staen[de] ingaen tot zijn 
(next page) 
vordel ende lasten 
Den coper sal gehouden weesen den oostscheijdel 
muijre van[de] hoff te ontledigen van[de] berch aldaer 
noortwerts leggen[de] 
Den coper sal tot zijnen laste alleen betaelen 
den impost van[de] xlen penn[ing] tgemeen lant wt zaecke 
van dese coope competeren[de] en noch eens gereet aen[de] 
[ver]copers een gelijcken xlen pen[ning] om daer mede de oncosten 
te [ver]vallen 
Noch zal den coper ten aenvaerdinge van[de] voors[chreven] 
huijsinge en[de] erve te paeschen eerstcomen[de] betaelen 
reecken[inge] van[de] belooffde cooppenn[ingen] die somme van 
tweduijsent vierhondert ponden van veertich groo[ten] 
Ende de resteren[de] cooppenn[ingen] sonder ijet daer aen te corten 
voor de lasten van[de] voorn[oemde] wtgangen zal den coper betaelen 
te paeschen xviC veerthien mitten interest vandien 
Gerekent jegens den pen[ning] sesthien off eer int geheel off 
deel indient hem gelieft mits dat het nijet en zij minder 
als met achthondert ponden teffens / Des zullen de 
[ver]copers voor den ontfanck van[de] voors[chreven] tweduijsent 
vierhondert ponden en anderen penn[ingen] te betaelen … 
dese goederen wettel[ijck] sullen wesen getransporteert 
stellen twee suffisante borgen / in dese stadt 
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woenen[de] / en welcke neffens de [ver]copers behoorl[ijck] 
beloven zullen alsulcke gedaen betael[inge] te doen strecken[de] 
in afcortinge van[de] penn[ingen] voor desen coope belooft 
Daer boven dien sullen de [ver]copers bijde brieven 
(next page) 
opdrachte verclaeren / dese goederen anders nijet 
belast te weesen als met den voors[chreven] twe 
wtgangen tsamen bedragen[de] sesthien gul[den] siaers 
en[de] oversulcx beloven desen coope als nae rechten te 
vrijen en[de] te waeren van allen anderen voorcommen[den] 
en[de] voorplechten daer onder verbinden[de] elck als princh[ipael] 
hunne personen en[de] goederen / rueren[de] en[de] onrueren[de] jegen 
woordige en[de] toecomen[de] egeen wtgesondert met  
renunciatie van[de] beneficien ordinis / divisionis en[de] 
excussionis / als van[de] effecte van dien wel geonderecht 
zijn[de] en dat onder [ver]bant van alle den rechten ende 
rechteren 
[hier een plattegrondje, met bijschriften Voorstraet , Erf vanden vercopers, Ganck,West, 
Oost Berck, en in een klein rechthoekje: out muer] 
Op huijden den date deses hebben Frederick van 
Leuwen, Henrick Schoormont als man ende 
voocht van zijn huijsfrauw, Vincent Knijff 
mede als man en[de] voocht van zijn huijsfrau 
Tijman van Leuwen, Anna van Leuwen, Jacob 
van Leuwen, en[de] Aert Claesz van Blanckendael 
alse gestelde mombaer bij den gerechte 
der stadt Utrecht over Cornelis van Leuwen 
(next page) 
wtlandich, alle kinderen en[de] erffgen[amen] van za[liger] Jacob 
Tijmansz van Leuwen haerl[uijder] respective vader en[de] 
huijsfrauwen vader, elcx een voor al int geheel en[de] als 
principael, onder die renunciatie van d’exceptie 
van excussie en[de] divisie, zulcx datmen ijgel[ijck] van heml[uijden] 
bijsonder en[de] een voor al int geheel voor al tgunt v.s. 
staet sal mogen aenspreken en[de] doen executeren, 
renuncieren[de] boven dien dvoors[chreven] Anna van Leuwen 
haer vraul[ijck] prevelegie velleam, daer bij anders  
dvrauwen van haere borchtochten en[de] beloften voor 
andere gedaen mogen worden ontlast, Vercoft 
in eenen stadigen vasten erffcoop, heere 
Hendrick Goudt Ridder heer van Noortnijeuw 
landt vande Keen en ambachtsheer van[de] Vijff 
Gorssen, die van heml[uijden] coopt die huijsinge en[de] erve 
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mitten twee cameren en[de] woeningen en[de] alle haeren 
toebehoren zulcx dselve binnen in dese voorwaerden 
naerder wtgedruckt en[de] gespecificeert staen 
En[de] dit boven die belastingen binnen in dese contract 
verhaelt, ende vrij gelts van alles, voorden somme 
van eens vierduijsent en[de] achthondert ponden 
tot xl groo[ten] vlaems tpondt die voldaen en[de] 
betaelt zullen worden conform die voorwaerden 
hier binnen verhaelt, Die voorts in alles bij 
partijen voors[chreven] zullen worden naegecomen en[de] 
achtervolcht nae alle hunne forme en[de] inhoude 
deses is mede in des[en] ondersproken ende 
geconditioneert dat dese [ver]cofte huijsinge en[de] 
cameren staen zullen tot pericule vanden 
vercopers totte [ver]vaertijt van Paeschen nu naest 
comen[de], Onder t [ver]bant van partijen respective 
personen en[de] goederen, dselve submitteren[de] 
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allen hoven en[de] gerechten, en[de] onder renunciatie  
alsvoren, Sonder arch, des toorcon[de] bij partijen 
v.s. on[dertekent] desen xii Decembris xviC en[de] 
twaelff stilo antiquo, en[de] was ond[ertekent] 
Frederick van Leuwen, Heijnrick Schoormont 
Vientsent Knijff, Timen van Leeuwen 
Anna van Leuwen, J van Leuwen, Aert 
Claesz van Blanckendael, H Goudt, mij p[rese]nt 
J Wtenwael nots 
Gecoll[ationeer]t dese copie tegen zijne principael & daer mede bevonden 
accorderen[de], welcke principaele onder mij Notar[io] es berusten[de] 
Bij mij J Wten Waell Nts 1615 
De Raedt gehoort het rapport van haere 
Gecommitteerden hier opde coop der huijs[ing]e 
in desen verhaelt  naerder geinformeert hebben[de] 
approbeert de selve vercopinge voor soo veel 
hem aengaet ende authoriseert voorts Aert 
Claesz van Blanckendael omme des 
onmundige gedeelte der voors[chreven] huijsinge te 
transporteren daer des behoren sal, Actum den 
xviiien Aprilis 1614 
Cor[nelis] de Goijer 1614 
1612 13 Goudt 
Coopvoorwaerden van[de] huijsinge ende 
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erven toebehoort hebbende dErffgen[amen] 
van Jacob Tijmansz van Leeuwen 
. 
June 1, 1613 
Op de navolgende conditien sijn te samen geaccordeert Jonch[ee]r Hendrick 
Goudt als possesseur vande huijsinghe ghecomen van za[liger] Jacob Thijmansz 
van Leeuwen / staende op S[in]te Jans Kerckhoff ter eenre / ende Adriaen 
Ghijsbertsz inden Leeuwen Jacob Thonisz Jan Tonisz Jasper Thonisz 
Adriaen Ghijsbertsz voerman Jan Cornelisz [doorgehaald : Claes Jacobsz 
& Peter Cornelisz   Borghers deser stadt / alle achter 
t Vleishuijs wonende ter andere zijde  Te weeten dat den voorn[oemde] 
Goudt voor hem & sijne nacomelinghen onwederroepelijck aen elck 
vanden voorn[oemde] Borghers wt goede buijrschap ghegundt & gheconsenteert 
heeft ghelijck hij gundt ende consenteert bij desen dat sij respective 
lijck de ghevels van hunne stallinghen lootsen ende keucken nu 
meest zijnde van plancken / aen op & in den westmuer zijnre 
huijsinghe ende hoff sullen met steenen kalck ende wtsteeckende 
anckers moghen metselen & optreckenna den eijssche vant werck 
sonder dat sij eenighe licht ofte lichten in ofte deur de selve ghevels 
sullen moghen stellen ofte scheppen / noch int minste wt saecke van 
dese gunninghe aenden voors[chreven] muer ende opghehaelde ghevels eigendom 
pretenderen  Des hebben de voorn[oemde] Borghers voor haer & haer 
nacomelinghen possesseurs harer stallinghen lotsen & keucken belooft 
ende belooven bij desen elck pro rate des voors[chreven] Goudts muer 
& opgehaelde ghevels aen haer stallinghen lotsen ofte keucken 
dienende / tot hunne costen dicht & in goede reparatie te houden 
soo lanck als zij bijden E. Gerechte deser stadt met een bede  
belast vanden affdocht te trecken ende blijven  / in welcken 
ghevalle sullen sij vande onderhoudinghe vandien ontlast ende 
bevrijt blijven / Des sal den eijgenaer ghehouden wesen te 
becostighen wes aende v[oor]s[chreven] muer & ghevels bij hem ghebroocken 
sal moghen werden / Ende den voors[chreven] Borghers tot 
vermaninghe vanden voors[chreven] Goudt ofte possesseurs sijnre 
huijsinge desen voor den Gherechte behoorlijck te [ver]leenen 
all onder verbandt van hunne respective persoonen ende 
goederen / vercreghen & te vercrijghen / midtsgaeders van allen 
rechten & rechteren / Des ten oirconde sijn hier van 
ghemaeckt twee instrumenten all eens luijdende 
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bijden voors[chreven] contrahenten in Utrecht gheteeckent op 
den eersten Junij xviC derthien 
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Ick Gerit Hubertsz Timmerman wonende t’Utrecht [ver]claere 
bij desen dat ick door last van Jo[ncke]r Hendrick Goudt als possesseur 
van het huijs toebehoort hebbende Jacop Thijmansz van Leeuwen 
staende op S[in]t Jans Kerckhoff de personen hier boven genomineert 
aengesproocken hebbe ende dat [par]tijen ten wedersijden zoo door 
mijn tusschenspreecken als met haeren vrijen wille belooft 
hebben alle tgeene hier boven gestipuleert & geschreven is 
onverbreeckelijck na te comen ende getrouwelijck t’onderhouden 
ende alsoo men schuldich is de waerheijt condich te maecken 
soo hebbe ick ten [ver]soucke vanden voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Goudt desen 
verleent Ende des te oirconde mijn naem hier onder 
ghestelt op den tweeden Junij xviC derthien 
bij mijn Gherrit Huijbertsz tijm[er]man 
als ghetuegen 
Ick Cornelis Jansz Lobe/ vleeshouder in Utrecht Bekenne dat ick bij 
consent van Jo[ncke]r Hendrick Goudt met den ghevel van mijn  
stall staende achter t’vleeshuijs / aende noortsijde de huijsinge 
ende stalle van Claes Jacobsz inden Roscam ghemeen aen / 
op ende inde muer van sijn erve / op alle de conditien die hier boven 
verhaelt / ende belove de selve ghelijck mijn naebuerlieden / 
wel ende getrouwelijck t’onderhouden ende nae te comen / In 
kennisse der waerheijt hebbe ick desen gheonderteeckent 
met Gerit Hubertsz Timmerman ghetuijge bij mijn 
daertoe versocht / opden eerste Julij xviC zestien 
Tmerck van Cornelis Jansz Lobbe 
bij mijn Gherrit Huijbertsz tijmmerman 
bij mijn Aert Jansz als eigenaer geworden vant huijs toebehoort hebbende Adriaen 
Gisbertsz voerman 
1613  2    Jo.r Goudt 
. 
Op huijden den vijffden Maij nae d’oude stijle des 
jaars xviC ende seventhien compareerde voor mij Gerrit 
Knijff oopenbaare notaris bijden Ed. Hove Provinciaell 
van Utrecht g’eedt ende toegelaaten Int bijwijsen der 
naebenoemde getuijgen Jo[ncke]r Hendrick Goudt ende bekende 
dat hij wt goede buijrschap Harmen Stevensz als 
cooper van seecker getimmer genaempt die Stall 
staende binnen deese Stadt Utrecht achter het 
Vleijshuijs toebehoort hebbende d’erffgenaemen 
van wijlen Cornelis Jansz van Borculoe heeft 
gegundt ende geconsenteert gelijck hij comparant 
gondt ende consenteert bij deesen voor haer en[de] haerlie- 
der respective naecommelingen dat hij Harman Ste- 
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vensz off zijn naecommelingen timmerende aen zijn 
voors[chreven] Stall in & op des voors[chreven] Goudts achtermuijr 
sall moegen vaaren ende anckeren wtsteecken & 
zijn werck o… (ink spot) ten euwigen dagen behouden mits 
dat de muijr ende verhoginge vandien t’zij ghevel 
ofte anders den selven Goudt ende zijn naecommeren 
eijghen zall blijven / Voor welcke gonninge den 
voornoemden Harman Stevensz mede alhier 
comparerende belooffde voor hem ende zijne nae- 
comelingen inde selve muijr off ghevell noch 
int getimmer van zijn huijs ende stalle gheen 
lichten te sullen setten daer door men op des voors[chreven] 
Goudts erff soude mogen sien / waerop de voorn[oemde] partijen 
comparanten ten wederzijden voor haer ende haere 
naecommelingen d’een tot des anders vermaeninge 
gehouden sullen wesen ende bij deesen beloofden Gerech- 
telicke bekentnisse ende belijinge voor de Stadt 
Utrecht te doen / Versouckende ten beijden zijden 
hier van acte of meer acten in forma die ick gegonst 
hebbe Aldus gedaen t’Utrecht ten huijse van de 
wed[uw]e van Marcelis Wijnantsz staende 
achter het vleijschhuijs daer den Witten Aernt 
wthanght ter p[resen]tie van Jan Wijnantszvan 
(next page) 
Kessel ende Frederick van Homborch beijde 
Borgers alhier t’Utrecht geloffweerdige getuijgen hier 
toe versocht die de minute deses metten comp[aran]ten 
& mij notaris in mijnen prothocol on[derteecken]t hebben ten  
jare daeghe & plaetsche voor[schreven] In kennisse 
van mij 
G Knijff not.s 
(on the verso) 5 Maij 1617 
. 
omstreeks 1617 
Compareerden voorden Gerechte der Stadt 
Utrecht Jo[ncke]r Hendrick Goudt als possesseur  
vande huijsinghe ghecommen van za[liger] Jacob  
Thijmansz van Leeuwen staende aen S[in]t 
Jans Kerckhoff ter eenre / Adriaen Ghijs- 
bertsz inde Leeuwen Jacob Thonisz Jan 
Thonisz Jasper Thonisz Adriaen Ghijsbertsz  
voerman ende Cornelis Jansz Lobe als 
gecommen inde plaetse van Peter Cornelisz 
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alle borghers deeser stadt Utrecht wonen[de] 
achter het Vleishuijs ter andere zijden 
verclaerden ende bekenden voor haer ende 
haerluijder nacommeren eijgenaeren haerer 
respective huijsingen overcommen & geaccor- 
deert te zijn in t’gheene nae volcht 
Alse dat de voornoemde Jo[ncke]r Goudt 
voor hem & sijn naecommeren onwederroe- 
pelick aen elck vande voorn[oemde] zijn buijren 
wt goede buijrschap gegonst & geconsen- 
teert heeft dat zij respectivelick de ghe- 
vels van hunne stallinghen loodtsen & 
keuckens die hier te voorens meest 
van plancken / aen op & in den westmuer 
van zijnre Jo[ncke]r Goudts huijsinge  
geweest zijn  Met steenen kalck ende 
wtsteeckende anckers hebben  
gemetselt & opgetrocken / zonder  
dat sij eenighe licht ofte lichten in ofte  
deur d’selve ghevels hebben geschept 
nochte naemaels sullen moegen stellen 
ofte scheppen / noch int minste wt saecke  
van deese gunninge aenden voors[chreven] muer 
& opgehaelde gheevels eigendom 
pretendeeren  Des de voorn[oemde] 
(next page) 
andere tsamentelicke comparanten weder 
voor haer & haeren nacommelingen  
possesseurs haerer respective stallingen  
loodtsen & keuckens belooft hebben ende  
alsnoch belooven bij deesen elck pro rate  
des voors[chreven] Goudts muijr & opgehaelde  
ghevels aen haere stallinghen loodtsen  
ofte keuckenen dienende tot hunne  
costen dicht & in goede reparatie  
te houden zoo langh als zij bijden Ed.  
Mag[istraa]t deeser stadt nijet en werden 
belast vanden affdocht te trecken &  
blijven  / in welcken ghevalle zij vande  
onderhoudinghe vandien ontlast ende 
bevrijt sullen blijven / Mits zall den  
eijgenaer ghehouden weesen te becostighen  
wes aende v[oor]s[chreven] muer & ghevels  
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bij hem ghebroocken zall moegen werden  
Sonder arch 
 . 
Copia 
Verclaringh van 6 differente 
persoonen eijgenaars der huijsingen 
en lootsen achter het vleijshuijs 
waer bij deselve bekennen 
het ophalen van[de] selve op de 
muijre van[de] huijsinge van jo[ncke]r 
Gout sa[lige]r maar een simple 
vergunningh te sijn door sijn Ed. 
aen haer uijt buijrschap gedaan 
onder belofte noghtans etc. 
. 
1629 
Ontfangen bij mijn onders[chreven] als Secretaris 
vande E Heren Deken ende Cap[ittu]le der kercke 
S[in]t Jans tUtrecht uijt handen van S[injeu]r Jacob Boot 
als bij Testamente  van Jo[ncke]r Arent Gout za[liger] 
gestelde curateur over de persoon ende goederen van 
Heer Hendrick Gout Ridder vermits desselfs 
indispositie de somme van drie hondert carol[us] gul[den] 
in betalinghe vande redemptie ofte affcoop vant 
Regt van claustraliteijt twelck de voors[chreven] heren was 
competerende aende groote & cleijne huijsinghe staen[de] 
op S[in]t Jans KerckhofftUtrecht de welcke 
worden beseten op den naem vande Kinderen van Jacob 
Thimantsz van Leeuwen, bijde voors[chreven] Jo[ncke]r Arent Gout 
vande erffgenamen vande voors[chreven] Jacob Thijmansz 
van Leeuwen gecoft sijn[de]     Actum den 27 Junij 
1629  Th. Heurnius 
Noch betaelt ter kennisse van ons onderschreven 
& tot vervallinge vande oncosten inden voors[chreven] 
cap[ittu]le gedaen de somme van vijff & twintijch 
gulden Actum ut supra Geertruijt vander Steven 
als advocaet van Jacob Boodt hoay detteijn [??] 
als Ad[vocaa]t van joffrou vander Steven Bruno Portengen 
  
. 
1632 
Op date ende conditien nabeschreven hebben 
S[injeu]rs Jacob Boot woonen[de] in sGravenhage 
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als bij Testamente van za[liger] Jo[ncke]r Aernt  
Goudt neffens Frederick van Homborch 
ende Gerard Knijff not[ari]s s’Hooffs van Utrecht 
gestelde curatoirs over de persoon ende 
goederen van heer Henrick Goudt Ridder 
zijnen soon ende eenige erffgenaem, vermits 
desselfs heer Henricks indispositie, oock 
den voorn[oemde] Boot alles bij speciale ende 
particuliere actie van[de] voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Aerndt 
Goudt in date den xen Martij A[nn]o 1625 
geauthoriseert totte vercoopinge van 
zijns voors[chreven] Aerndt Goudts huijsinge 
binnen Utrecht staende , mitsgaders mede 
bij appoinc[temen]te van[de] voors[chreven] hove totte voors[chreven] 
vercoopinge geauthoriseert van date den 
xvien Junij A[nn]o 1629 mede mit advis kennisse 
ende ten overstaen van[de] E. hoochgeleerde 
M[eeste]r Zas Raedt ordinaris inden selve hove 
oock ten bijweesen van Geertruijdt vander Steven 
geassisteert met M[eeste]r Bruno Portengen 
advocaet s’Hooffs voors[chreven] voor soo veel 
haer t’geene nabes[chreven] en tijden & wijlen soude 
mogen aengaen, & vorders noch anders nijet, 
vercoft aen ende ten behouve van Joncker Johan 
van Heemskerck van Bekesteijn heere van 
Incourt ende Longeville, die oock voor 
hem ende zijne Ed. erffgen[aemen] coopt bij desen 
seeckere huijssinge erve & stallingen 
mit alle tgeene daerinne ende op aert 
ende nagelvast is (uijtgesondert de 
schilderijen tapisserien goude leeren 
ende taeffereelen die aen[de] vercoopers blijven) 
staende & gelegen op S[in]t Jans Kerckhoff 
binnen Utrecht inden noortwesterhouck 
van t’selve kerckhoff, streckende mit 
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een gangh van vooren van tselve kerckhoff 
ende achter vuijtcomende noortwerts 
inde Voorstraet anders genaemt S[in]t Jans 
velt, ende westwerts neffens de puth 
after t vleeshuijs belendt d’voors[chreven] huijssing 
voor ende achter ten oosten Ghijsbert van  
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Hoolck schepen inder tijt der stadt Utrecht 
ten westen der stadts heul, ten zuijden voor 
Jouff[rouw]e Beatrix van Wede, ende after 
ten noorden Michiel van Eeckeren, ende dat 
mit alsulcke servituten van vuijtganck 
waterloosingen huijsdrop gemeenschap van 
mueren heijningen ende anderssints sulcx 
ende inder vougen d’voors[chreven] Jo[ncke]r Aerndt Goudt 
d’selve mitter doot geruijmt & naergelaten 
heeft Sonder dat nochtans daer onder  
begrepen is t’huijs ende erve bij de voorn[oemde] 
Jouff[rouw]e Beatrix van Wede opten xiiiien 
Junij 1628 van[de] overleden gecoft, mede 
staende ende gelegen opt voors[chreven] kerckhoff 
streckende voor van tselve kerckhoff  
noortwerts op tot aen[de] hoff van[de] voors[chreven] 
Goudt voor zijne groote huijssinge leggen[de] 
daer de poorte & poortcamer (dwelcke 
inde voors[chreven] coop mede begrepen is) van[de] 
selven Goudt ten oosten ende die Aeffdocht 
opde waterloosinge van[de] Stadt leggende 
tusschen d’vercofte huijssinge & erve 
van[de] weduwe ende erffgen[amen] van za[liger] 
Joost Willemsz van Moerbeeck ten  
westen naestgelegen zijn Doch zall 
de cooper int separeren van[de] poortcamer 
hem moeten reguleren nade coopvoorwaerden 
van[de] voors[chreven] Jouff[rouw]e van Wede hier 
voorens verhaelt, op de lasten van een 
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renthe ofte oudteijgen van veerthien gul[den] 
acht stuijvers sjaers de kercke van 
S[in]t Jans competerende & een ander oudteijgen 
van twee ende dertich stuijvers jaerlicx 
specterende tot seeckere vicarie voor 
desen gepossedeert bij Wolpherd van 
Loenresloor d’welcke den heere cooper 
beijde tot zijn Ed. laste is nemende 
behoudel[ijck] dat t’huijs voor aent kerckhoff 
bijde voorn[oemde] Jouff[rouw]e van Wede gecoft de 
groote alhier vercofte huijssinge nu 
& ten eeuwigen dagen sal moeten bevrijden 
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vande voors[chreven] xxxii stuijvers totte voors[chreven] 
vicarie specterende als tselve t’haren laste 
genomen hebbende in conformite & naer 
luijt tvoors[chreven] contract van coop hier 
voorens geroert Ende dit voor de somme 
van thien dusent ende vijff hondert car[olus] 
guldens ad xx st[uijvers] tstuck vrijs gelts 
van[de] xl penn[ing] scrijven van coopcedulle 
transporte ende andere daer aen dependeren[de] 
oncosten, alle welcke de heere cooper 
lastigen zal In minderinge van welcke 
cooppenn[ingen] de heere cooper ter vervaertijt 
van victoris naestcomende ende (alswanneer 
zijn Ed. d’voors[chreven] huijssinge mit zijner 
toebehooren alsvooren aenveerden ende 
tzijn Ed. behouve nae voorgaen[de] approba[tie] 
van[de] voors[chreven] hove tzij bij willich decreet 
ofte anderssints, tot keure & costen  
vande heere coper gelevert ofte getrans- 
porteert worden zal, mit overlevering 
van alle brieven & bescheijden daer aff 
roerende, & belofte van vrijinge ende 
waringe opde voors[chreven] vuijtgangen als 
erffcoop recht is naer costume binnen 
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Utrecht \betalen[de] soo de rechte helfte/ ende belangende dresterende 
cooppenningen dselve belooft de heere  
cooper te betaelen alse d’een helfte ter 
vervaertijt van victoris 1633 ende 
d’ander helfte opde vervaertijt van 
Victoris 1634 al sonder eenige interesse 
onder tverbant ende submissie van 
contrahenten in ijeders qualiteijten persoonen 
ende goederen tot reale executie shooffs 
voors[chreven] ende alles anderen rechteren Renuntieren[de] 
van alle exceptien deses contrarieren[de] Ten 
oirconde bij heml[ieden] onderteeckent opden 
ixen Junij A[nn]o xviC twee ende dertich 
J Boot  F van Homborch G Knijff1632 
Geertruijt vander Steven 
J Zas F van Heemskerck van Bekesteijn 1632 
Mij present W van Galen nots 
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11 junij 1632 Coopcedulle van[de] groote huijsinghe aent St Johans Kerkhoff omme de 
summe van 10500 
. 
July 22, 1632 
Wij hier ondergeschreven geswoorens der Stadt 
Utrecht verclaeren bij desen dat wij ten versoucke van 
Jacob Boot woonende inden Haege als bij testamente 
van za[liger] J[oncke]r Arent Goudt gestelt curateur over de 
persoon ende goederen van heer Henrick Goudt 
Ridder sijnen zoon mits des selffs indispositie 
hebben gevisiteert het groote huijs ende erve 
bij den selven Joncheer Arent Goudt naergelaeten 
twelcke wij bevonden hebben naer onse beste 
kennisse ende wetenschap in comptant gelt 
waerdich te weesen de somme van acht duijsent 
acht hondert guldens des ten oirconde deesen 
onderteijckent opten negenden Junij xviC twee 
ende dertich / ende was ond[erteecken]t Herman Jansz Wolff 
Jan Henricx dit is het merck van Henrick Henricxz 
onder stont geschreven Gecollationeert tegens 
sijne principael gedateert ende ond[erteecken]t als boven / ende 
is daer meede accorderende bevonden bij mij ende was 
ond[erteecken]t G Sas 
Naer colla[tie] is desen met de 
autentijcque luijden[de] ende ond[erteecken]t 
als boven accorderen[de] bevonden  
in Sgraven Hage den xiiien 
Augusti Anno xviC twee ende 
dertich bij mij   H Vosmer NotsPubl 
[in marge: xxix Julij 1632 z. Pasp…] 
[onderaan: het principael van desen resterende Raetsheer Hop 
[op omslag:] 
7   Estimacie der groote huijsinge opt St Jans Kerckhoff 9 iunij 1632 
. 
Copia Extract 
Huijden den xien Junij 1632 compareerde voor mij  
Commissaris Jacob Boot woonende in Sgravenhaege 
als bij testamente van Joncheer Arent Goudt neffens 
Frederick van Homburch ende Gerrit Knijff not[ari]s 
gestelde curateur over de persoon ende goederen 
van heer Henrick Goudt Ridder sijne zoon ende 
eenich erffgenaem vermits des zelffs heer Henricx 
indipositie / oock den voorn[oemde] Boot alleene bij speciale 
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particuliere acte van[den] voorn[oemde] Joncheer Arent  
Goudt in date den xen Martij 1625 geauthoriseert 
totte [ver]coopinge van sijns Joncheer Arendt Gouts 
huijsinge binnen Utrecht staende / mitsgaeders mede 
bij appoinctemente vanden hove aldaer totte voorschreven 
vercoopinge geauthoriseert in date den xvien Junij 
1629 / Ende seijde dat hij mit advijs van mij 
commissaris daer toe gecommitteert sijnde mitsgaders 
ten bijweesen van Jouffrouwe Geertruijt van[der] Steven 
geassisteert mit M[eeste]r Bruno van Portengen haeren 
advocaet voor soe veel haer in tijden ende wijlen 
tgeene voors[chreven] is mochte coemen aen te gaen / dat sij 
tsaementelijck vercoft hebben aen Joncheer Johan 
van Heemskerck van Beeckesteijn heere van Incourt 
ende Longeville seeckere huijsinge ende erve 
staende op Sint Jans kerchoff alhier binnen Utrecht 
inde noortwesterhouck op conditien als naden 
coopcedulle daer van sijnde ende balhier meede 
verthoont voorde somme van thien duijsent vijfhondert 
guldens Ende alsoe de voors[chreven] coop gedaen is 
…. ende tot goet proffijt van Joncheer Henrick 
Goudt als blijcken conde bij de verclaeringe 
van seeckere geswooren timmerluijden & metselaers 
deser Stadt geteijckent Herman Jansz Wolff Jan 
Henricx ende Henrick Henricx hier mede bij genoemd 
versochte daeromme U E approbatie opden v.s. 
coope ende coopcedulle ofte anders &c Op alles &c 
Onder stont geappoincteert als versocht Gehoort 
het Rapport vanden Commissaris ende gesien sijn 
verbael mitsgaders de coopcedulle daerinne 
gementioneert / T Hoff approbeert d’vercoopinge 
der huijsinge daerinne geroert voor soe veel de zelve 
  
(next page) 
den innocenten is aengaende Actum Tutrecht 
den xi Junij 1632 ende was ond[erteecken]t Mr de Goijer 
onderstont geschreven Geextraheert vuijt den verbael 
voor mijn ondergeschreven als Commissaris gehouden 
opden naem van Jacob Boot woonende in Sgravenhage 
als bij testamente van Joncheer Arent Goudt neffens 
Frederick van Homburch en[de] Gerrit Knijff not[ari]s gestelde 
curateur over de persoon ende goederen van heer 
Henrick Goudt Ridder des voorn[oemde] Goudts zoon en 
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eenige erffgen[aam] vermits des zelffs indispostie Ende is 
daer mede accorderende bevonden bij mij & was 
ond[erteecken]t G Sas 
Naer colla[tie] is dese copie 
metten autenticque Extracte 
luijden[de] & ond[erteeckent] als boven 
accorderen[de] bevonden in sgraven 
hage den xiiien Augusti xviC 
twee & dertich Bij mij H Vosmer Nots Publ 
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Appendix 1.14 
Stad II archief momboirkamer, inv.nr. 1285 besogneregisters 
(1629 Geertruijd van der Steven is called to Court for house matters) 
  
March 6, 1629 
Den vien Martij 1629 
Fredrick van Hamborch ontboden zijnde aenlangende[?] 
te presenteren momboirs over de innocente zoon van 
za[liger] Jo[ncker] Aernt Gout heere vande Keen zeijde dat 
de heeren souden gelieven desen aengaende te ontbieden 
Gheertruijt vander Steven die de huijshoudinge ende 
minaegie voor den innocenten bevolen is & waer onder 
den p[ri]n[cipa]len restant is berustende 
 
March 9, 1629 
Den ixen Martij 1629 
Gheertruijt vander Steven inde huijse van Jo[ncke]r Aernt 
Ghout za[liger] ontboden sijnde de momboirs te presenteren 
over de innocente zoon van[de] voorn[oemde] Jo[ncke]r Aernt Ghout 
seijde met Bruno van Portengen Advocaet in haeren name 
dat hij de principale restanten exhiberen & extract van  
seclusie leveren soude 
 
April 8, 1629 
Den viiien Aprilis 1629 
Gheertruijt vander Steven inde huijse van Jo[ncke]r 
Aernt Ghout ontboden sijnde alsnoch ten fine als inde 
lest voorige intimatie op peene van x s[tuiver]s is nijet gecompareert 
& mitsdien dselve pene jegens haer gedecreteert mitsg[ader]s 
goetgevonden haer alsnoch ten selven eijnde te ontbieden 
op pene van x s[tuiver]s 
 
April 15, 1629 
Den xven Aprilis 1629 
Geertruijt vander Steven ontboden sijnde 
alsnoch ten fine als inde voorige intimatie op peene 
van x s[tuiver]sis nijet gecompareert & mitsdiendselve 
pene jegens haer gedecreteert mitsgaders 
goetgevonden haer alsnoch ten selven eijnde te 
ontbieden op pene van x s[tuiver]s 
 
April 20, 1629 
Den xxen Aprilis 
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Geertruijt vander Steven ontboden sijnde alsnoch ten 
fine als inde voorige intimatie op peene van x s[tuiver]s 
 
April 23, 1629 
Den xxiiiien Aprilis 1629 
Geertruijt vander Steven dede overleveren 
extract van seclusie vervath in copie autenticque van een 
geschrifte geschreven & ondert[eecken]t bij Jo[ncke]r Aernoult Ghout 
in date den xxven Martij 1625 geinsereert in seeckere 
autenticque copie van een acte notarieel bij Jacob de 
With won[ende] in Sgravenhaege voor den notaris Gerrit  
van Waij gedaen ofte doen doen in date den viien 
Julij 1628 contineren[de] seclusie van[de] Weescamers 
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Appendix 1.15 
  
DTB 95 153 
(1633 Geertruijd van der Steven marries Jacques Sonnet) 
Den 15 Decemb[ris] .. 
Jacques Sonnett Chirurgijn j.g. (jonggezel: male, not married before) 
woon[ende] op t’oude kerckhoff 
Geertruijd vander Steven j.dr. (jongedochter: female, not married before) 
woon[ende] inde Heerestraet 
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Appendix 1.16 
  
DTB December 17, 1648 – January 2, 1649 
(1648 Hendrick Goudt’s death) 
Jo[ncke]r Hendrick Gout heere vande Keen Ridder 
&c ontrent de St Jacobsbrug nalatende 
collaterale mundige & onmundige erffgen[amen] 
van welcke onmundige Jan van Schaijck  
aldaer behoudt oom is vast goet Reguliers 
dom groot St Jacob Reguliers te laet acht knechts te laet 
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Appendix 1.17 
  
Stad II 702-1 121-24, August 23, 1652 
(1652 Final Resolution of Hendrick Goudt’s estate) 
In margin: Liquidatie over de portie van Schaijcks onmundige kinderen in de erffenisse 
van Jo[ncke]r Gout 
D’heeren Wijck ende Kerckraad als hier toe bij app[oincteme]nt 
op req[uest]e vande nabenoemde Mombers den ven Julij 
voorleden gecommitteert, leverden bij rapport over 
’t nabeschreven Verbael:    Heden den negentiende 
Augusti 1652 compareerden voor de heeren Wijck 
ende Kerckraad als hier toe bij de Ed. Vroetschappe 
deser Stadt op den ven Julij 1652 gecommitteert  
M[eeste]rs Johan Boot Advocaet voor den Hove van 
Hollandt ende Beernt van Zutphen Advocaet voor 
den Hove van Utrecht als Mombers over de kinderen 
[2] 
van Jan van Schaijck geprocreeert bij Henrickgen van[der] 
Steven voor soo veel aengaet de goederen gecomen van 
Jo[ncke]r Henrick Gout, ende seijden dat Jo[ncke]r Aernt Gout 
bij acte van[den] 10en Maij 1625 in verbant gestelt hadde 
de goederen die de voors[chreven] Henrickgen van[der] Steven wt 
crachte van substitutie van hem soude comen te erven 
dat den selven Aernt Gout comen[de] te overlijden desselfs 
goederen gecomen waren op sijnen soon Henrick Gout 
voorn[oem]t, de welcke in Decemb[er] 1648 sonder geboorte 
was comen te sterven, hebbende den selven Henrick 
Gout op sijn overlijden nagelaten 68818 guldens 
dat de vrienden van ’s Vaders ende ’s moeders \sijde/ van[de] selven 
pretenderende de legitime ende trebellianique vrij van 
verbant te sijn, met deselve was geaccordeert, ende  
aende vrienden van ’s Vaders sijde belooft ende betaelt 
19900 g[ulden], ende aende vrienden van ’s moeders sijde 7500 g[ulden] 
waer en boven aende moeder vande voorn[oemd]eBoot betaelt 
was 6000 gul[den] uijt crachte van accoord met deselve 
op approbatie opgerecht, ende dat aen Steven de la 
Fonteijne als neffens de kinderen vande voorn[oemde] Jan 
van Schaijck mede erffgen[amen] vande voorn[oemde] Gout be- 
looft ende voldaen was 15000 gul[den] makende alle 
de selve posten tesamen xlviiiM iiiiC gul[den], de welcke 
getogen vande voors[chreven] massa van lxviiiM viiiC xviii g[ulden] 
blijft noch 20418 gul[den] waer van getogen de doot- 
schulden tot 2000 gul[den], soo blijft noch over 18418 g[ulden] 
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waer van noch getogen 3894 gul[den] van oncosten, 
verschot, verteeringen inde processen den tijdt van 
Twaelff iaren gevallen, soo blijft de massa noch 
suijvers xiiiiM vC xxiiii gul[den] ende alsoo daer boven van 
[3] 
de totale massa hier boven gestelt noch ietwes is 
geprocedeert, soo wordt de resterende massa begroot 
op xvM gul[den], voor welcke somme den voorn[oemde] Steven 
de la Fonteijne mede uijtgecoft is,  ende dat de kinderen 
vanden voorn[oemde] Jan van Schaeijck, als met den selven in 
gelijcke grade ende mede erffgen[amen] vanden voors[chreven] Gout 
gelijcke somme competeert, dat van[de] selve 15000 gul[den] 
van het verbandt vrij was de trebellianique sijnde een 
vierdepart, bedragende 3750 gul[den], die den voorn[oemde] Schaeijck 
was competerende, des daerinne moeten geimputeert 
worden de vruchten die de voorn[oemde] Henrickgen van[der] Steven 
bij haer leven genoten heeft, sijnde een jaer ende acht 
maenden, zoo den voorn[oemde] Gout gestorven is in Decemb[er] 
1648, ende de voors[chreven] Henrickgen in Augusto 1650, 
bedragende de vruchten in die tijt 1059 gul[den], alse int 
jaer 635-8-0, ende dat de voors[chreven] 1059 g[ulden] getogen 
vande voors[chreven] 3750 gul[den] voor de trebellianique noch  
overblijft 2700 gul[den], dewelcke den voorn[oemde] Booth als 
administratie hebbende vande voors[chreven] goederen van Jo[ncke]r 
Gout aenden Heere Ontfanger Weede te vreden is te 
voldoen in minderinge vant geene den voorn[oemde] Jan van 
Schaeijck aende generale middelen deser Provincie schuldich 
is, des hij deselve somme sal mogen op interesse nemen 
ende versekeren op den thient in Maeslandt van[de] goederen 
van[de] voorn[oemde] Gout noch in esse zijnde, ende dat dit  
verbael met de verificatien daer toe dienende gecommu- 
niceert is aen den voorn[oemde] Heere Weede, Versochten daer- 
omme de req[uiran]ten dat de liquidatie in desen gedaen op 
rapport van ons Commiss[arisse]n bij de Ed. Vroetschappe 
deser Stadt sal worden geapprobeert, ende den voorn[oemde] 
[4] 
Boot gepermitteert om de voors[chreven] 2700 gul[den] op interesse 
te mogen nemen ende te versekeren op den voors[chreven] thient 
in Maeslandt, off anders de selve penn[ingen] te becomen in 
sulcker voegen als hij best tot voordeel vande voors[chreven] 
kinderen sal cunnen doen, ende de selve te betalen aen 
den Heere Ontfanger Weede in minderinge van’t geene 
den voorn[oemde] Schaeijck aende generale middelen deser 
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Provincie schuldich is, Ofte anders &c, Op ende &c 
Gehoort welck rapport ende de lecture vant voors[chreven] 
Verbael de Vroetschap geapprobeert heeft en[de] approbeert 
bij desen de voors[chreven] liquidatie. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 
Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of Saint John, undated 
Image: © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.2 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608 
Image: © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.3 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, 1610 
Image: © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.4 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, 1612 
Image: © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.5 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.6 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape with Aurora, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.7 
Hendrick Goudt, The Rest on the Flight into Egypt, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.8 
Hendrick Goudt, Virgil in the Basket, pen and ink on parchment, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, 
Rijksprentenkabinet, Inv. no. inv. no. RP-T 1964-37 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
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Figure 1.8 (detail) 
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Figure 1.9 
Lucas Van Leyden, Virgil in the Basket, 1525, New Hollstein 170 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum   
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Figure 1.9a 
Hendrick Goltzius, Young Man Wearing a Plumed Hat, 1614, pen and ink on parchment 
New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. III, 145 
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Figure 1.9b 
Lucas van Leyden, Man with a Skull, Hollstein 174 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 1.10 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Two Women and a Man in Conversation, FKB, inv. no. 5879 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 1.11a 
Jacques de Gheyn, Studies of Men and Women for the Land-Yacht 
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three Generations, The Hague, Boston, and 
London, 1983, cat. 557 
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Figure 1.11b 
Jacques de Gheyn, Studies of Men and Women for the Land-Yacht 
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three Generations, The Hague, Boston, and 
London, 1983, cat. 514 (verso) 
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Figure 1.12 
Jan van de Velde, folio 21 of Der Spieghel der Schrijf-Konst in den welcken ghesien worden 
veelderhande gheschrifften met hare fondementen ende onderrichtighe uytghegeven, published 
1605 
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Figure 1.13 
Hendrick Goudt’s will, Het Utrechts Archief, not. Wtenwael, U006B013, May 28, 1611 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.14a 
Document of the conferral of Goudt’s Roman title, Secret Vatican Archives, May 1611 
Image: Christian Tico Seifert, “Depicting Darkness: Hendrick Goudt, Printmaker in Rome and 
Utrecht,” in Ein Privilegiertes Medium und die Bildkulturen Europas: Deutsche, Französiche und 
Niederländische Kupferstecher und Graphikverlager in Rom von 1590 bis 1630, Akten des 
Internationalen Studientages der Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome, November 10-11, 2008, edited by 
Eckhard Leuschner, published Munich, 2012, pp. 177-197 
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Figure 1.14b 
Document of the conferral of Goudt’s Roman title, Secret Vatican Archives, May 1611 
Image: Christian Tico Seifert, “Depicting Darkness: Hendrick Goudt, Printmaker in Rome and 
Utrecht,” in Ein Privilegiertes Medium und die Bildkulturen Europas: Deutsche, Französiche und 
Niederländische Kupferstecher und Graphikverlager in Rom von 1590 bis 1630, Akten des 
Internationalen Studientages der Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome, November 10-11, 2008, edited by 
Eckhard Leuschner, published Munich, 2012, pp. 177-197 
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Figure 1.14c 
Document of the conferral of Goudt’s Roman title, Secret Vatican Archives, May 1611 
Image: Christian Tico Seifert, “Depicting Darkness: Hendrick Goudt, Printmaker in Rome and 
Utrecht,” in Ein Privilegiertes Medium und die Bildkulturen Europas: Deutsche, Französiche und 
Niederländische Kupferstecher und Graphikverlager in Rom von 1590 bis 1630, Akten des 
Internationalen Studientages der Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome, November 10-11, 2008, edited by 
Eckhard Leuschner, published Munich, 2012, pp. 177-197 
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Figure 1.15, List of Membership of  the Utrecht Guild of Saint Luke, 1611 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.15a, List of Membership of  the Utrecht Guild of Saint Luke, 1611 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.16a 
Hendrick Goudt’s home at 18 Janskerkhof, Utrecht 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.16b 
Hendrick Goudt’s home at 18 Janskerkhof, Utrecht 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 1.16c 
Hendrick Goudt’s home at 18 Janskerkhof, Utrecht 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.1, Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of John, undated 
Image : © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.2, Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.3 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, 1610 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.4, Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, 1612 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.5, The Landscape with Aurora, 1613  
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.6 
Hendrick Goudt, Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.7 
Hendrick Goudt, The Flight into Egypt, 1613 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.1, Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of John, undated 
Image : © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.1a 
Adam Elsheimer (after), The Decapitation of Saint John, ca. 1605 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmannn et. al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, 
Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland, and London, Dulwich Picture Gallery, 2006 
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Figure 2.1b, Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of John, undated, trial proof, Berlin, inv. no. 384-
27  
Image: Ann Röver–Kann, Mit der schnellen Nadel gezeichnet: Experiment Radierung im 
Jahrhundert Dürers, (exh. cat.) 2 vols., Bremen, 2008 
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Figure 2.1c, Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of John, undated, trial proof, Berlin, inv. no. 384-
27 (detail) 
Image: Ann Röver–Kann, Mit der schnellen Nadel gezeichnet: Experiment Radierung im 
Jahrhundert Dürers, (exh. cat.) 2 vols., Bremen, 2008 
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Figure 2.1d, Hendrick Goudt, The Decapitation of John, undated, detail of Goudt’s monogram 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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2.2, Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.2a 
Adam Elsheimer, The Little Tobias 
Frankfurt Historisches Museum, inv. no. B789 
Image: © Frankfurt Historisches Museum 
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Figure 2.2b, Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608, working proof, London, The British 
Museum, inv. no. S.4957 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.2c, Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, pen and ink on parchment, Paris, Petit Palais, 
inv. no. Dutuit 1116 (and detail, below) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2c (detail) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.2d, Adam Elsheimer, The “Little” Tobias, undated, etching, Frankfurt, Städel Museum 
(no inventory number) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.2e, Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.3, Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, 1610 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.3 a  
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, 1612, Milwaukee, Dr. Alfred and Isabel Bader 
Collection 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmannn et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  (exh. cat.) Städelsche 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 2.3b 
Anonymous copy after Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, Madrid, Museo del Prado inv. no.2181 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmannn et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  (exh. cat.), Städelsche 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 2.3c 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, FKB, inv. no. 5891 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 2.3d 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, FKB, inv. no. 5892 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 2.3e 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, (not in FKB), inv. no. 672 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.3f, Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3g, Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.3h, Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, undated, etching, Hamburg, Kunsthalle, 
Kupferstichkabinett  
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.3h (detail) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figures 2.3 i and j, Details of Goudt’s inscriptions, showing guidelines (above) and 
partially filled in letter 
Images: Photos taken by the author 
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Figure 2.3k 
Impression of The Mocking of Ceres, showing the inscription restored by a later hand 
Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart, inv. no. 46563 
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Figure 2.4 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, 1612 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.4a, Adam Elsheimer, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, 
Dresden, inv. no. 1977 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmannn et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  (exh. cat.), Städelsche 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 2.4b, Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis (detail), 
working proof, Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. A7207a 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.4c 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, FKB, inv. no. 5908 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 2.4d 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, FKB, inv. no. 5887 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 2.4e 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, London, The British 
Museum, inv. no. 1920, 1116.11 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.4f 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 23006 
Image: © Réunion des musées nationaux / Musée du Louvre 
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Figure 2.5, Hendrick Goudt, The Landscape with Aurora, 1613 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.5a, Adam Elsheimer, Landscape with Aurora, Brauschweig, Herzog Anton-Ulrich 
Museum, inv. no. 550 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmannn et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  (exh.cat.) Städelsche 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 2.6, Hendrick Goudt. The “Great” Tobias, 1613 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.6a,  [after] Adam Elsheimer, The “Great” Tobias, Copenhagen, Statens Museum fur 
Kunst, inv. no. inv.no.207 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmannn et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  (exh.cat.), Städelsche 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 2.6b, Tobias and the Angel, pen and ink on parchment, Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. 
I, 146 
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Figure 2.6c, Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, 
detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.6d 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.6e, Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, detail 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.7, Hendrick Goudt, The Flight into Egypt, 1613 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2.7a, Adam Elsheimer, The Flight into Egypt, Munich, Alte Pinakothek, inv. no. 216 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmannn et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  (exh.cat.), Städelsche 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 2.7b, Hendrick Goudt, The Flight into Egypt (proof, detail), Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett, 
inv. no. 7203 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.7c (proof, detail of unshaded moon reflected in the water compared with a detail of 2.7, 
the completed print showing additional shading in the moon and its reflection)  
Image: Photos taken by the author 
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Figure 2.7d 
Hendrick Goudt, The Flight into Egypt, Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 7203 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.8, Caspar Netscher, The Lacemaker, 1662 
Image: © The Wallace Collection, London  
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Figure 2.9, Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, 
posthumous impression (?), Brussels 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.9 detail, Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, 
detail, posthumous impression (?), Brussels 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.10, Flemish, ca. 1620, Connoisseurs in a Cabinet of Rarities, London, The National 
Gallery, inv. no. 1287 
Image: © The National Gallery, London 
 
 
Figure 2.10 (detail), Flemish, ca. 1620, Connoisseurs in a Cabinet of Rarities, London, The 
National Gallery, inv. no. 1287 
Image: © The National Gallery, London 
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Figure 2.11 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres on silk, Paris, Fondation Custodia, Collection Frits Lugt, 
inv. no. 1979-P.10 
Image: photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.11 (detail) 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres on silk (detail), Paris, Fondation Custodia, Collection 
Frits Lugt, inv. no. 1979-P.10 
Image: photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.12, Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett, no inventory number, title page to a later series of 
Goudt prints, published by Gabriel Huquier after François Boucher the Younger, no inv. no. 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 2.13, Pieter Codde, Visitors to a Studio, Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart, inv. no. 3249 
Image: © www.staatsgaleriestuttgart.de 
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Figure 3.1 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Two Men, with Goudt’s name and address in Utrecht on the verso, 
FKB, inv. no. 5904 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.1a 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 3.1, Study of Two Men, with the inscription: “…ntfesten…Goudt 
woonende…Kerchoff tot Utrecht,” FKB, inv. no.5904 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)         
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Figure 3.2 
Overview of works in the Frankfurt Klebeband 
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Figure 3.2a  
Overview of works in the Frankfurt Klebeband 
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Figure 3.3a (above) 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Two Females, showing trimmed edges and remounting, inv. no. 5965 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
 
 
 
   
  
Figure 3.3b 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 3.3a, Study of Two Females, showing trimmed edges and 
remounting, FKB, inv. no.  5965 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.3c 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Figure on Horseback, showing the torn edges of the sheet which is 
now mounted down, FKB, inv. no.5932 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.4 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Adam and Eve, Tobias and the Angel, FKB, inv. no. 5974 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.5 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no. G4 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.5a 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 3.5, Study of a Man, showing Goudt’s address, Rotterdam, 
Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no. G4 
Image: Photo taken by the author 	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Figure 3.6 
Hendrick Goudt, Standing Men, Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 5590 
Image: www.rkd.nl 
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Figure 3.7 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Three Men, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  
G6 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.8 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G7 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.9 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G3 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.10 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G5 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.11 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G2 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.12 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, inv. no.  G1 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.13 
Hendrick Goudt, Virgil in the Basket, 1600, pen and ink on parchment, Amsterdam, 
Rijksmuseum, Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. inv. no. RP-T 1964-37 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
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Figure 3.13 (detail) 	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Figure 3.14 
Lucas Van Leyden, Virgil in the Basket, 1525, New Hollstein 170 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum   
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Figure 3.15  
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5856 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.15a  
Hendrick Goudt, verso of figure 3.15, with a sketch of a Man, Woman and Child, FKB, inv. no. 
5856 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
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Figure 3.16  
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, British Museum, inv. no. Oo.10.135  
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.16a  
Hendrick Goudt, verso of figure 3.16, showing a sketch in pen and brown ink, London, The 
British Museum, inv. no. Oo.10.135 
Photo: Trustees of the British Museum  
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Figure 3.17 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. III, 160 
Image: © Pierpont Morgan Library, New York 
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Figure 3.18 
Hendrick Goudt, Female Nude 
The George and Maida Abrams Collection, Boston, Massachusetts  
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Figure 3.19 
Hendrick Goudt, The Temptation of Jesus, The Maida and George Abrams Collection, Harvard 
University Art Museums/Fogg Art Museum, inv. no. 2008.257 
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Figure 3.20 
Adam Elsheimer, Glass Design for Philip Mohr and his Wife Katherina Back, Düsselfdorf, 
Museum Kunst Palast, inv. no. KA (FP) 5473 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.21 
Adam Elsheimer, Fame (page from an album amicorum), Karlsruhe, Staatliche Kunsthalle, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. VIII, fol. 57 v/I 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.22 
Adam Elsheimer, An Artist before Mercury, Braunschweig, Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. Z 88  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.23 
Adam Elsheimer, Neptune and Triton, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. C 2310  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.24 
Adam Elsheimer, The Large Sketch Sheet, Berlin Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Kupferstichkabinett, 
inv. no. KdZ 4636 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.25 
Adam Elsheimer, The Small Sketch Sheet, Berlin Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Kupferstichkabinett, 
inv. no. KdZ 5024  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.26 
Adam Elsheimer, The Artist in Despair, Munich, Staatliche Graphische Sammlung, inv. no. 1996: 
28 Z 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.27 
Adam Elsheimer, Study of Heads, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. RP-
T- 1981-220 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.28 
Adam Elsheimer, Pietà, Braunschweig, Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum, inv. no. 852 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.28a 
Adam Elsheimer Pietà, Weimar, Goethe-Nationalmuseum (Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, 
Schlossmuseum), inv. no. KK 482 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.29 
Adam Elsheimer, Landscape (Study for Aurora), Berlin Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 
Kupferstichkabinett, Kupferstichkabinett Sammlung der Zeichnung und Druckgraphik, Berlin, 
inv. no. KdZ 2237 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.29a, Adam Elsheimer, Landscape with Aurora, Brauschweig, Herzog Anton-Ulrich 
Museum, inv. no. 550 
Image: Rüdiger Klessmannn et al., Adam Elsheimer 1578-1610,  (exh.cat.), Städelsche 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, The Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
London, 2006 
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Figure 3.30 
Adam Elsheimer, Il Contento, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 33.953 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.30a 
Adam Elsheimer, Il Contento, Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland, inv. no. RSA 298 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.30b 
Adam Elsheimer, Il Contento, Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland,  inv. no. NG2312 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.30c 
Adam Elsheimer, Il Contento, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18657 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.31 
Adam Elsheimer, The Decapitation of Saint John, The Duke of Devonshire and the Chatsworth 
Settlement Trustees, Derbyshire, inv. no. 851C  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.32 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, Washington, D.C., The National Gallery of Art, 
Wolfgang Ratjen Collection, Purchased as the Gift  of Ladislaus Beatrix von Hoffmann, inv. no. 
2007.111.9 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.33 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, Hamburg Kunsthalle, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 
1927-105 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.34 
Adam Elsheimer, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, Warsaw, Poland, 
Museum Narodowe, inv. no. 146603/17 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.35 
Adam Elsheimer, Bathsheba, Vienna, Graphisches Sammlung, Albertina, inv. no. 3345 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.36  
Hendrick Goudt, Group of Standing Men and Women 
Rennes, Musée des Beaux-Arts, no inv. no. 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.36 (detail) 
Hendrick Goudt, Group of Standing Men and Women 
Rennes, Musée des Beaux-Arts, no inv. no. 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.37  
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel 
Leiden, Universiteitsbibliothek, inv. no. 2506 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.37 (detail) 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel 
Leiden, Universiteitsbibliothek, inv. no. 2506 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.38 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Little” Tobias, 1608 (?), pen and ink on parchment 
Paris, Petit Palais, inv. no. P.P.-DUT. 1116 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.39 
Hendrick Goudt, The “Great” Tobias, 1613 (?), pen and ink on parchment 
New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. I, 146a 
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Figure 3.40 
Lucas van Leyden, Man Holding a Skull, ca. 1519, New Hollstein 174 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.41 
Hendrick Goltzius, Young Man Wearing a Plumed Hat, 1614, pen and ink on parchment 
New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. III, 145 
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Figure 3.42 
Jacques de Gheyn II, Studies in Preparation for the Land-Yacht print 
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three Generations, The Hague, Boston, and 
London, 1983, cat. 557 
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Figure 3.43 
Jacques de Gheyn II, Studies in Preparation for the Land-Yacht print 
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three Generations, The Hague, Boston, and 
London, 1983, cat. 514 (verso) 
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Figure 3.44 
Jacques de Gheyn II, Studies in Preparation for the Land-Yacht print 
Image: I.Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three Generations, The Hague, Boston, and 
London, 1983, cat. 556 
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Figure 3.45 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Two Women and a Man in Conversation, FKB inv. no. 5879 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.46 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Three Men in Conversation, FKB, inv. no.  5855 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.47 and details (below) 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Men on Horseback, Paris, École Nationale Superieure des Beaux Arts, inv. 
no. 12083 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.47, details 
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Figure 3.48 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Men, Women and a Child, FKB, inv. no. 5833 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.49 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Woman and a Child, FKB, inv. no. 5981  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.50 
Hendrick Goudt, Verso of Study of a Man and Two Children, FKB, inv. no. 5925  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.50a, verso of figure 3.50, Study of a Man and Two Children, FKB, inv. no. 5925 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
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Figure 3.51 
Hendrick Goudt, Women in Conversation, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 18654 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.52 
Hendrick Goudt, Group of Men and Women, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
18655.1 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.53 
Hendrick Goudt, Group of Standing Men, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
18655.2 
Image: Photo © R.M.N.  
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Figure 3.54 
Hendrick Goudt, Men and Women with Children, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. 
no. 18655.3 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.55 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Men and a Woman, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
18656.3 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.56 
Hendrick Goudt, Young Man Approaching a Seated Woman, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des 
Dessins, inv. no. 18656.1 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.57 
Hendrick Goudt, Men, Women and Children, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
18655 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.58 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Women seen from the rear, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, 
inv. no. 18661 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.59 
Jacques de Gheyn, Study of a Seated Woman and a Child 
Image: I. Q. van Regteren Altena, Jacques de Gheyn: Three Generations, The Hague, Boston, and 
London, 1983 
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Figure 3.60 and detail (below) 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Men, a Child and a Dog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, inv. no. 669 (not 
in FKB) 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
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Figure 3.60 (detail) 
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Figure 3.60a 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 3.60, Study of Men, a Child and a Dog, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, 
inv. no. 669 (not in FKB) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.61 
Hendrick Goudt, Various drawings of figures in the landscape, showing drawings mounted 
together, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inventory numbers are listed separately in 
following images 
Image: photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.62 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
22611.5   
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.63 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
22.611.4   
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.64 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
22611.3   
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.65 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
22611.2   
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.66 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
22611.1 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.67 
Hendrick Goudt, Figures in a Landscape, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
18.654 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.68 
Hendrick Goudt, Study sheet with a Procession of Figures, FKB, inv. no.  5841 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.69 and detail (below) 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Processions of Figures, FKB, inv. no. 5942 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.69 (detail) 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Processions of Figures, FKB, inv. no. 5942 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.70 and detail (below) 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Figures in Conversation and the Figure of Mercury Seated, 
FKB, inv. no. 5920 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.70 (detail) 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Figures in Conversation and the Figure of Mercury Seated, 
FKB, inv. no. 5920 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.4 (duplicate) 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Adam and Eve, Tobias and the Angel. Inv. no. 5974 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.71 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Putti and Figures Dancing, FKB, inv. no. 5970 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.72 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Children, Male Nude and a Seated Woman, FKB, inv. no. 
5944 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.73 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with Male and Female Heads, FKB, inv. no. 5938 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.74 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with a Male Nude Holding a Lance and Children, FKB, W 101/39 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.75 and detail (below) 
Hendrick Goudt, Sketch Sheet with Figures on Horseback, FKB. inv. no. 5935 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.75, detail 
Hendrick Goudt, Sketch Sheet with Figures on Horseback, FKB. inv. no. 5935 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
Photo (detail) taken by the author 
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Figure 3.76 
Roelant Savery, Sketch Sheet, Rijksmuseum, Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. RP-T-1888-A-1449 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
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Figure 3.77 
Jan Breughel II, Sketch Sheet 
Maida and George Abrams Collection, Boston, Massachusetts 
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Figure 3.24 
Adam Elsheimer, The Large Sketch Sheet, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer 
Kulturbesitz, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. KdZ 4636 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.25 
Adam Elsheimer, The Small Sketch Sheet, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer 
Kulturbesitz, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. KdZ 5024  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.78 
Rembrandt van Rijn, Sketch Sheet with Beggars and Saskia in Bed, 1641-42, etching, Hind 163 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.79  
Hendrick Goltzius, Arcadian Landscape with a Shepherd Minding his Flock, ca. 1615, 
chiaroscuro woodcut, Hollstein 377 
London, The British Museum, inv. no. 1868, 0316.1 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.80a 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape with Putti, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
21715 
Image : Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.80b 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Standing Men and a Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5927 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.81 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5849 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.82 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5845 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.83 
Hendrick Goudt,  Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5842 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.84 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5848  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.85 
Hendrick Goudt,  Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5846 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.86 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5843 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.87 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5836 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.88 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5828 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.89 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5830 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.90 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5863  
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.91 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5850 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.92 
Hendrick Goudt, Small Landscape Sketch, Braunschweig, inv. no. Z 73 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.93 
Hendrick Goudt, Female Nude, FKB, inv. no. 5960 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.94 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Female Nudes, FKB, inv. no. 5931 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.95 
Hendrick Goudt, Seated Female Nude, FKB, inv. no. 5877 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.96 
Hendrick Goudt, Female Nudes, FKB, inv. no. 5902 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.97 
Hendrick Goudt, Mother and Child, FKB, inv. no. 5834 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.98 
Hendrick Goudt, Mother and Child, FKB, inv. no. 5925 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.99 
Hendrick Goudt, Mother and Child, FKB, inv. no. 5919 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.100 
Hendrick Goudt, Two Men in Conversation, FKB, inv. no. 5889 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.100a 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of figure 3.100, Two Men in Conversation, FKB, inv. no. 5889 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.100b 
Lucas van Leyden, Esther before Ahaseuras, Hollstein 31 
Image: Photo © Trustees of The British Museum  
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Figure 3.100c 
Hendrick Goudt, Study Sheet with a figure from Lucas van Leyden’s Esther Before Ahaseuras, 
FKB, inv. no. 5899 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.100d 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Man, Woman, and Child, FKB, inv. no. 5903 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.100e 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of fig. 100d, Study of a Male Figure from Lucas van Leyden’s Esther 
Before Ahasueras, FKB, inv. no. 5903 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
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Figure 3.101a 
Lucas van Leyden, Salomon’s Idolatry, 1514, New Hollstein 30 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.101b 
Lucas van Leyden, Salomon’s Idolatry (from the Small Power of Women Series), ca. 1517-50, 
Hollstein 184 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.101c 
Hendrick Goudt, Salomon’s Idolatry, FKB, inv. no. 6005 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.101d 
Hendrick Goudt, Study for Female Figure in Salomon’s Idolatry, FKB, inv. no.6000 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.102a 
Hendrick Goltzius, Christ Carrying the Cross, Plate 9 from the Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 
1-12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.102b 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, London, The British Museum, inv. no. Oo, 9.13 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.102c 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, London, The British Museum, inv. no. 1893, 0731.2 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.102d 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 5862 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.102e 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 5864 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.102f 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 5865 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.103a 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Flagellation of Christ, Plate 6 from the Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 
1-12 
Image: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.103b 
Hendrick Goudt, The Flagellation of Christ 
Almelo (private collection) 
Image: Hans Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers: Das Werk des Meisters und der 
Problemkreis Elsheimer—Goudt, Berlin, 1966 
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Figure 3.104a 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Mocking of Christ, Plate 7 from the Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 1-
12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.104b 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 5880 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.104c and details, below 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 5857 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.104 c (details) 
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Figure 3.104d 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 6002 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.105a 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Presentation of Christ (Ecce Homo), Plate 8 from the Passion of Christ, 
1596, Hollstein 1-12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.105b 
Hendrick Goudt, The Presentation of Christ (Ecce Homo), FKB, inv. no. 6003 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.105c 
Hendrick Goudt, The Presentation of Christ (Ecce Homo) 
Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 14603 
Image: Hans Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers: Das Werk des Meisters und der 
Problemkreis Elsheimer—Goudt, Berlin, 1966 
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Figure 3.106a 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Standing Soldiers, FKB, inv. no. 6001 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.106b 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of Standing Soldiers, FKB, inv. no. 5999 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.106c 
Hendrick Goudt, Study of a Standing Soldier, FKB, inv. no. 5998 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.106d 
Lucas van Leyden, The Presentation of Christ (Ecce Homo), New Hollstein 50 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.107a 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Entombment, Plate 11 from the Passion of Christ, 1596, Hollstein 1-12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.107b and details, below 
Hendrick Goudt, The Entombment of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 5905 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.107b (details) 
Images: Photos taken by the author 
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Figure 3.107c  
Verso of figure 3.107b, The Entombment of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 5905 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.107d 
Albrecht Durer, The Entombment, Plate 13 from the Engraved Passion 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.107e 
Hendrick Goudt, verso of The Entombment of Christ, FKB, inv. no. 5883  
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.108a 
Hendrick Goltzius, The Resurrection of Christ, Plate 12 from the Passion of Christ, 1596, 
Hollstein 1-12 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.108b 
Hendrick Goudt, The Resurrection of Christ, Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. KdZ 12491 
Image: Hans Möhle, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers: Das Werk des Meisters und der 
Problemkreis Elsheimer—Goudt, Berlin, 1966 
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Figure 3.108c 
Lucas van Leyden, The Resurrection of Christ, from the Passion of Christ, New Hollstein 56 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.109a and detail (below) 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 5861 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.109a (detail) 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.109b 
Hendrick Goudt, Christ Carrying the Cross, FKB, inv. no. 5871 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.110a  
Hendrick Goltzius, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, undated, Hollstein 131 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.110b 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. no. 5915 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.110c 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. no. 5894 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.110d 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. no. 5951 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.110e 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. no. 5870 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.110f 
Hendrick Goudt, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, FKB, inv. no. 5906 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.111a 
Hendrick Goudt, Seated Female Nude with Attending Figures, FKB, inv. no. 5976 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.111b 
Jan Muller, Venus Honored by Nymphs (after Bartholomeus Spranger), ca. 1591, New Hollstein 
73  
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.112a 
Hendrick Goudt, Two nude females, based on Jacob Matham’s Rachel and Leah, FKB inv. no. 
5866 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.112b 
Jacob Matham, Rachel and Leah, ca. 1597, New Hollstein 22 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.113a 
Jan Saenredam, Diana Discovery Callisto’s Pregancy, 1599, Hollstein 77 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.113b 
Hendrick Goudt, Diana Discovering Callisto’s Pregnancy, London, The British Museum, inv. no. 
1897, 0410.11 
Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.113c 
Hendrick Goudt, Diana Discovering Callisto’s Pregnancy, FKB, inv. no. 5867 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.113d 
Hendrick Goudt, Diana Discovering Callisto’s Pregnancy, FKB, inv. no. 5914 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.33 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, Hamburger Kunsthalle, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 
1927-105 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.114a 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, FKB, inv. no. 5891 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.114b 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, FKB, inv. no. 5892 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.114c 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, Frankfurt, Städel Museum, (not in FKB), inv. no. 672 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.114d 
Hendrick Goudt, The Mocking of Ceres, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 
18662 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.115a 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, FKB, inv. no. 5908 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.115b 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, FKB, inv. no. 5887 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.115c 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, London, The British 
Museum, inv. no. 1920, 1116.11 
Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.115d 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins, inv. no. 23006 
Image: Photo © R.M.N. 
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Figure 3.116a 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel, FKB, inv. no. 5947 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition) 
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Figure 3.116b 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel, FKB, inv. no. 5893 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.116c 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel, FKB, inv. no. 5907 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.116d 
Hendrick Goudt, Tobias and the Angel, Leiden, Universiteitsprentkabinet, inv. no. 2506 
Image: Photo taken by the author 
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Figure 3.31 
Adam Elsheimer, The Decapitation of Saint John, The Duke of Devonshire and the Chatsworth 
Settlement Trustees, Derbyshire, inv. no. 851C  
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.32 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, Washington, D.C., The National Gallery of Art, 
Wolfgang Ratjen Collection, Purchased as the Gift  of Ladislaus Beatrix von Hoffmann, inv. no. 
2007.111.9 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.33 
Adam Elsheimer, The Mocking of Ceres, Hamburger Kunsthalle, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 
1927-105 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.34 
Adam Elsheimer, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, Warsaw, Poland, 
Museum Narodowe, inv. no. 146603/17 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.35 
Adam Elsheimer, Bathsheba, Vienna, Graphisches Sammlung, Albertina, inv. no. 3345 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.16  
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, British Museum, inv. no. Oo.10.135  
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 3.16a  
Hendrick Goudt, verso of figure 3.16, showing a sketch in pen and brown ink, London, The 
British Museum, inv. no. Oo.10.135 
Photo: Trustees of the British Museum  
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Figure 3.15  
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, FKB, inv. no. 5856 
Image: Heinrich Weizsäcker, Die Zeichnungen Adam Elsheimers im Skizzenband des 
Städelschen Kunstinstituts, Frankfurt am Main, 1923 (facsimile edition)  
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Figure 3.15a  
Hendrick Goudt, verso of figure 3.15, with a sketch of a Man, Woman and Child, FKB, inv. no. 
5856 
Image: Photo taken by the author  
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Figure 3.17 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, inv. no. III, 160 
Image: © Pierpont Morgan Library, New York 
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Figure 3.117 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, Private Collection 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.118 
Hendrick Goudt, Landscape, Frankfurt (not in FKB), inv. no. 16748 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.35 
Adam Elsheimer, Bathsheba, Vienna, Graphisches Sammlung, Albertina, inv. no. 3345 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.119 
Hendrick Goudt, Bathsheba, Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. 4272 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.34 
Adam Elsheimer, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis, Warsaw, Poland, 
Museum Narodowe, inv. no. 146603/17 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.120 
Hendrick Goudt, Jupiter and Mercury in the House of Philemon and Baucis 
Edinburgh, The National Gallery of Scotland, D. 5605 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 3.121 
Hendrick Goudt, A Satyr Family 
Frankfurt, Städel Museum, inv. no. 670 
Image: Joachim Jacoby, Die Zeichungen von Adam Elsheimer. Kritischer Katalog, Frankfurt, 
Städel Museum, Graphisches Sammlung, 2008 
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Figure 4.1 
Jan van de Velde II, Vesper (from the Times of Day), 1622 
Image: Photo (c) Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.2 
Bernardino Capitelli, The Mocking of Ceres, 1633, etching, Bartsch 20 
Image: Photo (c) Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.3 
Benedetto Castiglione, Oriental Head, 1655, monotype 
Royal Art Collection, Windsor Castle 
Image: Photo © The Yorck Project/ Zenodot Verlagsgesellschaft mbH/GNU Free 
Documentation License  
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Figure 4.4a 
Wenzel Hollar, Pallas in the Studio at Night, 1646, New Hollstein 843 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.4b 
Wenzel Hollar, Latona in a Landscape, 1649, New Hollstein 1029 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum  
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Figure 4.4c 
Wenzel Hollar, The Mocking of Ceres, 1646, New Hollstein 846 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.5 
Hercules Segers, Tobias and the Angel, 1620s 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
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Figure 4.6 
Rembrandt, The Holy Family after Hercules Segers, ca. 1650-55 
Image: www.rijksmuseum.nl 
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Figure 4.7 
Rembrandt, The Supper at Emmaus, ca. 1628, Paris, Musée Jacquemart-André 
Image: © Musée Jacquemart-André 
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Figure 4.8 
(after) Prince Rupert, The Little Executioner, ca. 1658 
Image: Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.9 
John Smith, The “Little” Tobias, 1684  
Photo © Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 4.10a 
A Strasburg Bend watermark visible on Goudt’s Flight into Egypt in the Städel Museum, 
Frankfurt, inv. no. 62073 
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Figure 4.10b 
Impression showing Strasburg Bend watermark in the Landscape with Aurora, Rotterdam 
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Figures 4.10 c, d 
Impression showing Strasburg Lily watermark in The Great Tobias, Rotterdam 
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Figure 4.11 
Impression taken from the worn plate of the Landscape with Aurora, Stuttgart 
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Figures 4.12a, b 
Details of the background of the Mocking of Ceres: on the left, the spaces between the 
precise printed lines appear as distinct white highlights; in the reworked impression on 
the right, the same passage is less defined, and individual lines which have weakened 
meld together and appear flat and pale. The tiny spaces between the lines are now 
negligible.  
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Figures 4.12 c, d 
Details of the background of the Mocking of Ceres: above, the spaces between the 
precise printed lines appear as distinct white highlights; in the reworked impression 
below, the same passage is less defined, and individual lines which have weakened meld 
together and appear flat and pale. The tiny spaces between the lines are now negligible.  
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Figure 4.12e 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
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Figure 4.12f 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, inv. no. 28-1971 
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Figure 4.12g 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
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Figure 4.12h 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, inv. no. 28-1971 
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Figure 4.12i 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
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Figure 4.12j 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, inv. no. 28-1971 
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Figure 4.12k 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
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Figure 4.12L 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, inv. no. 28-1971 
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Figure 4.12m 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
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Figure 4.12n 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, inv. no. 28-1971 
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Figure 4.12o 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), Düsseldorf, inv. no. FP 398 
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Figure 4.12p 
The Mocking of Ceres (detail), showing rework, Düsseldorf, inv. no. 28-1971 
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Figure 4.13 
Giuseppi Zocchi, Landscape after a drawing by Adam Elsheimer or Hendrick Goudt 
Image: Photo (c) Trustees of the British Museum 
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